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Rendiconti Seminario Matematico Univ. Pol. Torino
Workshop for Sergio Console
Vol. 74, 1 (2016), 7 – 8

PREFACE

This special issue of Rendiconti del Seminario Matematico dell’Università e del Po-
litecnico di Torino is dedicated to Sergio Console. It collects invited contributions and
lectures delivered at the conference in his memory, held at Università di Torino on
23–26 February 2015

https://sites.google.com/site/annafino/workshop-in-memory-of-sergio-console
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8 Preface

Beside the strong Italian presence, the event saw the participation of friends and schol-
ars from all over the world, including Algeria, Argentina, Brazil, Germany, Iran, Japan,
Spain, the UK and the United States.

The editors are indebted to Giovanni Bazzoni, Francesca Ferrara, Maurizio Par-
ton, Luigi Vezzoni and Michela Zedda for the unwavering engagement in the organisa-
tion of the conference.

They wish to thank all conference speakers: Rui Albuquerque, Daniele An-
gella, Giovanni Calvaruso, Diego Conti, Giulia Dileo, Antonio Di Scala, Marco Freib-
ert, Hassan Jolany, Oldřich Kowalski, Jorge Lauret, Thomas Madsen, Dmitry Million-
schikov, Giovanni Moreno, Michele Mulazzani, Rafik Nasri, Lorenzo Nicolodi, Car-
los Olmos, Seddik Ouakkas, Gabriela Ovando, Tracy Payne, Marco Radeschi, Fulvio
Ricci, Marco Rigoli, Juan Pablo Rossetti, Evangelia Samiou, Homare Tadano, Gudlau-
gur Thorbergsson, Francesco Vaccarino.

They also are grateful to the authors who accepted the invitation to submit their
work to these proceedings: Giovanni Bazzoni, Giovanni Calvaruso, Alessia Cattabriga,
Nicola Ciccoli, Jorge Lauret, Maura Macrì, Marco Magliaro, Enrico Manfredi, José
Miguel Manzano, Luciano Mari, Juan Carlos Marrero, Dmitry Millionschikov, Michele
Mulazzani, Emilio Musso, Lorenzo Nicolodi, Carlos Olmos, John Oprea, Gabriela
Ovando, Maurizio Parton, Norbert Peyerimhoff, Paolo Piccinni, Marco Rigoli, Si-
mon Salamon, Evangelia Samiou, Homare Tadano, Gudlaugur Thorbergsson, Victor
Vuletescu, plus all the referees who assessed these articles behind the curtains.
Special thanks go to Simon Salamon for granting us permission to include an old, yet
massively influential article of his that does not seem to have seen the light elsewhere
in print.

On the occasion of the conference, a scholarship in Sergio’s memory was awar-
ded to the best bachelor thesis in mathematics of 2014 at Università di Torino. It inau-
gurated a tradition that has been taking place yearly to pay tribute to Sergio’s legacy.
We are grateful to all the donors who with great generosity decided to sponsor it. We
acknowledge the kind support of the Department of Mathematics, that helped make
this conference possible.

Simon Chiossi, Isabel Dotti, Anna Fino
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S. G. Chiossi, I. Dotti and A. Fino

IN MEMORIAM SERGIO CONSOLE

Sergio Console, professor at the University of Torino, tragically passed away in Novem-
ber 2013 at the age of 48. This note provides a summary of Sergio’s work and our own
way of remembering one of the most eclectic and remarkable persons we have ever
known.

A personal view

We could not conceive of being around Sergio without being entranced by his humour
and distinctive laughter that lit up a room. He got on with virtually anybody, and
those who knew him understand at a deeper, subconscious level, what a marvellous
individual he was. The abysmal sense of loss still lingers on and he will be forever
missed, but we seek solace in the fact that he was part of our lives.

The authors of this note are lucky to have had many years of his friendship.
They stand in, in Sergio’s words, for three peoples he esteemed highly, and whose core
values he embodied. First of all he was a proud piemontéis (Piedmont being the region
surrounding Turin), and as such he had an inevitable penchant for the celebrated toma,
a special local cheese that all his guests had to try. He was also a supporter of Torino
FC, and used to drag friends and colleagues to pubs to watch its matches.
Secondly, he loved Argentina and the Argentine lifestyle unconditionally, to the point
he considered Córdoba, which he visited several times, as his second home. He had
even mentioned buying property there. The story of Sergio and Carlos Olmos lost in
the Sierras de Córdoba in the winter of 1995 has become a matter of legend. Here is
how La Voz del Interior newspaper reported that adventure:

9
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Lost professors rescued. The Police
and the volunteers of the fire brigade
of La Falda came to the aid of two uni-
versity professors and the children of
one of them who had gotten lost on ‘la
Banderita’ mountain.
On Sunday at 19.30, after a woman
living in the town’s centre heard dis-
tress calls, the rescue teams started as-
cending the mountain side and at a
few hundred meters uphill found Sergio
Console (30 years old), an Italian na-
tional resident at 327 Belgrano, Cór-
doba, Carlos Olmos (35), resident at
2935 Necochea, Córdoba, and the lat-
ter’s two children Carlos (8) and Lucía
(5).
The four were in good health and ex-
plained that they had begun the hike
that afternoon, but on returning they
had lost their way.

And finally, during the course of several stays Sergio absorbed many aspects of the
German culture. He was keen to learn and speak the vernaculars, had a soft spot for
wheat beers, was fond of pre-gentrified Berlin and loved the Neue Deutsche Welle films
shown at the Goethe-Institut in Turin.
The earnest curiosity for different cultures and the readiness to soak up other customs
and mores are also reflected in the fact that he was a fervid traveller. From his first
big trip to Notre Dame, Indiana to Cologne, from Córdoba to Nicosia, from Berlin to
Pocatello, he treasured the memories of all the places he visited and always retained
bits of what he had been exposed to.

Another, important, side to Sergio was that in the last ten years or so he had
become a dedicated jogger. He clocked up thousands of miles every year, and often
managed to plan scientific visits to coincide with the local half-marathon. Such was
his contagious enthusiasm that he got some colleagues into becoming ardent runners
as well. This is not surprising given he was a rather outdoorsy kind of guy. Every free
weekend he packed his running gear or his snowshoes, depending on the season, and
headed for his beloved Alps. No one could keep up with him, no one ever will.

Scientific interests

Whoever discussed mathematics with Sergio remembers his love for the subject and
how he cherished working with others. A quick glance at the list of publications (in the
references) testimonies the importance of collaborations in his work. On the one hand
this is a consequence of his need for sharing experiences, on the other it is evidence of
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his easy-goingness. His many co-authors will attest he was a competent, inventive and
generous mathematician.

Sergio worked in differential geometry (Riemannian and complex geometry, ge-
ometric structures, submanifold theory, homogeneous spaces) and algebraic topology
(cohomology theories, fibrations, spectral sequences). The themes he was particularly
concerned with are:

 submanifolds and holonomy (submanifolds of space forms, rank rigidity, isopara-
metric rank, normal holonomy, complex submanifolds)

 isometric actions of Lie groups (orbit spaces, polar actions, s-representations,
locally homogeneous spaces, cohomogeneity)

 nilmanifolds and solvmanifolds (invariant geometric structures, deRham and
Dolbeault cohomology, deformations of complex structures and stability)

 flat manifolds (issues of isospectrality, Z2-cohomology, spin structures)

 curvature invariants of Riemannian and Hermitian manifolds (Hermitian Singer
number, scalar Weyl invariants).

Overview of the work

In the sketchy description that follows we have compressed a career spanning 25�
years. Inevitably we will overlook aspects that Sergio would consider relevant, for lack
of understanding on our side.

Sergio studied at the University of Torino where he graduated with Alberto
Collino. He was awarded a permanent lecturer post in Turin in 1990 despite never
formally obtaining a PhD (an uncommon degree in Italy at the time). He was steered
towards classical differential geometry mainly under the influence of the late Aristide
Sanini, the mentor with whom Sergio tackled problems in submanifold theory related
to harmonic maps. The first papers [1, 2, 4] classify surfaces with conformal second
fundamental form II and their isotropic immersions in space forms. The affection for
Sanini is clearly evident in [24] (contained in the volume [23]).

In 1992 Sergio visited the University of Notre Dame with the purpose of study-
ing extrinsically homogeneous geometry with Gudlaugur Thorbergsson. He classified
infinitesimally homogeneous Euclidean submanifolds [3] generalising work of Ferus
and Singer. In 1994 he spent a follow-up year in Cologne as visiting professor, and
worked with Thorbergsson on the geometric characterisation of orthogonal representa-
tions of compact Lie groups G, with an eye to s-representations (isotropy representa-
tions of symmetric spaces). These are orbit-equivalent to polar actions, and principal
orbits of s-representation are isoparametric submanifolds. So they studied the relation-
ships between polar representations, variationally complete representations, represen-
tations of class O2 and taut representations [6]. In particular it was proved that if the
orbits of G are all taut, or O2, then G has four simple factors at most.
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This line of thought was pursued with Anna Fino to characterise homogeneous Kähle-
rian submanifolds of CPn in representation-theoretical terms [5], and the link between
maximal symmetric weights of an irreducible representation and the flag geometry of
s-representations [11].
Along these lines, years later he wrote [29], once again with Fino and Thorbergsson,
addressing Cartan’s theory of isoparametric hypersurfaces in spheres with three princi-
pal curvatures. In it one finds the relationship between Hurwitz’s composition algebras
and the Cartan–Schouten theorem on flat metric connections with skew-symmetric tor-
sion.

It was almost by chance that Sergio met Carlos Olmos (from Córdoba) in Flo-
rence in 1993, an event that was to mark the start of the long-lasting collaboration and
friendship between the two. They undertook in [7] the investigation of isoparametric
submanifolds and submanifolds with constant principal curvatures in relation to ho-
mogeneity issues, and more generally to situations where II is algebraically constant,
following work of Heintze and Thorbergsson. They extended the notion of isoparamet-
ric rank (the maximal number of independent isoparametric and parallel local normal
sections) to arbitrary submanifolds S of a space form. The main result is that a locally
irreducible full submanifold S in a sphere with isoparametric rank at least 2 must have
constant principal curvatures. Hence if the isoparametric rank is at least 1 then S is
either an isoparametric hypersurface or the orbit of an s-representation. Many other
‘high rank’ theorems follow from this work, based on the observation that orbits of
s-representations in submanifold geometry are the extrinsic relatives to Riemannian
symmetric spaces in intrinsic geometry. For example, a submanifold of the sphere with
parallel non-vanishing curvature and constant fundamental form must have constant
principal curvatures.
A couple of trips to Córdoba led in 1998 to a paper on submanifolds with algebraically
constant II. The result in [8] is that submanifolds in space forms with constant mean
curvature and II of the type of a symmetric manifold are locally symmetric. From it
one can recover, among other things, Cartan’s celebrated classification of isoparamet-
ric hypersurfaces in spheres mentioned earlier.
A related aspect was addressed in [9], written with Carfagna D’Andrea, which shows
that a submanifold in a space form with parallel higher second fundamental form is
extrinsically 2-symmetric.

During the long time spent in Argentina over the years, Sergio also collabo-
rated with Roberto Miatello and Juan Pablo Rossetti [25, 26]. Between one foot-
ball match and the other they worked on topological and analytical aspects of com-
pact flat quotients MΓ � Rn{Γ by Bieberbach groups Γ. They considered in particu-
lar manifolds with diagonal holonomy, for which Γ is spanned by pairs pB,bq where
B � diagp�1, . . . ,�1q P Opnq and b P 1

2Zn. Computing the cohomology HjpMΓ,Rq �
HjpΓ,Rq is easy when the coefficient ring is R, but becomes harder for R � Z2. They
determined the groups HjpMΓ,Z2q for j � 1,2 using the Lyndon–Hochschild–Serre
spectral sequence, and gave an effective criterion for the non-vanishing of the Stiefel–
Whitney class w2pMΓq. The papers further contain the full Z2-cohomology of low-
dimensional Hantzsche–Wendt manifolds, and exhibit examples of isospectral 5-ma-
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nifolds with different H2, and isospectral pairs of 4-manifolds, one spin and one not,
with the same Z2-cohomology.

Sergio then became interested in finding complete sets of local metric invari-
ants for Riemannian manifolds pMn,gq. A theorem of Singer states that if M is analytic
and locally homogeneous, a finite number of derivatives of the curvature at one point
solve the problem: in fact local homogeneity is equivalent to the existence, for any
p,q P M, of a linear isometry h : TpM Ñ TqM such that h�p∇iRqp � p∇iRqq for any
i¤ npn�1q{2. He recast this fact with Lorenzo Nicolodi [10] in the Hermitian setting.
They showed that for the theorem to hold on an almost Hermitian manifold pM,g,Jq
one needs to add the two derivatives p∇Jqp,p∇2Jqp to the previous invariants. This
in turn allows to employ algebraic infinitesimal models, and led to examples of lo-
cally homogeneous Hermitian manifolds that are not locally isometric to any globally
homogeneous space.

The collaboration with Jürgen Berndt and Anna Fino [13] on the topology of
real flag manifolds M appeared in 2001. The index number #IpMq allowed to make
use of the tools of symplectic topology (since the complexified flag MC is a co-adjoint
orbit) and Morse theory (height functions on M generically have non-degenerate crit-
ical points). By invoking standard Atiyah–Guillemin–Sternberg–Kostant–Duistermaat
technology (Hamiltonian torus actions and convexity theorems) they proved that #IpMq
equals the smallest number of cells in a CW-structure of M.
Building on this, Sergio wrote the short note [15] with a symplectic flavour. In symmet-
ric R-spaces M a maximal 2-set (a subset of mutually antipodal points, whose cardinal-
ity #2pMq equals the sum of the Z2-Betti numbers) is given by the vertices of a certain
convex polytope, image of M under a moment map. Using properties of isoparametric
submanifolds and their focal manifolds, he proved that points in a maximal 2-set ly-
ing in adjacent chambers can be connected by half-geodesics mapped to lines by the
moment map.

In 2001 Antonio Di Scala, Carlos Olmos and Sergio published a paper [14]
relating the theory of submanifolds to Olmos’s normal holonomy theorem, that is, the
extrinsic version of de Rham’s decomposition and Berger’s Riemannian holonomy the-
orem. The paper was essentially an appetiser of the the landmark opus [16] that Sergio
had been preparing for years with Berndt and Olmos. The book appeared in 2003 and
was designed to be a thorough survey focussing on homogeneous and isoparametric
submanifolds plus their generalisations. At its core lies the holonomy of the normal
connection of a submanifold and the techniques ensuing from the normal holonomy
theorem. These led to an improvement of the classical proofs, resulting in a more uni-
fied treatment. The text includes many exercises, and eventually discusses extensions
of the theory to the broader class of symmetric spaces.
Similar ideas were taken up in [21, 27] to investigate complex submanifolds in CPn.
The first article computes the normal holonomy of complex projective submanifolds
M with parallel second fundamental form (corresponding to the unique complex or-
bit, in the projectivised space, of a Hermitian s-representation). The second paper is
devoted to a Berger-type result for the normal holonomy of a full complete complex
projective submanifold M � CPn: either the holonomy is transitive on the unit sphere
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of the normal space, or M is the complex orbit of the isotropy representation of an
irreducible Hermitian symmetric space of rank ¥ 3. Moreover, the holonomy of com-
plete irreducible complex submanifolds of Cn is transitive on the unit normal space,
i.e. generic.

The two papers [20, 22] resumed the collaboration with Olmos on isometric
actions on Riemannian manifolds pMn,gq, and curvature invariants. A scalar Weyl
invariant is a function T whose components are polynomial functions in the curvature
and its derivatives up to a given order, and must arise as a linear combinations of
complete traces. By identifying Killing fields with parallel sections of the bundle T M`�2 M, it was proven that the cohomogeneity of pM,gq with respect to the full isometry
group of g coincides locally with the codimension of the foliation by regular level sets
of the scalar Weyl invariants. In particular, this recasts the result of Prüfer and Tricerri–
Vanhecke whereby M is locally homogeneous if and only if all scalar Weyl invariants
of order s¤ �n

2

�
are constant, and ties up nicely with [10]. The proof can be applied to

pseudo-Riemannian manifolds and, as a matter of fact, torsion-free affine connections
other than the Levi–Civita connection.

During an exchange programme set up with Simon Salamon, then at Oxford
University, Sergio and Anna began the systematic study of explicit methods for com-
puting the Dolbeault cohomology of a wide class of non-Kähler manifolds. Their
interest lay in compact quotients of nilpotent Lie groups M � N{Γ (nilmanifolds)
equipped with left-invariant complex structures J, and the relation to the Chevalley–
Eilenberg cohomology of the Lie algebra n of N. The starting point is the inclusion�p,qpnCq ãÑ�p,qpMq, which induces a graded injective morphism j on the respec-
tive B-complexes. Using Borel spectral sequences they generalised a result of Kodaira
and proved [12] the holomorphic version of Nomizu’s theorem, i.e. that j becomes
a full blown isomorphism Hp,q

B pN{Γ,Jq � Hp,qpnCq in certain situations, for example
when J is Abelian (n1,0 � nC is an Abelian subalgebra), or provided J is lattice-rational
(JnQ � nQ). This theorem has become a standard and extremely practical tool. It has
sparked a host of papers by other people, thus becoming very cited in the area. See the
overview [19].
The same circle of ideas, developed with Anna and Yat Sun Poon in [18], shows that
the above result can be extended to the cohomology with values in the holomorphic
tangent sheaf ΘM , to the effect that the cohomology ring H*pM,ΘMq arises essentially
from invariant differential forms, and the isomorphism j is stable under small defor-
mations of invariant complex structures. In fact, the locally complete Kuranishi family
of deformations of an Abelian complex structure on M � N{Γ consists entirely of in-
variant complex structures. If dimR N � 6 all Kuranishi deformations of an Abelian
complex structure are nilpotent, but there are counterexamples in higher dimensions.

Evangelia Samiou collaborated with Anna and Sergio in a study of real two-
step nilpotent Lie algebras of dimension up to 6 equipped with invariant Riemannian
metrics in [17]. The moduli space N 6 in dimension six is an explicit cone over a 4-
dimensional contractible simplicial complex inside the variety of Lie algebras. Specifi-

cally, N 6 �
¤3

k�0
N 6,k, where the space N 6,k of Lie algebras with k-dimensional com-
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mutator contains Grpk,Λ2Rn�kq{Opn� kq as a strong deformation retract. For exam-
ple, homotopically N 6,0 is point, N 6,1 � r0,1s�R� and N 6,3 � Sym2pΛ2R3q�{Op3q.
Standard metric representatives for the seven isomorphism types, containing all defor-
mations, were found.

The research programme for determining cohomology groups was pushed fur-
ther to encompass the much broader and more complicated class of solvmanifolds G{Γ.
It was tackled in a series of papers, the first of which, [28], with Anna Fino, consid-
ers the Mostow condition T �AdΓ alg � AdG

alg, where T is some compact torus and
the overline alg indicates algebraic closure. They show that under that assumption
there exist a subgroup rΓ � Γ of finite index and a simply connected normal subgrouprG � T
G with Lie algebra rg such that H*

dRp rG{rΓq � H*prgq. This simplifies the proof
of a theorem of Guan Zhuang-dan and can be adapted to compute the Betti numbers of
compact solvmanifolds failing Mostow’s condition.
Since Nomizu’s theorem is no longer valid for solvmanifolds, Sergio and Anna joined
forces with Hisashi Kasuya [31] to construct a new Lie algebra g out of g satisfying the
property, both in the de Rham and Dolbeault situations.
Together with Gabriela Ovando and Mauro Subils [30], Sergio considered compact
quotients of the oscillator group G� R�H 3. Taking Heisenberg subgroups Γk �H 3

they built three families of lattices Λk,0, Λk,π, Λk,π{2 in G and determined the topology
of the corresponding quotients Mk,θ � G{Λk,θ. Only the first solvmanifolds (θ � 0)
have the same Betti numbers of the Kodaira–Thurston model, but their cohomology
disagrees with the invariant one. For the other two families (θ � π,π{2) Nomizu’s
theorem holds whereas the Mostow condition does not. These examples may be distin-
guished by means of their invariant geometry: for instance, the spaces Mk,0 all inherit
symplectic structures from G, none of which is invariant though. In contrast, the coho-
mology of Mk,π, Mk,π{2 prevents them from being symplectic.
The paper [32] is based on Maura Macrì’s doctoral thesis, that Sergio supervised: it
constructs explicit lattices in six-dimensional, non-completely solvable almost Abelian
Lie groups violating Mostow’s condition, and studies the ensuing geometry and topol-
ogy.

In the summer of 2012 Sergio travelled to Pocatello (in Idaho) and Vancouver,
on what was to be his last scientific trip.

A gifted, dedicated and humble worker

Next to the scholar was a natural born teacher. By imparting a serious attitude to-
wards work, infusing students with an overall vision and passing on the gusto of doing
mathematics, he shaped the minds of many. He accumulated 34 graduate students in
mathematics. Even those who came across him in passing – typically students of ser-
vice courses, with less than an inkling for mathematical abstraction – remember him
with profound affection, even after years, as ‘the’ inspirational teacher one would want
to learn from. See the massive emotional response left in the book of condolences,
available online at

http://teachingdm.unito.it/console/.

http://teachingdm.unito.it/console/
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For a number of years Sergio had also engaged in guest lecture courses outside
Turin. His colleague and running mate Francesca Ferrara remembers fondly the linear
algebra & geometry course they taught together in English at the University of Biella.

The astonishing, almost total absence of doctoral students (he supervised one
PhD thesis only) is yet another manifestation of his humbleness. In his own words he
was ‘not up to the job’, which of course we all knew was untrue. Because he never was
the flamboyant or pushy type, amid an ocean of sharks, his unassertiveness and good
nature resulted in a long stint as lecturer. He obtained the Italian national habilitation
for associate professorship in 2013.

What Sergio lacked in ambition he made up for in commitment. His clos-
est friends in the Maths’ Department – Andrea Mori, Elsa Abbena, Ernesto Buzano,
Francesca Ferrara, Luigi Vezzoni, Sergio Garbiero – always expressed great admira-
tion for the resolve and the energy he put in all administrative duties. He was in charge
with Fino of long-running and very profitable exchange programs with FaMAF/UNC
in Argentina and Oxford University. In Turin he sat on a number of managing boards:
Steering Committee of the Department of Mathematics (1994–97), Teaching Commit-
tee for the Faculties of Natural Sciences (2001–06) and Chemistry (2005–10), Com-
mittee for Tutorial Activities in Mathematics (2006–11). A particularly vexing job he
took on was to coordinate the dramatic architectural restructuring and refurbishing of
the century-old department building, at a time (2011–13) when safety regulations had
been updated and a colossal intervention was thus required. Always seeing the bright
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MANIFOLDS

In memory of Sergio Console

Abstract. We extend to metric compact mapping tori a splitting result for coKähler man-
ifolds. In particular, we prove that a compact Vaisman manifold is finitely covered by the
product of a Sasakian manifold and a circle.

1. Introduction

It is quite often the case that two geometric structures are intimately related to one an-
other. This is true, for instance, for Sasakian and Kähler structures. Indeed, assume
that K is a Kähler manifold such that the Kähler class rωs is integral. The Boothby-
Wang construction ([5]) produces a principal bundle S1 Ñ S Ñ K with a connection
whose curvature is ω; moreover, the total space S admits a Sasakian structure. This
construction can be reversed if S is compact and the Sasakian structure is regular.
Moreover, given a manifold S endowed with an almost contact metric structure, the
product S�R¡0 with the cone metric is Kähler if and only if the structure is Sasakian.

But more is true. Sasakian structures are also related to Vaisman structures: if φ
is an automorphism of a Sasakian manifold S, then the mapping torus Sφ has a natural
Vaisman structure. Conversely, Ornea and Verbitsky showed in [15] that a compact
Vaisman manifold is always diffeomorphic to the mapping torus of an automorphism
of a Sasakian manifold (see Example 2).

In this short note we propose to explore further the relation between Vaisman
and Sasakian structures. Recall that a compact Vaisman manifold V is a mapping torus
Sφ of a Sasakian autotomorphism. Then the idea is to apply the techniques of [3]
to show that the structure group of such mapping torus is finite. Hence, a compact
Vaisman manifold is finitely covered by the product of a compact Sasakian manifold
and a circle. From this, we obtain topological information about compact Vaisman
manifolds.

2. Preliminaries

DEFINITION 1. Let X be a topological space and let φ : X Ñ X be a home-
omorphism. The mapping torus or suspension of pX ,φq, denoted Xφ, is the quotient
space

X �r0,1s
px,0q � pφpxq,1q .

21
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The pair pX ,φq is the fundamental data of Xφ.

Notice that pr2 : X � r0,1s Ñ r0,1s induces a projection π : Xφ Ñ S1, where
S1 � R{Z, whose fiber is X . Hence Xφ is a fiber bundle with base S1 and fiber X .
It can be shown (compare [3, Proposition 6.4]) that the structure group of the bundle
X Ñ Xφ Ñ S1 is the cyclic group xφy �HomeopXq. Moreover, Xφ is trivial as a bundle
over S1, i.e. Xφ � X � S1 over S1, if and only if φ lies in the connected component of
the identity of HomeopXq.

Here is an equivalent definition: given the fundamental data pX ,φq, we consider
the following Z-action on the product X �R:

m � px, tq � pφmpxq, t�mq.

Notice that this action is free and properly discontinuous. The quotient space pX �
Rq{Z is homeomorphic to Xφ. In particular, if M is a smooth manifold and φ : M ÑM
is a diffeomorphism, we conclude that Mφ is a smooth manifold and π : Mφ Ñ S1 is a
smooth fiber bundle with fiber M. The length 1-form σ on S1 pulls back under π to a
closed 1-form θ P Ω1pMφq. Actually, since rσs P H1pS1;Zq, rθs P H1pMφ;Zq and rθs
itself gives the map π under the usual correspondence H1pMφ,Zq � rMφ,S1s.

DEFINITION 2. Let pM,gq be a Riemannian manifold and let φ : M ÑM be an
isometry. We call Mφ the metric mapping torus of pM,g,φq.

A metric mapping torus Mφ has a natural Riemannian metric, best described
if one thinks of Mφ as a quotient of M�R. Indeed, consider the product metric h̃ �
g�dt2 on M�R. Then, since Z acts by isometries on pM�R, h̃q, the metric h̃ descends
to a metric h on the mapping torus Mφ. The vector field Bt on M�R maps to the tangent
vector field to S1 under the map M�RÑMφ

πÑ S1. Moreover, the 1-form θ is unitary
(that is, it has length 1) and parallel. Thus, if we consider the standard Riemannian
metric on S1, π : Mφ Ñ S1 is a Riemannian submersion with totally geodesic fibers.

DEFINITION 3. We call h the adapted metric on the metric mapping torus Mφ.

Let pg,J,ωq be a Hermitian structure on a manifold V of dimension 2n� 2,
n¥ 1. Associated to it is the Lee form, defined by

θ��1
n

δω� J;

here δ is the co-differential. The Hermitian structure pg,J,ωq is Kähler if ω is parallel.
In particular, θ � 0 in this case. The structure pg,J,ωq is Vaisman if the Lee form
is non-zero and parallel and dω � θ^ω. In fact, we will assume, without the loss
of generality, that θ is unitary. Thus, a Vaisman structure is a particular case of a
locally conformal Kähler structure, where θ is only required to be closed with dω �
θ^ω. Note that, if n ¥ 2, the last condition implies the closedness of the Lee form.
Locally conformal Kähler geometry is a very active area of research (see [9, 13, 14])
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and has recently attracted interest in Physics (see [17]). Locally conformal Kähler
manifolds with parallel Lee 1-form were studied for the first time by Vaisman in [18].
In a subsequent paper (see [19]), Vaisman discussed these structures under the name of
generalized Hopf structures. Indeed, the main example of a compact Vaisman manifold
is the Hopf manifold S2n�1�S1.

Let S be an odd-dimensional manifold. Consider an almost contact metric struc-
ture pξ,η,g,ϕq on S and let Ω be the Kähler form* (see [4] for an exposition on almost
contact metric geometry). The structure is coKähler if ∇Ω � 0; it is possible to show
that ∇η� 0 in this case, hence, in particular, dη� 0.

EXAMPLE 1. If pg,J,ωq is a Kähler structure on a manifold K and φ : K Ñ K
is a holomorphic isometry, then Kφ is a so-called Kähler mapping torus, providing an
example of a coKähler manifold. The metric on Kφ is the adapted one. Note that, in
this case, the parallel 1-form giving the map Kφ Ñ S1 is rηs P H1pKφ;Zq. Conversely,
a compact coKähler manifold is diffeomorphic to a Kähler mapping torus (see [11]).

An almost contact metric structure pξ,η,g,ϕq is Sasakian if dη � Ω and Nϕ�
2dηb ξ � 0, where Nϕ is the Nijenhuis torsion of ϕ. Let S be a manifold endowed
with a Sasakian structure. A diffeomorphism φ : S Ñ S is a Sasakian automorphism if
φ�η� η and φ�g� g.

A Sasakian manifold S is endowed with a 1-dimensional foliation Fξ, the char-
acteristic foliation, whose tangent sheaf is generated by ξ. The foliation Fξ is Rie-
mannian and transversally Kähler, see [6, Section 7.2]. A p-form α PΩppSq is basic if
ıξα� 0 and ıξdα� 0. We denote basic forms by Ω�pFξq; this is a differential subalge-
bra of Ω�pSq. Its cohomology, called the basic cohomology of Fξ, is denoted H�pFξq.
We collect the most relevant features of the basic cohomology:

THEOREM 1 ([6, Proposition 7.2.3 and Theorem 7.2.9]). Let S be a compact
manifold of dimension 2n�1 endowed with a Sasakian structure pξ,η,g,ϕq. Then:

• the groups H ppFξq are finite dimensional, H2npFξq � R and H ppFξq � 0 for
p¡ 2n;

• rdηsp P H2ppFξq is non-trivial for p� 1, . . . ,n;

• the map Lp : Hn�ppFξq Ñ Hn�ppFξq, rαs ÞÑ rpdηqp^αs is an isomorphism for
0¤ p¤ n.

Recall that a connected commutative differential graded algebra pA,dq is co-
homologically Kählerian if its cohomological dimension is even (say 2n), it satisfies
Poincaré duality and there exists a 2-cocycle ω such that the map Hn�ppAqÑHn�ppAq,
rαs ÞÑ rωn�p^αs, is an isomorphism for 0¤ p¤ n. As a consequence of Theorem 1,
H�pFξq, considered as a commutative differential graded algebra with trivial differen-
tial, is cohomologically Kählerian.

*We denote by ω the Kähler form of an almost Hermitian structure and by Ω the Kähler form of an
almost contact metric structure.
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EXAMPLE 2. Let pξ,η,g,ϕq be a Sasakian structure on a manifold S and let
φ : SÑ S be a Sasakian automorphism. The mapping torus Sφ has a Vaisman structure
with the adapted metric. In [13, Structure Theorem], Ornea and Verbitsky claimed that
every compact manifold endowed with a Vaisman structure is the mapping torus of a
Sasakian manifold and a Sasakian automorphism. In [15] they argued that this is actu-
ally imprecise, but provided a modified version of this statement. In [15, Corollary 3.5],
they proved that if a compact manifold V admits a Vaisman structure, then V admits
another Vaisman structure which arises as the mapping torus of a Sasakian manifold
and a Sasakian automorphism. Thus, up to diffeomorphism, every compact Vaisman
manifold is the mapping torus of a Sasakian manifold and a Sasakian automorphism.

3. Main result

Consider a metric mapping torus with adapted metric, pMφ,hq, and let θ P Ω1pMφq be
the closed 1-form described in Section 1. In Examples 1 and 2, θ is not only a closed
form, but it is also unitary and parallel with respect to the Levi-Civita connection of the
adapted metric. More generally, we can suppose we are given a mapping torus Mφ with
a Riemannian metric h̄ such that θ P Ω1pMφq is a parallel 1-form. In such a case, Mφ
is locally isometric to the product M�R and it follows that θ is unitary and parallel.
There is therefore no loss of generality in assuming that h̄ is the adapted metric.

We prove the following result:

THEOREM 2. Let pM,gq be a compact Riemannian manifold, let φ : M Ñ M
be an isometry and let pMφ,hq be the mapping torus with the adapted metric. Let
θ P Ω1pMφq be the unitary and parallel 1-form. Then there is a finite cover p : M�
S1 Ñ Mφ whose deck group is isomorphic to a finite group Zm for some m ¡ 0 which
acts diagonally and by translations on the second factor. We have a diagram of fiber
bundle

M //

�
��

M�S1 //

p

��

S1

�m
��

M // Mφ // S1

and Mφ fibers over the circle S1{Zm with finite structure group Zm.

Proof. The proof is basically a reproduction of the argument used in [3] for coKähler
manifolds. We recall it briefly. The first step is to notice that υ P XpMφq, the metric
dual of the 1-form θ, is a unitary and parallel vector field and, in particular, Killing.
If the metric h happens to be adapted, then υ is the image under the derivative of the
projection M�R Ñ Mφ of the vector field Bt . By the Myers-Steenrod theorem (see
[12]), IsompMφ,hq is compact, so the closure of the flow of υ in IsompMφ,hq is a torus
T . This gives a free T -action on Mφ. Choose a vector field υ̂ in the Lie algebra of
T , close enough to υ, and such that υ̂ generates a circle action on Mφ. At some point
x0 PMφ we surely have θpυ̂qpx0q � 0, since θpυqpx0q � 0. But being θ harmonic and υ̂
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Killing, this implies that θpυ̂q � 0. We assume henceforth that θpυ̂q ¡ 0 and denote by
τ�Mφ an orbit of this S1-action. Then

(1)
»

τ
θ�

» 1

0
θ
�

dτ
dt



dt �

» 1

0
θpυ̂qdt ¡ 0.

Consider the orbit map α : S1 ÑMφ, g ÞÑ g � x0 and the composition

H1pS1;Zq α�ÝÝÑ H1pMφ;Zq π�ÝÑ H1pS1;Zq.
We remarked above that, under the correspondence H1pMφ;Zq � rMφ,S1s, π is given
by θ; thus (1) tells us that π� is non-zero when evaluated on an element of H1pMφ;Zq
coming from the orbit map. Since H1pS1;Zq � Z, this means that α� is injective. We
conclude that the S1-action is homologically injective.

The second step consists in relating the homological injectivity of this S1-action
with the reduction of the structure group of the bundle Mφ Ñ S1 to a finite group and
the existence of a finite cover of Mφ with the desired properties. This uses the more
general notion of transversal equivariance of a fibration over a torus with respect to
a smooth torus action, developed by Sadowski in [16]. These ideas were developed
first in the topological context by Conner and Raymond, see [8]. We refer to [3] for a
detailed explanation of the result.

REMARK 1. Prof. Dieter Kotschick has suggested to us that Theorem 2 can be
proven in an easier way, without appealing to the results of Conner - Raymond and
Sadowski. Indeed, by the Myers-Steenrod theorem, the isometry group IsompM,gq of
a compact Riemannian manifold pM,gq is a compact Lie group; in particular, it has
a finite number of connected components. This implies that if φ is an isometry of
pM,gq, there exists an integer m¡ 0 such that φm belongs to the connected component
of the identity Isom0pM,gq of IsompM,gq. Indeed, if φn R Isom0pM,gq, for every inte-
ger n¡ 0, then rφns � rφms in the quotient group IsompM,gq{Isom0pM,gq, for n� m.
However, this is not possible, since IsompM,gq{Isom0pM,gq is just the finite group of
connected components of IsompM,gq. Consider now the map γm : S1 Ñ S1 given by
γmpzq � zm and use it to pull back to the first S1 the fiber bundle M Ñ Mφ Ñ S1. It is
clear that the structure group of γ�mMφ is generated by φm, hence γ�mMφ �M�S1. This
gives the splitting up to final cover. One also obtains an action of the finite group Zm,
generated by the isotopy class of φ, on the product M� S1, which is diagonal and by
translations on S1. In [3] we overlooked this simple approach and appealed rather to
the techniques of Conner - Raymond and Sadowski since our main goal was to inves-
tigate the rational-homotopic properties of compact coKähler manifolds. Among the
outcomes of this research, we quote the proof of the toral rank conjecture for compact
coKähler manifolds (see [2]).

COROLLARY 1. Let pM,gq be a compact Riemannian manifold, let φ : M ÑM
be an isometry and let pMφ,hq be the mapping torus with the adapted metric. Then

H�pMφ;Rq � H�pM;RqGbH�pS1;Rq,
where G� Zm and m is the smallest positive integer such that φm P Isom0pM,gq.
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Proof. For a finite G-cover X̃ Ñ X , one has H�pX ;Rq � H�pX̃ ;RqG.

COROLLARY 2. Let V be a compact Vaisman manifold. Then there exists a
finite cover p : S�S1 ÑV , where S is a compact Sasakian manifold, the deck group is
isomorphic to Zm, for some m ¡ 0, acts diagonally and by translations on the second
factor. We have a diagram of fiber bundles

S //

�
��

S�S1 //

p

��

S1

�m
��

S // V // S1

and V fibers over the circle S1{Zm with finite structure group Zm.

Proof. By the aforementioned result of Ornea and Verbitsky (see [15, Corollary 3.5]),
V is diffeomorphic to a mapping torus Sφ where S is a compact Sasakian manifold and
φ : SÑ S is a Sasakian automorphism. Under this identification, the Lee form θ, which
is parallel by definition on a Vaisman manifold, gives the projection V � Sφ Ñ S1. It is
now enough to apply Theorem 2.

In the next corollary, we show how to apply our splitting theorem to obtain
well-known results on the topology of compact Vaisman manifolds. Compare [19].

COROLLARY 3. Let V be a compact connected Vaisman manifold of dimension
2n�2 and let brpV q be the rth Betti number of V . Then bppV q�bp�1pV q is even for p
odd and 1¤ p¤ n. In particular, b1pV q is odd.

Proof. By [15, Corollary 3.5], V is diffeomorphic to a mapping torus Sφ, where φ is
an automorphism of the compact Sasakian manifold S. Let pξ,η,g,ϕq be the Sasakian
structure of S and let Fξ denote the characteristic foliation; then pH�pFξq,0q is a co-
homologically Kählerian algebra with Kähler class rdηs P H2pFξq. If G � Zm is the
finite structure group of the finite cover p : S� S1 Ñ Sφ, then the G-action preserves
Fξ, since φ, which generates the structure group of the mapping torus, is a Sasakian
automorphism. Hence we can consider the invariant basic cohomology H�pFξqG. For
the basic Kähler class, it holds rdηs P H2pFξqG. There is an exact sequence (see [6,
page 215])

(2) � � � Ñ H ppS;Rq Ñ H p�1pFξq eÝÑ H p�1pFξq Ñ H p�1pS;Rq Ñ �� �
where e is the multiplication by the basic Kähler class rdηs. Since dimV � 2n�2, the
cohomological dimension of H�pFξq is 2n. This implies that the map e : H p�1pFξq Ñ
H p�1pFξq is injective for 0¤ p¤ n, hence (2) splits and gives short exact sequences

(3) 0Ñ H p�1pFξq eÝÑ H p�1pFξq Ñ H p�1pS;Rq Ñ 0, 0¤ p¤ n.

Notice that (3) is a short exact sequence of G-modules. Since we are working with real
coefficients, every term in (3) is a real vector space. By taking invariants, we obtain
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short exact sequences

(4) 0Ñ H p�1pFξqG Ñ H p�1pFξqG Ñ H p�1pS;RqG Ñ 0, 0¤ p¤ n;

the surjectivity of H p�1pFξqG Ñ H p�1pS;RqG follows by averaging over G. By [2,
Proposition 2.3], H�pFξqG is also cohomologically Kählerian. We now set b̄ppSq�
dimH ppS;RqG and b̄ppFξq� dimH ppFξqG; then b̄ppFξq is even for p odd. In view of
Corollary 1, we have, for 1¤ p¤ n,

bppV q � b̄ppSq� b̄p�1pSq � b̄ppFξq� b̄p�2pFξq� b̄p�1pFξq� b̄p�3pFξq,

hence bppV q�bp�1pV q � b̄ppFξq�2b̄p�2pFξq� b̄p�4pFξq. If p is odd, then bppV q�
bp�1pV q is even.

According to [14], the fundamental group of a compact Vaisman manifold V
sits in an exact sequence

0Ñ GÑ π1pV q Ñ π1pXq Ñ 0

where π1pXq is the fundamental group of a Kähler orbifold and G is a quotient of Z2 by
a subgroup of rank ¤ 1. We give a different characterization of the fundamental group
of a Vaisman manifold:

COROLLARY 4. Let V be a compact Vaisman manifold. Then π1pV q has a
subgroup of finite index of the form Γ�Z, where Γ is the fundamental group of a
compact Sasaki manifold.

Proof. It is enough to consider the finite cover S�S1 Ñ Sφ.

Sasaki groups, and their relation with Kähler groups, have been investigated for
instance in [7, 10].

Another application of the splitting theorem is to the group of automorphisms of
a compact Sasakian manifold. Let S be a compact manifold endowed with a Sasakian
structure pξ,η,g,ϕq, let Autpξ,η,g,ϕq be the group of Sasakian automorphisms and let
φ P Autpξ,η,g,ϕq. Form the mapping torus Sφ. By Corollary 2, we find m ¡ 0 such
that φm P Aut0pξ,η,g,ϕq, the identity component of Autpξ,η,g,ϕq.

COROLLARY 5. If S is a compact manifold endowed with a Sasakian structure
pξ,η,g,ϕq, then every element of the group Autpξ,η,g,ϕq{Aut0pξ,η,g,ϕq has finite
order.

For a careful analysis of the automorphism group of a Sasakian manifold we
refer to [6].

REMARK 2. In [1], the notion of a K-cosymplectic structure was introduced.
This is an almost contact metric structure pξ,η,g,ϕq with dη� 0, dΩ� 0 and Lξg� 0.
One can prove that, in this case, the 1-form η is parallel. Examples of K-cosymplectic
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manifolds are given by mapping tori of almost Kähler manifolds pK,g,J,ωq with a
diffeomorphism φ : K Ñ K such that φ�g � g and φ�ω � ω; hence they are metric
mapping tori. If K is compact, so is Kφ. Hence we can apply Theorem 2 and obtain a
finite cover K�S1 Ñ Kφ.
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Abstract. We investigate four-dimensional Lie groups equipped with a left-invariant pseudo-
Riemannian metric. We shall describe the general procedure to classify such pseudo-Rieman-
nian Lie groups, and apply it to obtain an explicit classification of the Einstein examples.

1. Introduction

It is a somewhat surprizing fact that the classification of four-dimensional homoge-
neous pseudo-Riemannian manifolds pG{H,gq proceeded faster in the case of nontriv-
ial isotropy than for H � 0, that is, for pseudo-Riemannian Lie groups.

Indeed, a complete local classification of four-dimensional homogeneous pseu-
do-Riemannian manifolds with nontrivial isotropy was achieved in [11]. This permitted
to determine all invariant metrics on these spaces satisfying some geometric conditions,
like for example the solutions to the Einstein-Maxwell equation (in particular, Einstein
metrics) again in [11], the Kähler metrics [3] and the Ricci soliton metrics [4].

On the other hand, up to recently, a systematic study of left-invariant metrics
on four-dimensional Lie groups only concerned the Riemannian case (see for example
[1]). The approach used in Riemannian settings made use of the following very useful
facts:

1. each four-dimensional Lie algebra g can be described in terms of a semi-direct
product between R and a three-dimensional Lie algebra, and

2. the restriction of a positive definite inner product to any subspace of g is again
positive definite.

The above point 1. does not depend on the signature of the inner product. On the other
hand, it is clear that point 2. fails completely in other signatures. Hence, their study
requires a completely different approach.

The above cited results led in a natural way to consider the problem of studying
and classifying four-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian Lie groups. Such investigation
has been undertaken in [7] and [8] (see also [6] for the conformally flat examples and
[5] for cyclic Lorentzian metrics). In this paper, we shall illustrate the basic ideas used
to study four-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian Lie groups, and to obtain the complete
classification of the Einstein examples.

In Section 2 we shall discuss the general structure of a four-dimensional Lie al-
gebra equipped with an inner product of any signature. Then, a complete classification

*Joint works with A. Zaeim.
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of four-dimensional simply connected Einstein Lie groups will be given in Sections 3
and 4, for the Lorentzian and the neutral signature cases respectively. We shall see
that differently from the Riemannian case, there exist left-invariant Einstein metrics,
Lorentzian and of neutral signature, on four-dimensional Lie groups, which are not
symmetric (not even locally symmetric). We observe that the results of these Sections,
together with the ones obtained in [11], lead to the complete local classification of
four-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian homogeneous Einstein manifolds.

2. Four-dimensional Lie groups

Four-dimensional homogeneous Riemannian manifolds were classified by Bérard-Bér-
gery [2]. This classification yields that a simply connected four-dimensional homo-
geneous Riemannian manifold is either symmetric, or isometric to some Lie group
equipped with a left-invariant Riemannian metric. The classification of four-dimension-
al simply connected Riemannian Lie groups is resumed in the following.

PROPOSITION 1. [1] A simply connected four-dimensional Riemannian Lie
group is:

(i) either one of the unsolvable direct products R�SUp2q and R��SLp2,Rq; or

(ii) one of the following solvable Lie groups:

(ii1) the non-trivial semi-direct products R
Ep2q and R
Ep1,1q;
(ii2) the non-nilpotent semi-direct products R
H, where H denotes the Heisen-

berg group;

(ii3) the semi-direct products R
R3.

Consider now an n-dimensional simply connected Lie group G and the corre-
sponding Lie algebra g. Left-invariant metrics on G, of prescribed signature, are in a
one-to-one correspondence with inner products of the same signature on g. Thus, it
suffices to work at the Lie algebra level henceforth.

It is easily seen that G admits left-invariant metrics of any signature pp,n� pq.
In fact, one only needs to choose a basis B � te1, . . . ,enu of g and consider the inner
product g on g, uniquely determined by having B as a pseudo-orthonormal basis, with
e1, . . . ,ep space-like and ep�1, . . . ,en time-like vectors.

In particular, suppose now that dimG � 4. Let ḡ be a positive definite inner
product on g. By a well-known argument of linear algebra, it exists an ortohonormal
basis te1,e2,e3,e4u of g. Then, a corresponding left-invariant metric g of neutral (re-
spectively, Lorentzian) signature on G is uniquely determined at the Lie algebra level
by having te1,e2,e3,e4u as a pseudo-orthonormal basis of g, with e1,e2 space-like and
e3,e4 time-like (respectivey, with e1,e2,e3 space-like and e4 time-like).

Conversely, if g is an inner product of either Lorentzian or neutral signature on
g, it suffices to consider a pseudo-orthonormal basis te1,e2,e3,e4u for g, and we get
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a corresponding left-invariant Riemannian metric ḡ on G, described at the Lie algebra
level by having te1,e2,e3,e4u as an orthonormal basis. Thus, G is necessarily one of
Lie groups listed in Proposition 1, and we proved the following result.

PROPOSITION 2. Every n-dimensional simply connected Lie group G admits
left-invariant metrics of any prescribed signature pp,n� pq. In particular, if G is a
four-dimensional simply connected Lie group, equipped with a left-invariant metric of
any signature, then G is one of Lie groups listed in Proposition 1.

The crucial fact in dimension four is that each simply connected four-dimension-
al Lie group can be described in terms of a semi-direct product of R by a three-
dimensional Lie group (also including in this description the case of direct products
of R by one of unsolvable Lie groups SUp2q or �SLp2,Rq).

Correspondingly, the Lie algebra of G can be described as g � r
 g3, that is,
g is the direct sum of r and g3, where g3 is a three-dimensional Lie algebra, and the
generator of the one-dimensional Lie algebra r acts as a derivation on g3.

By Proposition 2, pseudo-Riemannian and Riemannian Lie groups coincide in
any dimension. However, the study of left-invariant pseudo-Riemannian metrics on Lie
groups cannot use the same techniques of the Riemannian case.

In fact, if g is a positive definite inner product over g� r
g3, then its restriction
to g3 is still positive definite. Hence, one can use the description of three-dimensional
Riemannian Lie groups given in [12] and then choose a basis of the Lie algebra adapted
to the inner product. An example of this technique is given by the study of curvature
properties of four-dimensional Riemannian Lie groups made in [1]. On the other hand:

• If g is Lorenzian, then the restriction of g over g3 is

(L1) either positive definite, (L2) Lorentzian, or (L3) degenerate.

• If g is of neutral signature p2,2q, then its restriction to g3 is

(N1) either of signature p2,1q, (N11) of signature p1,2q, or (N2) degenerate.

We referred to the first two cases listed for g neutral as “(N1)” and “(N11)” because
they are indeed equivalent to one another, up to reversing the metric. In fact, in case
(N11), we have a neutral inner product g over a four-dimensional Lie algebra g� r
g3,
where a space-like vector e4 (spanning r) acts as a derivation over a three-dimensional
Lie algebra g3, on which g has signature p1,2q. But reversing the metric [13], we get
the same Lie algebra g, equipped with the neutral inner product �g, for which a time-
like vector e4 acts as a derivation over the three-dimensional Lorentzian Lie algebra g3
of signature p2,1q, that is, case (N1). We also explicitly observe that being homothetic,
the metrics g and �g share the same curvature properties.

In some of the above cases (namely, (L1), (L2) and (N1)), the argument used
in the Riemannian case could still be applied successfully, using the classifications of
three-dimensional Riemannian [12] and Lorentzian [14] Lie groups.
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However, in cases (L3) and (N2), since the restriction of g to g3 is degener-
ate, the approach used in the Riemannian case to study these metrics fails completely.
Observe that such cases explicitly occurred, for example, in the classification of left-
invariant conformally flat neutral metrics on four-dimensional Lie groups [6].

To study inner products over an arbitrary four-dimensional Lie algebra g� r

g3, we shall first discuss the standard forms of such inner products with respect to the
semi-direct product structure of g, treating separately the Lorentzian and neutral cases.
Then, we can impose the required curvature condition, like the metric being Einstein,
together with the Jacobi identity. This gives us all the possible solutions, that is, the
Lie algebras satisfying the required curvature property. At that point, we can identify a
posteriori the corresponding simply connected Lie groups.

2.1. Lorentzian case

It is well known that any symmetric bilinear form g admits an orthogonal basis. More-
over, if g is nondegenerate of signature pp,qq, then r � minpp,qq is the maximal di-
mension of a vector subspace W such that g|W � 0.

In particular, in the four-dimensional Lorentzian case, the maximal dimension
of a subspace on which g vanishes is equal to one. Consequently, the nullity index
of g|g3 is either 0 or 1. Up to reversing the metric, the possible cases in terms of the
signature of g|g3 are then the following:

(I) sgnpg|g3q � p3,0,0q, which leads to case (L1);

(II) sgnpg|g3q � p2,1,0q, which yields case (L2);

(III) sgnpg|g3q � p1,1,1q, which is incompatible with the fact that g is Lorentzian;

(IV) sgnpg|g3q � p1,0,2q, wich leads to case (L3).

Using the above cases, the following key result was obtained ([7],[8]).

PROPOSITION 3. Let pg,gq be an arbitrary four-dimensional Lorentzian Lie
algebra. Then, there exists a basis te1,e2,e3,e4u of g, such that

• h� spanpe1,e2,e3q is a three-dimensional Lie algebra and e4 acts as a derivation
on h (that is, g� h� r, where r� spanpe4q), and

• with respect to te1,e2,e3,e4u, the Lorentzian inner product takes one of the fol-
lowing forms:

pL1q

����
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 �1

���, pL2q

����
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 �1 0
0 0 0 1

���, pL3q

����
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

���.
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2.2. Neutral case

For a neutral four-dimensional inner product g, the maximal dimension of a vector
subspace W such that g|W � 0 is 2, and the following result holds ([8]).

PROPOSITION 4. Let g denote any four-dimensional Lie algebra and g an inner
product on g, of signature p2,2q. Then, there exists a basis te1,e2,e3,e4u of g, such that

• g3 � Spanpe1,e2,e3q is a three-dimensional Lie algebra and e4 acts as a deriva-
tion on g3 (that is, g� r
g3, where r� Spanpe4q), and

• with respect to te1,e2,e3,e4u, the neutral inner product g takes one of the fol-
lowing forms:

pN1q

����
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 �1 0
0 0 0 �1

���, pN2q

����
1 0 0 0
0 �1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

���.

3. Lorentzian Einstein 4D Lie groups

The basic idea to classify four-dimensional Einstein Lorentzian Lie groups is the fol-
lowing. By Proposition 3, the Lie algebra g of G is a semi-direct product r
g3, where
r� spanpe4q acts on g3 � spanpe1,e2,e3q, and the Lorentzian inner product on g is de-
scribed by one of conditions (l1),(l2),(l3). The general form of the semi-direct product
Lie algebra g� r
g3 is given by

(3.1)
re1,e2s � a1e1�a2e2�a3e3, re1,e3s � b1e1�b2e2�b3e3,
re1,e4s � c1e1� c2e2� c3e3, re2,e3s � d1e1�d2e2�d3e3,
re2,e4s � p1e1� p2e2� p3e3, re3,e4s � q1e1�q2e2�q3e3,

for some real constants ai, . . . ,qi, which must satisfy the Jacobi identity. The following
algorithm can be then applied:

1. Treat separately the cases (L1), (L2), (L3), requiring that the solutions satisfy
both the Jacobi identity and the Einstein equation;

2. Discuss the possible isometries between different solutions;

3. Determine the simply connected Lie group corresponding to the remaining solu-
tions.

In this way, the following classification result was proved in [7] for Einstein Lorentzian
Lie groups in dimension four.

THEOREM 1. Let G be a four-dimensional simply connected Lie group. If g is a
left-invariant Lorentzian Einstein metric on G, then the Lie algebra g of G is isometric
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to g � r
 g3, where g3 � spante1,e2,e3u and r � spante4u, and one of the following
cases occurs.

(L1) teiu4
i�1 is a pseudo-orthonormal basis, with e3 time-like. In this case, G is

isometric to one of the following semi-direct products R
G3:

a1) R
H, where H is the Heisenberg group and g is described by one of the
following sets of conditions:

1) re1,e2s � εAe1, re1,e3s � Ae1, re1,e4s � δAe1, re3,e4s � �2Aδpεe2� e3q,

2) re1,e2s � ε
?

A2�B2

2 e1, re1,e3s � � εδ
?

A2�B2

2 e1, re1,e4s � δA�B
2 e1,

re2,e4s � Bpe2�δe3q, re3,e4s � Ape2�δe3q,

3) re1,e2s � εA
?

A2�B2

B e1, re1,e3s � ε
?

A2�B2e1, re2,e4s � Be2�Ae3,

re3,e4s � Ae2� A2

B e3,

4) re1,e2s � ε
?

A2�B2e1�Be2, re3,e4s � Ae3.

a2) R
R3, where g is described by one of the following sets of conditions:

5) re1,e4s � �pA�Bqe1, re2,e4s � Be2� ε
?

A2�AB�B2e3,
re3,e4s � ε

?
A2�AB�B2e2�Ae3,

6) re1,e4s � �2Ae1, re2,e4s � �5Ae2�6εAe3, re3,e4s � Ae3,

7) re1,e4s � Ae1, re2,e4s � Ae2�Be3, re3,e4s � Be2�Ae3,

8) re1,e4s � ε A�B
3 e1, re2,e4s � ε 5B�A

6 e2�Be3, re3,e4s � Ae2� ε 5A�B
6 e3,

9) re1,e4s � 5A
2 e1�3εAe3, re2,e4s � Ae2, re3,e4s � �A

2 e3,

10) re1,e4s � Ae1� ε
?

B2�A2�C2�ACe2,
re2,e4s � ε

?
B2�A2�C2�ACe1�pA�Cqe2�Be3, re3,e4s � Be2�Ce3,

11) re1,e4s � � 2ε
?

2A
3 e1�δAe3, re2,e4s � ε

?
2A

3 e2, re3,e4s � Ae2� ε
?

2A
6 e3.

(L3) teiu4
i�1 is a basis, with the inner product g on g completely determined

by gpe1,e1q � gpe2,e2q � gpe3,e4q � gpe4,e3q � 1 and gpei,e jq � 0 otherwise. In this
case, G is isometric to one of the following semi-direct products R
G3:

c1) R
H, where g is described by one of the following sets of conditions:
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12) re1,e2s � εpA�Bqe3,re1,e4s �Ce1�Ae2�De3,re2,e4s � Be1�Ee3,re3,e4s �
Ce3,

13) re1,e2s � Be3,re1,e4s � pC�Dq2�B2

4A e1�De2�Fe3,re2,e4s �Ce1�Ae2�Ee3,

re3,e4s � pC�Dq2�B2�4A2

4A e3,

14) re1,e2s � ε
a
pA�Dq2�4B2e3, re1,e4s � �Be1�De2�Ee3,

re2,e4s � Ae1�Be2�Ce3.

c1) R
R3, where g is described by one of the following sets of conditions:

15) re1,e4s � Ae2�Be3, re2,e4s � �Ae1�Ce3,

16) re1,e4s�Ae1�Be2�Ce3,re2,e4s�De1�Ee2�Fe3,re3,e4s� pB�Dq2�2pA2�E2q
2pE�Aq e3.

In all the cases listed above, ε��1 and δ��1.

We explicitly remark that the above Theorem 1, together with the results ob-
tained in [11], permits to obtain the complete local classification of all four-dimensional
Lorentzian homogeneous Einstein manifolds.

Observe that in Theorem 1 we did not list solutions corresponding to “Case
(L2)”, that is, a time-like vector acting as a derivation on a three-dimensional Rieman-
nian Lie algebra. Such solutions do occur. However, each of them is also isometric to
one of cases listed in case L1). For example, an explicit solution for case (L2) is given
by

(3.2) re1,e2s � Ae3, re1,e4s � �Be3, re2,e3s � Ae1, re3,e4s � Be1,

for some real constants A,B. Thus, rg,gs � spanpe1,e3q, and the time-like vector e4
acts as a derivation on the Riemannian Lie algebra g3 � spanpe1,e2,e3q.

On the other hand, the above equation (3.2) yields that the space-like vector e2
also acts as a derivation on the Lorentzian Lie algebra g13 � spanpe1,e3,e4q, which is
the Lie algebra of the Heisenberg group. Therefore, this example is already included
in case L1).

At this point, we can investigate the geometry of the Einstein examples clas-
sified in Theorem 1. In particular, for each of them we can determine whether they
are conformally flat (and so, being Einstein, of constant sectional curvature) or locally
symmetric, and specify whether they are flat or Ricci-flat. With respect to the basis
te1,e2,e3,e4u used to describe the Lie algebra g, the conformal flatness condition is
equivalent to the system of algebraic equations
(3.3)

Wi jkh � Ri jkh� 1
2 pgikρ jh�g jhρik�gihρ jk�g jkρihq� r

6 pgikg jh�gihg jkq � 0,
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for all indices i, j,k,h� 1, . . . ,4, where Wi jkh denote the components of the Weyl tensor
with respect to the basis teiu and r the scalar curvature, and local symmetry condition
∇R� 0 is equivalent to the system of algebraic equations

(3.4)
∇sRi jkh � �Rp∇esei,e j,ek,ehq�Rpei,∇ese j,ek,ehq

�Rpei,e j∇esek,ehq�Rpei,e j,ek,∇esehq � 0,

for all indices s, i, j,k,h � 1, . . . ,4. We apply Equations (3.3) and (3.4) to examples
1)-16) listed in Theorem 1 and obtain the following result.

THEOREM 2. Among four-dimensional Einstein Lorentzian Lie groups, as clas-
sified in Theorem 1 up to isometries, the locally symmetric, conformally flat, flat and
Ricci-flat examples are listed in the following Table I, where the checkmark means that
the corresponding condition holds for all Lie algebras of that form.

pG,gq Locally symmetric Constant curvature Flat Ricci-flat
1) X X A � 0 A � 0

2) X X B ��δA B ��δA

3) X B ��A B ��A B ��A

4) X A � 0 A � 0 A � 0

5) B ��A B ��A B ��A X
6) A � 0 A � 0 A � 0 A � 0

7) X X A � 0 A � 0

8) B ��A B ��A B ��A B ��A

9) A � 0 A � 0 A � 0 A � 0

10) B �C � 0 or
A � B�C � 0

B �C � 0 or
A � B�C � 0

B �C � 0 or
A � B�C � 0

X

11) A � 0 A � 0 A � 0 A � 0

12)
ε�1 � A � 0 or
ε�1 � B � 0 or
A�B �C � 0

ε�1 � A � 0 or
ε�1 � B � 0 or
A�B �C � 0

ε�1 � A � 0 or
ε�1 � B � 0 or
A�B �C � 0

X

13) B �C�D B �C�D B �C�D X

14) A�D � B � 0 or
AD�B2 � 0

A�D � B � 0 or
AD�B2 � 0

A�D � B � 0 or
AD�B2 � 0

X

15) X X X X

16) A � E,D ��B or
B � D,AE � D2

A � E,D ��B or
B � D,AE � D2

A � E,D ��B or
B � D,AE � D2 X

Table I: Geometry of four-dimensional Einstein Lorentzian Lie groups
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4. Neutral Einstein 4D Lie groups

The same argument illustrated in the previous Section also applies to neutral inner
products over four-dimensional Lie algebras, described as semi-direct products R
g3,
treating separately cases (N1) and (N2) of Proposition 4. The result is the following
classification of left-invariant neutral Einstein metrics on four-dimensional Lie groups,
proved in [8].

THEOREM 3. Let G be a four-dimensional simply connected Lie group. If g is
a left-invariant neutral Einstein metric on G, then the Lie algebra g of G is isometric
to g� r
g3, where g3 � Spante1,e2,e3u and r� Spante4u, and one of the following
cases occurs.

(N1) te1,e2,e3,e4u is a pseudo-orthonormal basis, with e3,e4 time-like. In this
case, G is isometric to one of the following semi-direct products R
G3:

a1) R
H, where g is described by one of the following sets of conditions:

1) re1,e2s � ε
?

A2�B2

2 e1, re1,e3s � εδ
?

A2�B2

2 e1, re1,e4s � pA
2 �δ B

2 qe1,

re2,e4s � Ae2�δAe3, re3,e4s � Be2�δBe3, pA��Bq,

2) re1,e2s �
?

A2�B2B
A e1, re1,e3s �

?
A2�B2e1, re2,e4s � Ae2�Be3,

re3,e4s � Be2� B2

A e3, pA��Bq,

a2) R
R3 and g is described by one of the following sets of conditions:

3) re1,e4s � Ae1, re2,e4s � Ae2�Be3, re3,e4s � Be2�Ae3,

4) re1,e4s � �A�B
3 e1, re2,e4s � � 5A�B

6 e2�Ae3, re3,e4s � Be2� 5B�A
6 e3,

5) re1,e4s � 2
?

2
3 Ae1�Ae3, re2,e4s � �

?
2

3 Ae2, re3,e4s � Ae2�
?

2
6 Ae3,

6) re1,e4s � Ae1�
?

C2�AB�A2�B2e2,

re2,e4s � �
?

C2�AB�A2�B2e1�pA�Bqe2�Ce3, re3,e4s �Ce2�Be3,

7) re1,e4s � Ae1�Be2, re2,e4s � Be1�Ae2, re3,e4s � Ae3,

8) re1,e4s � � 2A2�5B2

6
?

B2�A2
e1� AB

2
?

B2�A2
e2�Be3,

re2,e4s � � AB
2
?

B2�A2
e1� 5A2�2B2

6
?

B2�A2
e2�Ae3, re3,e4s �

?
B2�A2

6 e3,

9) re1,e4s � A�B
2 e1�

?
6pB2�A2q

2 e2�
?

6pB2�A2q
2 e3,

re2,e4s � Ae2�pB�2Aqe3, re3,e4s � pA�2Bqe2�Be3,
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10) re1,e4s � 5
?

A2�B2

6 e1�Be2�Ae3, re2,e4s � B2�2A2

6
?

A2�B2
e2� AB

2
?

A2�B2
e3,

re3,e4s � � AB
2
?

A2�B2
e2� 2B2�A2

6
?

A2�B2
e3

N2) te1,e2,e3,e4u is a basis, with the inner product g on g completely deter-
mined by gpe1,e1q ��gpe2,e2q � gpe3,e4q � gpe4,e3q � 1 and gpei,e jq � 0 otherwise.
In this case, G is isometric to one of the following semi-direct products R
G3:

b1) R
H and g is described by one of the following sets of conditions:

11) re1,e2s � Ape1� e2q�p2B�C�Dqe3,

re1,e4s � Dpe1� e2q� 3BpC�Dq�2B2�AE�pC�Dq2
A e3,

re2,e4s �Cpe1� e2q�Ee3, re3,e4s � Be3,

12) re1,e2s � Ape1� e2q�pC�Dqe3,

re1,e4s �Cpe1� e2q� pC�Dq2�BpC�Dq�AE
A e3,

re2,e4s � Dpe1� e2q�Ee3, re3,e4s � Be3,

13) re1,e2s � Ape1� e2q�Be3, re1,e4s � 2Bpe1� e2q� B2�AD
A e3,

re2,e4s � Bpe1� e2q�De3,

14) re1,e2s � Ape1� εe2q� CA�εAD
A e3,

re1,e4s � Dpe1� εe2q� DC�εD2�EC
A e3,

re2,e4s �Cpe1� εe2q� C2�εCD�ED
A e3, re3,e4s � Ee3,

15) re1,e2s � Ae3, re1,e4s � A2�pC�Dq2
4B e1�De2�Ee3,

re2,e4s �Ce1�Be2�Fe3, re3,e4s � A2�pC�Dq2�4B2

4B e3, pA� 0q,

16) re1,e2s � εpB�Aqe3, re1,e4s �Ce1�Ae2�De3,

re2,e4s � Be1�Ee3, re3,e4s �Ce3, pA� Bq,

b2) Either R
Ep2q or R
Ep1,1q, with g described by one of the following sets of
conditions:

17) re1,e2s � �A
2 e1� B

2 e2� CB�AD
A e3, re1,e3s � Be3,

re1,e4s �Ce1� CB
A e2� 2Dp�CA�EA�DBq

A2 e3, re2,e3s � Ae3,

re2,e4s � De1� DB
A e2� 2Cp�CA�EA�DBq

A2 e3, re3,e4s � Ee3,

18) re1,e2s � �A
2 pe1� εe2q�pB� εCqe3, re1,e3s � εAe3,

re1,e4s �Cpe1� εe2q�De3, re2,e3s � Ae3,
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re2,e4s � Bpe1� εe2q� 2B2�εp�4CB�AD�2EBq�2EC�2C2

A e3, re3,e4s � Ee3,

19) re1,e2s � εAe2, re1,e3s � εAe3, re1,e4s � εBe2� εp2CA�B2�2DBq
2A e3,

re2,e4s � Be2�Ce3, re3,e4s � Ae2�De3

b3) R
R3 and g is described by one of the following sets of conditions:

20) re1,e4s � Ae1�Be2�Ce3, re2,e4s � De1�Ee2�Fe3,

re3,e4s � �pB�Dq2�2A2�2E2

2pA�Eq e3,

21) re1,e4s � �pA�Cq2
4B e1�Ce2�De3, re2,e4s � Ae1�Be2�Ee3,

re3,e4s � �pA�Cq2�4B2

4B e3,

22) re1,e4s � �Ae1�pB�2εAqe2�Ce3, re2,e4s � Be1�Ae2�De3,

re3,e4s � Ee3,

In the cases listed above, ε��1 and δ��1.

REMARK 1. Comparing the results listed in Theorems 1 and 3, we may observe
that the Einstein condition allows more cases for the neutral signature metrics than for
the Lorentzian ones, in spite of the fact that Proposition 3 listed three possible cases,
against just two in Proposition 4.

In fact, four-dimensional Einstein Lorentzian Lie groups G are isomorphic to
either R
R3 or R
H, while left-invariant neutral Einstein metrics also occur on
R
Ep2q and R
Ep1,1q.

In particular, the derived Lie algebra rg,gs of a four-dimensional Einstein Lor-
entzian Lie algebra has a derived Lie algebra of dimension at most one, while in the
case of four-dimensional Einstein neutral Lie algebras, it may also be two-dimensional.

We can then study curvature properties of left-invariant neutral Einstein metrics
on four-dimensional Lie groups, as we already did for the Lorentzian case. Checking
conformal flatness condition (3.3) and local symmetry condition (3.4) for cases 1)-22)
listed in Theorem 3, we obtained the following result.

THEOREM 4. Consider four-dimensional neutral Einstein Lie groups, as clas-
sified in Theorem 3 up to isometries. Then, the locally symmetric, conformally flat, flat
and Ricci-flat examples are listed in the following Table II, where the checkmark “X”
(respectively, “7”) means that the corresponding condition holds for all Lie algebras
of that form (respectively, never holds for Lie algebras of that form).
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pG,gq Locally symmetric Constant curvature Flat Ricci-flat

1) X X 7 7

2) X 7 7 7

3) X X A� 0 A� 0

4) B��A B��A B��A B��A

5) 7 7 7 7

6) B�C � 0 or
A� B�C � 0

B�C � 0 or
A� B�C � 0

B�C � 0 or
A� B�C � 0

X

7) X X A� 0 A� 0

8) 7 7 7 7

9) B��A B��A B��A B��A

10) 7 7 7 B��A

11) E �� pC�BqD�pB�Cq2

A

E �� pC�BqD�pB�Cq2
A or

B�C�D� E � 0or

B�C� E � 0

E �� pC�BqD�pB�Cq2
A or

B�C�D� E � 0or

B�C� E � 0

X

12) E � BC�CD�D2
A E � BC�CD�D2

A E � BC�CD�D2
A X

13) D� B2
A D� B2

A D� B2
A X

14) X X X X

15)
A�C�DorA��2Bor

pA,Bq� p�C�D,�Dqor

pA,Bq� 1
3 pC�D,�pC�2Dqq

A�C�Dor
A��2B

A�C�Dor
A��2B

X

16)
ε� 1,A� 0or
ε��1,B� 0or
ε��1,pA,Bq� p0,�Cqor
ε� 1,pB,Cq� p2A,�Aq

ε� 1,A� 0, or
ε��1,B� 0

ε� 1,A� 0or
ε��1,B� 0 X

17) X X B��A B��A

18) D� 2BpC�εB�Eq
A D� 2BpC�εB�Eq

A D� 2BpC�εB�Eq
A X

19) X 7 7 7

20)

pD,Eq � pB,Aqor
pD,Eq � p�B,� B2

A qor
A� B� D� 0or
A� ε

2 p3B�Dqand
E � ε

2 p3D�Bq

pD,Eq � pB,Aqor
pD,Eq � p�B,� B2

A qor
A� B� D� 0or
A� ε

2 p3B�Dqand
E � ε

2 p3D�Bq

pD,Eq � pB,Aqor
pD,Eq � p�B,� B2

A qor
A� B� D� 0or
A� ε

2 p3B�Dqand
E � ε

2 p3D�Bq

X

21) C ��A C ��A C ��A X

22) A� 0orE � A� εBor
E � 2pA� εBq

A� 0or
E � 2pA� εBq

A� 0or
E � 2pA� εBq X

Table II: Geometry of 4D Einstein neutral Lie groups

REMARK 2. It is a well known fact that four-dimensional simply connected
homogeneous Riemannian Einstein manifolds are symmetric [10]. The results listed
in Tables I and II show that this result does not extend to metrics of different sig-
nature. In fact, do there exist left-invariant metrics (both Lorentzian and neutral) on
four-dimensional Lie groups, which are Einstein, even Ricci-flat in some cases, but not
(locally) symmetric.
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A NEW APPROACH TO QUANTUM ORBIT METHOD FOR
STANDARD QUANTUM CPN

Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to show that the topological version of the quantum
orbit method for standard complex projective spaces can be easily proven by using groupoid
quantization.

1. Introduction.

The well known orbit method in representation theory ([9]) is a way to associate unitary
irreducible representations (in short unitary irreps, in what follows) of a given Lie
algebra g to coadjoint orbits in the dual g�. In some cases this correspondence is a
bijection and, in fact, even a homeomorphism with respect to suitable topologies.

Irreducible representations of g are naturally associated to irreps of its universal
enveloping algebras Upgq and coadjoint orbits can be understood also as symplectic
leaves of the Kirillov-Konstant Poisson bracket on g�.

In the context of quantum groups the universal enveloping algebra is replaced
by its quantization Uqpgq: it has become standard to call quantum orbit method the
correspondence that can be established between unitary irreps of Uqpgq and symplectic
leaves of the dual simply connected Poisson–Lie group G�. By duality one often calls
quantum orbit method also a correspondence between unitary irreps of the quantized
C� algebra of functions on G and symplectic leaves of the Poisson-Lie group G itself.

Such correspondence may be clarified considering that the kernel of a unitary
irrep of the quantized C�–algebra of function should tend (in a suitable sense), in
the semiclassical limit, to a maximal Poisson ideal I of the classical function alge-
bra C8pGq. The quotient of the Poisson algebra of functions on G by this maximal
Poisson ideal should then be isomorphic to the algebra of functions on the symplectic
leaf corresponding to the representation.

This method was first proven to be a theorem whenever G is a compact, con-
nected, simply connected Poisson-Lie group with its standard structure ([19]). It was
later extended to generalized flag manifolds with their Bruhat–Poisson structure, i.e.
described as quotient by a Poisson subgroup ([21, 20]). All such results were obtained
by separately classifying symplectic leaves of the symplectic foliation and then, via
a detailed analysis of the algebraic structure of the quantized C�–algebra listing all
its unitary irreducible representations. They reduced both classifications to the same
combinatorial object related to the Weyl group. In such works not much was put on
the correspondence being just a “natural” bijective correspondence or preserving some
additional structure (e.g. a topology).

*Text of the footnote.
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A more complete treatment was recently given in [13] where it was proven that
the quantum orbit method holds, at a topological level, for any quotient of the standard
compact Poisson–Lie groups by a Poisson stabilizer.

On the other hand it is also known that quantization of so called twisted compact
Poisson-Lie groups does not verify the quantum orbit method ([10]).

From the work of Sheu ([17]) it is known that the C�–algebras of compact quan-
tum groups and of some of their homogeneous spaces can be described as groupoid
C�–algebras. This construction relies on explicitely knowing �–irreducible represen-
tations of the algebra. Some of Sheu’s result were recently obtained in [2] by a dif-
ferent quantization procedure which starts from the original Poisson manifold, passing
through its integrating symplectic groupoid as an intermediate object, and produces
Sheu’s groupoid as the groupoid of Lagrangian Bohr-Sommerfeld leaves (see [7] for
the general procedure).

In this paper we will show how unitary irreducible representations can be re-
covered purely by the groupoid C�–algebra, at least for the case of so–called standard
projective space, in such a way that the correspondence between unitary irreps and
symplectic leaves of the classical Poisson manifold is naturally a homeomorphism of
topological space, with respect to the Jacobson topology on irreps and to the quotient
topology on the space of leaves. In this way the groupoid quantization procedure pro-
duces the quantum orbit method in a natural way and without having to rely, for its
conceptual properties, on explicit enumeration of such irreps. Irreps for groupoid C�–
algebras were widely studied (see [15, 16]) under the general purpose of establishing
the nicest possible connection between the orbit space of the groupoid and a suitably
topological version of the space of irreducible representations (or of primitive ideals).
We will use results from some recent work on unitary irreps of C�–algebras: [18];
such results are much stronger than needed and it is quite possible that they will be of
help in understanding exactly for which Poisson homogeneous spaces it is reasonable
to expect the quantum orbit method to hold. The aim is to generalize results of [13] to
cases in which the stabilizer is coisotropic. Let us remark, again, that the specific cases
that will be dealt with in this paper could also be analyzed in the context of graph C�–
algebra representations, as studied in [8]. It is, on the other hand, still unclear whether
nonstandard quantum projective spaces are graph C�–algebras and it is quite clear that
more general quantum Hermitian projective spaces will not be, if we want the quantum
orbit method to hold (due to the fact that the underlying symplectic foliation carries
Tk–families of symplectic leaves of a given dimension with, generically, k ¡ 1).

In future work our aim is to obtain the same results for the 1-parameter family
of nonstandard complex projective spaces, where validity of the quantum orbit method
was never proved (except for the n � 1 case, which will be commented upon in this
paper). In such situation, however, the kind of groupoid underlying quantization is
more involved. It has to be remarked here that explicit groupoid quantization of other
symmetric spaces is still open (see [1] for a preliminary discussion).
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2. Poisson standard CPn

The Bruhat or standard Poisson structure on CPn is obtained via projection from the
standard multiplicative Poisson stucture on SUpn�1q. The latter is the one induced by
the classical Cartan decomposition

SLpn�1;Cq � SUpn�1qSBpn�1;Cq

interpreted, at the infinitesimal level, as a Manin triple

pslpn�1;Cq,supn�1q,sbpn�1;Cqq

with respect to the standard invariant bilinear form on slpn� 1;Cq (see [10] for addi-
tional details). One of the properties of the standard Poisson structure on SUpnq is that
the embedding

Upnq ãÑ SUpn�1q ; A ÞÑ
�

A 0
0 DpAq�1



defines a Poisson-Lie subgroup and therefore SUpnq{Upn�1q�CPn inherits a Poisson
structure preserved by the action map

SUpn�1q�CPn Ñ CPn .

It is an interesting fact that the symplectic foliation on the Poisson homogeneous
space is essentially determined by the images under the projection of the Poisson sub-
groups of SUpn�1q (see [4]). For each k � 1, . . . ,n, let

Gk � SpUpkq�Upn�1� kqq � SUpn�1q ; Pk � ppGkq � CPn .

Each Gk is a Poisson subgroup so that Pk is a Poisson submanifold of CPn. As can
be easily deduced from [21], Proposition 2.1, this exhausts the list of maximal (with
respect to inclusion) connected Poisson subgroups of SUpn�1q.

The Poisson submanifolds Pk �CPk�1 are contained one inside the other giving
rise to the following chain of Poisson embeddings:

(1) t8u � CP0 � CP1 � . . .� CPn

where CPk corresponds to X j � 0 for j ¡ k so that 8� r1,0, . . . ,0s. The symplectic
foliation, then, corresponds to the Bruhat decomposition (hence its name):

(2) CPn �
n�1¤
i�1

Si ,

where each Si can be described as Si � trX1, . . . ,Xi,0, . . .0s, Xi �� 0u � CPi�1. There
exists, therefore, one contractible symplectic leaf in each even dimension, which turns
out to be symplectomorphic to standard Ci. The maximal symplectic leaf (the maximal
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cell) Sn�1 is open and dense in CPn. In terms of suitable coordinates the Bruhat Poisson
structure restricted to Sn�1 reads as follows:

(3) π0|Sn�1 � i
ņ

i�1

p1�|yi|2qByi ^Bȳi .

Let us now describe the source simply connected symplectic groupoid integrat-
ing pCPn,πq. It can be constructed as a symplectic reduction of the Lu-Weinstein sym-
plectic groupoid structure on SLpn� 1,Cq integrating the Poisson Lie group (SUpn�
1q,π), along the lines described in [3]. As a manifold it can be characterized as:

(4) ΣpCPn,πq � trgγs,g P SUpn�1q,γ P SBpn�1,Cq,gγ PUpnqKu ,

where we denoted with rgγs the class of gγ P SLpn� 1,Cq under the quotient map
SLpn�1,CqÑUtpnqzSLpn�1,Cq and with UpnqK the coisotropic subgroup of SBpn�
1;Cq which integrates the Lie subalgebra

upnqK �  
ξ P sbpn�1;Cq ��xξ,Xy � 0 ,@X P upnq( .

As a smooth manifold, the symplectic groupoid is nothing but a fibre bundle over CPn

with contractible fibre UpnqK associated to the homogeneous principal bundle with
respect to the dressing action of Upnq on UpnqK. We will denote its symplectic form
as ΩΣ, and with l and r the left and right surjective submersions onto the unit space
Σ0 � CPn. Since the l (or r) fibers are diffeomorphic to the contractible subgroup
UpnqK the restriction of the symplectic form ΩΣ to the l-fibres is exact; by applying
Corollary 5.3 of [6] we can conclude that the 2-form ΩΣ is exact as well.

Let us conclude this section with the following statement, the proof of which is
completely general (see [5], Corollary at page 22).

PROPOSITION 1. Let pΣ,ΩΣq be a simply connected groupoid integrating the
Poisson manifold pM,πq. Then there is a canonical homemorphism

Ψ : SM Ñ ΣzΣ0

between the space of symplectic leaves of M and the orbit space of Σ (each endowed
with the quotient topology).

In the CPn case such space can be abstractly described as t1, . . . ,nu with (non
Hausdorff) topology given by the family of open sets

tH,t1u,t1,2u,t1,2,3u, . . . ,t1, . . . ,nuu .

Such space is manifestly not Hausdorff and not even T1. It satisfies the weaker
separation axiom T0.
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3. C�q pCPnq as a groupoid C�–algebra

The first step in groupoid geometric quantization is the choice of a multiplicative La-
grangian polarization. Multiplicativity here refers to the fact that the set of leaves
inherits from the symplectic groupoid a topological groupoid structure (with respect to
the quotient topology). While this choice is certainly not unique, and quantization may
well depend on it, for the standard Poisson structure on CPn there exists a reasonally
preferred choice. We will not describe this step in details, since it is was adressed in
[2], but rather we will describe its outcome.

The quotient groupoid GLpCPnq consisting of Lagrangian leaves can be identi-
fied with the restriction of the action groupoid Rn
Rn to the n–dimensional standard
simplex ∆n, thus:

GLpCPnq � Rn
Rn��
∆n
� tpx,yq P Rn ��x,x� y P ∆n , xi � 0ñ yi � 0u ,

where, as usual, the groupoid structure is defined by"
lpx,yq � x
rpx,yq � x� y px,yq � px� y,zq � px,zq

As a second step in groupoid geometric quantization we want to select a subgroupoid of
Bohr-Sommerfeld Lagrangian leaves. The Bohr-Sommerfeld condition is an integrality
type condition that guarantees that the holonomy group of the restricted prequantization
connection vanishes along a leaf. This condition allows existence of covariantly costant
sections of the prequantum line bundle.

The (~-dependent) BS subgroupoid of CPn can be described, in our case, as
follows (see section 6.2 of [2]):

GbspCPnq � tpx,yq P GLpCPnq �� log |xi| P ~Z,yi P ~Z , i� 1, . . . ,nu .

With respect to the quotient topology this groupoid is easily seen to be Hausdorff and
étale. It can be furthermore remarked that GLpCPnq and GbspCPnq have homeomorphic
orbit spaces.

The analysis of these groupoids is much simplified by putting them in Sheu’s
form [17], as shown in Section 7.1 of [2]. Let

Tn � Zn�Z
��
Nn � tp j,kq P Zn�Z

��ki, ji� ki ¥ 0u

(here Z� ZYt8u) and let T̃n be the subgroupoid determined by

ki �8ñ
" °i

k�1 jk � 0
ji�1 � �� � � jn � 0

.

Finally let Tm be the quotient groupoid of T̃n with respect to the equivalence relation
that identifies

p j,kq � p j,k1, . . . ,ki�1,8 . . . ,8q
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if ki �8. This groupoid is isomorphic, as topological groupoid, to GbspCPnq.
The unit space of GbspCPnq can then be identified with a subspace of Zn

. The
infinity extension Z is given the natural topology in which tn ¥ n0u are a neighbour-
hood basis of 8. Then:

GbspCPnqp0q � tpk1, . . . ,knq P Zn ��ki �8ñ ki�1 � . . .� kn �8u .
Orbits and their topology are described as follows:

∆i � tpk1, . . . ,ki,8 . . . ,8qu ; ∆i �
¤
j¥i

∆ j .

LEMMA 1. The space of symplectic leaves of standard CPn is homeomorphic
to the orbit space of the groupoid GbspCPnq via the map that to each orbit of BS La-
grangian leaves associates the symplectic leaf on which it projects:

Φ : L ÞÑ SL .

Let’s now compute the isotropy groups of GbspCPnq. Let k P ∆i. The corre-
sponding isotropy group is given by the set of p j,kq such that j� j� k. By considering
what happens to the ji’s when ki � 8 it is easily proved that all isotropy groups are
abelian and trivial. This, together with the fact that the orbit space is not T1 but satisfies
the weaker separation axiom T0, implies via theorem 1.3 of [14] that the corresponding
C�–algebra is GCR (i.e. postliminal) and type I. In particular the unitary dual of the
algebra is homeomorphic the the space of primitive ideals with the Jacobson topology.
On the other hand the C�–algebra is not a continuous trace C�–algebra. By a direct
analysis of the topology involved the following statement is clear.

LEMMA 2. The subsets ∆i of pGbsqp0q exhausts the list of all closed invariant
subsets on the space of units.

Let us recall that a groupoid is called topologically principal if the space of
units with trivial isotropy is dense. Then the preceding discussion is summarized in
what follows:

PROPOSITION 2. The topological groupoid GbspCPnq is an amenable, étale,
Hausdorff groupoid such that GbspCPnq��X is topologically principal for every closed
invariant subset X of the unit space.

We will use Lemma 4.6 of [18], which says that under the conditions listed in
the previous proposition there is a homeomorphism between the primitive ideal space
of the C�–algebra and the space of quasi–orbits of the groupoid. Let us remark that for
our groupoid the quasi-orbit spaces does not differ from the orbit space since there are
no pairs of distinct points sharing the same orbit closure. Since the previous proposition
guarantees that all hypothesis are satisfied we can conclude that the map

Ξ : x ÞÑ kerωx
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is a homeomorphism from the space of orbits of the Bohr-Sommerfeld groupoid onto
PrimpC�pGbspCPnqqq endowed with the Jacobson topology, and the latter can be iden-
tified with the unitary dual {C�pGbspCPnqq. This can be put together with Lemma 1 to
conclude

PROPOSITION 3 (Quantum orbit method for CPn). The composition of the
above maps Ξ �Φ �Ψ establishes a homeomorphism between the space of symplec-
tic leaves SCPn and the space of unitary irreps {pC�pGbspCPnqqq.

4. Non standard CP1
t

In this section we will briefly comment upon the non standard case for the projective
line, to show how it can be treated under the same footing although in this case the
isotropy groupoid is non trivial.

The non standard Poisson structure on CP1 � S2 is zero on a parallel circle z� t,
with t Ps�1,1r, and this zero set separates two symplectic emispheres, each of which
is symplectomorphic to standard R2. After quantization the corresponding groupoid of
Bohr-Sommerfeld leaves can be described as the following subgroupoid of the action
groupoid Z2�Z2��

N:
C� tp j, j,k1,k2q

��k1_ k2 �8u .
As such its unit space has the three orbits:

∆p0,0q � tp8,8qu , ∆p1,0q � tpk,8q,k P Nu
∆p0,1q � tp8,kq,k P Nu .

Isotropy groups are easily computed to be:

G
p0,0q
p0,0q � tp j, j,8,8qu � Z ,

G
pk,8q
pk,8q � tp0,0,k,8qu

G
p8,kq
p8,kq � tp0,0,8,kqu .

Just as in Proposition 2, the corresponding topological groupoid is still an amenable,
étale, Hausdorff groupoid. Since, however, there appears non trivial isotropy over the
one point-orbit ∆p0,0q we cannot expect an homeomorphism between the primitive ideal
space of the C�–algebra and the space of orbits of the corresponding groupoid. At a
geometric level orbits can be put in correspondence with the set of T -leaves ([?]) and
the corresponding isotropy allows the orbit method to hold true.

5. Conclusions

In this brief note we have seen how groupoid C�–algebra quantization may be em-
ployed to recover the topological version of quantum orbit method for the standard
Bruhat–Poisson structure on CPn. Such result is mainly based on general theory rather
than on explicit computations.
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The correspondence between symplectic leaves and unitary irreps can be seen
as the composition of three maps of different nature. The first map goes from the space
of symplectic leaves of a Poisson manifold M to the space of orbits of its symplectic
groupoid; it exists for every integrable Poisson manifold and can be considered to be of
purely geometrical nature. The second map connects orbits of the (smooth) symplectic
groupoid to orbits the topological groupoid of BS leaves. This map, in general, depends
on the choice of a Lagrangian polarization. In fact, its existence and property may also
be used as a signal of having performed a well chosen polarization. It is this map that
has to be considered as the core of quantization. The last map links orbit of the groupoid
G to unitary irreps of its convolution C�–algebra CpGq. General theory suggests us that
the target space of a reasonable quantum orbit procedure should rather be the space of
primitive ideals PrimpCpGqq then the unitary dual zCpGq. It is known that for non GCR
C�–algebras the two are not necessarily homeomorphic. The properties of this map are
strongly dependent on the topological properties of the space of groupoid quasi-orbits.
It can both fail to be bijective and homeomorphism. Furthermore the topological space
PrimpCpGqq, in the non T0 case may be sensibly smaller than the unitary dual zCpGq
This is the case, for example, for the quantum torus and it is probably at this point
that quantum orbit method for twisted compact quantum groups fails: it is reasonable
to expect that the correspondence between symplectic leaves and primitive ideals can
still hold in this case and this will be the subject of forthcoming researches. It would
eventually ask for a clearer explanation on which is the semiclassical object describing
the space of unitary irreps. This problem is again postponed to further investigations.
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Abstract. We develop a general approach to study geometric flows on homogeneous spaces.
Our main tool will be a dynamical system defined on the variety of Lie algebras called the
bracket flow, which coincides with the original geometric flow after a natural change of
variables. The advantage of using this method relies on the fact that the possible pointed (or
Cheeger-Gromov) limits of solutions, as well as self-similar solutions or soliton structures,
can be much better visualized. The approach has already been worked out in the Ricci flow
case and for general curvature flows of almost-hermitian structures on Lie groups. This paper
is intended as an attempt to motivate the use of the method on homogeneous spaces for any
flow of geometric structures under minimal natural assumptions. As a novel application, we
find a closed G2-structure on a nilpotent Lie group which is an expanding soliton for the
Laplacian flow and is not an eigenvector.

1. Introduction

The aim of this work is to develop a general approach to study geometric flows on
homogeneous spaces which relies on the variety of Lie algebras. The approach has
been worked out in [34, 35] for the homogeneous Ricci flow, in [26] for Ricci solitons
on homogeneous spaces and in [36] for general curvature flows of almost-hermitian
structures on Lie groups (see Section 5 for a short overview on more applications).
This paper is intended as an attempt to motivate the use of the method on homogeneous
spaces for any geometric evolution under minimal natural assumptions.

We consider a geometric flow on a given differentiable manifold M of the form

B
Bt

γptq � qpγptqq,

where γptq is a one-parameter family of (tensor fields attached to) geometric structures
on M and γ ÞÑ qpγq is an assignment of a tensor field on M of the same type associated to
geometric structures of a given class. Typically qpγq is a curvature tensor, a Laplacian
or the gradient field of some natural geometric functional. Recall that a geometric
structure may be defined by a set of tensor fields γ (e.g. a almost-hermitian structures),
so in that case the geometric flow will consist of a set of differential equations, one for
each tensor. Our basic assumption is that the flow is invariant by diffeomorphisms, i.e.
qpφ�γq � φ�qpγq for any φ P DiffpMq.

*This research was partially supported by grants from CONICET, FONCYT and SeCyT (UNC).
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REMARK 1. However, in the case when a complex manifold pM,Jq is fixed
and a flow for hermitian metrics or any other geometric structure γ on pM,Jq is to be
considered, the tensor q and so the flow will be assumed to be only invariant by bi-
holomorphic maps of pM,Jq rather than by diffeomorphisms of M. The symplectic
analogous assumption will be made for flows of compatible metrics on a fixed sym-
plectic manifold and its symplectomorphisms.

1.1. Geometric flows on homogeneous spaces

On a homogeneous space M � G{K, if we fix a reductive (i.e. AdpKq-invariant) de-
composition g� k`p, then any G-invariant geometric structure on M is determined by
an AdpKq-invariant tensor γ on p� ToM. Therefore, by requiring G-invariance of γptq
for all t, the flow equation becomes equivalent to an ODE for a one-parameter family
γptq of AdpKq-invariant tensors on the single vector space p of the form

(1)
d
dt

γptq � qpγptqq.

Thus short-time existence (forward and backward) and uniqueness (among G-invariant
ones) of solutions are guaranteed. This is an advantageous feature, as for most of
the geometric flows studied in the literature, short-time existence and uniqueness of
solutions are still open problems in the noncompact general case.

A second assumption we make on the geometric structure is that for any fixed
γ, the orbit

(2) GLppq � γ

is open in the vector space T of all tensors of the same type as γ. Such orbit con-
sists precisely of those tensors which are non-degenerate in some sense. We note that
this holds for many classes of geometric structures, including Riemannian metrics,
almost-hermitian and G2 structures (see Example 1). Consider θ : glppq ÝÑ EndpT q,
the representation obtained as the derivative of the natural left GLppq-action on tensors
(i.e. θpAqγ :� d

dt |0
�
e�tA

�� γ). If glppq � gγ`qγ is an AdpGγq-invariant decomposition,
where Gγ � GLppq is the stabilizer subgroup at γ and gγ :� tA P glppq : θpAqγ� 0u its
Lie algebra, then, for each tensor q P T , there exists a unique linear operator

(3) Q : pÝÑ p, Q P qγ, such that q� θpQqγ.

REMARK 2. In the complex case (see Remark 1), GLppq must be replaced with

GLpp,Jq :� th P GLppq : hJ � Jhu,

which is isomorphic to GLnpCq if dimM � 2n, and with

Sppp,ωq :� th P GLppq : htJh� Ju � Sppn,Rq

in the symplectic case.
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Let γptq be a G-invariant solution on the homogeneous space M � G{K to the
geometric flow (1), starting at γ :� γp0q. Assume that G is simply connected and K
connected, so M is simply connected. Since γptq is nondegenerate, for each t there
exists hptq PGLppq such that γptq � hptq�γ (see (2)). This implies that, for each t, there
is an equivalence of geometric structures

φptq : pM,γptqq ÝÑ �
Gµptq{Kµptq,γ

�
,

where

µptq :� h̃ptq � r�, �s � h̃ptqrh̃ptq�1�, h̃ptq�1�s, h̃ptq :�
�

I 0
0 hptq

�
: gÝÑ g,

a Lie bracket on the underlying vector space g isomorphic to the Lie bracket r�, �s of
g, Gµptq is the corresponding simply connected Lie group and Kµptq the connected Lie
subgroup of Gµptq with Lie algebra k. Indeed, the equivariant diffeomorphism φptq
defined by the Lie group isomorphism G ÝÑ Gµptq with derivative h̃ptq satisfies that
γptq � φptq�γ. Note that for each t, the homogeneous space Gµptq{Kµptq is equipped
with the Gµptq-invariant geometric structure determined by the fixed tensor γ.

A natural question arises: How does the family of Lie brackets µptq evolve?

1.2. Bracket flow

It follows from (3) that for each t, there exists a unique operator Qt P qγptq such that
qpγptqq � θpQtqγptq. We can now formulate our first main result (see Theorem 5 for a
more complete statement).

THEOREM 1. If hptq PGLppq solves the ODE d
dt hptq � �hptqQt , hp0q � I, then

γptq � hptq�γ and

(4)
d
dt

µptq � δµptq
��

0 0
0 Qµptq

�	
, µp0q � r�, �s,

where Qµ P qγ is the operator defined by θpQµqγ � qpGµ{Kµ,γq and δµ : glpgq ÝÑ
Λ2g�bg is given by

δµpAq :� µpA�, �q�µp�,A�q�Aµp�, �q, @A P glpgq.

Conversely, if µptq is a solution to (4) and hptq P GLppq solves the ODE d
dt hptq �

�Qµptqhptq, hp0q � I, then γptq � hptq�γ and µptq :� h̃ptq � r�, �s for all t.

Evolution equation (4) is called the bracket flow. A direct consequence of the
theorem is that the geometric flow solution γptq and the bracket flow solution µptq differ
only by pullback by time-dependent diffeomorphisms. Thus the maximal interval of
time pT�,T�qwhere a solution exists is the same for both flows, so the bracket flow can
be used as a tool to study regularity questions on the flow (see Sections 4.2 and 4.3).
We prove for instance that the velocity of the flow qpγptqq must blow up at a finite-time
singularity (i.e. either T�  8 or T� ¡�8) for any geometric flow.
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The previous theorem has also the following application on convergence, which
follows from the discussion given in Section 3.4, based on [34], on convergence of
homogeneous manifolds. Suppose that the class of geometric structures involved either
contains or determines a Riemannian metric gγ for each γ (e.g. almost-hermitian and
G2 structures).

COROLLARY 1. Assume that µptkqÑ λ for some subsequence of times tk Ñ T�.

(i) If there is a positive lower bound for the (Lie) injectivity radii of the G-invariant
metrics gγptkq on M � G{K, then, after possibly passing to a subsequence, the
Riemannian manifolds

�
M,gγptkq

�
converge in the pointed (or Cheeger-Gromov)

sense to pGλ{Kλ,gγq, as k Ñ8.

(ii) In the case of a Lie group M�G, the hypothesis on the injectivity radii in part (i)
can be removed. Moreover, if either Gλ is compact or G is completely solvable,
then the geometric structures pM,γptkqq smoothly converges up to pull-back by
diffeomorphisms to pGλ,γq, as k Ñ8.

We note that the limiting Lie group Gλ in the above corollary might be non-
isomorphic to G, and consequently in part (i), the limiting homogeneous space Gλ{Kλ
might be non-homeomorphic to M.

1.3. Solitons

It is well known that a geometric structure γ on a differentiable manifold M will flow
self-similarly along a geometric flow B

Bt γ � qpγq, in the sense that the solution γptq
starting at γ has the form γptq � cptqφptq�γ, for some cptq P R� and φptq P DiffpMq, if
and only if

qpγq � cγ�LX γ, for some c P R, X P XpMq (complete),

where LX denotes Lie derivative. In analogy to the terminology used in Ricci flow
theory, we call such γ a soliton geometric structure.

REMARK 3. The diffeomorphisms φptq must be bi-holomorphims (resp. sym-
plectomorphisms) for flows of hermitian (resp. compatible) metrics or any kind of
geometric structures γ on a fixed complex (resp. symplectic) manifold (see Remark 1).

On homogeneous spaces, in view of the equivalence between any geometric
flow and the corresponding bracket flow given by Theorem 1, it is natural to also won-
der about self-similarity for bracket flow solutions. This leads us to consider Lie brack-
ets which only evolves by scaling: µptq � cptq � r�, �s, for some cptq PR� (see (23)). Our
second main result shows that this gives rise to soliton structures of an algebraic nature,
which are simpler to handle.
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THEOREM 2. For a simply connected homogeneous space pG{K,γq endowed
with a G-invariant geometric structure γ of type pr,sq, the following conditions are
equivalent:

(i) The bracket flow solution starting at r�, �s is given by

µptq � cptq � r�, �s, for some cptq ¡ 0, cp0q � 1.

(ii) The operator Qpγq P qγ such that θpQpγqq � qpγq satisfies

(5) Qpγq � cI�Dp, for some c P R, D�
�

0 0
0 Dp

�
P Derpgq.

In that case, pG{K,γq is a soliton geometric structure with

qpγq � ps� rqcγ�LXDγ,

where XD denotes the vector field on G{K defined by the one-parameter subgroup of
AutpGq attached to the derivation D.

A homogeneous space pG{K,γq endowed with a G-invariant geometric structure
γ and a reductive decomposition g� k`p is said to be an algebraic soliton if condition
(5) holds. The concept of algebraic soliton has been very fruitful in the study of homo-
geneous Ricci solitons since its introduction in [28] (see also [36, 11, 41, 39] for the
symplectic curvature flow and Chern-Ricci flow cases). It is a useful tool to address the
existence problem for soliton structures, as well as to study their uniqueness, structure
and low-dimensional classification.

We use this approach to exhibit in Section 7 an expanding soliton closed G2-
structure on a nilpotent Lie group for the Laplacian flow introduced by R. Bryant in
[4]. As far as we know, this is the first example known of a Laplacian soliton which is
not an eigenvector (see [42] and the references therein).

2. Some linear algebra related to geometric structures

Let γ be a geometric structure on a differentiable manifold M, e.g. a Riemannian met-
ric, a complex structure, a symplectic structure, an almost-hermitian structure, a G2-
structure, etc. We also denote by γ the corresponding tensor field, or the set of tensor
fields, defining the geometric structure, i.e. a symmetric 2-tensor g, a p1,1q-tensor J, a
2-form ω, a tern γ� pω,g,Jq such that ω� gpJ�, �q, a 3-form φ, etc., respectively.

After fixing a point p P M and a basis te1, . . . ,enu of the tangent space TpM,
we obtain a tensor γ � γp on the vector space Rn � TpM. As one can observe in
the examples above, the tensor γ is always non-degenerate in some sense: g is positive
definite, J2 ��I, ω is non-degenerate and φ is positive. Moreover, a common property
that is satisfied by all these geometric structures is that the orbit

(6) GLnpRq � γ
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is open in the vector space T of all tensors of the same type as γ and consists precisely
of those tensors which are non-degenerate. This property will be assumed to hold for γ
in this paper. In particular,

(7) θpglnpRqqγ� T,

where θ : glnpRq ÝÑ EndpT q is the representation obtained as the derivative of the
natural left GLnpRq-action on tensors ph,γq ÞÑ h � γ� ph�1q�γ (i.e. θpAqγ� d

dt |0etA � γ).
The Lie algebra of the stabilizer subgroup

Gγ :� th P GLnpRq : h � γ� γu,
is given by

gγ :� tA P glnpRq : θpAqγ� 0u.
It follows from (6) that the set of all nondegenerate tensors of the same type as γ is pa-
rameterized by the homogeneous space GLnpRq{Gγ. We consider an AdpGγq-invariant
subspace qγ � glnpRq such that

glnpRq � gγ`qγ.

Since gh�γ � hgγh�1, we can set for simplicity qh�γ :� hqγh�1 for all h P GLnpRq. By
(7) we have that

θpqγqγ� T ;

moreover, for every tensor q P T , there exists a unique operator Q P qγ such that

(8) q� θpQqγ.

By varying the point p, what one obtains is a tensor subbundle T � T r,sM,
subbundles gγ and qγ of EndpT Mq � T 1,1M such that EndpT Mq � gγ`qγ and a linear
map jγ : T ÝÑ qγ defined locally by θp jγpqqqγ � q (i.e. jγpqq � Q if (8) holds). Note
that jγ is an isomorphism with inverse iγ : qγ ÝÑ T given by iγpQq :� θpQqγ. It holds
that

(9) jh�γpqq � h jγph�1 �qqh�1, @q P T, h P GLnpRq.

Let q� qpδq be a smooth tensor field on M associated to each geometric struc-
ture δ, of the same type as γ (i.e. qpδq,δ P T ). It follows from (8) that for each γ, there
is a unique smooth p1,1q-tensor field Qpγq � jγpqpγqq on M, a section of the subbundle
qγ, such that at each point,

(10) qpγq � θpQpγqqγ, Qpγq P qγ.

Assume now that the map δ ÞÑ qpδq is diffeomorphism equivariant: qpφ�δq � φ�qpδq
for any φ P DiffpMq (e.g. any curvature tensor, or Laplacian associated to a geometric
structure, or the gradient field of any natural geometric functional). Then,

(11) Qpφ�γq � pdφq�1Qpγqdφ,
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or equivalently at each point, Qph � γq � hQpγqh�1 for any h P GLnpRq. Indeed, for
h :� dφ|p we have that

θpQpφ�γqqh�1 � γ� θpQpφ�γqqφ�γ� qpφ�γq � φ�qpγq
� h�1 �θpQpγqqγ� θph�1Qpγqhqh�1 � γ,

and so Qpφ�γq�h�1Qpγqh P gh�1�γXqh�1�γ � 0.

EXAMPLE 1. We now review each of the particular geometric structures men-
tioned at the beginning of the section.

(i) For a Riemannian metric γ� g, by assuming that the fixed basis teiu of Rn � TpM
is orthonormal, we obtain that

T � S 2pRnq�, h �g� gph�1�,h�1�q, θpAqg��gpA�, �q�gp�,A�q,

Gγ � Opnq, gγ � sopnq, qγ � sympnq :� tA P glnpRq : At � Au.
Thus what condition (8) is asserting is simply that for any symmetric 2-tensor
q P S 2pRnq�, there exists a unique Q P sympnq such that q � gp�2Q�, �q. For
example, if qpgq � Rcpgq, the Ricci tensor of g, then Qpgq � � 1

2 Ricpgq, where
Ricpgq is the Ricci operator of g.

(ii) If γ� J is a complex (or almost-complex) structure and dimM � 2n, then

T � rgl2npRq,Js, h � J � hJh�1, θpAqJ � rA,Js,

Gγ � GLnpCq, gγ � glnpCq, qγ � tA P gl2npRq : AJ ��JAu.
(iii) For a symplectic structure γ� ω, dimM � 2n, we have that

T � Λ2pR2nq�, h �ω� ωph�1�,h�1�q, θpAqω��ωpA�, �q�ωp�,A�q,

Gγ � Sppn,Rq, gγ � sppn,Rq, qγ � tA P gl2npRq : ωpA�, �q � ωp�,A�qu.

(iv) An almost-hermitian (or hermitian, or almost-Kähler) structure γ� pω,g,Jq, ω�
gpJ�, �q, dimM � 2n, gives

T �  pp,q,Rq P Λ2pR2nq�`S 2pR2nq�`rgl2npRq,Js : p� qpJ�, �q�gpR�, �q( ,

h � γ� ph �ω,h �g,h � Jq, θpAqγ� pθpAqω,θpAqg,θpAqJq,

Gγ � Upnq, gγ � upnq, qγ � q1`q2`q3,

where,
q1 :� tA P gl2npRq : At � A, AJ ��JAu,

q2 :� tA P gl2npRq : At ��A, AJ ��JAu,

q3 � hermpnq :� tA P gl2npRq : At � A, AJ � JAu.
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We note that the following decompositions also hold:

sppn,Rq � upnq`q1, sop2nq � upnq`q2, glnpCq � upnq`q3,

Note that dimq1 � n2�n, dimq2 � n2�n, dimq3 � n2 and so dimT � dimqγ �
3n2. According to (8), for each pp,q,Rq P T there exists a unique operator Q �
Q1�Q2�Q3 P qγ, Qi P qi, such that

p� θpQqω� θpQ2�Q3qω, q� θpQqg� θpQ1�Q3qg,

R� θpQqJ � θpQ1�Q2qJ.

(v) A G2-structure on a 7-dimensional differentiable manifold M is a 3-form φ which
can be written on each tangent space as

φ� e127� e347� e567� e135� e146� e236� e245,

with respect to some basis te1, . . . ,e7u of R7 � TpM. Here ei jk :� ei ^ e j ^ ek

and teiu is the dual basis of teiu. By varying the basis, one obtains the open orbit
GL7pRq �φ� Λ3pR7q� of positive 3-forms. Thus for a G2-structure γ� φ, n� 7
and

T � Λ3pR7q�, h �φ� φph�1�,h�1�,h�1�q,

θpAqφ��φpA�, �, �q�φp�,A�, �q�φp�, �,A�q,

Gγ � G2 � AutpOq, gγ � g2, qγ � q1`q7`q27,

where q1 � RI is the one-dimensional trivial representation of g2, q7 is the (7-
dimensional) standard representation and q27 is the other fundamental represen-
tation of g2, which has dimension 27 (see [24]). It follows that

sop7q � g2`q7, symp7q � q1`q27, q27 � sym0p7q,

where sym0p7q :� tA P symp7q : trA� 0u.
(vi) One may also fix a complex manifold pM,Jq rather than a differentiable mani-

fold and consider a hermitian metric γ � g on pM,Jq. In this case, dimM � 2n,
GLnpCq plays the role of GLnpRq in the previous cases, in particular in property
(11), and we have that

T � tg P S 2pR2nq� : gpJ�,J�q � gu, Gγ � Upnq,

glnpCq � gγ`qγ, gγ � upnq, qγ � hermpnq.

The assignment δ ÞÑ qpδq above, which will be used to define a geometric flow, is
therefore assumed to be invariant by bi-holomorphic maps of pM,Jq rather than
by diffeomorphisms of M (see Section 6 for an application in the complex case).
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(vii) The symplectic analogous to part (vi) consists in fixing a symplectic manifold
pM,ωq and consider a compatible metric γ � g, giving rise to an almost-Kähler
manifold pM,ω,gq. If dimM � 2n, then the group involved is now Sppn,Rq and

T � tg P S 2pR2nq� : ω� gpJ�, �q implies J2 ��Iu, Gγ � Upnq,

sppn,Rq � gγ`qγ, gγ � upnq, qγ � q1,

where q1 is as in part (iv). The assignment δ ÞÑ qpδq is here assumed to be
invariant by symplectomorphisms of pM,ωq.

3. The space of homogeneous spaces

Our aim in this section is to describe a framework developed in [34] in the Riemannian
case, which allows us to work on the ‘space of homogeneous manifolds’, by parame-
terizing the set of all homogeneous spaces of dimension n and isotropy dimension q by
a subset Hq,n of the variety of pq�nq-dimensional Lie algebras.

A connected differentiable manifold M is called homogeneous if there is a Lie
group G acting smoothly and transitively on M. Each transitive Lie group G (which can
be assumed to be connected) gives rise to a presentation of M as a homogeneous space
G{K, where K is the isotropy subgroup of G at some point o P M. Conversely, any
closed subgroup K � G of a Lie group G defines a homogeneous manifold M � G{K
with isotropy subgroup at the origin o :� eK P G{K given by Go � K.

Consider an AdpKq-invariant direct sum g� k`p, where g and k are respectively
the Lie algebras of G and K. This is called a reductive decomposition, its existence is
for instance guaranteed by the (relative) compactness of AdpKq (e.g. if G{K admits
a G-invariant Riemannian metric) and is in general non-unique. Note that p can be
naturally identified with the tangent space

p� ToM � ToG{K,

via the derivative dπ|e : gÝÑ ToG{K of the natural projection π : G ÝÑ G{K. This is
equivalent to take the value at the origin o of the Killing vector fields corresponding to
elements of p (i.e. Xo � d

dt |0 exp tXpoq for any X P p).
Any homogeneous space G{K will be assumed to be almost-effective for sim-

plicity, i.e. the normal subgroup tg P G : ghK � hK, @h P Gu � K is discrete.

3.1. Varying Lie brackets viewpoint

Let us fix a pq�nq-dimensional real vector space g together with a direct sum decom-
position

(12) g� k`p, dimk� q, dimp� n.

The space of all skew-symmetric algebras (or brackets) of dimension q�n is parame-
terized by the vector space

Λ2g�bg� tµ : g�gÝÑ g : µ bilinear and skew-symmetricu.
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DEFINITION 1. We consider the subset Hq,n � Λ2g� b g, or more precisely
Hg�k`p if preferred, of those brackets µ such that:

(h1) µ satisfies the Jacobi condition, µpk,kq � k and µpk,pq � p.

(h2) If Gµ denotes the simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra pg,µq and Kµ is
the connected Lie subgroup of Gµ with Lie algebra k, then Kµ is closed in Gµ.

(h3) tZ P k : µpZ,pq � 0u � 0.

It follows from (h1) and (h2) that each µ P Hq,n defines a unique simply con-
nected homogeneous space,

(13) µ PHq,n ù Gµ{Kµ,

with reductive decomposition g� k`p. It is almost-effective by (h3). We note that any
n-dimensional simply connected homogeneous space G{K which is almost-effective
and admits a reductive decomposition can be identified with some µ P Hq,n, where
q � dimK. Indeed, G can be assumed to be simply connected without losing almost-
effectiveness, and we can identify any reductive decomposition with g � k` p at a
vector space level. In this way, µ will be precisely the Lie bracket of g.

There is a natural linear action of GLpgq on Λ2g�bg given by

(14) ph �µqpX ,Y q � hµph�1X ,h�1Y q, X ,Y P g.

Note that h is precisely an isomorphism between the Lie algebras pg,µq and pg,h �µq. If
µ PHq,n, then h �µ PHq,n for any h P GLpgq leaving k and p invariant (i.e. h P GLpkq�
GLppq). In that case, the isomorphism rφ : Gµ ÝÑGh�µ with derivative drφ|e � h satisfies
that rφpKµq � Kh�µ and so it defines an equivariant diffeomorphism

(15) φ : Gµ{Kµ ÝÑ Gh�µ{Kh�µ, φpaKµq :� rφpaqKh�µ.

Concerning the question of what kind of subset of Λ2g�b g the space Hq,n is,
we note that condition (h1) is closed as it is defined by polynomial equations on µ. On
the contrary, (h3) is open and (h2) may impose very subtle conditions on µ (see [34,
Examples 3.4, 3.6]). Note that Hq,n is a cone, i.e. invariant by nonzero scaling.

EXAMPLE 2. If q � 0, then conditions (h2) and (h3) trivially hold and (h1)
is just the Jacobi condition for µ. Thus H0,n � Ln, the variety of n-dimensional Lie
algebras, and the set tGµ : µ P Lnu parameterizes the set of all simply connected Lie
groups of dimension n.

3.2. Invariant geometric structures

Any G-invariant geometric structure on a homogeneous space M �G{K with reductive
decomposition g � k` p is determined by a tensor, or a set of tensors, γ on p � ToM
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which is AdpKq-invariant. This means that pAdpkq|pq � γ � γ for any k P K, or equiva-
lently if K is connected, θpadZ|pqγ� 0 for all Z P k (see Section 2 for the notation). If
G{K is not reductive, then one can work with the identification g{k� ToM, though there
will always be a reductive decomposition as soon as a Riemannian metric is involved
in some way in the geometric structure γ.

If in addition to the connectedness of K we assume that G is simply connected
(in particular, G{K is simply connected), then we can apply (11) to the equivariant
diffeomorphism φ defined by the automorphism Adpkq P Autpgq � AutpGq. Since
φ�γ � γ, we obtain that the operator Qpγq P Endppq attached to any G-invariant ten-
sor field qpγq satisfies rAdpkq|p,Qpγqs � 0 for each k P K, or equivalently,

(16) radZ|p,Qpγqs � 0, @Z P k.

In order to study invariant geometric structures on homogeneous manifolds, we
can therefore fix a tensor γ on p in addition to the vector space decomposition fixed in
(12) and consider the following extra condition:

(h4) γ is adµ k-invariant (i.e. θpadµ Z|pqγ� 0 for all Z P k, or equivalently, adµ k|p � gγ).

If we consider the subset of Hq,n given by

(17) Hq,npγq :� tµ PHq,n : condition (h4) holds true forµu,

then each µ P Hq,npγq now defines a unique (almost-effective and simply connected)
homogeneous space endowed with an invariant geometric structure,

(18) µ PHq,npγqù pGµ{Kµ,γµq ,

with reductive decomposition g� k`p and

γµpoq � γ, @µ PHq,npγq.

Indeed, it follows from (h4) that γ is AdpKµq-invariant as Kµ is connected and thus
the geometric structure γµ is Gµ-invariant. pGµ{Kµ,γµq will be sometimes denoted by
pGµ{Kµ,γq, as the whole ‘linear algebra’ part of γµ has been fixed.

REMARK 4. The complex and symplectic cases mentioned in Remarks 1, 2
and 3 can be treated in this section as special cases of almost-hermitian structures, by
adding to the definition of Hq,npγq the condition of integrability of pGµ{Kµ,Jq,

(h5-J) µppJX ,JY q � µppX ,Y q� JµppJX ,Y q� JµppX ,JY q, for all X ,Y P p,

in the complex case, and the condition dµω � 0, where dµ is the differential of forms
on the manifold Gµ{Kµ, in the symplectic case, which is equivalent to

(h5-ω) ωpµppX ,Y q,Zq�ωpµppY,Zq,Xq�ωpµppZ,Xq,Y q � 0, for all X ,Y,Z P p.
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The group GLpkq�Gγ, where Gγ � GLppq is the stabilizer subgroup of γ (with
Lie algebra gγ), leaves the set Hq,npγq invariant and for any h� phk,hpq P GLpkq�Gγ,
µ PHq,npγq, one obtains that the equivariant diffeomorphism

(19) φ : pGµ{Kµ,γµq ÝÑ
�
Gh�µ{Kh�µ,γh�µ

�
,

defined in (15) is an equivalence of geometric structures, that is, γµ � φ�γh�µ. This
follows from the invariance of the structures and the fact that φ�γ � γ at the origins
(recall that dφ|o � hp P Gγ). In that case, any tensor field q defined for this kind of
geometric structures will satisfy that

(20) qpγh�µq � hp �qpγµq, Qh�µ � hpQµh�1
p , @h� phk,hpq P GLpkq�Gγ,

where Qµ P qγ � Endppq is the operator defined by

(21) θpQµqγ� qpGµ{Kµ,γµq.
The statement on Q can be proved in much the same way as (11) by using that hp �γ� γ
as follows:

θpQh�µqγ� qpγh�µq � hp �qpγµq � hp �θpQµqγ� θphpQµh�1
p qhp � γ� θphpQµh�1

p qγ,
and so Qh�µ�hpQµh�1

p P gγXqγ � 0.
Recall from (19) that, geometrically, the orbit pGLpkq�Gγq � µ � Hq,npγq does

not bring anything new. The following result gives a useful geometric meaning to
the action of a subset of GLpgq on Hq,npγq, which is much larger than the subgroup
GLpkq�Gγ.

PROPOSITION 1. Given µ PHq,npγq and h� phk,hpq PGLpkq�GLppq, it holds
that h �µ PHq,npγq if and only if

(22) hp adµ k|ph�1
p � gγ.

In that case,
�
Gh�µ{Kh�µ,γh�µ

�
is equivalent to

�
Gµ{Kµ,h�pγ

�
.

Proof. We have that h � µ P Hq,npγq if and only if adh�µ k|p � hp adµ k|ph�1
p � gγ. The

equivalence is provided by the equivariant diffeomorphism defined in (15) (recall that
h�pγ� h�1

p � γ).

COROLLARY 2. The subset 
h �µ : h� phk,hpq P GLpkq�GLppq, hp satisfies condition (22)

(�Hq,npγq,
parameterizes the set of all Gµ-invariant geometric structures of the same class as γ on
the homogeneous space Gµ{Kµ up to equivariant equivalence.

Assume that γ is an pr,sq-tensor field, i.e. r-times covariant and s-times con-
travariant (e.g. a Riemannian metric is a p2,0q-tensor field). It follows that

pcIq � γ� cs�rγ, θpIqγ� ps� rqγ.
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By setting h :� pI, 1
c Iq P GLpkq�GLppq, c � 0, we obtain from Proposition 1 that the

rescaled Gµ-invariant geometric structure cs�rγµ on Gµ{Kµ is equivalent to the element
of Hq,npγq defined by c �µ :� pI, 1

c Iq �µ, that is,

(23) c �µ|k�k � µ, c �µ|k�p � µ, c �µ|p�p � c2µk� cµp,

where the subscripts denote the k- and p-components of µ|p�p given by

(24) µpX ,Y q � µkpX ,Y q�µppX ,Y q, µkpX ,Y q P k, µppX ,Y q P p, @X ,Y P p.

The R�-action on Hq,npγq, µ ÞÑ c �µ, can therefore be considered as a geometric scaling:

pGc�µ{Kc�µ,γq is equivalent to pGµ{Kµ,cs�rγq.
Given any µ P Hq,n, if we define λ P Hq,n by λ|k�g :� µ, λ|p�p :� 0 (note that

conditions (h1)-(h3) also hold for λ), what we obtain is the Euclidean space

Gλ{Kλ � pK
Rnq{K � Rn,

for some closed subgroup K �GLnpRq. Note that λ� lim
cÑ0

c �µ, so this can be viewed as

pGc�µ{Kc�µ,γq converging in the pointed sense to the (flat) geometric structure pRn,γq,
as cÑ 0 (see Section 3.4).

3.3. Degenerations and pinching conditions

An elementary but crucial observation is that any kind of geometric quantity associ-
ated to the manifold pGµ{Kµ,γq depends continuously on the Lie bracket µ PHq,npγq �
Λ2g�bg. This can be used to study pinching curvature properties as follows.

DEFINITION 2. Given µ,λ P Hq,npγq, we say that µ degenerates to λ, denoted
by µÑ λ, if λ belongs to the closure of the subset 

h �µ : h� phk,hpq P GLpkq�GLppq, hp satisfies condition (22)
(�Hq,npγq,

relative to the usual vector space topology of Λ2g�bg.

The geometric meaning of the above subset of Hq,npγq has been explained in
Corollary 2.

PROPOSITION 2. If µ Ñ λ, µ,λ P Hq,npγq, and Gλ{Kλ admits a Gλ-invariant
geometric structure satisfying a strict pinching curvature condition, then there is also
a Gµ-invariant structure on Gµ{Kµ for which the same pinching curvature condition
holds.

Proof. If µ Ñ λ, then there is a sequence hk P GLpkq�GLppq with phkqp satisfying
(22) such that hk � µ Ñ λ, as k Ñ8. The pinching curvature condition will therefore
hold for

�
Ghk�µ{Khk�µ,γ

�
for sufficiently large k, which implies that it holds for the

corresponding equivalent (see Proposition 1) invariant structure phkq�pγ on Gµ{Kµ for
sufficiently large k, concluding the proof.
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3.4. Convergence

We follow the lines of the article [34] about convergence of homogeneous manifolds.
In order to derive natural notions of convergence, of a sequence pMk � Gk{Kk,γkq of
homogeneous spaces endowed with a geometric structure, to a homogeneous space
pM � G{K,γq, we start by requiring the existence of a sequence Ωk � M of open
neighborhoods of the origin o P M together with embeddings ϕk : Ωk ÝÑ Mk such
that ϕkpoq � o and ϕ�k γk Ñ γ smoothly as k Ñ 8. This means that the tensor field
ϕ�k γk� γ and its covariant derivatives of all orders with respect to some fixed Rieman-
nian metric on M each converge uniformly to zero on compact subsets of M eventually
contained in all Ωk. Equivalently, for a chart contained in all Ωk for sufficiently large
k, the partial derivative BαpγkqJ of the coordinates pγkqJ of the tensor fields converge to
BαγJ uniformly, as k Ñ8, for any multi-indices α and J. According to the different
conditions one may require on the size of the Ωk’s, we have the following notions of
convergence in increasing degree of strength:

• infinitesimal: no condition on Ωk, it may even happen that
�

Ωk � tou. So
ϕ�k γk Ñ γ smoothly as k Ñ8 at p, in the sense that for any ε ¡ 0, there exists
k0 � k0pεq such that for k ¥ k0,

sup
Ωk

|∇ jpϕ�k γk� γq|   ε, @ j P Z¥0.

The infinitesimal convergence of homogeneous manifolds is somewhat weak,
notice that actually only the germs of the geometric structures at o are involved.
It is possible that all manifolds Mk, M be pairwise non-homeomorphic. In the
case when the geometric structure contains a Riemannian metric (e.g. almost-
hermitian structures) or univocally determines one (e.g. G2-structures), the cor-
respondence sequence pMk,gkq has necessarily bounded geometry by homogene-
ity (i.e. for all r¡ 0 and j P Z¥0, sup

k
sup

Bgk p0,rq
|∇ j

gk Rmpgkq|gk  8). However, the

injectivity radius of the Riemannian manifolds pMk,gkq may go to zero.

• local: Ωk stabilizes, i.e. there is a nonempty open subset Ω�Ωk for every k suf-
ficiently large. Again, if a Riemannian metric is involved in the geometric struc-
ture, then there is a positive lower bound for the injectivity radii injpMk,gk,oq,
which is often called the non-collapsing condition.

• pointed or Cheeger-Gromov: Ωk exhausts M, i.e. Ωk contains any compact sub-
set of M for k sufficiently large. We note that in the homogeneous case, the
location of the basepoints play no role, neither in the pointed convergence nor in
the bounds considered in the items above, in the sense that we can change all of
them by any other sequence of points and use homogeneity. However, topology
issues may still arise at this level of convergence.

• smooth (up to pull-back by diffeomorphisms): Ωk � M and ϕk : M ÝÑ Mk is
a diffeomorphism for all k. Thus ϕ�k γk converges smoothly to γ uniformly on
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compact sets in M. This necessarily holds for any sequence which is convergent
in the pointed sense if M � G{K is compact.

It follows at once from the definitions that these notions of convergence satisfy:

smooth ñ pointed ñ local ñ infinitesimal.

None of the converse assertions hold for homogeneous Riemannian manifolds
(see [34]). However, in the case when a Riemannian metric is involved, it is worth
noticing that local convergence implies bounded geometry and non-collapsing for the
sequence of metrics gk associated to the geometric structures γk, and thus there must
exist a pointed convergent subsequence to a complete Riemannian manifold pN,gq by
the Compactness Theorem (see e.g. [51]). In [42, Section 7], the authors study pointed
convergence of G2-structures and prove a compactness result.

We may also consider convergence of the algebraic side of homogeneous spaces.
Recall from Section 3.2 the space Hq,npγq of Lie algebras parameterizing the set of
all n-dimensional simply connected homogeneous spaces with q-dimensional isotropy
endowed with an invariant geometric structure, which inherits the usual vector space
topology from Λ2g�bg. We shall always denote by µk Ñ λ the convergence in Hq,npγq
relative to such topology.

The following result can be proved in much the same way as [34, Theorem
6.12,(i)]. We take this opportunity to make the following corrigenda: [34, Theorem
6.12,(ii)] is false and in [34, Corollary 6.20], parts (ii)-(v) each follow from part (i), but
none of the converse assertions is true.

THEOREM 3. If µk Ñ λ in Hq,npγq, then pGµk{Kµk ,γq converges to pGλ{Kλ,γq
in the infinitesimal sense.

The converse does not hold in the Riemannian case (see [34, Remark 6.13]).
As some sequences of Aloff-Walach spaces show (see [34, Example 6.6]), in order to
get the stronger local convergence from the usual convergence of brackets µk Ñ λ, it is
necessary (and also sufficient) to require an ‘algebraic’ non-collapsing type condition.

DEFINITION 3. The Lie injectivity radius of a Riemannian homogeneous space
pGµ{Kµ,gq is the largest rµ ¡ 0 such that

πµ � expµ : Bp0,rµq ÝÑ Gµ{Kµ,

is a diffeomorphism onto its image, where expµ : gÝÑ Gµ is the Lie exponential map,
πµ : Gµ ÝÑGµ{Kµ is the usual quotient map and Bp0,rµq denotes the euclidean ball of
radius rµ in p relative to the fixed inner product x�, �y � gpoq.

We note that expµ is in general quite different from the Riemannian exponential
map, unless the homogeneous space is naturally reductive.

The following is the analogue to [34, Theorem 6.14, (ii)] and can be proved
similarly.
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THEOREM 4. Assume that the geometric structures involved either each con-
tains or determines a Riemannian metric. Let µk be a sequence such that µk Ñ λ in
Hq,npγq, as k Ñ8, and suppose that inf

k
rµk ¡ 0, where rµk is the Lie injectivity radius

of pGµk{Kµk ,gq. Then, pGµk{Kµk ,γq converges to pGλ{Kλ,γq in the local sense.

COROLLARY 3. Under the hypothesis of the previous theorem, there exists a
subsequence of pGµk{Kµk ,gq which converges in the pointed sense to a homogeneous
Riemannian manifold locally isometric to pGλ{Kλ,gq.

The limit for the pointed subconvergence may depend on the subsequence, as
a certain sequence of alternating left-invariant metrics on S3 (Berger spheres) and�SL2pRq shows (see [34, Example 6.17]).

4. Geometric flows

We consider a geometric flow of the form

B
Bt

γ� qpγq,

where γ � γptq is a one-parameter family of geometric structures on a given differen-
tiable manifold M and qpγq is a tensor field on M of the same type as γ associated to
each geometric structure of a given class. Usually qpγq is a curvature tensor, a Lapla-
cian or the gradient field of some natural geometric functional. Recall that a geometric
structure may be defined by a set of tensor fields γ (e.g. an almost-hermitian structure),
so in that case the geometric flow will consist of a set of differential equations, one for
each tensor.

Assume first that short-time existence and uniqueness of the solutions hold,
which is usually the case for M compact. Our basic assumption is that the flow is in-
variant by diffeomorphisms, i.e. qpφ�γq�φ�γ for any φ PDiffpMq. In the case of flows
of hermitian (resp. compatible) metrics on a fixed complex (resp. symplectic) mani-
fold, it is enough to assume that q is invariant by the group of all bi-holomorphic maps
(resp. symplectomorphisms) rather than by the whole group DiffpMq. Any solution
γptq starting at a G-invariant geometric structure on a homogeneous space M � G{K
will therefore remain G-invariant for all t. Indeed, φ�γptq is also a solution for any
φ P G starting at φ�γp0q � γp0q and hence φ�γptq � γptq for all t by uniqueness. Con-
sequently, if we fix a reductive decomposition g� k`p of G{K as in Section 3.2, then
the flow equation is equivalent to an ODE for a one-parameter family γptq of AdpKq-
invariant tensors on p of the form

(25)
d
dt

γptq � qpγptqq.

Alternatively, without assuming short-time existence for the original flow, one
can require G-invariance of γptq for all t and obtain in this way short-time existence
and uniqueness of the solutions in the class of G-invariant structures. Recall that the
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set of all non-degenerate structures on p is parameterized by the homogeneous space
GLppq{Gγ for any fixed γ among them, and the subset of those which are AdpKq-
invariant is a submanifold of it. As the p1,1q-tensor field Q defined by q is tangent to
this submanifold by (16), the solution γptq to (25) stays AdpKq-invariant for all t. If
the uniqueness of solutions at least holds within a class of structures containing the G-
invariant or homogeneous ones, as for the set of complete and with bounded curvature
metrics in the Ricci flow case (see [6]), then this would imply, in turn, the G-invariance
since the solution must preserve any symmetry of the initial geometric structure by
arguing as above .

In any case, short-time existence (forward and backward) and uniqueness (among
G-invariant ones) of the solutions are guaranteed. The need for this circular argument
is due to the fact that for most of the geometric flows studied in the literature, unique-
ness of a solution is still an open problem in the noncompact general case, even for the
Ricci flow (see [5]).

4.1. Bracket flow

Let G{K be a simply connected homogeneous space (G simply connected and K con-
nected) with reductive decomposition g� k`p. Let γptq be a solution to the geometric
flow (25) starting at γ :� γp0q. Since γptq is nondegenerate (see (6)), we have that

γptq P GLppq � γ, @t.

If say, γptq� hptq�γ, for hptq PGLppq, then for each t, the geometric structure pG{K,γptqq
is equivalent to

�
Gµptq{Kµptq,γ

�
, where

µptq :�
�

I 0
0 hptq

�
� r�, �s PHq,npγq,

by arguing as in (19). The following natural question arises:

How does the flow look on Hq,npγq?

More precisely,

what is the ODE a curve µptq P Hq,npγq must satisfy in order to yield a
solution

�
Gµptq{Kµptq,γ

�
to the flow (25) up to pullback by time-dependent

diffeomorphisms?

REMARK 5. Recall from Example 1, (vi) and (vii) that GLppq is replaced with
GLpp,Jq � GLnpCq or Sppp,ωq � Sppn,Rq in the complex and symplectic cases, re-
spectively.

It follows from (10) that for each t, there exists a unique operator Qptq :�
Qpγptqq P qγptq � Endppq such that

(26) qpγptqq � θpQptqqγptq.
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Consider the solution hptq P GLppq to the ODE system

(27)
d
dt

hptq � �hptqQptq, hp0q � I,

which is defined on the same interval of time as γptq. If we set rγptq :� hptq�1 � γ, and
h1ptq :� d

dt hptq, then it is easy to see that

d
dt
rγptq � �θphptq�1h1ptqqhptq�1 � γ� θpQptqqrγptq.

Thus γptq and rγptq, as curves in the differentiable manifold GLppq{Gγ � GLppq � γ� T
of nondegenerate tensors of the same type as γ (see Section 2), satisfy the same ODE
(see (25) and (26)). Since γp0q � rγp0q � γ, they must coincide by uniqueness of the
solution. Thus

(28) γptq � hptq�1 � γ� hptq�γ,

where hptq is the family of invertible maps obtained in (27). In the light of the approach
proposed in Section 3, this implies that if we consider the family of Lie brackets

µptq :� h̃ptq � r�, �s, h̃ptq :�
�

I 0
0 hptq

�
: gÝÑ g,

where r�, �s is the Lie bracket of g, then µptq P Hq,npγq for all t by Proposition 1 (recall
that γptq � hptq�γ is G-invariant) and the equivariant diffeomorphism defined in (19),

φptq : pG{K,γptqq ÝÑ �
Gµptq{Kµptq,γ

�
,

is an equivalence between geometric structures (i.e. φptq�γ � γptq). In particular, by
(20), qpγptqq � hptq�qpγq, or equivalently, Qµptq � hptqQptqhptq�1, where Qµ is defined
as in (21). Thus h1ptq � �Qµptqhptq, and since d

dt µptq � �δµptqph̃1ptqh̃ptq�1q (see the
computation of d

dt λ in the proof of [35, Theorem 3.3]), we obtain that the family µptq P
Λ2g�bg of brackets satisfies the following evolution equation, called the bracket flow:

(29)
d
dt

µptq � δµptq
��

0 0
0 Qµptq

�	
, µp0q � r�, �s,

where δµ : Endpgq ÝÑ Λ2g�b g is minus the derivative of the GLpgq-action (14) and
it is given by

(30) δµpAq :� µpA�, �q�µp�,A�q�Aµp�, �q, @A P Endpgq.

The bracket flow is therefore the answer to the questions formulated at the be-
ginning of the section. Equation (29) is well defined since Qµ can be computed for any
µ PΛ2g�bg, not only for µ PHq,npγq (Qµ is usually polynomial on µ). However, as the
following lemma shows, this technicality is only needed to define the ODE.
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LEMMA 1. The set Hq,npγq is invariant under the bracket flow, in the sense that
if µ0 PHq,npγq, then the bracket flow solution µptq PHq,npγq for all t where it is defined.
Furthermore,

µptqpZ,Xq � µ0pZ,Xq, @Z P k, X P g,

i.e. only µptq|p�p is actually evolving.

Proof. We must check conditions (h1)-(h3) in Definition 1 and condition (h4) at the
beginning of Section 3.2 for µ� µptq. We first note that for each µ, the field defined as
the right hand side of (29) is tangent to the differentiable submanifold H �µ�Λ2g�bg,
where

H :�
�

I 0
0 GLppq

�
� GLpgq.

Thus such a field is tangent to H �µ0 at every point µ P H �µ0, and so its integral curve
µptq PH �µ0 for all t. This implies that condition (h1) holds for µptq and that µptq|k�k �
µ0 for all t.

Let us now prove that µptq|k�p � µ0 for all t. For each Z P k, consider ψ :�
eadµ0 Z P Autpµ0q. By using that ψp � γ � γ for ψp :� ψ|p, one obtains from (20) that
Qψ.µ � ψpQµpψpq�1 for any µ. Thus the curve λptq :� ψ �µptq satisfies

d
dt

λptq �ψ � d
dt

µptq � ψ �
�

δµptq
��

0 0
0 Qµptq

�		
�δψ�µptq

�
ψ
�

0 0
0 Qµptq

�
ψ�1

	
� δλptq

��
0 0
0 Qλptq

�	
.

But λp0q � ψ � µ0 � µ0, so λptq � µptq for all t by uniqueness of the solution. Thus
ψ �µptq � µptq for all t, which implies that ψp commutes with Qµptq and hence

(31) radµ0 Z|p,Qµptqs � 0, @Z P k.

It follows from (29) that

d
dt

adµptqZ|p � radµptqZ|p,Qµptqs,

and since the same ODE is satisfied by the constant map adµ0 Z|p, it follows that

(32) adµptqZ|p � adµ0 Z|p, @Z P k,

that is, µptq|k�p � µ0. Conditions (h3) is therefore satisfied by µptq for all t. Finally,
since Kµ0 is closed in Gµ0 , it follows that Kµptq is also closed in Gµptq as it is the image
of Kµ0 by the isomorphism between Gµ0 and Gµptq with derivative at the identity given

by
�

I 0
0 hptq

�
(recall that µptq P H �µ0 for all t). This implies that condition (h2) holds for

µptq, concluding the proof of the lemma.

According to Lemma 1, the bracket flow equation (29) can be rewritten by using
(30) as the simpler system

(33)

$&%
d
dt µkptq � µkptqpQµptq�, �q�µkptqp�,Qµptq�q,

µkp0q�µpp0q � µ0|p�p,
d
dt µpptq � δµpptqpQµptqq,
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where µk and µp are respectively the k- and p-components of µ|p�p defined in (24).
We also conclude from Lemma 1 that a homogeneous space

�
Gµptq{Kµptq,γ

�
endowed with an invariant geometric structure can indeed be associated to each µptq in
a bracket flow solution provided that µ0 PHq,npγq (see (18)).

We are finally in a position to state and prove the main result of this section.
Let pG{K,γq be a simply connected homogeneous space (G simply connected and K
connected) endowed with a G-invariant geometric structure γ and a reductive decom-
position g� k`p. We consider the one-parameter families

pG{K,γptqq, �
Gµptq{Kµptq,γ

�
,

where γptq is the solution to the geometric flow (25) starting at γ and µptq is the solution
to the bracket flow (29) starting at the Lie bracket r�, �s of g, the Lie algebra of G.
Recall that g� k`p is a reductive decomposition for each of the homogeneous spaces
involved.

THEOREM 5. There exist equivariant diffeomorphisms φptq : G{KÝÑGµptq{Kµptq
such that

γptq � φptq�γ, @t.

Moreover, each φptq can be chosen to be the equivariant diffeomorphism determined

by the Lie group isomorphism G ÝÑ Gµptq with derivative h̃ptq :�
�

I 0
0 hptq

�
: g ÝÑ g,

where hptq :� dφptq|o : pÝÑ p is the solution to any of the following ODE’s:

(i) d
dt hptq � �hptqQptq, hp0q � I, where Qptq P qγptq � Endppq is defined by

θpQptqqγptq � qpG{K,γptqq.

(ii) d
dt hptq � �Qµptqhptq, hp0q � I, where Qµ P qγ � Endppq is defined by

θpQµqγ� qpGµ{Kµ,γq.

The following conditions also hold:

(iii) γptq � hptq�γ� hptq�1 � γ.

(iv) µptq � h̃ptq � r�, �s.

Proof. We have already proved through (26)-(29) that part (i) implies all the other
statements in the theorem. Let us now assume that part (ii) holds, and so hptq is defined
on the same time interval as µptq. Using that

d
dt

h̃ptq � r�, �s � �δh̃ptq�r�,�sph̃1ptqh̃ptq�1q,
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we obtain that h̃ptq � µ0 satisfies the same ODE as µptq and it also starts at r�, �s. Thus
h̃ptq � r�, �s � µptq PHq,npγq for all t (i.e. part (iv) holds), from which easily follows that
hptq satisfies (22) and therefore rγptq :� hptq�γ defines a G-invariant structure on G{K
for all t. Moreover, we have that the corresponding equivariant diffeomorphism

φptq : pG{K,rγptqq ÝÑ �
Gµptq{Kµptq,γ

�
is an equivalence for all t (see Proposition 1), which implies that Qµptq� hptqQprγptqqhptq�1

and so h1ptq � �hptqQprγptqq. Thus rγptq is a solution to the flow (25) by arguing as in
(28), and consequently, rγptq � γptq for all t by uniqueness. In this way, parts (i) and
(iii) follow, concluding the proof of the theorem.

The following useful facts are direct consequences of the theorem:

• The geometric flow solution γptq and the bracket flow solution γµptq differ only
by pullback by time-dependent diffeomorphisms. So the behavior of any kind of
geometric quantity can be addressed on the bracket flow, which provides a useful
tool to study regularity questions on the flow (see Sections 4.2 and 4.3 below).

• The flows are equivalent in the following sense: each one can be obtained from
the other by solving the corresponding ODE in part (i) or (ii) and applying parts
(iv) or (iii), accordingly.

• The maximal interval of time pT�,T�q where a solution exists is therefore the
same for both flows.

The above theorem has also the following application on convergence, which
follows from Corollary 3. Recall the geometric scaling c �µ given in (23).

COROLLARY 4. Let µptq be a bracket flow solution and assume that ck �µptkqÑ
λ PHq,npγq, for some nonzero numbers ck PR and a subsequence of times tk Ñ T�. As-
sume that the geometric structure involved either contains or determines a Riemannian
metric and that the corresponding Lie injectivity radii satisfy inf

k
rck�µptkq ¡ 0. Then,

after possibly passing to a subsequence, the Riemannian manifolds
�

G{K,c�2
k gptkq

	
converge in the pointed (or Cheeger-Gromov) sense to a Riemannian manifold locally
isometric to pGλ{Kλ,g0q, as k Ñ8. Here gptq is the family of G-invariant metrics
associated to the geometric flow solution γptq on G{K starting at γ.

We note that the limiting Lie group Gλ in the above corollary might be non-
isomorphic to G, and consequently, the limiting homogeneous space Gλ{Kλ might be
non-diffeomorphic, and even non-homeomorphic, to G{K.

At most one limit up to scaling can be obtained by considering different nor-
malizations of the bracket flow. More precisely, assume that cptq � µptq Ñ λ � 0, as
t Ñ T�. Then the limit λ̃ of any other converging normalization aptq �µptq necessarily
satisfies λ̃� c �λ for some c P R (see [26, Proposition 4.1,(iii)]). Recall that the above
observation only concerns solutions which are not chaotic, in the sense that the ω-limit
is a single point.
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4.2. Evolution of the bracket norm

In addition to the direct sum g � k` p fixed in (12) and the tensor γ fixed in (17), we
can also fix an inner product x�, �y on g such that xk,py � 0 The norm |µ| of a Lie bracket
is therefore defined in terms of the corresponding canonical inner product on Λ2g�bg
given by

(34) xµ,λy :�
¸
xµpei,e jq,λpei,e jqy,

where teiu is any orthonormal basis of g. The natural inner product on Endpgq, xA,By :�
trABt , is also determined by x�, �y.

We now compute the evolution equation for the norm |µptq| along a bracket
flow solution µptq. Our motivation here is that this may be useful, for instance, to prove
long-time existence. Indeed, if |µptq| remained bounded then µptq would be defined
for all t P r0,8q and long-time existence would follow for the original geometric flow
solution γptq by Theorem 5.

For each µ P Λ2g�b g, consider the symmetric operator Mµp : p ÝÑ p defined
by

(35) trMµpE �� 1
4xδµppEq,µpy, @E P Endppq.

It follows that Mµp P symppq since for any E P soppq,

xδµppEq,µpy � �x d
dt

����
0
etE �µp,µpy � � 1

2
d
dt

����
0
|etE �µp|2 �� 1

2
d
dt

����
0
|µp|2 � 0.

Note that Mµp depends only on µp : p�pÝÑ p, the p-component of µ|p�p (see (24)).
It is easy to check that if m : Λ2p�bp ÝÑ symppq is the moment map for the natural
action of GLppq on Λ2p�bp (see e.g. [18] or [30] and the references therein for more
information on real moment maps), then

(36) mpµpq � 4
|µp|2 Mµp .

We collect in the following lemma three useful facts which easily follow from (35).

LEMMA 2. For any µ P Λ2g�bg, the following conditions hold:

(i) If δt
µp

: Λ2p�bpÝÑ Endppq is the transpose of δµp , then

δµppIq � µp, δt
µp
pµpq � �4Mµp .

(ii) trMµp �� 1
4 |µp|2.

(iii) trMµpD� 0 for any D P Derpµpq.

We also need to introduce, for each µ P Λ2g�bg, the skew-symmetric maps

Jµk
pZq : pÝÑ p, xJµk

pZqX ,Y y � xµkpX ,Y q,Zy, @Z P k, X ,Y P p.
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PROPOSITION 3. If µptq is a bracket flow solution, then

d
dt
|µpptq|2 ��8trQµptqMµpptq,

d
dt
|µkptq|2 ��4trQµptq

q̧

i�1

Jµk
pZiq2,

where tZ1, . . . ,Zqu is an orthonormal basis of k.

Proof. It follows from (33) and Lemma 2, (i) that

d
dt
|µp|2 � 2x d

dt
µp,µpy � 2xδµppQµq,µpy � 2xQµ,δt

µp
pµpqy � �8xQµ,Mµpy.

To prove the evolution of |µk|2 we use orthonormal bases tXiu and tZku of p and k,
respectively, to compute using (33):

d
dt
|µk|2 �2x d

dt
µk,µky

�2
¸
i, j

xµkpQµXi,X jq,µkpXi,X jqy�2
¸
i, j

xµkpXi,QµX jq,µkpXi,X jqy

�4
¸
i, j

xµkpQµXi,X jq,µkpXi,X jqy � 4
¸
i, j,k

xµkpQµXi,X jq,ZkyxµkpXi,X jq,Zky

�4
¸
i, j,k

xJµk
pZkqQµXi,X jyxJµk

pZkqXi,X jy � 4
¸
i,k

xJµk
pZkqQµXi,Jµk

pZkqXiy

��4trQµ
¸

k

Jµk
pZkq2,

concluding the proof of the proposition.

4.3. Regularity

In the presence of any geometric flow, a natural question is what is the simplest quan-
tity that, as long as it remains bounded, it prevents the formation of a singularity. In
this section, as an application of the bracket flow approach developed in Section 4.1,
we obtain a general regularity result for any invariant geometric flow solution on a
homogeneous space.

Let pT�,T�q denote the maximal interval of time existence for the bracket flow
solution µptq (see (29)), or equivalently, for the solution pG{K,γptqq to the geometric
flow (25) starting at a G-invariant geometric structure pG{K,γq. Recall that �8 ¤
T�   0  T� ¤8. It follows from (29) that

d
dt
|µ|2 ¤ 2|µ|

���� d
dt

µ
����¤ 2C|Qµ||µ|2, @t,

for some constant C ¡ 0 depending only on the norm of the representation

π : glpgq ÝÑ EndpΛ2g�bgq, πpAqµ :��δµpAq.
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This implies that

2C
» s

0
|Qµ| dt ¥ log |µpsq|2� log |µ0|2, @s P r0,T�q,

and since |µptq| must blow up at a finite singularity T�  8 (in the sense that |µptkq| Ñ
8 for some subsequence tk Ñ T�), we obtain from Theorem 5 that» T�

0
|Qpγptqq|t dt �8.

Here the norm | � |t corresponds to the inner product x�, �yt :� hptq�x�, �y, where hptq P
GLppq is as in Theorem 5 (recall that Qµptq � hptqQpγptqqhptq�1 for all t). We note
that if the metric x�, �y is compatible with, or determined by the geometric structure γ in
some sense, then so is x�, �yt relative to γptq for all t.

We can now use that | jγptq|t � | jγ| (see (9)) to conclude that there exist a positive
constant C depending only on the dimension n and the type pr,sq of the geometric
structures such that

(37) |qpγptqq|t ¥C|Qpγptqq|t .
Thus the following general regularity result in terms of the velocity of the flow follows.

PROPOSITION 4. Let B
Bt γptq � qpγptqq be a geometric flow which is diffeomor-

phism invariant. If a G-invariant solution γptq on a homogeneous space G{K has a
finite singularity at T� (resp. T�), then» T�

0
|qpγptqq|t dt �8

�
resp.

» 0

T�
|qpγptqq|t dt �8

�
.

This was proved for the pluriclosed flow on any compact manifold in [55, The-
orem 1.2], and may be considered as the analogous to N. Sesum’s result on the Ricci
flow (see [53]). It also generalizes the result obtained in [36, Corollary 6.2] in the
context of curvature flows for left-invariant almost-hermitian structures on Lie groups.

In addition to diffeomorphism invariance, in what follows, we shall assume that
the tensor q in the geometric flow equation (25) satisfies the following scaling property
for any γ:

(38) qpcγq � cαqpγq, @c P R�,

for some fixed α P R. This does hold for most of the curvature tensors considered in
different evolution equations in the literature. We note that α� 0 if qpγq is for example
the Ricci tensor of some connection associated to a metric or to an almost-hermitian
structure γ, and that α� 1{3 for the Laplacian and any Dirichlet flow for G2-structures
(see [42, 58]).

Condition (38) is equivalent to

(39) Qpcγq � cα�1Qpγq, @c P R�.
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By using the fact observed in (23) that for any c � 0, the map pI, 1
c Iq determines an

equivalence of geometric structures

pGµ{Kµ,cs�rγq ÝÑ pGc�µ{Kc�µ,γq,
we obtain from (39) that the operators defined in (21) satisfy

(40) Qc�µ � cpr�sqp1�αqQµ, @c P R�,

for a tensor γ of type pr,sq.
We now show that not only the supreme but actually |µptq| must converge to

infinity as t approaches a finite time singularity. The proof of the following proposition
is strongly based on the arguments used by R. Lafuente in [25] to prove that the scalar
curvature controls the formation of singularities of homogeneous Ricci flows.

PROPOSITION 5. Assume that T� is finite (resp. T�). If pr�sqp1�αq ¡ 0, then

|µptq| ¥ C

pT�� tq 1
pr�sqp1�αq

, @t P r0,T�q

(resp. |µptq| ¥Cpt�T�q�1{pr�sqp1�αq, @t P pT�,0s), for some positive constant C de-
pending only on q�n and the geometric flow. In particular, |µptq| Ñ8, as t Ñ T�.

Proof. Assume that T�   8 (the proof for �8   T� is completely analogous). It
follows from (29) that

(41)
���� d
dt

µ
����¤C1|µ|pr�sqp1�αq�1, @t,

for some constants C1 ¡ 0 depending only on q� n and the flow. We are using here
that

(42) Qµ � |µ|pr�sqp1�αqQµ{|µ|,

a fact that follows by arguing as in (23) but for h :� p|µ|�1I, |µ|�1Iq, and that the con-
tinuous map µ ÞÑ Qµ attains a maximum value on the sphere of Λ2g�b g depending
only on q�n. This implies that

d
dt
|µ|2 ¤ 2C1|µ|pr�sqp1�αq�2 � 2C1p|µ|2q

pr�sqp1�αq
2 �1,

and so for any t0 P r0,T�q,

|µptq|2 ¤
�
�pr� sqp1�αqC1pt� t0q� |µpt0q|�pr�sqp1�αq

	 �2
pr�sqp1�αq

, @t P rt0,T�q.

Thus T� ¥ t0� |µpt0q|�pr�sqp1�αq

pr�sqp1�αqC1
since |µptq| must blow up at a singularity, concluding

the proof of the proposition.
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The following corollary thus follows from (37) and (42).

COROLLARY 5. Let B
Bt γptq � qpγptqq be a geometric flow of type pr,sq which is

diffeomorphism invariant and such that the scaling property (38) holds for some α, and
assume that pr� sqp1�αq ¡ 0. If a G-invariant solution γptq on a homogeneous space
G{K has a finite singularity at T� (resp. T�), then

|qpγptqq|t ¥ C
T�� t

, @t P r0,T�q

(resp. |qpγptqq| ¥Cpt�T�q�1, @t P pT�,0s), for some positive constant C depending
only on q�n and the geometric flow.

4.4. Self-similar solutions and soliton geometric structures

A geometric structure γ on a differentiable manifold M will flow self-similarly along a
geometric flow B

Bt γ� qpγq, in the sense that the solution γptq starting at γ has the form

γptq � cptqφptq�γ, for some cptq P R�, φptq P DiffpMq,
if and only if

qpγq � cγ�LX γ, for some c P R, X P χpMq (complete),

where LX denotes Lie derivative (see Remark 3 concerning the complex and symplectic
cases). This can be proved as follows. For γptq � cptqφptq�γ, cp0q � 1, φp0q � id, one
has that B

Bt
γptq � c1ptqφptq�γ� cptqφptq�LXptqγ,

where Xptq is the time-dependent family of vector fields generating the diffeomor-
phisms φptq (i.e. Xptqφptqppq :� d

ds |s�tφpsqppq), and on the other hand, from the scaling
property (38) and the diffeomorphism invariance of the flow, we have

qpγptqq � cptqαφptq�qpγq.
The sufficiency therefore follows by evaluating at t � 0 with c� c1p0q and X � Xp0q �
d
dt |0φptq, and for the necessary part we can take

cptq :� pp1�αqct�1q1{p1�αq ,

if α� 1, which satisfies c1ptq � cptqα, cp0q � 1 (and cptq � ect for α� 1) and consider
the flow φptq generated by the time-dependent vector fields Xptq :� cptqα�1X .

In analogy to the terminology used in Ricci flow theory, in the case when α  1,
we call such γ a soliton geometric structure and we say it is expanding, steady or
shrinking, if c ¡ 0, c � 0 or c   0, respectively. Note that the maximal interval of
existence pT�,T�q for these self-similar solutions equals p �1

p1�αqc ,8q, p�8,8q and

p�8, �1
p1�αqc q, respectively.
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On homogeneous spaces, in view of the equivalence between any geometric
flow and the corresponding bracket flow given by Theorem 5, we may also wonder
about self-similarity for bracket flow solutions. A natural way, as usual for any ODE
system on a vector space, would be to consider solutions which only evolve by scaling.
From our ‘geometric scaling’ given in (23), what we obtain are bracket flow solutions
of the form µptq � cptq � µ0 for some cptq P R�. However, recall that pGµptq{Kµptq,γq
is equivalent to pGµ0{Kµ0 ,cptqs�rγptqq for each t (i.e. they coincide up to pull back
by a diffeomorphism), and so geometrically µptq � cptq �µ0 can indeed be viewed as a
self-similar solution in the above sense.

THEOREM 6. For a simply connected homogeneous space pG{K,γq endowed
with a G-invariant geometric structure γ, the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) The bracket flow solution starting at r�, �s is given by

µptq � cptq � r�, �s, for some cptq ¡ 0, cp0q � 1,

or equivalently,

µptq|k�g � r�, �s, µkptq � cptq2r�, �sk, µpptq � cptqr�, �sp.

(ii) The operator Qpγq P qγ � Endppq such that θpQpγqq � qpγq satisfies

Qpγq � cI�Dp, for some c P R, D�
�

0 0
0 Dp

�
P Derpgq.

In that case, if we set ar,s,α :� ps� rqp1�αq, then the geometric flow solution starting
at γ is given by

γptq � bptqesptqDp � γ,
where

bptq � par,s,αct�1q1{p1�αq , sptq � 1
ar,s,αc logpar,s,αct�1q,

(for c� 0, sptq � t) and pG{K,γq is a soliton geometric structure with

qpγq � ps� rqcγ�LXDγ,

where XD denotes the vector field on G{K defined by the one-parameter subgroup of
AutpGq attached to the derivation D.

Proof. Assume first that part (i) holds. By taking derivatives at t � 0 we obtain that

δr�,�s
��

0 0
0 c1p0qI

�	
� µ1p0q � δr�,�s

��
0 0
0 Qpγq

�	
,

from which part (ii) follows with D�
�

0 0
0 Qpγq�c1p0qI

�
P Derpgq and c� c1p0q.

It is easy to see that for γptq � bptqesptqDp � γ, bp0q � 1, sp0q � 0, one has

d
dt

γptq � b1ptqesptqDp � γ�bptqesptqDp �θps1ptqDpqγ,
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and on the other hand,

qpγptqq � bptqαesptqDp �qpγq � bptqαesptqDp �θpQpγqqγ.
Assume that part (ii) holds. It follows that

θpQpγqqγ� cθpIqγ�θpDpqγ� cps� rqγ�θpDpqγ,
and therefore γptq will be a solution as soon as b1ptq � ps� rqcbptqα and bptqs1ptq �
bptqα, which hold for the functions bptq and sptq given in the proposition. On the other
hand, since rQpγq,Dps � 0, we have that

Qpγptqq � bptqα�1esptqDpQpγqe�sptqDp � bptqα�1Qpγq,
and thus hptq :� e�sptqQpγq satisfies h1ptq ��hptqQpγptqq. It now follows from Theorem
5 that

µptq �
�

I 0
0 hptq

�
� r�, �s �

�
I 0
0 e�sptqcI

�
�
�

e�sptqD � r�, �s
	
� ecsptq � r�, �s,

which implies part (i) for cptq � ecsptq � par,s,αct�1q1{ar,s,α .
It only remains to prove the last statement on solitons. Since D P Derpgq we

have that etD P Autpgq and thus there exists φ̃t P AutpGq such that dφ̃t |e � etD for all
t P R. By using that K is connected and Dk � 0 we obtain that φ̃tpKq � K for all
t. This implies that φ̃t defines a diffeomorphism φt of G{K by φtpuKq � φ̃tpuqK for
any u P G, which therefore satisfies at the origin that dφt |o � etDp . Let XD denote the
vector field on G{K defined by the one-parameter subgroup tφtu � DiffpG{Kq, that is,
XDppq � d

dt |0φtppq for any p P G{K. It follows that

(43) LXDγpoq � d
dt

����
0
φ�t γpoq � d

dt

����
0
e�tDp � γ��θpDpqγ,

but since Qpγq � cI�Dp, we obtain that

qpγq � θpQpγqqγ� cθpIqγ�θpDpqγ� cps� rqγ�LXDγ,

by using that every tensor in the previous formula is G-invariant (recall that the flow of
XD is given by automorphisms of G). This concludes the proof of the theorem.

The above theorem motivates the following definition.

DEFINITION 4. A homogeneous space pG{K,γq endowed with a G-invariant
geometric structure γ and a reductive decomposition g� k`p is said to be an algebraic
soliton if there exist c P R and D�

�
0 0
0 Dp

�
P Derpgq such that

Qpγq � cI�Dp.

REMARK 6. We note that any simply connected algebraic soliton is a soliton
geometric structure by Theorem 6. The hypothesis of G{K being simply connected
is in general necessary; see [32, Remark 4.12] for a counterexample in the Ricci flow
case.
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REMARK 7. Nothing changes by allowing a derivation of the form D�
�
� 0
0 Dp

�
P

Derpgq in Definition 4 since Dk� 0 must necessarily holds. Indeed, it follows from (16)
that

adDZ|p � rD|p,adZ|ps � rQpγq,adZ|ps � 0, @Z P k,

and thus Dk� 0 by almost-effectiveness.

REMARK 8. There is a more general way to consider a soliton pG{K,γq ‘alge-
braic’; namely, when there exists a one-parameter family φ̃ptq PAutpGqwith φ̃ptqpKq�
K such that γptq � cptqφptq�γ is the solution to the geometric flow B

Bt γ � qpγq start-
ing at γ for some scaling function cptq ¡ 0, where φptq P DiffpG{Kq is the diffeomor-
phism determined by φ̃ptq. As in the Ricci flow case, such pG{K,γq may be called a
semi-algebraic soliton (see [20, Definition 1.4] and [26, Section 3]). A study of semi-
algebraic solitons for any geometric flow will be performed in a forthcoming paper.

4.5. Lie group case

Our aim in this section is to go over again the case of left-invariant geometric structures
on Lie groups, i.e. H0,npγq, the one which has been mostly applied in the literature (cf.
for example [33, 35, 36] and the references therein). Recall from Example 2 that H0,n
is simply the variety Ln of n-dimensional Lie algebras, and since (h4) does not either
give any restriction here, we obtain that H0,npγq � Ln and we identify

µ P Ln ÐÑ pGµ,γµq � pGµ,γq,
where γµ denotes the left-invariant metric on the simply connected Lie group Gµ de-
termined by the fixed tensor γ we have on the Lie algebra pg,µq of Gµ. Condition (22)
also holds trivially here, so every h P GLnpgq defines a Lie group isomorphism which
is a geometric equivalence

pGh.µ,γq ÝÑ pGµ,h�γq.
The orbit GLpgq �µ � Ln therefore parameterizes the set of all left-invariant structures
on Gµ and the orbit Gγ � µ parameterizes the subset of those which are equivalent to
pGµ,γq via an automorphism.

We note that g � p and µ � µp in this case, thus rhptq � hptq in Theorem 5 and
the formulas and notation in Proposition 3 and Theorem 6 simplify considerably.

The following lower bound for the Lie injectivity radius gives rise to special
convergence features for Lie groups which are not valid for homogeneous spaces in
general. Recall that µ P Ln is said to be completely solvable if all the eigenvalues of
adµ X are real for any X P g. It is well known that the exponential map of any simply
connected completely solvable Lie group is a diffeomorphism.

LEMMA 3. [34, Lemma 6.19] Let rµ be the Lie injectivity radius of µ P Ln �
H0,n. Then,

(i) rµ ¥ π
|µ| .
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(ii) rµ �8 for any completely solvable µ (in particular, Gµ is diffeomorphic to Rn).

We can therefore rephrase Corollary 3 in the case of Lie groups in a stronger
way as follows.

PROPOSITION 6. Let µk be a sequence in Ln �H0,n such that µk Ñ λ.

(i) λ P Ln.

(ii) pGµk ,γq converges in the local sense to pGλ,γq.
(iii) If either Gλ is compact or all µk are completely solvable, then pGµk ,γq smoothly

converges to pGλ,γq up to pull-back by diffeomorphisms.

(iii) γµk Ñ γλ smoothly on Rn � Gµk , provided all µk are completely solvable.

5. Overview of applications in the literature

The approach that proposes to vary Lie brackets rather than metrics or geometric struc-
tures has been used for decades in homogeneous geometry. In what follows, we review
some selected examples and applications in the literature, in a chronological way on
each topic. For a more complete study, we refer the reader to the references in the
cited articles. In most of these applications, geometric invariant theory of the variety
of Lie algebras, including moment maps, closed orbits, stability, categorical quotients,
Kirwan stratification, etc., has been exploited in one way or another.

5.1. Pinching curvature conditions

• [17] Classification of Lie groups admitting a metric of negative sectional curva-
ture.

• [43] Scalar, Ricci and sectional curvature properties of Lie groups.

• [29] Degenerations of 3-dimensional real Lie algebras.

• [7] Ricci curvature of 2-step nilpotent Lie groups.

• [48, 47] Existence of Ricci negative metrics on solvable Lie groups.

• [62] Existence of Ricci negative metrics on some Lie groups with a compact Levi
factor.

5.2. Einstein solvmanifolds and nilsolitons

• [16] Foundational structure and uniqueness results on Einstein solvmanifolds
(i.e. Einstein left-invariant metrics on solvable Lie groups).
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• [28] Introduction of nilsolitons (i.e. algebraic Ricci solitons on nilpotent Lie
groups), uniqueness, variational characterization and relationship with Einstein
solvmanifolds.

• [59, 10, 12] Classification of Einstein solvmanifolds and nilsolitons in low di-
mensions.

• [14, 40, 45, 60, 61, 46, 19, 50] Structure and classification of Einstein solvmani-
folds and nilsolitons.

• [31] Proof of the standard property for Einstein solvmanifolds.

• [30] Survey on Einstein solvmanifolds and nilsolitons up to April 2008.

• [38] Nonsingular 2-step nilpotent Lie algebras: Pfaffian forms, classification and
nilsolitons.

5.3. Ricci flow

• [15, 49, 33] Ricci flow for nilmanifolds (i.e. left-invariant metrics on nilpotent
Lie groups).

• [13] Ricci flow evolution of 3-dimensional homogeneous geometries.

• [35] Ricci flow on homogeneous spaces, after a study of different kinds of con-
vergence of homogeneous Riemannian manifolds in [34] introducing the space
Hq,n of homogeneous spaces.

• [1] Ricci flow of almost-abelian solvmanifolds (i.e. solvable Lie groups with a
codimension one abelian normal subgroup).

• [25] Scalar curvature controls the formation of singularities of homogeneous
Ricci flows.

5.4. Homogeneous Ricci solitons

• [32] Structure, uniqueness and classification of solvsolitons (i.e. algebraic Ricci
solitons on solvable Lie groups).

• [20] Any homogeneous Ricci soliton is isometric to a semi-algebraic soliton.
Ricci solitons under transitive semisimple and solvable Lie groups.

• [26] Bracket flow evolution of invariant Ricci solitons on homogeneous spaces,
including a geometrical characterization of algebraic solitons as those for which
the Ricci flow solution is simultaneously diagonalizable.

• [27] Structural results on homogeneous Ricci solitons, providing new insights
into the longstanding Alekseevskii conjecture: any connected homogeneous Ein-
stein manifold of negative scalar curvature is diffeomorphic to a Euclidean space.
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• [21] Any homogeneous Ricci soliton is isometric to an algebraic soliton.

• [2, 3] Classification of homogeneous Ricci solitons and the Alekseevskii conjec-
ture in low dimensions.

• [23] Linear and dynamically stability of algebraic Ricci solitons on many classes
of Lie groups, including an open set of two-step solvsolitons, all two-step nilsoli-
tons and all nilsolitons of dimensions six or less.

• [22] A refinement of the structure result in [27].

5.5. Curvature flows on almost-hermitian Lie groups

• [8] Long-time existence for any pluriclosed flow solution on a nilpotent Lie
group, as an application of the bracket flow approach.

• [36] General curvature flows on almost-hermitian Lie groups and their algebraic
solitons.

• [11] Existence of solitons for the symplectic curvature flow on any 2- and 3-step
nilpotent Lie group of dimension 6.

• [41] Symplectic curvature flow and algebraic solitons on three large classes
of almost-Kähler Lie groups: almost-abelian solvmanifolds, a construction at-
tached to each left-symmetric algebra (which provides intriguing examples of
shrinking solitons) and 4-dimensional solvable Lie groups.

• [39] Chern-Ricci flow and algebraic solitons on hermitian Lie groups, including
a complete picture in the almost-abelian case and a Chern-Ricci soliton hermi-
tian metric on most of the complex surfaces which are solvmanifolds, where an
unexpected shrinking soliton appeared.

• [37] Laplacian flow of closed G2-structures and its algebraic solitons on homo-
geneous spaces.

6. Chern-Ricci flow

The Chern-Ricci flow (CRF for short) is the evolution equation for a one-parameter
family gptq of hermitian metrics on a fixed complex manifold pM,Jq defined by

(44)
B
Bt

gptq � �2pptqp�,J�q, or equivalently,
B
Bt

ωptq � �2pptq,

where ω � gpJ�, �q and p � ppJ,gq is the Chern-Ricci form (see [56] for further infor-
mation on this flow). The 2-form p is closed, of type p1,1q, locally exact and in the
Kähler case coincides with the Ricci form RcpJ�, �q, so CRF becomes Kähler-Ricci flow
as soon the starting metric is Kähler. The CRF on Lie groups has already been studied
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in [39] using the bracket flow approach. Our aim in this section is to show that most of
the results obtained in [39] for Lie groups are still valid on homogeneous spaces.

Let pG{K,Jq be a homogeneous space endowed with a G-invariant complex
structure J, which will be fixed from now on. Given a reductive decomposition g �
k` p for G{K, it can be proved in much the same way as in [57, Proposition 4.1]
(see also [52]) that the Chern-Ricci form of any G-invariant hermitian metric g on the
homogeneous complex manifold pG{K,Jq is given by

(45) ppX ,Y q � � 1
2 trJ adp rX ,Y sp� 1

2 tradp JrX ,Y sp, @X ,Y P p,

where adp XpY q :� rX ,Y sp for all X ,Y P p. Remarkably, p only depends on J, it is
independent from the metric g. This implies that along the CRF-solution gptq starting
at a G-invariant hermitian metric g0 on pG{K,Jq, the Chern-Ricci form pptq � p0 :�
ppJ,g0q, and so gptq is simply given by

(46) gptq � g0�2t p0p�,J�q, or equivalently, ωptq � ω0�2t p0.

The Chern-Ricci operator P P Endppq of the hermitian manifold pG{K,J,gq is the her-
mitian map defined by p�ωpP�, �q � gpJP�, �q. We note that by (46), the solution exists
as long as the hermitian map I�2tP0 is positive, where P0 denotes the Chern-Ricci op-
erator of g0, so the maximal interval of time existence pT�,T�q of gptq can be easily
computed in terms of the extremal eigenvalues of the symmetric operator P0 as follows:

(47) T� �
$&% 8, if P0 ¤ 0,

1{p2p�q, otherwise,
T� �

$&% �8, if P0 ¥ 0,

1{p2p�q, otherwise,

where p� is the maximum positive eigenvalue of the Chern-Ricci operator P0 of g0 and
p� is the minimum negative eigenvalue.

Since the velocity qpgq of the CRF equals �2pp�,J�q (see (44)), we obtain from
Example 1, (vi), that

Qpgq � P P qg � hermpp,J,gq,
and thus the bracket flow is given by

(48)
d
dt

µptq � δµptq
��

0 0
0 Pµptq

�	
, µp0q � r�, �s,

where Pµ P hermpp,J,g0q is the Chern-Ricci operator of the hermitian homogeneous
space pGµ{Kµ,J,g0q. It follows from (46) that the Chern-Ricci operator of a CRF-
solution gptq equals Pptq � pI�2tP0q�1P0.

The solution hptq P GLpp,Jq to the ODE in Theorem 5, (i) is therefore given by
hptq � pI�2tP0q1{2, from which follows that the bracket flow solution is

µpptq � pI�2tP0q1{2 � r�, �sp, µkptq �
�
pI�2tP0q�1{2�,pI�2tP0q�1{2�

�
k
.
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Thus with respect to any orthonormal basis tX1, . . . ,X2nu of pp,g0q of eigenvectors of
P0, say with eigenvalues tp1, . . . , p2nu, the structure coefficients of µptq|p�p are
(49)

pµpqki jptq �
�

1�2t pk
p1�2t piqp1�2t p jq

	1{2
ck

i j, pµkqli jptq �
�

1
p1�2t piqp1�2t p jq

	1{2
cl

i j,

where ck
i j are the structure coefficients of the Lie bracket r�, �s of g: rXi,X jsp �

°
ck

i jXk;
rXi,X jsk �

°
cl

i jZl , tZlu any basis of k.
A straightforward analysis using (49) gives that µptq converges as t Ñ T� if and

only if T� � 8 (i.e. P0 ¤ 0) and p0 :� KerP0 satisfies rp0,p0sp � p0. Moreover, the
following conditions are equivalent in the case when T� �8:

(i) µptq Ñ 0, as t Ñ8.

(ii) rp,p0sp � 0.

(iii) p2t�1q1{2µptq converges as t Ñ8.

Following the lines of [39, Section 5], one can obtain many results on conver-
gence from Corollary 4 and Section 3.4, including some information on to what extent
the Chern-Ricci form and the homogeneous space structure of the pointed limit are de-
termined by the starting hermitian manifold pG{K,J,g0q. For instance, the following
can be proved:

• If P0 ¤ 0 (i.e. T8 � 8) and rp,p0sp � 0, then gptq{t converges in the pointed
sense, as t Ñ8, to a Chern-Ricci soliton pG8{K8,J,g0q with reductive decom-
position g � k` ppK0 ` p0q and Lie bracket r�, �s8 such that r�, �s8|k�p � r�, �s
and

rpK0 ,pK0 s8 � pK0 , rpK0 ,p0s8 � p0, rp0,p0s8 � 0.

The Chern-Ricci operator P8 of the soliton satisfies P8|pK0 � �I, P8|p0 � 0.
In particular, if the starting hermitian metric g0 has negative Chern-Ricci tensor
p0p�,J�q, then gptq{t flows to a homogeneous hermitian manifold with p��ω.

• If the eigenspace pm of the maximum positive eigenvalue of P0 satisfies 0 �
rpm,pmsp � pm, then T�  8 and gptq{pT�� tq converges in the pointed sense,
as t Ñ T�, to a Chern-Ricci soliton pG�{K�,J,g0qwith reductive decomposition
g� k`ppm`pKmq and Lie bracket r�, �s� such that r�, �s�|k�p � r�, �s and

rpm,pms� � pm, rpm,pKms� � pKm , rpKm ,pKms� � 0.

The Chern-Ricci operator of pG�{K�,J,g0q is given by P�|pm � 1
2 I, P�|pKm � 0.

REMARK 9. The Chern scalar curvature

trPptq �
2ņ

i�1

pi

1�2t pi
,
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is strictly increasing unless Pptq � 0 (i.e. gptq � g0) and the integral of trPptq must
blow up at a finite-time singularity T�  8. However, trPptq ¤ C

T��t for some constant
C¡ 0, which is the claim of a well-known general conjecture for the Kähler-Ricci flow
(see e.g. [54, Conjecture 7.7]).

7. Laplacian flow for G2-structures

The following natural geometric flow for G2-structures on a 7-dimensional manifold
M (see Example 1, (v)), called the Laplacian flow, was introduced by R. Bryant in [4]:

B
Bt

φptq � ∆tφptq,

where ∆t :� ∆gt is the Hodge Laplacian operator of the Riemannian metric gt :� gφptq
determined by φptq (i.e. ∆t ��d �t d �t ��t d �t d, where �t is the Hodge star operator
defined by the metric gt and orientation). We refer the reader to [42] and the references
therein for further information on this flow.

For each x,y P R, consider the 7-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra n � npx,yq
with basis te1, . . . ,e7u and Lie bracket µ� µx,y defined by

µpe1,e2q � �xe5, µpe1,e3q � �ye6; or equivalently, dµe5 � xe12, dµe6 � ye13.

The 3-form
φ� e147� e267� e357� e123� e156� e245� e346,

is positive and so it determines a left-invariant G2-structure φ on the simply connected
Lie group N with Lie algebra n. It is easy to check that dµφ � py� xqe1237, which
implies that φ is closed (or calibrated) if and only if x� y.

We ask ourselves whether pN,φq is a Laplacian soliton, i.e. a soliton G2-structure
for the Laplacian flow. In the light of Theorem 6, it would be enough to find a derivation
D P Derpnq such that

(50) ∆φφ� kφ�LXD φ, for some k P R,

where XD is the vector field on N defined by the one-parameter subgroup of auto-
morphisms Ft with derivative etD P Autpnq for all t. Note that our fixed basis teiu is
conveniently orthonormal (and oriented) with respect to the metric gφ, so ∆φ � ∆µ �
�dµ �dµ ���dµ �dµ.

We propose, with a certain amount of optimism, a diagonal

D :� Diagpa,b,c,d,a�b,a� c,eq P Derpnq,

in terms of the basis teiu. By a straightforward computation we obtain that

∆φφ� px� yqe123� ypx� yqe267� xpx� yqe357,
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and, on the other hand by (43) that

LXDφ�φpD�, �, �q�φp�,D�, �q�φp�, �,D�q
�pa�d� eqe147�pa�b� c� eqe267�pa�b� c� eqe357�pa�b� cqe123

�p3a�b� cqe156�pa�2b�dqe245�pa�2c�dqe346.

It follows that (50) can hold only if ypx� yq � xpx� yq, that is, x� y. In fact, if
we set x� y� 1, it can be easily checked that the derivation D��Diagp1,1,1,2,2,2,2q
solves the soliton equation (50) with k � 5 and provides us with an expanding Lapla-
cian soliton pN,φq which is closed. Note that φ is far from being an eigenvector of
∆φ.

The following remarks are in order.

• The Lie group N is diffeomorphic to R7 and it admits a cocompact discrete sub-
group Γ. However, the corresponding closed G2-structure on the compact man-
ifold M � N{Γ is not necessarily a Laplacian soliton since the vector field XD
does not descend to M.

• The Laplacian flow solution φptq on M�N{Γ starting at φ remains locally equiv-
alent to φ, is immortal and has apparently no chances to converge in any reason-
able sense. However, the norm of the intrinsic torsion T of φptq converges to
zero, as t Ñ8.

• On the other hand, it follows from Theorem 6 and Proposition 6 that the solution
on the cover N smoothly converges to the flat pR7,φq up to pull-back by time-
dependent diffeomorphisms, as t Ñ8, uniformly on compact sets of N � R7.
Laplacian flow evolution of G2-structures on homogeneous spaces and their soli-
tons is the subject of the forthcoming paper [37].

• XD is not the gradient field of any real smooth function on N, so φ is not a
gradient soliton.

• The metric gφ is a Ricci soliton. This was proved in [9], where existence of
closed G2-structures on nilpotent Lie groups inducing Ricci solitons is studied,
as well as the Laplacian flow evolution of such structures. The solution φptq was
explicitly given in [9, Theorem 4.2], and previously in [4, Section 6.2.1, Example
2], though the fact that φptq is a self-similar solution was not mentioned in these
papers.

• Existence and uniqueness of closed Laplacian solitons on some nilpotent Lie
groups admitting a closed G2-structure is studied in [44].
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LATTICES, COHOMOLOGY AND MODELS OF
6-DIMENSIONAL ALMOST ABELIAN SOLVMANIFOLDS

Abstract. We construct lattices on six-dimensional non-completely solvable almost abelian
Lie groups, for which the Mostow condition does not hold. For the corresponding compact
quotients, we compute the deRham cohomology (which does not agree in general with the
Lie algebra one) and a minimal model. We show that some of these solvmanifolds admit
non-invariant symplectic structures and we study formality and Lefschetz properties.

1. Introduction

A solvmanifold M is a compact homogeneous space M � G{Γ, where G is a con-
nected and simply connected solvable Lie group and Γ is a lattice in G (that is, a
discrete subgroup with compact quotient space). In the special case of nilmanifolds
(i.e., when the solvable Lie group is nilpotent), if the structure constants are ratio-
nal, a lattice can always be found [17], while for solvmanifolds the existence of Γ is
harder to establish. Lattices determine the topology of solvmanifolds and actually co-
incide with their fundamental groups (indeed solvmanifolds are Eilenberg-MacLane
spaces of type Kpπ,1q, i.e. all homotopy groups vanish besides the first). Actually,
lattices of solvmanifolds yield their diffeomorphism class (cf. Theorem 4). Much of
the rich structure of solvmanifolds is encoded by the Mostow fibration (see Section 2)
N{ΓN � pNΓq{Γ ãÑG{ΓÝÑG{pNΓq �Tk , where Tk is a (k-dimensional) torus and N
the nilradical of G (the largest nilpotent normal subgroup of G). In general, the Mostow
bundle is not principal.

An important special case is when the Lie algebra g of G has an abelian ideal
of codimension one. In this case the Mostow bundle is a torus bundle over S1 (actually
a mapping torus, cf. [2]), G is called almost abelian and G can be written as a semi-
direct product R
φ Rn. The action φ of R on Rn is represented by a family of matrices
φptq, which encode the monodromy or “twist” in the Mostow bundle (cf. [1]). In
particular the Lie algebra g has the form R
adXn�1

Rn, where we consider Rn generated

by tX1, ...,Xnu and R by Xn�1, and φptq � etadXn�1 . Moreover, a lattice can always be
represented as Γ� Z
Zn (cf. [12]).

In this paper, we find lattices in six-dimensional almost abelian solvable Lie
groups, using a criterium of [3] (Proposition 3). The cases we deal with correspond to
situations when the deRham cohomology does not agree in general with the Chevalley-
Eilenberg cohomology H�pgq of the Lie algebra g. Namely the Mostow condition does
not hold (see [20], [24, Corollary 7.29] and Section 3). Intuitively, in these cases there
is some extra twist that modifies the topology and it turns out, in particular, that the
cohomology depends on the lattice and not on the solvable Lie algebra only (unlike
when the Mostow condition holds). We use two methods to compute cohomology and
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minimal models

• the modification of the solvable Lie group [13, 5] (Section 3). This consists in
altering the Lie group G to obtain a new G̃ in such a way that G̃{Γ̃ is diffeomor-
phic to G{Γ̃ (where Γ̃ is a finite-index subgroup in Γ, whose algebraic closure is
connected) and H�pG{Γ̃q � H�pg̃q, where g̃ is the Lie algebra of G̃;

• the Oprea-Tralle method [22, 23], that consists in applying a result of Felix and
Thomas [7] giving a Koszul-Sullivan model for non-nilpotent fibrations.

We summarize the results in Table 1, listing six-dimensional non-completely
solvable unimodular, almost abelian Lie groups [3] (see Subsection 3.1) which admit a
lattice Γt̄ for some choice of t̄ PR and of the parameters. We use the same notation as in
[3]. For each group in Table 1 we study formality (F), existence of invariant symplectic
structures (IS), existence of non-invariant symplectic structures induced by ones on the
modified Lie algebra (S) and the Hard Lefschetz property (HL). Minimal models are
computed in Section 5 where we prove the following

THEOREM 1. Gp�0
6.8 {Γ, Gp�0

6.11 {Γ, Gp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γ and G0

3.5 �R3{Γ are formal,
while Ga�0

6.10{Γ, G0
5.14�R{Γ, G0

5.18�R{Γ are not formal, for every lattice Γ � Γt̄ con-
sidered in Table 1.

Some of our results answer open questions on formality, the hard Lefschetz
property and the cohomology of six-dimensional solvmanifolds (see [3, Proposition
6.18], and in the decomposable case [3, Table 6.3]). Note that there are examples
where the cohomology depends strongly on the lattice: for example H�pG{Γπq �
H�pG{Γ2πq � H�pgq, for G� G0

5.18�R.
In theoretical physics, in the context of string theory, both nilmanifolds and

solvmanifolds are extensively used as compactification manifolds. Six-dimensional al-
most abelian solvmanifolds were considered by Andriot, Goi, Minasian and Petrini [1]
in string backgrounds whose internal type II compactifications are solvmanifolds. They
discuss solutions of the supersymmetry (SUSY) equations, and the twist construction
of solvmanifolds which serve as internal spaces. In our paper we try to fill in the con-
straints on the solutions they observe, which are due to the absence of an isomorphism
between the cohomology groups H�pgq and H�pG{Γq for non-completely solvable
manifolds (and, more specifically, solvmanifolds not satisfying the Mostow condition).
By [11], solutions of the supersymmetry (SUSY) equations of type IIA possess a sym-
plectic half-flat structure, whereas solutions of the IIB system admit a half-flat structure
(see e.g. [4] for the definition of half-flat structure, cf. also Section 4).

In Section 4, we prove the following

Proposition 2. We have the following behaviour concerning half-flatness of (invariant)
symplectic structures for the above solvmanifolds:

• Ga�0
6.10{Γ2π and G0

5.14�R{Γ2π admit (non-)invariant symplectic forms which are
not half-flat.
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Table 7.1: Six-dimensional almost abelian solvmanifolds admitting lattices (for some
value of the parameter) but not satisfying the Mostow condition

G Γt̄ H�pgq H�pG{Γt̄q F IS S HL

Gp�0
6.8

t̄ � 2π b1 � 1,b2 � 1,b3 � 2 b1 � 3,b2 � 3,b3 � 2 Yes No No r

t̄ � π, π
2 , π

3 b1 � 1,b2 � 1,b3 � 2 Yes No r r

Ga�0
6.10

t̄ � 2π b1 � 2,b2 � 3,b3 � 4 b1 � 4,b2 � 7,b3 � 8 No Yes Yes No�

t̄ � π, π
2 , π

3 b1 � 2,b2 � 3,b3 � 4 No Yes r No�

Gp�0
6.11

t̄ � 2π b1 � 1,b2 � 1,b3 � 2 b1 � 3,b2 � 3,b3 � 2 Yes No No r

t̄ � π, π
2 , π

3 b1 � 1,b2 � 1,b3 � 2 Yes No r r

G0
5.14�R t̄ � 2π b1 � 3,b2 � 5,b3 � 6 b1 � 5,b2 � 11,b3 � 14 No Yes Yes No�

t̄ � π, π
2 , π

3 b1 � 3,b2 � 5,b3 � 6 No Yes r No�

Gp,�p,r
5.17 �R

t̄ � 2πr2
if p� 0,r ��1 p� 0 : b1 � 2,b2 � 5,b3 � 8 Yes Yes Yes Yes�

b1 � 2,b2 � 1,b3 � 0 p� 0 : b1 � 6,b2 � 15,b3 � 20

t̄ � π, p� 0 : b1 � 2,b2 � 1,b3 � 0 Yes Yes r Yes�

r even if p� 0,r ��1 p� 0 : b1 � 4,b2 � 7,b3 � 8

t̄ � π, or p� 0,r ��1 p� 0 : b1 � 2,b2 � 5,b3 � 8 Yes Yes r Yes�

r odd b1 � 2,b2 � 3,b3 � 4 p� 0 : b1 � 2,b2 � 7,b3 � 12

r � r1
r2
PQ t̄ � π

2 ,r �4 0 p� 0 : b1 � 4,b2 � 7,b3 � 8 Yes Yes r Yes�

t̄ � π
2 ,

if p� 0,r ��1 p� 0 : b1 � 2,b2 � 3,b3 � 4 Yes Yes r Yes�

r �4 1,3 b1 � 2,b2 � 5,b3 � 8 p� 0 : b1 � 2,b2 � 5,b3 � 8

t̄ � π
2 ,r �4 2 p� 0 : b1 � 2,b2 � 3,b3 � 4 Yes Yes r Yes�

G0
5.18�R

t̄ � 2π
b1 � 2,b2 � 3,b3 � 4

b1 � 4,b2 � 9,b3 � 12 No Yes Yes No�

t̄ � π, b1 � 2,b2 � 5,b3 � 8 No Yes r No�

t̄ � π
2 , π

3 b1 � 2,b2 � 3,b3 � 4 No Yes r No�

G0
3.5�R3 t̄ � 2π b1 � 4,b2 � 7,b3 � 8 b1 � 6,b2 � 15,b3 � 20 Yes Yes Yes Yes�

t̄ � π, π
2 , π

3 b1 � 4,b2 � 7,b3 � 8 Yes Yes r Yes�

� for both the invariant and non-invariant symplectic structures considered.
� for the invariant symplectic structures.

r

• Gp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γ2πr2 (r � r1

r2
P Q) admits an invariant symplectic form which is
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half-flat only for p¥ 0 and r � 1, and a non-invariant symplectic half-flat form.

• G0
5.18�R{Γ2π and G0

3.5�R3{Γ2π admit non-invariant symplectic half-flat forms.

2. The Mostow bundle and almost abelian solvmanifolds

Let M �G{Γ be a solvmanifold and N the nilradical of G (of course, N is G if and only
if M is a nilmanifold). Then ΓN :� ΓXN is a lattice in N, ΓN � NΓ is closed in G and
G{pNΓq �: Tk is a torus. Thus we have the so-called Mostow fibration [19]:

N{ΓN � pNΓq{Γ ãÑ G{Γ
Ó
Tk � G{pNΓq

In six dimensions, the nilradical n can have any dimension from 3 to 6. Dimension 6
corresponds clearly to nilmanifolds. In the codimension-one case the Mostow fibration
is simpler. A connected and simply-connected solvable Lie group G with nilradical N
is called almost nilpotent if its nilradical has codimension one. The group G is then
given by the semi-direct product G� R
φ N, where φ is some action on N depending
on the direction R

pt1,x1q � pt2,x2q � pt1 � t2,x1 �φpt1qpx2qq pti,xiq P R�N .

In general, we label by t the coordinate on R and by Xn�1 � Bt , n � dimN, the cor-
responding vector of the algebra. From a geometrical point of view, φptq encodes the
monodromy of the Mostow bundle. An almost abelian solvable group is an almost
nilpotent group whose nilradical is abelian N � Rn. In this case, the action of R on N
is given by

φptq � et adXn�1 .

In general, finding lattices in solvable Lie groups is a hard task. Only a neces-
sary criterium is known, namely that G be unimodular [18, Lemma 6.2]. A nice feature
of almost abelian solvable groups is that there is a criterion for the existence of a lattice
[3]

Proposition 3. Let G � R
φ Rn be an almost abelian solvable Lie group. Then G
admits a lattice if and only if there exists a t0 � 0 for which φpt0q can be conjugated to
an integer matrix.

We shall call almost abelian solvmanifold the quotient of an almost abelian solv-
able Lie group by a lattice. Lattices of solvmanifolds determine the diffeomorphism
class. Indeed,

THEOREM 4. [24, Theorem 3.6] Let Gi{Γi be solvmanifolds for i P t1,2u and
ψ : Γ1 Ñ Γ2 an isomorphism. Then there exists a diffeomorphism Ψ : G1 Ñ G2 such
that
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(i) Ψ|Γ1 � ψ,

(ii) Ψppγq �Ψppqψpγq, for any γ P Γ1 and any p P G1.

As a consequence two compact solvmanifolds with isomorphic fundamental
groups are diffeomorphic.

3. Modification of the cohomology

If the algebraic closures ApAd GpGqq and ApAd GpΓqq are equal, one says that G and Γ
satisfy the Mostow condition (see [24] for more details and definitions). In this case, the
de Rham cohomology H�pMq of the compact solvmanifold M �G{Γ can be computed
by the Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology H�pgq of the Lie algebra g of G (see [20] and
[24, Corollary 7.29]); actually, one has an isomorphism H�pMq � H�pgq. A special
case is provided by nilmanifolds (Nomizu’s Theorem, [21]) and more generally if G
is completely solvable [14], i.e. the linear operators adX : g Ñ g, X P g have only
real eigenvalues. For almost abelian solvmanifolds, Gorbatsevich found a criterion to
decide whether the Mostow condition holds [12]:

Proposition 5. The Mostow condition is satisfied if and only if πi cannot be written as
a rational linear combination of the eigenvalues of t0adXn�1 , where Γ is generated by
t0.

Let M�G{Γ be a solvmanifold. By [24, Theorem 6.11, p.93] it is not restrictive
to suppose that ApAd GpΓqq is connected. Otherwise we could restrict to a finite-index
subgroup Γ̃ of Γ. This is equivalent to passing from M �G{Γ to G{Γ̃, which is a finite
covering of M. Borel’s density theorem (see e.g. [24, Theorem 5.5]) says there exists
a compact torus Tcpt such that TcptApAd GpΓqq � ApAd GpGqq. The main step of the
“modification method” is the following

THEOREM 6. [5] Let G be a solvable simply connected Lie group, Γ a lat-
tice in G such that G{Γ is a solvmanifold and ApAd GpΓqq is connected. Suppose
ApAd GpGqq � TcApAd GpΓqq, with Tc the maximal compact torus of ApAd GpGqq.
Then there exists a normal simply connected subgroup G̃ of Tc
G such that ApAd G̃pG̃qq�
ApAd G̃pΓqq.

The Mostow condition holds for G̃, so H�pG̃{Γq � H�pg̃q. The modified solv-
able group G̃ is obtained from G by killing the action of subtorus Sc that we get by
comparing the compact and C-diagonalizable parts of ApAd GpGqq and ApAd GpΓqq.
More precisely, let Sc be a maximal compact torus of ApAd GpΓ̃qq contained in Tc.
Let Sc be a sub-torus of Tc complementary to Sc so that Tc � Sc �Sc. Let σ be the
composite of the homomorphisms

σ : G AdÝÑ ApAd GpGqq projÝÑ Tc
projÝÑ Sc

xÑx�1ÝÑ Sc.
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One uses σ to get rid of Sc (see [5]). It turns out that G̃ is diffeomorphic to G, both
are simply connected and, by Theorem 4, G̃{Γ is diffeomorphic to G{Γ. Therefore
H�pG{Γq � H�pG̃{Γq and we get

Corollary 7. Let G be a solvable simply connected Lie group and Γ a lattice in G such
that G{Γ is a solvmanifold and ApAd GpΓqq is connected. Then

H�pG{Γq � H�pG̃{Γq � H�pg̃q,

where g̃ is the Lie algebra of G̃.

Observe that the lattice Γ has not been modified. Indeed, as already remarked,
G{Γ is an Eilenberg-MacLane space, so its topology is determined by the fundamental
group Γ only.

REMARK 1. The Lie algebra g̃ of G̃ can be identified with

g̃� tpXs,Xq | X P gu

with Lie bracket:

rpXs,Xq,pYs,Y qs � p0, rX ,Y s� adpXsqpY q� adpYsqpXqq.

where Xs is the image σ�pXq of X P g. (see [5, Proposition 6.1])

In the general case of a lattice Γ, the method runs as follows. Given M � G{Γ,
there is a finite covering space M̃ � G{Γ̃, i.e. Γ{Γ̃ is a finite group, with ApAd GpΓ̃q
connected. Hence H�pG{Γq �H�pG{Γ̃qΓ{Γ̃ (the invariant elements under the action of
the finite group Γ{Γ̃).

REMARK 2. There is a natural injection H�pgq ãÑ H�pG{Γq, [22, Theorem
3.2.10]. Hence cohomology classes in H�pgq correspond to cohomology classes of
invariant forms in H�pG{Γq.

3.1. Six-dimensional almost abelian Lie groups

We are interested in six-dimensional, unimodular almost abelian Lie groups which are
not completely solvable. There are eleven such Lie groups that can admit a lattice and
their Lie algebras are [3]:

g
a,b,c,p
6.8 rX1,X6s � aX1, rX2,X6s � bX2, rX3,X6s � cX3, rX4,X6s � pX4 �

X5,
rX5,X6s � X4� pX5, a�b�c�2p� 0, 0  |c| ¤ |b| ¤ |a|.

g
a,b,p
6.9 rX1,X6s � aX1, rX2,X6s � bX2, rX3,X6s � X2�bX3,

rX4,X6s� pX4�X5, rX5,X6s�X4� pX5, a�2b�2p� 0, a�
0.
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g
a,� 3

2 a
6.10 rX1,X6s � aX1, rX2,X6s � X1�aX2, rX3,X6s � X2�aX3,

rX4,X6s � � 3
2 aX4�X5, rX5,X6s � X4� 3

2 aX5.

g
a,p,q,s
6.11 rX1,X6s � aX1, rX2,X6s � pX2� x3, rX3,X6s � X2� pX3,

rX4,X6s� qX4�sX5, rX5,X6s� sX4�qX5, a�2p�2q� 0, as�
0.

g
�4p,p
6.12 rX1,X6s � �4pX1, rX2,X6s � pX2�X3, rX3,X6s � X2� pX3,

rX4,X6s � X2� pX4�X5, rX5,X6s � X3�X4� pX5, p� 0.

g
�1�2q,q,r
5.13 `R rX1,X5s � X1, rX2,X5s � p�1�2qqX2, rX3,X5s � qX3� rX4,

rX4,X5s � rX3�qX4, q�� 1
2 , r � 0, �1¤ q¤ 0.

g0
5.14`R rX2,X5s � X1, rX3,X5s � �X4, rX4,X5s � X3.

g
p,�p,r
5.17 `R rX1,X5s � pX1�X2, rX2,X5s � X1� pX2, rX3,X5s � �pX3� rX4,

rX4,X5s � rX3� pX4, r � 0.

g0
5.18`R rX1,X5s ��X2, rX2,X5s � X1, rX3,X5s � X1�X4, rX4,X5s � X2�

X3.

g
�2p,p
4.6 `R2 rX1,X4s��2pX1, rX2,X4s� pX2�X3, rX3,X4s�X2� pX3, p¡

0.

g0
3.5`R3 rX1,X3s � �X2, rX2,X3s � X1.

Next, we apply Proposition 3 to determine for which values of t � t̄ tha map
φpt̄q � exppt̄ adX6q determines a lattice Γt̄ in G. Note in particular that as consequence
of Proposition 3, both the characteristic polynomial and the minimal polynomial of
exppt̄ adXn�1q must have integer coefficients. For computations we used the software
Maple. To illustrate the method, we develop in detail the case Ga,b,c,p

6.8 , just writing
down the final results for the other cases.

 Ga,b,c,p
6.8 : From the structure equations of g

a,b,c,p
6.8 , we get

exppt adX6q �

������
etp�b�c�2pq 0 0 0 0

0 etb 0 0 0
0 0 etc 0 0
0 0 0 et p cos t et p sin t
0 0 0 �et p sin t et p cos t

�����
The eigenvalues of t adX6 are

tpp� iq, t b, t c,�pb� c�2pqt ,

so the Mostow condition does not hold when t � t̄ is a rational multiple of π. To apply
Corollary 7 we need to have ApAd GpΓt̄qq connected. Using the same arguments as
in the proof of Proposition 5 (see [12]), one can see that this is the case for t̄ � 2π.
Indeed, using the Jordan decomposition into semisimple and nilpotent parts, the only
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blocks whose algebraic closures are not in general connected are the subgroups given
by exponentiating the roots of the complex eigenvalues. They are the cyclic subgroups�

cospnt̄q sinpnt̄q
�sinpnt̄q cospnt̄q



, n P Z, for t � t̄ P Qπ. The above subgroups are connected

only if trivial, i.e., for t̄ � 2π.
Let us consider then Γt̄ for t̄ � 2π. Setting e2πb � w, e2πc � v, e�2πp � k, we

have

expp2πadX6q �

������
k2

wv 0 0 0 0
0 w 0 0 0
0 0 v 0 0
0 0 0 1

k 0
0 0 0 0 1

k

�����
Its minimal polynomial is

MinPolpxq � k�
k3wv�wk2� k2v� v2w2

wvk
x�

vk3�wk3�w2v2k� k2�wv2�w2v
wvk

x2�

�
k3� kwv2� kw2v�w

wvk
x3� x4

So, it can have integer coefficients only if k P Z. We set w� v � r, wv � s and the
coefficients pi of xi in MinPolpxq become:

p1 � k3s� k2r� s2

ks
� k2� k2r� s2

ks
,

p2 � k3r� kr2� k2� rs
ks

, p3 � k3� krs� s
ks

.

Hence p1 P Z if and only if q1 � k2r�s2

ks P Z and p2� kq1 � k2�rs
ks . If p1, p2 P Z then

with h :� p2� kq1 P Z and s � k2

hk�r we have p3 � hk2�1
k � hk� 1

k . So p3 P Z if and
only if 1

k P Z, but k P Z, so k � 1 and p� 0. Therefore Γ2π is not a lattice for p� 0.
Next we check the existence of a lattice for p� 0. The characteristic polynomial

of expp2πadX6q has coefficients

a0 ��1 a1 � 2� r� s2

s
a2 ��1� 2s2�2r� rs�1

s
��1�2

s2� r
s

� rs�1
s

a3 � 1� 2rs�2� s2� r
s

� 1�2
rs�1

s
� s2� r

s
a4 ��2� rs�1

s

So a1, a2, a3, a4 P Z if and only if
s2� r

s
,

rs�1
s

P Z and we must check that the solu-
tions make w,v positive. For this we consider the system

(1)

$'''''''&'''''''%

s2� r
s

� h1

rs�1
s

� h2

r ¡ 0

0  s¤ r2

4
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that admits solutions for some values of the integers h1 and h2 (for example h1 �
5,h2 � 6). In particular we can not accept ts � r� 1u, because these correspond to
b � 0 or c � 0, nor ts � 1u, because it corresponds to a � 0. Thus, for p � 0, we
can find values of b and c (and a � �b� c) such that the characteristic polynomial
of expp2πadX6q has integer coefficients and we can check by direct computation that

expp2πadX6q is conjugate to A�

������
0 0 1 0 0
1 0 �h1 0 0
0 1 h2 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

�����. Therefore, for some choice

of the parameters b and c, Γ2π is a lattice. We denote the group Ga,b,c,0
6.8 , with the above

choices of a,b,c, by Gp�0
6.8 for short.

Next we verify the Mostow condition: the eigenvalues of 2πadX6 are

�2πi, 2πb, 2πc, �pb� cq2π ,

so we can easily find a linear combination in Q that gives πi. Hence, by Proposition 5
the Mostow condition does not hold.

To compute the cohomology we have then to apply the modification method.
The Lie group Gp�0

6.8 is defined by the map

exppt adX6q �

������
etp�b�cq 0 0 0 0

0 etb 0 0 0
0 0 etc 0 0
0 0 0 cos t sin t
0 0 0 �sin t cos t

�����
By definition the sub-torus Sc is the compact part of the C-diagonalizable part, that
is the product of Sc and the R-diagonalizable torus, so it is just the circle given by the

block
�

cos t sin t
�sin t cos t



. Therefore G̃p�0

6.8 is defined by

������
etp�b�cq 0 0 0 0

0 etb 0 0 0
0 0 etc 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

�����.

Hence, the structure constants of g̃
p�0
6.8 are

rX1,X6s � �pb� cqX1, rX2,X6s � bX2, rX3,X6s � cX3.

Consequently g̃
p�0
6.8 is isomorphic to the decomposable solvable Lie algebra g

k,�k�1
4.5 `

R2 (for some k), cf. [3, Appendix A]. By Corollary 7 the cohomology of Gp�0
6.8 {Γ2π is

given by the cohomology groups of g̃
p�0
6.8 . If we set pg̃p�0

6.8 q� � xα1, ...,α6y, where αi

are the dual forms of Xi (i� 1, . . . ,6), they are

H1pGp�0
6.8 {Γ2πq � H1pg̃p�0

6.8 q � xα4, α5, α6y
H2pGp�0

6.8 {Γ2πq � H2pg̃p�0
6.8 q � xα45, α46, α56y

H3pGp�0
6.8 {Γ2πq � H3pg̃p�0

6.8 q � xα123, α456y
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Here and in the sequel, for the sake of simplicity, we do not use any special
symbol for the cohomology class and just write one representative.

Next, let us investigate if there are integer values k for which Γ2π{k is a lattice
in Gp�0

6.8 .

expp2π{k adX6q �

������
e2πp�b�cq{k 0 0 0 0

0 e2πb{k 0 0 0
0 0 e2πc{k 0 0
0 0 0 cos2π{k sin2π{k
0 0 0 �sin2π{k cos2π{k

�����
We set e2πb{k � w, e2πc{k � v, cos2π{k � u{2, and w� v � r, wv � s. Then the coeffi-
cients of the characteristic polynomial of expp2π{k adX6q become:

a1 � us� r� s2

s
� u� r� s2

s
a2 ��1� ur�us2�1� rs

s

a3 � 1� u�urs� s2� r
s

a4 ��1� rs�us
s

��1� rs
s

�u

Thus a2 ��ua1�a4�u�u2�1 and a3 ��ua4�a1�u�u2�1, so if a1,a2,a3,a4 P
Z, then a1�a4 and a2�a3 are integers and u PQ. Therefore, if cos2π{k is not rational,
Γ2π{k is not a lattice. If u P Q, the characteristic polynomial has integer coefficients if
and only if the same system (1) as the one for t̄ � 2π admits a solution. Again by direct
computation we can check that the matrix A is conjugate to exppt̄ adX6q, for every t̄ such
that cos t̄ ��1,0,� 1

2 .

Hence we have a lattice in Gp�0
6.8 for t̄ � 2π

k such that cos t̄ ��1,0,� 1
2 .

We compute the cohomology groups by finding the invariants of the action of
Γt̄{Γ2π for t̄ � π

2 , π
3 ,π. For the other cases we get the same result for the cohomology.

For t̄ � π
2 , let

ψ2 :� exppπ{2adX6qt �

������
eπp�b�cq{2 0 0 0 0

0 eπb{2 0 0 0
0 0 eπc{2 0 0
0 0 0 0 �1
0 0 0 1 0

�����.

Hence

ψ2α4 � α5, ψ2α5 ��α4, ψ2α6 � α6 ùñ H1pGp�0
6.8 {Γπ{2q � xα6y ,

ψ2α45 � α45, ψ2α46 � α56, ψ2α56 ��α46 ùñ H2pGp�0
6.8 {Γπ{2q � xα45y ,

ψ2α123 � α123, ψ2α456 � α456 ùñ H3pGp�0
6.8 {Γπ{2q � xα123, α456y .

Similarly, one gets

H1pGp�0
6.8 {Γπ{3q � xα6y ,

H2pGp�0
6.8 {Γπ{3q � xα45y ,

H3pGp�0
6.8 {Γπ{3q � xα123, α456y .

H1pGp�0
6.8 {Γπq � xα6y

H2pGp�0
6.8 {Γπq � xα45y

H3pGp�0
6.8 {Γπq � xα123, α456y
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 Ga,b,p
6.9 : again exppt adX6q has a pair of complex-conjugate roots. One would get a

lattice Γt̄ violating the Mostow condition and ApAd GpΓt̄qq connected for t̄ � 2π, but
one can show that there is no lattice for t̄ � 2π.

 Ga
6.10: exppt adX6q has a pair complex-conjugate roots. If a � 0 there is no lat-

tice t � 2π, but Γ2π is a lattice for G0
6.10. The eigenvalues of 2πadX6 are �2πi, so

the Mostow condition does not hold. The Lie algebra g̃0
6.10 has structure constants

rX2,X6s � X1, rX3,X6s � X2 and is isomorphic to g4.1`R2, cf. [3, Appendix A]. The
cohomology groups of G0

6.10{Γ2π are

H1pG0
6.10{Γ2πq � H1pg̃0

6.10q � xα3, α4, α5, α6y
H2pG0

6.10{Γ2πq � H2pg̃0
6.10q � xα16, α23, α34, α35, α45, α46, α56y

H3pG0
6.10{Γ2πq � H3pg̃0

6.10q � xα123, α126, α146, α156, α234, α235, α345, α456y
The subgroups Γ2π{k (k P Z) are also lattices if and only if 2cos

� 2π
k

� P Z. In all these
cases we have

H1pG0
6.10{Γt̄q � xα3, α6y

H2pG0
6.10{Γt̄q � xα16, α23, α45y

H3pG0
6.10{Γt̄q � xα123, α126, α345, α456y.

REMARK 3. The lattice Γπ was found in [3, Proposition 6.18]. Part (ii) states
that if there is a lattice in G0

6.10 for which the corresponding solvmanifold has b1 � 2
and b2 � 3, then the latter is symplectic and not formal. Here we show that Γπ is such
a lattice. We will deal about symplectic structures and formality in Section 4.

 Ga,p,q,s
6.11 : from the structure equations of g

a,p,q,s
6.11 we get

adX6 �

������
�2pp�qq 0 0 0 0

0 p 1 0 0
0 �1 p 0 0
0 0 0 q s
0 0 0 �s q

�����.

We have two non-diagonal blocks with a couple of complex-conjugate roots. Hence
there could be several situations where the Mostow condition fails.

(i): If s P Q (say s � s1
s2

), then Γ2πs2 would be the right choice of parameter to have
ApAd GpΓ2πs2qq connected. But Γ2πs2 is not a lattice in Ga,p,q,s

6.11 .

Proof. Exponentiating we get

expp2πs2 adX6q �

������
e�4pp�qqπs2 0 0 0 0

0 e2pπs2 0 0 0
0 0 e2pπs2 0 0
0 0 0 e2qπs2 0
0 0 0 0 e2qπs2

�����.
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We set e�2pp�qqπs2 � α and e�2qπs2 � e�2pπs2 � β, so its minimal polynomial

MinPolpxq � �α�
�
α2β�1

�
x

α
�
�
α3�β

�
x2

α
� x3

can have integer coefficients only if α P Z. Then α2β�1
α � αβ� 1

α P Z implies β P Q.

But then α3�β
α � α2� β

α P Z implies β
α P Z and so β P Z. Therefore if α and β are not

both integers we have no lattice Γ2πs2 . Suppose α,β P Z, then β� 1
α P Z only if α� 1

that is a� p�q� 0, but this value is not acceptable, so Γ2πs2 is not a lattice.

(ii): If s is irrational one can look for lattices Γt̄ with ApAd GpΓt̄qq connected for
t̄ � 2π. For p� 0 there is no lattice for t̄ � 2π, but Γ2π is a lattice for Ga,0,q,s

6.11 for some
value of q and s (recall, a�2p�2q� 0). We denote the group Ga,0,q,s

6.11 for these choices
of the parameters by Gp�0

6.11 .

The Mostow condition does not hold, and after modification g̃
p�0
6.11 has structure

equations rX1,X6s � �2qX1, rX4,X6s � qX4� sX5, rX5,X6s � sX4� qX5, so it is iso-
morphic to g

�2k,k
4.6 `R2 for some k, cf. [3, Appendix A]. The Lie algebra g̃

p�0
6.11 is not

completely solvable, but satisfies the Mostow condition for our choice of lattice. The
cohomology groups are

H1pGp�0
6.11 {Γ2πq � H1pg̃p�0

6.11 q � xα2, α3, α6y
H2pGp�0

6.11 {Γ2πq � H2pg̃p�0
6.11 q � xα23, α26, α36y

H3pGp�0
6.11 {Γ2πq � H3pg̃p�0

6.11 q � xα145, α236y
The subgroups Γ2π{k (k P Z) are lattices if and only if 2cos

� 2π
k

� P Z. In all these cases

H1pGp�0
6.11 {Γt̄q � xα6y

H2pGp�0
6.11 {Γt̄q � xα23y

H3pGp�0
6.11 {Γt̄q � xα145, α236y .

 G�4p,p
6.12 : one can show that there is no lattice for t � 2π.

 G�1�2q,q,r
5.13 �R: we must consider two cases. If r P R r Q then ApAdpΓ2πqq is

connected, whilst if r � r1
r2
P Q, ApAdpΓ2πr2qq is connected, but one can show that

there is no lattice for either values of t.

 G0
5.14 �R: for t̄ � 2π ApAdpΓt̄qq is connected and Γt̄ is a lattice, then the only

non-zero bracket of the Lie algebra g̃� g3.1`R3 is rX2,X5s � X1 and the cohomology
groups are

H1pG0
5.14�R{Γ2πq � H1pg̃q � xα2, α3, α4, α5, α6y ,

H2pG0
5.14�R{Γ2πq � H2pg̃q � xα12, α15, α23, α24, α26, α34, α35,

α36, α45, α46, α56y ,
H3pG0

5.14�R{Γ2πq � H3pg̃q � xα123, α124, α125, α126, α135, α145,
α156, α234, α236, α246, α345, α346, α356, α456y .
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The subgroups Γ2π{k (k PZ) are again lattices if and only if 2cos
� 2π

k

� PZ, in particular
for all these values we have the same invariants and the cohomology groups are:

H1pG0
5.14�R{Γ 2π

k
q � xα2, α5, α6y ,

H2pG0
5.14�R{Γ 2π

k
q � xα12, α15, α26, α34, α56y ,

H3pG0
5.14�R{Γ 2π

k
q � xα125, α126, α156, α234, α345, α346y .

We note that these groups are isomorphic to the cohomology groups of the Lie
algebra g0

5.14`R.

Gp,�p,r
5.17 �R: again we must consider two different cases: if r PRrQ then ApAdpΓ2πqq

is connected, but we have no lattice. If r� r1
r2
PQ then ApAdpΓ2πr2qq is connected and

Γ2πr2 is a lattice if and only if e2πpr2 � e�2πpr2 � h P Z.
So for these values of p and r2 the Lie algebra g̃ is R6 for p� 0, while for p� 0

the non zero brackets in g̃ are given by

rX1,X5s � pX1, rX2,X5s � pX2, rX3,X5s � �pX3, rX4,X5s � �pX4.

Thus if p � 0, g̃ is isomorphic to g
1,�1,�1
5.7 `R. The cohomology groups of the solv-

manifold Gp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γ2π are

H1pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γ2πr2q � H1pg̃q � xα5, α6y ,

H2pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γ2πr2q � H2pg̃q � xα13, α14, α23, α24, α56y ,

H3pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γ2πr2q � H3pg̃q � xα135, α136, α145, α146, α235, α236,

α245, α246y .

To study other lattices we consider r P Z and then t � 2π
k : the characteristic

polynomial of expptadX5q has coefficients depending strongly on the relationship be-
tween k and r, so it is difficult to determine for which values of k they are integers, in
general. For this reason we consider only particular values of k:
(a) k� 2: if r is even we have a lattice if and only if h�2� n2 for some n P Z, and the
cohomology groups of the solvmanifold are:

if p� 0 H1pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γπq � xα5,α6y,

H2pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γπq � xα56y,

H3pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γπq � t0u;

if p� 0 H1pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γπq � xα3,α4,α5,α6y,

H2pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γπq � xα12,α34,α35,α36,α45,α46,α56y,

H3pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γπq � xα123,α124,α125,α126,α345,α346,α356,α456y.

Note that for p � 0 these groups are isomorphic to the cohomology groups of the Lie
algebra.

If r is odd we have a lattice if there is an integer n such that h�2� n2, and
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if p� 0 H1pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γπq � xα5,α6y,

H2pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γπq � xα13,α14,α23,α24,α56y,

H3pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γπq� xα135,α136,α145,α146,α235,α236,α245,α246y;

if p� 0 H1pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γπq � xα5,α6y,

H2pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γπq � xα12,α13,α14,α23,α24,α34,α56y,

H3pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γπq � xα125,α126,α135,α136,α145,α146,α235,

α236,α245,α246,α345,α346y.

(b) k � 4: if r � 0 mod 4 the characteristic polynomial has integer coefficients if and
only if p� 0, and for this value our matrix has integer entries, so there is a lattice:

H1pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γ π

2
q � xα3,α4,α5,α6y,

H2pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γ π

2
q � xα12,α34,α35,α36,α45,α46,α56y,

H3pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γ π

2
q � xα123,α124,α125,α126,α345,α346,α356,α456y.

If r � 1 mod 4 again we have a lattice only if h�2� n2 for some n P Z, and

if p� 0 H1pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γ π

2
q � xα5,α6y,

H2pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γ π

2
q � xα13�α24, α14�α23, α56y,

H3pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γ π

2
q � xα135�α245,α145�α235,α146�α236,α136�α246y;

if p� 0 H1pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γ π

2
q � xα5,α6y,

H2pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γ π

2
q � xα12,α13�α24, α14�α23, α34,α56y,

H3pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γ π

2
q � xα125,α126,α135�α245, α145�α235,

α146�α236, α136�α246,α345,α346y.
For r � 1 these are isomorphic to the Lie algebra cohomology.

If r � 2 mod 4 then again there is a lattice only if p � 0 and we have an iso-
morphism with the invariant cohomology groups:

H1pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γ π

2
q � xα5,α6y,

H2pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γ π

2
q � xα12,α34,α56y,

H3pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γ π

2
q � xα125,α126,α345,α346y.

If r � 3 mod 4 we get the same coefficients as for r � 1 mod 4, and we have a lattice
only if h�2� n2 for some n P Z.

if p� 0 H1pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γ π

2
q � xα5,α6y,

H2pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γ π

2
q � xα14�α23, α13�α24, α56y,

H3pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γ π

2
q � xα145�α235,α135�α245,α136�α246,α146�α236y;
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if p� 0 H1pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γ π

2
q � xα5,α6y,

H2pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γ π

2
q � xα12,α14�α23, α13�α24, α34,α56y,

H3pGp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γ π

2
q � xα125,α126,α145�α235,α135�α245,

α136�α246, α146�α236,α345,α346y.

Again we have the isomorphism with the invariant cohomology, but only for r ��1.

 G0
5.18 �R: for t � 2π ApAdpΓtqq is connected, there is a lattice and g̃� g5.1`R,

so

H1pG0
5.18�R{Γ2πq � H1pg̃q � xα3, α4, α5, α6y

H2pG0
5.18�R{Γ2πq � H2pg̃q � xα13, α15, α14�α23, α24, α25, α34, α36, α46, α56y

H3pG0
5.18�R{Γ2πq � H3pg̃q � xα125, α134, α135, α136, α146�α236, α156, α234,

α235, α245, α246, α256, α346y

Again we can have other lattices Γ2π{k only for k � 2,3,4,6 and

k � 2 H1pG0
5.18�R{Γπq � xα5, α6y

H2pG0
5.18�R{Γπq � xα13, α14�α23, α24, α34, α56y

H3pG0
5.18�R{Γπq � xα125,α135,α136,α146�α236,α235,α245,α246,α346y

k � 3,4,6 H1pG0
5.18�R{Γ 2π

k
q � xα5, α6y

H2pG0
5.18�R{Γ 2π

k
q � xα13�α24, α34, α56y

H3pG0
5.18�R{Γ 2π

k
q � xα125, α135�α245, α136�α246, α346y

The last case is isomorphic to the cohomology of the Lie algebra.

 G�2p,p
4.6 �R2: for t � 2π ApAdpΓtqq is connected, but there is no lattice.

 G0
3.5 �R3: for t � 2π, ApAdpΓtqq is obviously connected and we have a lattice, in

particular g̃0
3.5�R3 � R6, so G0

3.5�R3{Γ2π is diffeomorphic to a 6-torus.

Again, the subgroups Γ2π{k (k P Z) are lattices if and only if 2cos
� 2π

k

� P Z.
In particular for all these values the cohomology groups are always isomorphic to the
invariant ones:

H1pG0
3.5�R3{Γ 2π

k
q � xα3,α4,α5,α6y,

H2pG0
3.5�R3{Γ 2π

k
q � xα12,α34,α35,α36,α45,α46,α56y,

H3pG0
3.5�R3{Γ 2π

k
q � xα123,α124,α125,α126,α345,α346,α356,α456y.

We list the Lie algebras g and modified Lie algebras g̃ in Table 3.1.
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Table 7.2: Deformed Lie algebras

g g̃

g
p�0
6.8 g4.5`R2

ga�0
6.10 g4.1`R2

g
p�0
6.11 g

�2k,k
4.6 `R2

g0
5.14`R g3.1`R3

g
p,�p,r
5.17 `R

R6, p� 0

g
1,�1,�1
5.7 `R, p� 0

g0
5.18`R g5.1`R

g0
3.5`R3 R6

4. Symplectic structures and Lefschetz properties

Let us study symplectic structures on the solvmanifolds of concern. In general, since
G̃{Γ is diffeomorphic to G{Γ (Theorem 4), symplectic structures on the modified Lie
algebra g̃ yield non-G-invariant symplectic structures ω̃ on G{Γ (where Γ is the lattice
for which ApAd GpΓqq is connected). Recall from the previous Sections that these G{Γ
cover solvmanifolds G{Γ̄. Observe that in general the symplectic forms ω̃ are defined
only on the covering G{Γ and not on G{Γ̄.

Let us start with the indecomposable case. We know from the classification
of symplectic structures on six-dimensional solvable Lie algebras (see [16]) that only
Ga�0

6.10{Γt have invariant symplectic structures (inherited by ga�0
6.10). The generic invariant

symplectic form is

(2) ω� ω1,6α16�ω2,3α23�ω2,6α26�ω3,6α36�ω4,5α45�ω4,6α46�ω5,6α56

with ω1,6ω2,3ω4,5 � 0 (detpωi jq � 0).

Next, let us look for non-invariant symplectic structures. In the case of Gp�0
6.8

we have that also g̃
p�0
6.8 does not admit symplectic structures. As for Ga�0

6.10 , symplectic
forms on the modified g̃a�0

6.10 (isomorphic to g4.1`R2) yield the (in general non-Ga�0
6.10-

invariant) symplectic form on Ga�0
6.10{Γ2π

ω̃� ω�η ,

where ω is given by (2) and η � ω3,4α34�ω3,5α35 is the “new part” (recall that the
invariant cohomology, i.e. the cohomology of the Lie algebra ga�0

6.10 , is contained in
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the deRham cohomology of Ga�0
6.10{Γ2π, cf. Remark 2). Again g̃

p�0
6.11 does not admit

symplectic structures.

Consider now the decomposable case. The Lie algebra g� g0
5.14`R admits the

symplectic form

ω� ω1,2α12�ω1,5α15�ω2,5α25�ω2,6α26�ω3,4α34�ω3,5α35�ω4,5α45�ω5,6α56 ,

with detpωi, jq � 0,

ω̃� ω�ω2,3α23�ω2,4α24�ω3,6α36�ω4,6α46 with detpω̃i, jq � 0 .

The Lie algebra g� g
p,�p,r
5.17 `R admits symplectic structures only for particular values

of the parameters p and r, [16], but:
for p� 0: g̃ is isomorphic to R6 so it is symplectic;
for p� 0: g̃ has generic symplectic form

ω̃� ω1,3α13�ω1,4α14�ω1,5α15�ω2,3α23�ω2,4α24�ω2,5α25�
ω3,5α35�ω4,5α45�ω5,6α56

with detpω̃i, jq � 0. The Lie algebra g� g0
5.18`R admits the symplectic form

ω� ω1,3pα13�α24q�ω1,5α15�ω2,5α25�ω3,4α34�ω3,5α35�ω4,5α45�ω5,6α56 ,

with ω1,3ω5,6 � 0, but the solvmanifold G0
5.18�R{Γ2π also has a non-invariant sym-

plectic structure inherited by g̃:

ω̃� ω�ω1,3α13�ω1,4pα14�α23q�ω3,6α36�ω4,6α46 ,

with detpω̃i, jq � 0. The Lie algebra g � g0
3.5 `R3 admits symplectic structures, but

g̃ is isomorphic to R6, so G0
3.5�R3{Γ2π admits obviously a non-invariant symplectic

structure too.

DEFINITION 1. An SUp3q structure on a six-dimensional manifold M (i.e., an
SUp3q reduction of the frame bundle of M) defines a non-degenerate 2-form ω, an
almost complex structure J and a complex volume form Ψ. The SU(3) structure is
called half-flat if ω^ω and the real part of Ψ are closed [4]. If in addition ω is closed,
the half-flat structure is called symplectic.

Proof of Proposition 2. We use the classification of [8] together with the above discus-
sion on symplectic forms, possibly coming from forms on the modified Lie algebra (cf.
Table 2). By [8, Proposition 4.2], there is no 4`2 decomposable Lie algebra admitting
symplectic half-flat structures. Hence the symplectic forms on Ga�0

6.10{Γ2π we found
are not half-flat (recall that g̃a�0

6.10 is isomorphic to g4.1`R2). By [8, Proposition 4.3],
the 5`1 decomposable Lie algebras having symplectic half-flat structures are g5.1`R
(isomorphic to h3 in the notation of [8]), g

p,�p,r
5.17 `R for p¥ 0 and r� 1, and g

p,q,r
5.7 `R

for p� q��1 and r � 1.
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Next we consider the hard Lefschetz property. Recall that a symplectic manifold
pM2n,ωq fulfils the hard Lefschetz property if for every 0¤ k ¤ n

Ln�k : HkpMq Ñ H2n�kpMq
rαs ÞÑ rωn�k^αs

is an isomorphism. More in general, pM2n,ωq is called s-Lefschetz if Ln�k is an iso-
morphism for all k ¤ s [9]. The property of being 0-Lefschetz is equivalent to being
cohomologically symplectic, i.e. there exists ω P H2pMq such that ωn �� 0.

We need to consider Ga�0
6.10{Γt̄ , G0

5.14�R{Γt̄ , G0
5.18�R{Γt̄ , Gp,�p,r

5.17 �R{Γt̄ , G0
3.5�

R3{Γt̄ (for the above choices of t̄). As a start, we consider the generic (non-invariant)
symplectic form ω̃ on G{Γ with ApAd GpΓqq connected.

Proposition 8. The hard Lefschetz property does not hold for the symplectic form ω̃
on Ga�0

6.10{Γ2π, G0
5.14�R{Γ2π, G0

5.18�R{Γ2π. More in general, these solvmanifolds are
0-Lefschetz but neither 1- nor 2-Lefschetz.
The hard Lefschetz property holds for the symplectic form ω̃ on Gp,�p,r

5.17 �R{Γ2πr2 pr �
r1
r2
PQq, G0

3.5�R3{Γ2π.

Proof. We prove the statement for the first solvmanifold only, because the other cases
are quite similar and the proposition comes from the direct computation of the mor-
phisms Ln�k. First, Ga�0

6.10{Γ2π is 0-Lefschetz because cohomologically symplectic. By
direct computation we find that for every α PΛ2ΩpG{Γq, α1235 never appears in ω̃^α;
as it is a generator of H4pG{Γq, L1 : H2pMqÑH4pMq cannot be an isomorphism. This
implies that Ga�0

6.10{Γ2π is not 2-Lefschetz. Moreover, ω̃2^α3 is cohomologous to zero,
so L2 : H1pMq Ñ H5pMq cannot be an isomorphism (recall that α3 is a generator of
H1pG0

6.10{Γ2πq) and Ga�0
6.10{Γ2π is not 1-Lefschetz.

The rest of the proposition is quite obvious because g̃ is in both cases isomorphic to
R6.

If we consider the invariant symplectic form ω, then one can see that the hard
Lefschetz property holds for pG0,0,r

5.17 �R{Γt̄ ,ωq and pGp,�p,�1
5.17 �R{Γt̄ ,ωq, but not for

pG0
5.14�R{Γt̄ ,ωq, pG0

5.18�R{Γt̄ ,ωq [3, Proposition 7.12] and pGa�0
6.10{Γt̄ ,ωq [3, Propo-

sition 7.9].

5. Minimal Models and formality

We now compute the minimal model of the above solvmanifolds. We shall use a
method developed by Oprea and Tralle [22, 23] that exploits the Mostow fibration.

THEOREM 9. [22, 23] Let F Ñ E Ñ B be a fibration and let U be the largest
π1pBq-submodule of H�pF,Qq on which π1pBq acts nilpotently. Suppose that H�pFq is
a vector space of finite type and B is a nilpotent space. Then in the Sullivan model of
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the fibration
ApBq // ApEq // ApFq

pΛX ,dX q //

OO

pΛpX `Y q,Dq

OO

// pΛY,dY q
α

OO

the homomorphism α : pΛY,dY q Ñ ApFq of differential graded algebras induces an
isomorphism α� : H�pΛY,dY q ÑU.

In the case of the Mostow fibration

N{ΓN � pNΓq{Γ ãÑ G{ΓÝÑ G{pNΓq � Tk ,

we can construct the minimal model pΛpX`Y q,Dq of the solvmanifold using the mod-
els of the base Tk (for almost abelian solvmanifolds k � 1, i.e., a circle S1) and the
fibre N{ΓN (actually its submodule U). In general finding U is very difficult, but when
the solvmanifold is almost nilpotent (in particular almost abelian), the monodromy ac-
tion of Z � π1pS1q on H�pN{ΓNq is exploited by the (transpose of) twist action that
defines the semi-direct sum g � R
 n, that in our case is just exppt adX6q (see [22,
Theorems 3.7 and 3.8]). Unfortunately, in some of our examples we cannot find the
model uniquely using this method, because there are different choices for constructing
pΛpX `Y q,Dq. However, we can identify the right one using the cohomology groups
from the previous computations.

We write down the computations explicitly only for some of the solvmanifolds,
trying to show all possible different cases, while for the others we only provide the
minimal model.

 Gp�0
6.8 {Γ2π:

U �

$'''''''&'''''''%

xα4,α5y � H1pnq
xα45y � H2pnq
xα123y � H3pnq
xα1234,α1235y � H4pnq
xα12345y � H5pnq

,

and a minimal model for U is MU � pΛpx1,y1,z3q,0q. The minimal model of the base
S1 is pΛpA1q,0q and the minimal model of the solvmanifold is M �pΛpA1,x1,y1,z3q,0q.
 Gp�0

6.8 {Γπ, π
2 , π

3
:

M � pΛpA1,x2,β3,y3q,Dq, DA� Dx� Dy� 0, Dβ� x2 .

 Ga�0
6.10{Γ2π:

U � H�pnq ñ MU � pΛpx1,y1,z1, p1,q1q,0q
The minimal model of the solvmanifold is M � pΛpA1,x1,y1,z1, p1,q1q,Dq, but we
have 7 different choices for D:
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1. D� 0,

2. DA� Dx� Dy� Dz� Dp� 0, Dq� Ax,

3. DA� Dx� Dy� Dz� 0 Dp� Ax, Dq� Ay,

4. DA� Dx� Dy� Dz� 0 Dp� Ax, Dq� Ap,

5. DA� Dx� Dy� 0 Dz� Ax Dp� Ay, Dq� Az,

6. DA� Dx� Dy� 0 Dz� Ax Dp� Az, Dq� Ap,

7. DA� Dx� 0 Dy� Ax Dz� Ay Dp� Az, Dq� Ap.

Computing the cohomology groups of these commutative differential graded algebras
(CDGAs) and comparing with those of Ga�0

6.10{Γ2π, we find that (4) is the right one.

 Ga�0
6.10{Γπ, π

2 , π
3

:

U �

$'''''''&'''''''%

xα1,α2,α3y � H1pnq
xα12,α13,α23,α45y � H2pnq
xα123,α145,α245,α345y � H3pnq ñ MU � pΛpx1,y1,z1, t2,β3q,dq,
xα1245,α1345,α2345y � H4pnq dx� dy� dz� dt � 0, dβ� t2

xα12345y � H5pnq

The minimal model of the solvmanifold is M � pΛpA1,x1,y1,z1, t2,β3q,Dq, but we
have 13 different choices for D. Fortunately, only the following are not isomorphic
with each other:

1. DA� Dx� Dy� Dz� Dt � 0, Dβ� t2,

2. DA� Dx� Dy� 0, Dz� Ay Dt � 0, Dβ� t2,

3. DA� Dx� 0, Dy� Ax, Dz� Ay Dt � 0, Dβ� t2.

Computing the cohomology groups of these CDGAs and comparing with those of
Ga�0

6.10{Γπ, π
2 , π

3
, we find that (3) is the right one.

REMARK 4. The model p7q in the case of Ga�0
6.10{Γ2π has cohomology groups

isomorphic to the cohomology groups of Ga�0
6.10{Γπ, π

2 , π
3
, and conversely the first model

in Ga�0
6.10{Γπ, π

2 , π
3

has the same cohomology as Ga�0
6.10{Γ2π.

 Gp�0
6.11{Γ2π: M � pΛpA1,x1,y1,z3q,0q

 Gp�0
6.11{Γπ, π

2 , π
3

: M � pΛpA1,x2,β3,y3q,Dq, DA� Dx� Dy� 0, Dβ� x2.
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 G0
5.14�R{Γ2π:

M � pΛpu1,A1,x1,y1,z1, t1q,Dq, Du� DA� Dx� Dy� Dz� 0, Dt � Ax .

 G0
5.14�R{Γ 2π

k
:

M � pΛpu1,A1,x1,y1,z2,β3q,Dq, Du� DA� Dx� Dz� 0, Dy� Ax,Dβ� z2

 Gp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γ2πr2 pr �

r1
r2
P Qq:

If p� 0: U �
#
xα13,α14,α23,α24y � H2pnq
xα1234y � H4pnq .

Listing all generators in MU is almost impossible in this case: in every degree
we need to add several generators to get the isomorphism in cohomology, but in this
way we increase the number of generators. Let us denote by M n the subalgebra of M
generated by generators of M of degree n. Then M 1

U � t0u, M 2
U � pΛpx2,y2,z2, t2q,0q,

and for any n¡ 2 M n
U can be computed inductively ([6, Theorem 2.24]). The minimal

model of the solvmanifold is

M � pΛpu1,A1,MU q,Dq, Du� DA� Dx� Dy� Dz� Dt � 0,
D|M n

U
� d @n¡ 2 .

If p� 0:
U � H�pnq ñ MU � pΛpx1,y1,z1, t1q,0q.

The minimal model of the solvmanifold is M � pΛpu1,A1,x1,y1,z1, t1q,Dq, with dif-
ferent choices for D. But we know that it is isomorphic to R6, so D� 0.

 Gp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γπ:

r even:
if p� 0, then M � pΛpu1,A1,x4,β7q,Dq, Du� DA� Dx� 0, Dβ� x2.
if p� 0, then

M � pΛpu1,A1,x1,y1,z2,β3q,Dq, Du� DA� Dx� Dy� Dz� 0, Dβ� z2 .

r odd:
if p� 0 we have the same model of t � 2π.
If p � 0 we are not able to list all generators of MU , but as in the case of

t � 2πr2, p� 0 we have

M � pΛpu1,A1,MU q,Dq, Du� DA� Dx� Dy� Dz� Dt � Ds� Dq� 0
D|M n

U
� d @n¡ 2 .

 Gp,�p,r
5.17 �R{Γ π

2
:
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r � 0 mod 4: p� 0 and we have the same computation of the case t � π with r even.
r � 1 mod 4: M � pΛpu1,A1,MU q,Dq, Du� DA� 0, D|MU

� d.
r � 2 mod 4: p� 0 and

M � pΛpu1,A1,x2,y2β3,γ3q,Dq, Du� DA� Dx� Dy� 0,Dβ� x2,Dγ� y2 .

r � 3 mod 4: the model is the same as for r �4 1.

 G0
5.18�R{Γ2π:

M � pΛpu1,A1,x1,y1,z1, t1q,Dq, Du� DA� Dx� Dy� 0, Dz� Ax, Dt � Ay .

 G0
5.18�R{Γπ:

M � pΛpu1,A1,MU q,Dq, Du� DA� Dx� Dy� Dz� Dt � 0, Ds� Ax,
Dq� Ay,D|M n

U
� d @n¡ 2 .

 G0
5.18�R{Γ π

3 , π
2 , 2π

3
:

M � pΛpu1,A1,MU q,Dq, Du� DA� Dx� Dy� 0, Dz� Ax, Dt � Ay,
D|M n

U
� d @n¡ 2 .

 G0
3.5�R3{Γ2π: M � pΛpw1,v1,A1,x1,y1q,0q.

 G0
3.5�R3{Γ 2π

k
:

M � pΛpw1,v1,u1,A1,x2,β3q,Dq, Dw� Dv� Du� DA� Dx� 0, Dβ� x2 .

Next, we use these models to decide which solvmanifolds are formal. Recall
that a manifold is formal if its minimal model is formal, meaning there exists a ho-
momorphism ψ : M Ñ H�pM q of CGDAs that induces the identity in cohomology.
In particular, every closed generator must be sent to its cohomology class, while the
others must be sent to zero. Alas, this construction does not always give the identity,
even in higher cohomology.

Proof of Theorem 1. If we have the explicit computation of the model of the solvman-
ifold we can define ψ and see directly if the map induced in cohomology is the identity
or not.
For example, in the case Ga�0

6.10{Γ2π we have

ψ : A ÞÑ rAs, x ÞÑ rxs,y ÞÑ rys,z ÞÑ rzs, p ÞÑ 0,q ÞÑ 0 ,

so ψprApsq � ψpr0sq � 0; as rAps � 0, ψ� is not the identity. A similar proof can be
carried out for the other solvmanifolds, of which we have the explicit minimal model.
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In absence of the model, we consider a weaker notion of formality introduced
by M. Fernández and V. Muñoz in [9], namely s-formality. We shall define it as
follows (see [10, Lemma 2.7]). Let M be a manifold with minimal model M �
p�V,dq. Then M is s-formal if and only if there is a map of differential algebras
ϕ : p�V¤s,dqÑ pH�pMq,d � 0q, such that the induced ϕ� : H�p�V¤s,dqÑH�pMq
equals i� : H�p�V¤s,dqÑ pH�p�V,dq�H�pMq, induced by the inclusion i : p�V¤s,dqÑ
p�V,dq.
To study formality we use the following fact

THEOREM 10. [9] Let M be a connected and orientable compact smooth man-
ifold of dimension 2n or 2n�1. Then M is formal if and only if is pn�1q-formal.

We can apply this theorem to the CDGA MU because the manifold M in the
hypothesis can be replaced by a real CDGA A with the following properties:

• H0pAq � R;

• H ipAq � 0 for any i¡ dimpAq;
• HdimpMq�ipAq � H ipAq (Poincaré duality).

MU has dimension 4 and always satisfies these properties, so to prove that it is
formal we must only prove that it is 1-formal. In the cases where there is no explicit
model, MU is always simply connected because U1 � t0u, so it is 1-formal and hence
formal. Now we use the formality of pMU ,dMU

q to study the formality of the model
of pM ,Dq: if M has differential D such that D|MU

� dMU
, then it is obviously formal,

otherwise we can show that it is non-formal by defining ψ as in the case of Ga�0
6.10{Γ2π.

In particular one can verify that all non-formal solvmanifolds considered are
0-formal but not 1-formal.
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Abstract. We study the conformal geometry of surfaces immersed in the four-dimensional
conformal sphere Q4, viewed as a homogeneous space under the action of the Möbius group.
We introduce the classes of � isotropic surfaces and characterize them as those whose con-
formal Gauss map is antiholomorphic or holomorphic. We then relate these surfaces to
Willmore surfaces and prove some interesting vanishing results and some bounds on the
Euler characteristic of the surfaces. Finally, we characterize � isotropic surfaces through an
Enneper-Weierstrass-type parametrization.

Mathematical subject classification: 53A30, 53B25, 53C40, 14M17, 14M15, 32L05

1. Introduction

In recent years, the study of the geometry of submanifolds of the conformal sphere has
considerably flourished. The interest in the subject has various motivations spanning
from it being a natural extension of the theory of curves and surfaces in the Euclidean
space, to its connections with the theory of integrable systems and general relativity.
In particular, the theory of Willmore surfaces has seen a great development in many
directions. Among the numerous books and papers on this subject, [6] is undoubtedly
worth mentioning and we refer the reader to the references therein for a complete and
updated bibliography on the subject.

Of all the different possible approaches that have been employed to deal with
these topics, we chose Cartan’s method of the moving frame because of its flexibility
and intuitiveness and because, when dealing with homogeneous spaces, it seems to us
to be the fittest.

This paper studies the geometry of surfaces in the conformal 4-sphere Q4 and
it is organized as follows. After a basic introduction on the generalities of the frame
reduction procedure, needed to fix the notation, in Section 4.1 we introduce the con-
formal Grassmannian of 2-planes in R6 and its Kahler-Lorentzian structure. We also
provide a holomorphic embedding of this Grassmann manifold into a quadric in the
complex projective space.

In Section 4 we define the conformal Gauss map of a surface in Q4 and, inspired
by [13], we identify a special class of Willmore surfaces, called isotropic surfaces, that
we characterize as those surfaces whose conformal Gauss map is holomorphic or an-
tiholomorphic (in what follows, for the sake brevity, we will write “� holomorphic”
to mean antiholomorphic and “� holomorphic” instead of holomorphic). This result
is stated in Theorem 6.1 and mirrors the well known characterization of Willmore sur-
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faces as those with harmonic conformal Gauss map. This and other concepts and results
studied here have been introduced in the study of minimal surfaces in the Riemannian
4-sphere and even in oriented Riemannian 4-manifolds. An interesting paper in this
direction, besides the aforementioned [13], is [4].

We then employ some classical techniques such as Cauchy-Riemann inequal-
ities and Carleman-type estimates that, combined with classical index theorems for
vector fields and, more generally, for sections of suitable vector bundles, allow us to
deduce an upper bound on the Euler characteristic of a compact, non isotropic surface.
This result is stated in Theorem 6.2.

In Section 7 we consider the notion of S-Willmore surface, first introduced by
Ejiri in [9]. There, the author proved that, in the Riemannian setting, an S-Willmore
surface is a Willmore surface; this holds true also in our setting, as proved in Propo-
sition 87. We also prove some vanishing and holomorphicity results that have nice
topological consequences.

In the last part of the paper, we show that, roughly speaking, � isotropic sur-
faces in the conformal 4-sphere are characterized by their conformal Gauss map: in
Theorem 8.1 and Theorem 8.2 we establish a bijection between certain � isotropic,
weakly conformal branched immersions of a fixed Riemann surface in Q4 and holo-
morphic maps, valued in the conformal Grassmannian, that are solutions of a suitable
Pfaffian system.

Finally, we point out that some of our results on isotropic surfaces and their
Enneper-Weierstrass representations look similar to those in [6]. However, the authors
of [6] seem to be working in a slightly different setting and, in particular, their confor-
mal group does not seem to include the inversions. Moreover, our approach, involving
the conformal Grassmannian, seems to be more suitable for possible generalizations to
surfaces in spheres of greater codimension.

2. The conformal sphere and its submanifolds

Consider Sn and Rn with their standard metrics of constant curvatures, and let σ :
SnztNu Ñ Rn be the stereographic projection, where N � p1,0, . . . ,0q P Rn�1 is the
north pole. It is well known that σ is a conformal diffeomorphism. If n ¥ 3, by Liou-
ville’s theorem ([8], pp.138-141; [12], pp.52-53, [19], pp. 289-290), every conformal
diffeomorphism of Sn is of the form σ�1 �g�σ, where g is a composition of Euclidean
similarities of Rn with possibly the inversion Rnzt0u Q x ÞÑ x{|x|2. The assertion holds
even for n � 2, although a proof of this fact relies, for instance, on standard compact
Riemann surfaces theory since Liouville’s theorem is false for C. We observe that the
group of conformal diffeomorphisms of the sphere, ConfpS2q, can also be identified
with the fractional linear transformations of C, either holomorphic or antiholomorphic.
From now on, we let n¥ 2 and we fix the index convention 1¤ A,B,C¤ n. We denote
by Qn the Darboux hyperquadric

Qn �
#
px0 : xA : xn�1q |

¸
A

pxAq2�2x0xn�1 � 0

+
� Pn�1pRq.
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The Dirac-Weyl embedding χ : Rn Ñ Qn is defined by

(1) χ : x ÞÝÑ
�

1 : x :
1
2
|x|2



and it extends to a diffeomorphism χ �σ : Sn Ñ Qn by setting χ �σpNq � p0 : 0 : 1q.
The advantage of such a representation for the sphere is that every conformal diffeo-
morphism of Sn acts as a linear transformation on the homogeneous coordinates of Qn,
so that ConfpSnq can be viewed as the projectivized of the linear subgroup of GLpn�2q
preserving the quadratic form that defines the Darboux hyperquadric.

Endow Rn�2 with the Lorentzian metric x , y represented, with respect to the
standard basis tη0,ηA,ηn�1u, by the matrix

(2) S �
�� 0 0 �1

0 In 0
�1 0 0

�,

and let L� be the positive light cone, that is, L� � tv� tpv0,vA,vn�1q PRn�2 : tvSv�
0, v0 � vn�1 ¡ 0u. Note that L� projectivizes to Qn and that η0,ηn�1 P L�. More-
over, there is a bijection between ConfpSnq and the Lorentz group of x , y preserving
the positive light cone (usually called the orthochronous Lorentz group). This gives
a Lie group structure to the conformal group ConfpSnq, which can be proved to be
unique when the action of ConfpSnq on Sn is required to be smooth (see [15], pp. 95-
98). In particular, the identity component of the Lorentz group is called the Möbius
group, M:obpnq, and coincides with the subgroup of the orientation preserving ele-
ments of ConfpSnq. The transitivity of the action of M:obpnq on the n-sphere gives Qn
a homogeneous space structure, allowing us to identify it with the space of left cosets
M:obpnq{M:obpnq0, where M:obpnq0 is the isotropy subgroup of rη0s P Qn:

(3) M:obpnq0 �
$&%
�� r�1 txA 1

2 r|x|2
0 A rx
0 0 r

������ r ¡ 0, x P Rn,

A P SOpnq

,.-.

It follows that the principal bundle projection π : M:obpnq Ñ Qn associates to a matrix
G� pg0|gA|gn�1q the point rGη0s � rg0s PQn. From now on, we shall use the Einstein
summation convention. Let m:obpnq denote the Lie algebra of M:obpnq; the Maurer-
Cartan form Φ of M:obpnq is the m:obpnq-valued 1-form

Φ�

����
Φ0

0 Φ0
B 0

ΦA
0 ΦA

B ΦA
n�1

0 Φn�1
B Φn�1

n�1

���,

with the symmetry relations

Φn�1
n�1 ��Φ0

0, ΦA
B ��ΦB

A, ΦA
n�1 �Φ0

A, Φn�1
B �ΦB

0
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and satisfying the structure equation dΦ�Φ^Φ� 0, which component-wise reads

(4)

$'''''&'''''%

dΦ0
0 � �Φ0

A^ΦA
0 ;

dΦA
0 � �ΦA

0 ^Φ0
0�ΦA

B^ΦB
0 ;

dΦ0
A � �Φ0

0^Φ0
A�Φ0

B^ΦB
A;

dΦA
B � �ΦA

0 ^Φ0
B�ΦA

C^ΦC
B�Φ0

A^ΦB
0 .

Through a local section s : U �Qn ÑM:obpnq, Φ pulls back to a flat Cartan connection
ψ � s�Φ � s�1ds. In particular, the set tψA

0u gives a local basis for the cotangent
bundle of Qn. Under a change of section rs � sK, where K : U � Qn Ñ M:obpnq0, the
change of gauge becomes

(5) rψ� rs�1drs� K�1ψK�K�1dK.

By the expression of M:obpnq0 in (3), we have in particular

(6) prψA
0 q � r�1 tApψA

0 q,
where pψA

0 q stands for the column vector whose A-th component is ψA
0 . It follows that

(7) rψA
0 b rψA

0 � r�2ψA
0 bψA

0 , rψ1
0^ . . .^ rψn

0 � r�nψ1
0^ . . .^ψn

0,

which implies that!�
U,ψA

0 bψA
0
�

: U � Qn domain of a local section s : U ÑM:obpnq
)

defines a conformal structure on Qn, that is, a collection of locally defined metrics
varying conformally on the intersection of their domains of definition, together with
an orientation (locally defined by ψ1

0^ . . .^ψn
0), both preserved by M:obpnq. It is easy

to prove that, with this conformal structure, χ�σ : Sn Ñ Qn is a conformal diffeomor-
phism. This gives sense to the whole construction.

Let now M be an m-dimensional, oriented manifold. We fix the index ranges

1¤ i, j, . . .¤ m, m�1¤ α,β, . . .¤ n.

Let f : MÑQn be an immersion. A zeroth order frame field along f is a smooth map
e defined on an open set U �M with values in M:obpnq such that π�e� f|U . From now
on, dealing with frames along f , we will omit to specify their domains of definition
when no possible confusion will arise. We set

ϕ� e�Φ

and observe that under a change of frames re� eK, rϕ� re�Φ expresses in terms of ϕ as
in (5). As a consequence, at any point p PM we can choose a zeroth order frame such
that

(8) ϕα
0 � 0.
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The isotropy subgroup at this point is given by

(9) M:obpnq1 �

$''&''%
����

r�1 txA tyB 1
2 r
�|x|2�|y|2�

0 A 0 rx
0 0 B ry
0 0 0 r

���
������

r P R�,A P SOpmq,
B P SOpn�mq,
x P Rm,y P Rn�m

,//.//-.

and since it is independent of p, smooth zeroth order frame fields such that (8) holds
can be chosen in an appropriate neighborhood of each point of M by general theory,
see [19].

A zeroth order frame field e such that (8) holds on its domain of definition is
called first order frame. Any two such frame fields are related by re� eK, where now
K takes values in M:obpnq1.

It can be easily verified that, with respect to first order frames,

(10) ds2 �
¸

i

ϕi
0bϕi

0, dV � ϕ1
0^ . . .^ϕm

0

define a conformal structure on M and, with respect to these natural structures, f be-
comes a conformal immersion.

Differentiating (8) and using the structure equations of M:obpnq and Cartan’s
lemma, we find that there exist (locally defined) functions hα

i j such that

(11) ϕα
i � hα

i jϕ
j
0, hα

i j � hα
ji.

We use (5) and (9) to obtain that, under a change of first order frame fields

(12) rhα
i j � rBβ

αAl
jpAk

i hβ
lk�Al

iy
βq.

Taking the trace of (12) with respect to i and j we obtain

(13) rhα
ii � rBβ

αphβ
kk�myβq.

The next step is therefore to consider at any point p PM a first order frame such that

(14) hα
kk � 0.

The isotropy subgroup is given by

(15) M:obpnqD �

$''&''%
����

r�1 txA 0 1
2 r|x|2

0 A 0 rx
0 0 B 0
0 0 0 r

���
������

A P SOpmq,
B P SOpn�mq,
r P R�,x P Rm

,//.//-,

which is again independent of the point p considered, so that first order frames with the
above property can be smoothly chosen in an appropriate neighborhood of any point.
We define a Darboux frame field along f as a first order frame field for which (14)
holds.
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Any two Darboux frame fields are related again by re � eK where now K is a
smooth function taking values in M:obpnqD.

We observe that for Darboux frames (12) becomes

(16) rhα
i j � rBβ

αAl
jA

k
i hβ

kl .

For further details on the generality of the frame reduction procedure, we refer the
reader to [18], [20], [19].

Differentiating (11), using the structure equations and Cartan’s lemma, with
respect to a Darboux frame e we have

(17) dhα
i j�hα

ikϕk
j �hα

k jϕ
k
i �hβ

i jϕ
α
β �hα

i jϕ
0
0�δi jϕ0

α � hα
i jkϕk

0,

for some (locally defined) functions hα
i jk satisfying, also thanks to (11),

(18) hα
i jk � hα

jik � hα
jki.

Taking the trace of (17) with respect to i and j and using (14) we obtain

(19) ϕ0
α � pα

k ϕk
0

where we have set

(20) pα
k �

1
m

hα
iik.

We say that a point p P M is an umbilical point if and only if for some (hence any)
Darboux frame

(21) hα
i j � 0 at p.

A totally umbilical submanifold is actually an m-dimensional sphere, as stated in the
following proposition.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let f : MÑQn be an immersion, M oriented, m� dimM¥
2, for which hα

i j � 0 at every point. Then, there exists Qm � Qn such that f pMq � Qm.
Furthermore, if M is compact, f is a diffeomorphism onto Qm.

The proof relies on a standard technique in the method of the moving frame and
therefore we omit it. Alternatively, one can show the result by comparing the Euclidean
and conformal description of submanifolds of Qn, as done in Appendix II.

The form (15) of the isotropy subgroup M:obpnqD of Darboux frames along f
suggests the following considerations: let us consider the matrix of 1-forms Ψ defined
by

(22) Ψ�
�� ϕ0

0 ϕ0
i 0

ϕi
0 ϕi

j ϕ0
i

0 ϕi
0 �ϕ0

0

�.
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We can clearly think of Ψ as taking values in the Lie algebra of M:obpmq.
Under a change of Darboux frames re � eK, where K takes values in M:obpnqD,

we have rΨ� K̄�1ΨK̄� K̄�1dK̄,

with

K̄ �
�� r�1 txA r

2 |x|2
0 A rx
0 0 r

�,

x P Rm, A P SOpmq, r P R�.
We therefore conclude that Ψ defines a Cartan conformal connection on M.

Taking into account (15) for the expression of the isotropy group, we can define a
suitable vector bundle N over M whose role parallels that of the normal bundle of an
isometric immersion into a Riemannian manifold. In order to do this, with respect
to any Darboux frame, we define the fiber of N to be the pn�mq-dimensional vector
space generated by teαu. Because of (15), it is trivial to see that the bundle N is well
defined and on it there is a naturally defined inner product p , q for which teαu is an
orthonormal basis at p. With respect to this inner product we define a metric connection

∇ : ΓpNq Ñ ΓpT�MbNq

by setting

(23) ∇eα � ϕβ
αb eβ.

As a matter of fact, if we consider the space form Rn (or Sn, or Hn) as a open sub-
set of Qn in the standard fashion and M as a submanifold of Rn (or Sn, or Hn) with
its standard induced Riemannian structure, pN,∇q is naturally isomorphic to the (Rie-
mannian) normal bundle NeM endowed with its normal (Van der Waerden-Bortolotti)
connection; in Appendix II, we will review these basic links between the Riemannian
and conformal descriptions of M Ñ Qn for the sake of completeness.

The curvature forms Λα
β of N are defined via the structure equations

dϕα
β ��ϕα

γ ^ϕγ
β�Λα

β .

Using the structure equations of the group M:obpnq and (11) and setting

(24) Kτα
βi j � hα

kih
β
k j�hα

k jh
β
ki,

we obtain
Λα

β �
1
2
Kτα

βi jϕ
i
0^ϕ j

0.

Observe that we have the symmetry relations

Kτα
βi j ��Kτα

β ji ��Kτβ
αi j
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Moreover, with respect to Darboux frames re, e

Krτα
βi j � r2Bγ

αBρ
βAt

iA
v
j
Kτγ

ρtv

It follows that we can define a tensor Kτ by locally setting

Kτ� Kτα
βi jϕ

i
0bϕ j

0b eαb eβ.

We will call Kτ the normal curvature tensor.
We conclude this section by defining a key object of our investigation. Because

of formulas (10) and (16), the form

(25) w� 1
m

��¸
i,k,α

phα
ikq2

��m
2

ϕ1
0^ . . .^ϕm

0

turns out to be independent of the chosen Darboux frame, hence it gives rise to a glob-
ally defined form.

DEFINITION 2.1. Let Ω�M be compact. The functional

(26) WΩp f q .�
»

Ω
w� 1

m

»
Ω

��¸
i,k,α

phα
ikq2

��m
2

ϕ1
0^ . . .^ϕm

0

is called the Willmore functional (on Ω). A submanifold f : Mm Ñ Qn is called a
Willmore submanifold if it is a stationary point for the Willmore functional for each
Ω�M.

When M is compact and Ω�M, we simply write W p f q.

3. The conformal Grassmannian

Set s� n�m¥ 1 and let tε0, . . . ,εm,εm�1, . . . ,εn,εn�1u be the standard basis of Rn�2.
Fix as an origin in the Grassmann manifold of oriented s-planes in Rn�2, Gs

�
Rn�2

�
,

the point O � rεm�1, . . . ,εns and consider the orbit Qs
�
Rn�2

�
of the point O under the

left action (by matrix multiplication) of the group M:obpnq onto Gs
�
Rn�2

�
. Then the

isotropy subgroup of the action on the orbit at the point O is given by

(27) H0 �

$'''&'''%
����

a tz 0 b
x A 0 y
0 0 B 0
c tw 0 d

���
���������

�� a tz b
x A y
c tw d

�PM:obpmq,

B P SOpsq

,///.///-�M:obpnq.

Note that, since H0 � M:obpnq, z,w,x,y,a,b,c,d,A cannot be chosen arbitrarily but
have to satisfy certain compatibility relations between them that will be essential in
determining that certain quantities are globally well defined.
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Thus Qs
�
Rn�2

�
is identified with the homogeneous space M:obpnq{H0 with the

canonical projection pπ : M:obpnq Ñ Qs
�
Rn�2�

given by

(28) pπ : P ÞÑ rPm�1, . . . ,Pns
where P0, PA, Pn�1 are the columns of the matrix P.

On their common domain of definition, two local sections of the bundle pπ :
M:obpnq Ñ Qs

�
Rn�2

�
are related by rs� sK where K is a function taking values in H0.

Considering the components Φ0
α, Φi

α, Φα
0 of the Maurer-Cartan form of M:obpnq and

setting φ� s�Φ, we find that their pull-backs under the sections s, rs are related by the
following transformation laws:

(29)

$''&''%
rφ0

α � d φ0
βBβ

α� yiφi
βBβ

α�bφβ
0Bβ

αrφi
α ��wiφ0

βBβ
α�Ak

i φk
βBβ

α� ziφβ
0Bβ

αrφα
0 � cφ0

βBβ
α� xkφk

βBβ
α�aφβ

0Bβ
α

where the meaning of d,c,a,b,y,x,w,z,A,B is given in (27). From (29) and the rela-
tions defining the group M:obpnq, it is not hard to deduce that the quadratic form dl2 of
signature ps,spm�1qq given by

(30) dl2 ��φ0
αbφα

0 �φα
0 bφ0

α�
¸
i,α

φi
αbφi

α

is well defined on Qs
�
Rn�2

�
and determines a pseudo-metric on it. In particular the

forms φ0
α, φα

0 , φi
α constitute a local (non orthonormal) coframe on Qs

�
Rn�2

�
whose

dimension is spm�2q. It is convenient to set

(31) θ0,α � φα
0 , θα,0 � φ0

α, θα,i � φi
α

and to order the pairs pα,0q, pα, iq, p0,αq as

pγ,0q   pβ, iq   p0,αq @α,β,γ, i
p0,βq   p0,αq iff β  α
pβ, jq   pα, iq iff β  α or β� α and j   i

pβ,0q   pα,0q iff β  α.(32)

Thus, representing with the symbols rA, rB, . . . the spm�2q indices pα,0q, pα, iq, p0,αq,
we can write dl2 as

(33) dl2 � g
rArBθrAbθrB

with

(34)
�
g
rArB

��
�� 0 0 �Is

0 Ism 0
�Is 0 0

� s� n�m.
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The Levi-Civita connection forms θrA
rB

with respect to the previous coframe are therefore
characterized by the equations

(35)

#
dθrA ��θrA

rB
^θrB

g
rArCθrC

rB
�g

rBrCθrC
rA
� 0.

This allows us to determine the connection forms by simply taking exterior derivatives
of (31) and using the structure equations of the group M:obpnq. We obtain

(36)

$''&''%
θα,0

β,0 � δα
β φ0

0�φα
β , θα,0

β,i � δα
β φ0

i , θα,0
0,β � 0

θα,i
β,0 � δα

β φi
0, θα,i

β,k � δα
β φi

k�δi
kφα

β , θα,i
0,β � δα

β φ0
i

θ0,α
β,0 � 0, θ0,α

β,i � δα
β φi

0, θ0,α
0,β � φα

β �δα
β φ0

0

and, by a simple computation, one checks the validity of the skew-symmetry relations
given by the second of (35).

It is worth considering the special case s� 2, that is m� n�2. Indeed, starting
from the 2n independent forms φ0

α, φi
α, φα

0 we can construct the n independent forms
over C

(37) ζ0 � φ0
n�1� iφ0

n, ζk � φk
n�1� iφk

n, ζn�1 � φn�1
0 � iφn

0.

Using the structure equations, it is immediate to verify that their differentials belong to
the ideal they generate, showing that Q2

�
Rn�2

�
is a complex manifold, in fact complex

Lorentzian. Indeed the complex structure J induced by the forms (37) is determined by

ζ0pX � iJXq � ζkpX � iJXq � ζn�1pX � iJXq � 0 @X P T Q2
�
Rn�2�,

that is

φ0
n�1pXq � φ0

npJXq φk
n�1pXq � φk

npJXq φn�1
0 pXq � φn

0pJXq.
It is therefore trivial to verify that the metric dl2 is Hermitian-Lorentzian:

dl2pJX ,JY q � �φ0
n�1pJXqφn�1

0 pJY q�φ0
npJXqφn

0pJY q�
� φn�1

0 pJXqφ0
n�1pJY q�φn

0pJXqφ0
npJY q�

� φi
n�1pJXqφi

n�1pJY q�φi
npJXqφi

npJY q �
� dl2pX ,Y q.

We verify that Q2
�
Rn�2

�
is Kähler by showing that the differential of the Kähler form

K pX ,Y q � dl2pJX ,Y q
vanishes identically. This is a simple exercise using (37) and the Maurer-Cartan struc-
ture equations. Indeed we have that

K � �φ0
n�1^φn

0�φn�1
0 ^φ0

n�φi
n�1^φi

n �(38)

� i
2

�
�ζ0^ζn�1�ζn�1^ζ0�ζk^ζk

	
,
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therefore dK � 0.
Finally we describe the complex projective structure of the conformal Grass-

mannian.

PROPOSITION 3.1. There is a holomorphic embedding of the conformal Grass-
mannian Q2

�
Rn�2

�
into the hyperquadric of Pn�1

C whose homogeneous equation is

(39) �2x0xn�1�
ņ

A�1

pxAq2 � 0.

Proof. There is a natural injection of Q2
�
Rn�2

�
in Pn�1

C defined as follows. Let
rGεn�1,Gεns, with G PM:obpnq, be a 2-plane of Q2

�
Rn�2

�
. The map sending rGεn�1,Gεns

to the projectivization of the complex, non-zero vector Gpεn�1 � iεnq is well defined
and injective, and thus provides a complex projective representation for the whole con-
formal Grassmannian of 2-planes in Rn�2.

Indeed, let rGεn�1,Gεns and rG1εn�1,G1εns be two representatives for the same
2-plane in Q2

�
Rn�2

�
, then G and G1 must differ by an element of the isotropy subgroup

H0, namely G1 � GH for some H P H0. But H has an expression as in (27), with
B P SOp2q, that is

B�
�

cosθ �sinθ
sinθ cosθ



,

for some θ P R, so we have

G1pεn�1� iεnq�GHpεn�1� iεnq �
�Gpcosθεn�1� sinθεn� isinθεn�1� icosθεnq �
� e�iθGpεn�1� iεnq

which projects to the same complex projective class as Gpεn�1� iεnq. As for injectivity,
if Gpεn�1� iεnq and G1pεn�1� iεnq project to the same projective class, then there exists
ρ¡ 0 and θ P R such that

G1pεn�1� iεnq � ρeiθGpεn�1� iεnq � ρGHpεn�1� iεnq,

where

H �

����
In�1 0 0 0

0 cosθ sinθ 0
0 �sinθ cosθ 0
0 0 0 1

���
clearly belongs to H0. So rGεn�1,Gεns and rG1εn�1,G1εns are in fact the same 2-plane
in Q2

�
Rn�2

�
.

We will show that, as a matter of fact, Q2
�
Rn�2

�
can be identified with an open

submanifold of the projective quadric of homogeneous equation (39). As we have
explained above, the image in Pn�1

C of a 2-plane of Q2
�
Rn�2

�
is the projective class of

a complex vector of the form Gpεn�1 � iεnq, for some G P M:obpnq. Now, the vector
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εn�1� iεn trivially satisfies equation (39), and therefore lies in the quadric. Note that
the quadric (39) is represented by the matrix

S �
�� 0 0 �1

0 In 0
�1 0 0

�
introduced in (2) and, since G PM:obpnq,

trGpεn�1� iεnqsSrGpεn�1� iεnqs � tpεn�1� iεnqtGSGpεn�1� iεnq �
� tpεn�1� iεnqSpεn�1� iεnq � 0.

Therefore Gpεn�1� iεnq lies in the quadric (39).
However, the conformal Grassmannian does not cover the whole quadric. In-

deed the points of the quadric coming from a 2-plane in Q2
�
Rn�2

�
are those that have a

representative v� iw PCn�2 such that, with respect to the Lorentzian product in Rn�2,
}v}2 � }w}2 ¡ 0. This leaves out the projective classes represented by vectors v� iw
where v and w are isotropic and non zero. All such vectors lie in the quadric but can-
not be obtained from εn�1 or εn through a matrix of M:obpnq, because such matrices
preserve the Lorentzian norm defined through the matrix S.

4. The geometry of surfaces in Q4

Let f : M Ñ Q4 be an oriented immersed surface. We let e : U � M Ñ Möbpnq be a
local Darboux frame along f , so that, according to (8),

ϕα
0 � 0, hα

ii � 0 3¤ α¤ 4,

and the isotropy subgroup M:obpnqD is given by (15). For the ease of computations, the
matrices A and B appearing in the matrices of M:obpnqD will also be written in the form

(40) A�
�

cos t �sin t
sin t cos t



, B�

�
coss �sins
sins coss



.

The induced conformal structure on M is given locally by the metric ϕ1
0bϕ1

0�ϕ2
0bϕ2

0
and the volume form ϕ1

0^ϕ2
0. Fix on M a global Riemannian metric g which belongs to

the conformal structure on each frame neighbourhood (this can always be dome via a
partition of unity). By setting φ� ϕ1

0� iϕ2
0 P T MC, under a change of Darboux frames

and using (40) it holds

(41) rφ� r�1e�itφ.

Therefore, the prescription that φ spans T Mp1,0q induces a globally defined endomor-
phism J : T M Ñ T M giving rise to an integrable complex structure that makes M a
Riemann surface. If pU,zq, z � x� iy is a local complex chart on M, with respect
to a prescribed Darboux frame e we have dz � µφ for some smooth µ � 0, which up
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to the rotation z Ñ�z can be chosen to be everywhere positive. Hence, changing e tore� eK with K the M:obpnqD-valued section having r� µ�1, x� 0, A� B� I, by (41) it
holds rφ� µφ� dz. According to the literature, Darboux frames with dz� φ are called
canonical Darboux frames. In a canonical Darboux frame, |dz|2 � ϕ1

0bϕ1
0�ϕ2

0bϕ2
0.

Occasionally, the use of canonical Darboux frames will help computations. This is the
case, for instance, of the next

PROPOSITION 4.1. In a canonical Darboux frame, the form ϕ0
0� iϕ1

2 is of type
p1,0q.

Proof. Let e be a canonical Darboux frame on the domain of a complex chart pU,zq.
From the structure equations, dφ � pϕ0

0� iϕ1
2q^φ, and since φ � dz this gives pϕ0

0�
iϕ1

2q^dz� 0. Hence, ϕ0
0� iϕ1

2 � µdz for some µ PC8pUq, as claimed.

Starting from Darboux frames, we are now going to introduce a number of
geometric invariants. On the normal bundle N locally spanned by te3,e4uwe can define
an endomorphism JK by setting JK3 � e4 and JKe4 � �e3. Using the transformation
law reα � Bβ

αeβ under a change of Darboux frames and formula (23), it is easy to check
that JK is globally defined and ∇JK � 0, hence J is integrable and gives N the structure
of a complex line bundle.

We know from the previous section that

(42) ϕα
i � hα

i jϕ
j
0, hα

i j � hα
ji 1¤ i, j ¤ 2

and we have the transformation laws (12). Let Lα denote the Hopf transform of the
symmetric matrix phα

i jq, that is

(43) Lα � 1
2
phα

11�hα
22q� ihα

12 � hα
11� ihα

12.

Using (42), in terms of Lα we can write

ϕα
1 � hα

1 jϕ
j
0 �

1
2

Lαφ� 1
2

Lαφ̄, ϕα
2 � hα

2 jϕ
j
0 �

i
2

Lαφ� i
2

Lαφ̄.

Under a change of Darboux frames,

(44) rLα � re2itBβ
αLβ,

in particular

(45) rL3� irL4 � re2ite	is�L3� iL4�.
Using this, we see that the real, locally defined 2-forms

(46) ω� �
��L3� iL4��2 ϕ1

0^ϕ2
0,

are in fact globally defined and smooth.
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DEFINITION 4.1. Given f : M Ñ Q4, we say that p P M is � or � isotropic
respectively if ω�ppq � 0 or ω�ppq � 0. The immersion f is called � isotropic (resp.
� isotropic) if it is so at each point.

Denote with I�, respectively, the set of � isotropic points, and with I � I�Y
I�. Note that the form w in (25) can be written as

(47) w� p|L3|2�|L4|2qϕ1
0^ϕ2

0.

It follows that, whenever f is both � and � isotropic, w � 0 and thus M is a totally
umbilical 2 sphere Q2 ãÑ Q4 by Proposition 2.1.

Define η according to the identity

(48) w� ω�	η.

A simple computation, using the definitions of w and ω� yields

(49) η��i
�

L3L4�L4L3
	

ϕ1
0^ϕ2

0.

Expressing it in terms of the hα
i j’s and using hα

ii � 0 we obtain

�i
�

L3L4�L4L3
	
� 2ph3

11h4
12�h3

12h4
11q.

We go back to the normal bundle N introduced in Section 2. The curvature KN of this
bundle is now given by

Λ3
4 �

1
2
Kτ3

4i jϕ
i
0^ϕ j

0 � KNϕ1
0^ϕ2

0

and using (24) we deduce that

(50) KN ��i
�

L3L4�L4L3
	

or, in other words

(51) dϕ3
4 � KNϕ1

0^ϕ2
0 � η.

Using (48), (51) and the generalized Gauss-Bonnet theorem we deduce the next

THEOREM 4.1. Let f : M Ñ Q4 be an immersion of a compact orientable sur-
face; then

(52) W p f q �
»

M
ω�	2πχpNq

where χpNq is the Euler number of the normal bundle N.
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COROLLARY 4.1. Let f : M Ñ Q4 be an immersion of a compact orientable
surface. Then »

M
ω� ¥�2πχpNq

equality holding if and only if f pMq � Q2 � Q4.

Proof. It follows since W p f q ¥ 0 and W p f q � 0 if and only if f pMq � Q2 � Q4 by
Proposition 2.1.

REMARK 4.1. Suppose that M is compact and orientable; (52) implies that, if
M is either � or � isotropic, then the values of W p f q are quantized.

Keeping in mind identity (20), set kα according to

(53) ϕ0
α � pα

k ϕk
0 � kαφ� k̄αφ̄, that is, kα � 1

2
ppα

1 � ipα
2 q.

Under a change of Darboux frame, kα obeys the transformation law

(54) rkα � r2Bβ
αeit

�
kβ� 1

2
px1� ix2qLβ



,

whence

(55) rk3� irk4 � r2eite	is
"

k3� ik4� 1
2
px1� ix2qpL3� iL4q

*
.

From (44) and (54) it holds

rk3rL4�rk4rL3 � r3e3itpk3L4� k4L3q,

thus the section

(56) ϑ P Γ

�
3â

T�Mp1,0q
�

, ϑ� pk3L4� k4L3qφbφbφ

is globally defined on M. We will investigate the form ϑ in Section 5. More generally,
if M2 Ñ Qn is an immersion, the section

(57) ϑ P Γ

�
Λ2pNMqb

�
3â

T�Mp1,0q
��

, ϑ� pLαeαq^pkβeβqφbφbφ

is globally defined. A variant of this section has been studied by Ejiri in [9].
Consider the equality

(58) ϕ0
α � pα

k ϕk
0.
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Taking the exterior derivative of the above equation and using the Maurer-Cartan struc-
ture equations together with Cartan’s lemma, we obtain the existence of tpα

iku satisfying

(59) dpα
i � pα

k ϕk
i � pβ

i ϕα
β �2pα

i ϕ0
0�hα

kiϕ
0
k � pα

ikϕk
0

with the symmetry

(60) pα
ik � pα

ki.

THEOREM 4.2 ([17]). Let f : M2 Ñ Q4 be an oriented surface in the Möbius
space. Then, f is a Willmore surface if and only if pα

j j � 0, where pα
j j are defined in

(59).

REMARK 4.2. With a simple but tedious computation, one verifies that under a
change of Darboux frames we have

rpα
i j � r3Bβ

αAk
i At

j

�
pβ

kt � xlhβ
lkt � xtxlhβ

lk� xkxlhβ
lt �

1
2

xlxlhβ
kt �2xt pβ

k �2xk pβ
t



�

�r3Bβ
αδi j

�
xlxthβ

lt � xl pβ
l

	
(61)

so that, tracing with respect to i and j and recalling that M has dimension 2,

(62) rpα
ii � r3Bβ

α pβ
tt .

The above equality shows that the system of equations

(63) pα
ii � 0

is conformally invariant.

5. Further properties of Willmore surfaces

We begin by still considering a general surface f : M2 Ñ Q4. It is convenient to define
the following complex forms:

(64) δ� ϕ0
0� iϕ1

2, χ� ϕ0
1� iϕ0

2.

The structure equations then read as

(65)

$'&'%
dφ � δ^φ
dδ � 1

2 LαLαφ^ φ̄� χ̄^φ
dχ � χ^ δ̄� kαLαφ^ φ̄.

We differentiate the functions Lα and kα. Using the structure equations we get

(66)
dLα �

�
1
2
phα

11k�hα
22kq� ihα

12k

�
ϕk

0�Lαpϕ0
0�2iϕ1

2q�Lβϕα
β

� χαφ� kαφ̄�Lαpϕ0
0�2iϕ1

2q�Lβϕα
β ,
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where

(67)
χα .� 1

4 rhα
111�3hα

221� iphα
222�3hα

112qs
� kα� iphα

112� ihα
122q.

In particular,

(68)
dpL3� iL4q � pL3� iL4q��ϕ0

0� ip2ϕ1
2�ϕ4

3q
�

�pχ3� iχ4qφ�pk3� ik4qφ̄,

Taking into account Proposition 4.1, in a canonical Darboux frame the p0,1q-part of
dpL3� iL4q is given by

(69) B̄pL3� iL4q � �ipL3� iL4q�ϕ1
2�ϕ4

3
��pk3� ik4qφ̄ pmodφq

About dkα, using also (59) it holds

(70)
dkα � 1

2
qαφ� 1

4
ppα

11� pα
22qφ̄� kαp2ϕ0

0� iϕ1
2q

�kβϕα
β �

1
2

Lαpϕ0
1� iϕ0

2q,

where we have set

(71) qα � 1
2
ppα

11� pα
22q� ipα

12.

Hence,

(72)
dpk3� ik4q � 1

2
pq3� iq4qφ� 1

4

�
p3

11� p3
22� ipp4

11� p4
22q

�
φ̄

�pk3� ik4q�2ϕ0
0� ipϕ1

2�ϕ4
3q
�� 1

2
pL3� iL4qpϕ0

1� iϕ0
2q.

Combining (66) and (70),

dpk3L4� k4L3q��3pk3L4� k4L3qpϕ0
0� iϕ1

2q�
1
2
pq3L4�q4L3qφ�

�pk3χ4� k4χ3qφ� 1
4
pp3

kkL4� p4
kkL3qφ̄,(73)

where ζα is as in (67). Suppose now that M is a Willmore surface. According to
Theorem 4.2, pα

kk � 0 for 3 ¤ α ¤ 4. Expression (72), together with Proposition 4.1,
implies that, in a canonical Darboux frame,

(74) B̄pk3� ik4q � �pk3� ik4q�ϕ0
0� iϕ4

3
�� 1

2
pL3� iL4qpϕ0

1� iϕ0
2q pmodφq.

Hence, we deduce the next result concerning the section ϑ in (56).
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PROPOSITION 5.1. Let M be a Willmore surface. Then, ϑ in (56) is a holomor-
phic section of b3T�Mp1,0q.

Proof. Since ϑ is independent of the chosen Darboux frame, we can compute B̄ϑ in
a canonical Darboux frame, for which, thanks to Proposition 4.1, ϕ0

0 � iϕ1
2 is of type

p1,0q. By formula (73)

B̄ϑ� B̄pk3L4� k4L3qbφbφbφ� 1
4
pp3

kkL4� p4
kkL3qφbφbφbφ.

Since M is Willmore, we therefore have B̄ϑ� 0, as claimed.

Next, we recall the definition of sections of analytic type. These are quite useful
in many different settings, and have therefore been studied thoroughly (see e.g. [2]).

DEFINITION 5.1. If E ÑM is a complex vector bundle over a Riemann surface
M, a smooth section σ of E is said to be of analytic type if it either vanishes identically
or, near any zero x, we have

σ� zkσ0

for some positive integer k and some continuous section σ0 with σ0pxq � 0, where z is
any holomorphic chart centered at x. The integer k is called the order of the zero x.

A sufficient condition for σ to be of analytic type is given by the following
result due to Eschenburg and Tribuzy (see [10]), that improves on previous work of
Chern ([7]).

LEMMA 5.1. Let π : E Ñ M be a complex Hermitian vector bundle of rank l
over a Riemann surface, with a bundle metric p , q and a compatible connection ∇. Let
σ : MÑ E be a section of E defined on a complex chart pU,zq around some point x PU.
Suppose that the Cauchy-Riemann condition

(75)
���∇ B

Bz̄
σ
���¤ γ|σ|

for some γ P LppUq with p¡ 2. Then, σ is of analytic type.

REMARK 5.1. Due to its local nature, via local trivializations it is enough to
prove the result for functions σ : U Ñ Cl , which is actually the original setting of
Eschenburg-Tribuzy’s theorem.

Assume now M compact. By the Poincaré-Hopf index theorem (see, e.g. [10]
and [11]) we have

PROPOSITION 5.2. Let M be a compact Riemann surface and L a complex line
bundle over M. If s � 0 is a section of L of analytic type, then the Euler number of L,
χpLq, is equal to the sum of the orders of the zeros of s.
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Applying the above to the section ϑ, we deduce the next

PROPOSITION 5.3. Let M2 Ñ Q4 be a compact Willmore surface. Then, either
ϑ� 0 or it has finitely many zeros tx1, . . . ,xsu whose orders tµ jus

1 satisfy

(76)
ş

j�1

µ j ��3χpMq.

In particular, if M is a Willmore torus and ϑ� 0, then ϑ has no zeros.

Proof. We have shown in Proposition 5.1 that ϑ is a holomorphic section, thus trivially
(75) holds and ϑ is of analytic type. Formula (76) follows from a plain application of
Poincaré-Hopf index theorem and the identity

χ

�
3â

T�Mp1,0q
�
� 3χpT�Mp1,0qq � �3χpMq.

REMARK 5.2. In case M is a topological sphere, (76) implies that ϑ� 0. Will-
more spheres have been studied in [5, 14]. When M is a torus, (76) implies that either
ϑ � 0 or ϑ is nonzero at every point. In particular, in the second case M has no um-
bilic points, so that we can perform a further frame reduction in such a way that hα

i j is
diagonalized at each point.

Observe that under a change of Darboux frames we have

(77) rp3
kk
rL4� rp4

kk
rL3 � r3e3it�p3

kkL4� p4
kkL3�.

For p¡ 2, one can consider the request

(78) Dγ P Lp
locpMq such that

��p3
kkL4� p4

kkL3��¤ γ
��k3L4� k4L3�� a.e.

A priori, this condition is only local, since the quantities involved do depend on the
choice of the Darboux frame. Nevertheless, because of the transformation laws for
p3

kkL4� p4
kkL3 and k3L4� k4L3, it turns out that if condition (78) holds for some Dar-

boux frame, then it holds for any Darboux frame, provided we replace γ with a (possibly
different) suitable function in Lp

locpMq, so that the request makes sense globally. Hence,
a simple application of Lemma 5.1 yields

PROPOSITION 5.4. Let f : M Ñ Q4 be an immersion such that (78) holds for
some p ¡ 2. Then either ϑ � 0 or its zero set is discrete. In this latter case, for M
compact we have

zpϑq � �3χpMq,
where zpϑq is the sum of the orders of the zeros of ϑ.

PROPOSITION 5.5. Let M2 Ñ Q4 be a Willmore surface. Then, either M2 is �
isotropic, or the set I� of � isotropic points is contained in the union of finitely many
embedded smooth curves. An analogous statement holds for � isotropic points.
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Proof. As usual, we use the symbol � to deal with both cases simultaneously. Let
p P I�, and let e be a Darboux frame around p. By inspecting the change of frame
formula (55), at p the vanishing or non-vanishing of k3 � ik4 is independent of the
chosen Darboux frame. Denote with V� the set of common zeros of L3 � iL4 and
k3� ik4. Coupling (69) and (74), for Willmore surfaces the following system is satisfied
on the domain of e:
(79)$&%

B̄pL3� iL4q � �ipL3� iL4q�ϕ1
2�ϕ4

3
��pk3� ik4qφ̄ pmodφq

B̄pk3� ik4q � �pk3� ik4q�ϕ0
0� iϕ4

3
�� 1

2
pL3� iL4qpϕ0

1� iϕ0
2q pmodφq.

Looking at the first equation in (79), L3� iL4 � 0 on some open set implies that also
k3 � ik4 � 0, thus V� � M if and only if M is � isotropic. By Eschenburg-Tribuzy
Lemma 5.1, (79) locally defines a complex vector valued function F� � pL3� iL4,k3�
ik4q of analytic type. Hence, either V� � M or V� consists of finitely many isolated
points, and around each p P V�, in a local complex chart pU,zq, F� � zkpg�,h�q for
some smooth functions g�,h� satisfying pg�ppq,h�ppqq � p0,0q. If g�ppq � 0, then p
is isolated in I�. Otherwise, V��tg�� 0u around p. Inserting the local expression of
F into (79) and using h�ppq � 0 together with φ̄pBz̄q � 0, we get Bz̄pL3� iL4q � zkBz̄g�
and Bz̄g�ppq � 0. Hence, locally around p, V�XU is contained in the zero set of
a smooth function g� : U Ñ C whose differential has (real) rank at least 1 at p. By
the rank theorem, up to shrinking U , V�XU is contained in a finite union of smooth
curves properly embedded in U . Choosing then a finite covering of M by charts pU,zq,
V� is globally contained in a union of smooth, embedded curves. Next, let p P I�zV�,
so that pk3 � ik4qppq � 0. The first equation in (79) then gives Bz̄pL3 � iL4qppq � 0,
and by the same reasoning I� around p is locally contained in a finite union of smooth
curves.

REMARK 5.3. In the above result, we have used the following basic fact of
measure theory: let f : Mm Ñ Nn be smooth, and for 1 ¤ j ¤ mintm,nu let A j � tp :
f ppq � 0, rkpd f qppq ¥ ju. Then, for each relatively compact open set Ω, A j XΩ is
contained in a finite union of smooth embedded submanifolds of dimension pm� jq.
Indeed, let x0 P A j XΩ and consider a local chart pU,xq, U � Ω around x0. For each
multiindex I � t1¤ k1   k2   . . .  k j ¤ mu of length j, set

MI � Bp f k1 , . . . , f k jq
Bpxk1 , . . . ,xk jq .

Then, A j XU � YIVI , where VI � tp PU : f ppq � 0,detpMIqppq � 0u is closed in U.
We separately analyse each VI . Up to renaming coordinates, we can assume that I �
t1,2, . . . , ju. Let x̄ PVI . Then, the map Y pxq � p f 1pxq, . . . , f jpxq,x j�1, . . . ,xmq is locally
a diffeomorphism around x̄, and setting X � Y�1 it holds f �Xpyq � py1, . . . ,y j,gpyqq
for some smooth g. The set VI is then locally defined by the conditions y1 � . . .� y j �
0 and gpyq � 0, hence VI is contained in the slice y1 � . . . � y j � 0, an embedded
submanifold of dimension pm� jq.
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6. Isotropy and the conformal Gauss map

Our next goal is to give a geometric interpretation to � and � isotropic immersions.
Towards this aim we introduce the conformal Gauss map. We let Q2

�
R6

�
be the con-

formal Grassmannian of 2-planes introduced in Section 4.1. As we have seen, Q2
�
R6

�
has the structure of a Kähler-Lorentzian manifold with a local basis of p1,0q-type forms
given by

(80) ζ0 � ς�Φ0
3� iς�Φ0

4, ζk � ς�Φk
3� iς�Φk

4, ζ3 � ς�Φ3
0� iς�Φ4

0,

where ς is any local section of pπ.

DEFINITION 6.1. Let f : M Ñ Q4 be an immersed oriented surface and let e
be a (local) Darboux frame along f . The conformal Gauss map γ f : M Ñ Q2

�
R6

�
is

defined by setting

γ f : p ÞÑ re3,e4sp

where with re3,e4sp we denote the oriented 2-plane generated by the vectors e3, e4 at
the point p.

We observe that, under a change of Darboux frames, γ f is in fact globally well
defined, and the orientation of the 2-plane re3,e4s is also preserved.

THEOREM 6.1. Let f : M Ñ Q4 be an immersed oriented Riemann surface.
Then f is � isotropic if and only if γ f : M Ñ Q2

�
R6

�
is 	 holomorphic.

Proof. We recall that, given a Riemann surface M, a map f : M Ñ Q2
�
R6

�
is respec-

tively � holomorphic (that is, holomorphic or antiholomorphic) if the pull-back of the
forms ζ0, ζk, ζ3 in (80) is respectively of type p1,0q or p0,1q.

We begin by observing that if e is any Darboux frame along f , then the follow-
ing diagram is commutative.

M:obp4q
pπ

zzttttttttt
π

""FF
FF

FF
FF

F

Q2
�
R6

�
Q4

M

γ f

eeKKKKKKKKKK

e

OO

f

;;wwwwwwwww

This fact enables us to compute in a simple way γ�f ζ0, γ�f ζk, γ�f ζ3. Indeed, setting

(81) θ0,α � ς�Φα
0 , θα,0 � ς�Φ0

α, θα,i � ς�Φi
α
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and using (20), (53) and (42) we have:

(82)

$'&'%
γ�f θα,0 � pα

k ϕk
0

γ�f θα,i ��hα
ikϕk

0

γ�f θ0,α � 0.

In order to see this, we observe that

γ�f ς�Φ� ppπ� eq�ς�Φ� e�pς�pπq�Φ.

And since pπ�pς�pπq � pπ, then for every g in the inverse image through pπ of the domain
of definition of ς, it holds

ςppπpgqq � grKpgq,
where rK is an H0-valued function. Therefore

pς�pπq�Φg � rKpgq�1g�1dgrKpgq� rKpgq�1d rKg,

and since rKpgq�1d rKg has values in the Lie algebra of H0, we deduce that

pς�pπq�Φα
0 g0

�
�rKpg0q�1g�1

0 dgg0
rKpg0q

	α

0

pς�pπq�Φ0
αg0

�
�rKpg0q�1g�1

0 dgg0
rKpg0q

	0

α

pς�pπq�Φα
i g0

�
�rKpg0q�1g�1

0 dgg0
rKpg0q

	α

i
.

If for a fixed rg we replace the section ς with the section ςrKprgq�1 obtained multiplying
ς by a constant matrix, we will have defined a new sectionrς which satisfies, at the pointrg (and in general only there), the equality rςppπprgqq � rg, and therefore

prς�pπq�Φα
0 rg �

�rg�1dg
rg
�α

0 �Φα
0 rg

prς�pπq�Φ0
αrg �

�rg�1dg
rg
�0

α �Φ0
αrg

prς�pπq�Φα
i rg �

�rg�1dg
rg
�α

i �Φα
i rg.

Now let us fix p0 P M and set rg � epp0q. Given a section ς defined in a neighborhood
of γ f pp0q, and possibly replacing it with the section ςrKpepp0qq�1, which we shall still
call ς, we have at the point p0

ςppπpepp0qqq � epp0q,
and thus �

γ�f ς�Φα
0

	
p0
� �

e�pς�pπq�Φα
0
�

p0
� pe�Φα

0 qp0
� ϕα

0 p0
� 0�

γ�f ς�Φ0
α

	
p0
� ϕ0

α p0
� pα

k pp0qϕk
0 p0�

γ�f ς�Φα
i

	
p0
� ϕα

i p0
� hα

ikpp0qϕk
0 p0

.
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Hence, setting φ� ϕ1
0� iϕ2

0 and observing that, if αk, βk are real-valued functions, one
has

(83) pαk� iβkqϕk
0 �

"
α1�β2

2
� i

β1�α2

2

*
φ�

"
α1�β2

2
� i

β1�α2

2

*
φ,

we get, with the aid of (43), at the point p0,

γ�f ζ0� �
k3� ik4�φ�

�
k3� ik4

	
φ

γ�f ζ1��1
2
�
L3� iL4�φ� 1

2

�
L3� iL4

	
φ

γ�f ζ2�� i
2
�
L3� iL4�φ� i

2

�
L3� iL4

	
φ

γ�f ζ3� 0.

It is therefore clear, using (46), that if γ f is 	 holomorphic, then f is � isotropic. To
prove the converse, we need to show that L3� iL4 � 0 implies k3� ik4 � 0. Towards this
aim we recall (68) and observe that, under the assumption L3� iL4 � 0, in particular
the coefficient of φ̄ must vanish, which is the claim.

Let us now further analyze the quantities kα defined in (53). For p¡ 2, consider
the condition

(84) Dγ P Lp
locpMq such that

��k3� ik4��¤ γ
��L3� iL4�� a.e.

Of course we have to check that this condition actually makes sense, since the quantities
involved depend on the choice of the Darboux frame. To this end we use (55) and (45)
and observe that if condition (84) holds for some Darboux frame, then for any other
Darboux frame we can estimate���rk3� irk4

���� r2
����k3� ik4� 1

2
px1� ix2qpL3� iL4q

����¤
¤ r2

�
γ� 1

2

��x1� ix2��
��L3� iL4��� r
�

γ� 1
2

��x1� ix2��
���rL3� irL4
���.

Therefore condition (84) still holds, provided we replace γ with another suitable func-
tion in Lp

locpMq.
Condition (84) can be paired with Lemma 5.1 to obtain many applications in

this context, starting with the following

PROPOSITION 6.1. Let f : M Ñ Q4 be an immersion satisfying (84). Then
either γ f is � holomorphic or the set I	 of 	 isotropic points of M is discrete.

Proof. Keeping in mind the expression (68) for the differential of the functions L3�
iL4, we use (84) in order to apply Lemma 5.1 to these functions. The claim then follows
readily.
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Let us now consider the canonical projection p : R6zt0u Ñ P5
R, sending x to its

projective class rxs. Given two Darboux frames e and re along f : M Ñ Q4, we have

p�re0reα � rBβ
α p�e0 eβ.

Indeed, since ppλxq � ppxq for every λ PR� and for every x PR6zt0u, then p�λxλ�xv�
p�xv, that is p�λxλv� p�xv. Therefore

p�re0reα � p�r�1e0
reα � p�e0prreαq � rBβ

α p�e0 eβ.

Hence, setting Eα � p�e0eα, we get

(85) rEα � rBβ
αEβ.

It follows that the bundle P over M locally spanned by E3,E4 is globally well defined.
Let Pc be its complexification and Pc � Pp1,0q

c `Pp0,1q
c the splitting of Pc into p1,0q and

p0,1q parts, locally spanned by E3� iE4 and E3� iE4 respectively. Observe that under
a change of Darboux frames, by virtue of (85) we have

(86) rE3� irE4 � re	ispE3� iE4q.
On the other hand, if φ � ϕ1

0� iϕ2
0 is the form that gives M its complex structure, by

(45), (86) and (41) we conclude that

µ	 �
�
L3	 iL4�pE3� iE4qbφbφ

are sections of the bundles

Pp0,1q
c bT�Mp1,0qbT�Mp1,0q and Pp1,0q

c bT�Mp1,0qbT�Mp1,0q

respectively, which are globally defined on M. Under assumption (84) we can deduce
that these sections either vanish identically or have isolated zeros with positive integer
multiplicities. Indeed, since φ is a holomorphic section of T�Mp1,0q, then

D B
Bz̄

µ	 � dpL3	 iL4q
� B
Bz̄



pE3� iE4qbφ2�pL3	 iL4qD B

Bz̄
pE3� iE4qbφ2

and now, using (68), assumption (84), and the fact that Pp1,0q
c and Pp0,1q

c are line bundles,
we have ���D B

Bz̄
µ	

���¤ γ|L3	 iL4|��E3� iE4��� γ}µ	}
for some γ P Lp

locpMq. Thus the sections µ	 satisfy a Cauchy-Riemann type inequality;
we can therefore apply Lemma 5.1 and deduce that they are of analytic type.

Assume now M compact. By virtue of Proposition 5.2, assuming γ f not �
holomorphic and letting zpµ	q be the sum of the orders of the zeros of µ	, using the
properties of the Chern classes of line bundles we obtain#

zpµ�q � �2χpMq�χ
�
Pp0,1q

c
���2χpMq�χpPq

zpµ�q � �2χpMq�χ
�
Pp1,0q

c
���2χpMq�χpPq.

We have therefore proved the following
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THEOREM 6.2. Let f : M Ñ Q4 be an immersed compact surface satisfying
(84). Then either γ f : M Ñ Q2

�
R6

�
is � holomorphic or

2χpMq ¤ �|χpPq|.

7. Willmore surfaces and S-Willmore surfaces

It is a known fact that an immersed surface f : M Ñ Qn is Willmore if and only if its
conformal Gauss map is harmonic (as was first proved in [16]). This fact can be proved
by directly computing the tension field of the conformal Gauss map, whose vanishing
turns out to be equivalent to condition (63). This result is summarized in the following

THEOREM 7.1. Let f : M ÑQn be an immersed oriented Riemann surface with
conformal Gauss map γ f : M Ñ Qn�2

�
Rn�2

�
. Then f is a Willmore surface if and only

if γ f is harmonic.

Let us now go back to surfaces in Q4. In this context the concepts of harmonicity
and � holomorphicity of the conformal Gauss map both make sense, and since �
holomorphicity implies harmonicity, we find that � isotropic surfaces in Q4 are in
particular Willmore surfaces.

In [9], Ejiri has introduced the notion of S-Willmore surface. In our setting,
with respect to a Darboux frame along f , the notion corresponds to the two following
conditions

(87)
paq Lαeα{{zLαeα

pbq kαeα{{Lαeα,

whose conformal invariance is apparent once we recognize that, at p P M, condition
(87a) is equivalent to����� L3 L4

L3 L4

������ 0 that is L3L4�L3L4 � 0,

and, by (50), this translates to
KNppq � 0.

On the other hand, condition (87b) can be expressed as

k3L4� k4L3 � 0,

so, by (56), condition (87b) is satisfied at p PM if and only if

ϑppq � 0.

Ejiri proved that, in the Riemannian setting, an S-Willmore surface is a Willmore sur-
face. This can be easily checked in our setting, too.
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PROPOSITION 7.1. Let f : M Ñ Q4 be an S-Willmore surface, namely an im-
mersed oriented Riemann surface such that KN � 0 and ϑ � 0. Then f is a Willmore
surface.

Proof. Suppose f is S-Willmore. In particular k3L4� k4L3 � 0 on M. Setting k3L4�
k4L3 � 0 in (73), we can deduce that, in particular,

p3
kkL4 � p4

kkL3.

Assume by contradiction that f is not a Willmore surface, that is, either p3
kk � 0 or

p4
kk � 0, say p3

kk � 0. Then we have

iKN � L3L4�L3L4 � p4
kk

p3
kk
pL3L3�L3L3q � 0

which contradicts (87a).

From the proof of Theorem 6.1, we have that γ f is � holomorphic if and only if
k3 ��ik4 and L3 ��iL4, hence in this case we automatically have ϑ� 0, so that

PROPOSITION 7.2. Let f : M ÑQ4 be a � isotropic immersed surface. Then f
is S-Willmore if and only if KN � 0 on M.

The next result is another application of Lemma 5.1.

PROPOSITION 7.3. Let f : M Ñ Q4 be an immersion without umbilical points
and such that the set of � isotropic points is not discrete. If f satisfies condition (84),
then f is S-Willmore.

Proof. By Proposition 6.1, f must be � isotropic. This implies ϑ� 0 and

KN ��ipL3L4�L3L4q � 	2
��L4��2 �	2

��L3��2.
Therefore KNppq � 0 if and only if p is an umbilical point, and the result follows.

8. Enneper-Weierstrass type representations for surfaces in Q4

So far we have considered immersions of oriented surfaces in the conformal sphere Q4
and we have associated to them certain maps with values in the conformal Grassman-
nian Q2

�
R6

�
, i.e. the conformal Gauss map. This map has some remarkable properties,

for instance it is holomorphic if and only if the original immersion is � isotropic. Now
we are going to do the converse: starting from a holomorphic map γ with values in
Q2

�
R6

�
we want to see if, and under what conditions, it is possible to retrieve a Q4-

valued map whose conformal Gauss map is exactly the map γ.
First of all, let us observe that, given a � isotropic immersion f : M Ñ Q4,

the conformal Gauss map γ f is constant if and only if f is totally umbilical, namely
f pMq � Q2, or equivalently WKp f q � 0 for any compact domain K �M.
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Let M be a Riemann surface and γ : M Ñ Q2
�
R6

�
a non constant holomorphic

map. Let φ be a (local) p1,0q-form defining the complex structure on M and let s : U �
Q2

�
R6

�ÑM:obp4q be a local section of pπ. Then

(88) γ�ζ0 � Λ0φ, γ�ζk � Λkφ, γ�ζ3 � Λ3φ,

where ζ0, ζk and ζ3 are defined as in (37) with respect to the section s. The vector Λ
of components Λ0, Λk, Λ3 is of analytic type, i.e. it either vanishes identically or has
isolated zeros. Indeed, let ω be such that dφ � iω^φ; then, differentiating (88) and
using (37) and the structure equations, we have

dpγ�ζ0q� dΛ0^φ�Λ0dφ� �
dΛ0� iΛ0ω

�^φ�
� γ�dζ0 ��γ�s�pΦ0

0� iΦ4
3q^Λ0φ� γ�s�Φ0

k ^Λkφ.

Hence �
dΛ0� iΛ0ω�Λ0γ�s�

�
Φ0

0� iΦ4
3
��Λkγ�s�Φ0

k

	
^φ� 0

and similarly for dpγ�ζkq and dpγ�ζ3q, so that we obtain$'&'%
dΛ0 ��iΛ0

�
ω� γ�s�Φ4

3� iγ�s�Φ0
0

��Λkγ�s�Φ0
k mod φ

dΛk ��iΛk
�
ω� γ�s�Φ4

3
��Λ jγ�s�Φk

j�Λ0γ�s�Φk
0�Λ3γ�s�Φ0

k mod φ
dΛ3 ��iΛ3

�
ω� γ�s�Φ4

3� iγ�s�Φ0
0

��Λkγ�s�Φk
0 mod φ.

Thus dΛa � Ψa
bΛb modulo φ, for some glp4,Cq-valued 1-form Ψ � pΨa

bq, namely the
vector Λ is a solution of the system

BΛ
Bz̄

�Ψ
� B
Bz̄



Λ

and, by Lemma 5.1 (but see also [7] for a direct proof of this case), the claim follows.
Since we assumed γ to be non constant, it follows that the zeros of Λ are isolated,

and in a neighborhood of any zero, Λ factorizes as Λ � ztrΛ, with rΛ � 0, z a local
holomorphic chart centered at the zero and t P N.

Since Q2
�
R6

�
can be identified with an open subset of a quadric in P5

C, the map
γ can be lifted to a smooth, C6zt0u-valued map tγu � e3� ie4, where e � s � γ : U �
M ÑM:obp4q (note that e is not necessarily an immersion, because in general γ is not).
Denoting ϕ� e�1de, we have

Λ0φ� γ�ζ0 � e�Φ0
3� ie�Φ0

4 � ϕ0
3� iϕ0

4,

Λkφ� γ�ζk � ϕk
3� iϕk

4,

Λ3φ� γ�ζ3 � ϕ5
3� iϕ5

4,

and since de� eϕ,

dtγu� ipe3� ie4qϕ3
4� e0pϕ0

3� iϕ0
4q� ekpϕk

3� iϕk
4q� e5pϕ5

3� iϕ5
4q �

� itγuϕ3
4�pΛ0e0�Λkek�Λ3e5qφ
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If p : C6zt0u Ñ P5
C is the canonical projection, then γ� p�tγu and

dγx � γ�x � p�tγupxqtγu�x � φ p�tγupxq
�

Λ0e0�Λkek�Λ3e5

	
.

The complex tangent line to the curve γpMq at the point γpxq is therefore the vec-
tor space spanned over C by the non-zero vector p�tγupxqpΛ0e0�Λkek �Λ3e5q. This
prompts us to define a new map, called the “derivative” of γ, γ1 : M Ñ P5

C which asso-
ciates to the point x PM the projectivization of the non-zero vector Λ0e0�Λkek�Λ3e5.
This map is trivially well defined and does not depend on the choice of the section s.

We will need to add the further assumption that γ1 be valued in the quadric
Q2

�
R6

�
; this happens if and only if the vector tpΛ0,Λk,0,0,Λ3q satisfies the equation

�2Λ0Λ3�ΛkΛk � 0.

DEFINITION 8.1. A map γ : MÑQ2
�
R6

�
will be called a totally isotropic holo-

morphic map if it is holomorphic, non constant, and if γ1 is valued in Q2
�
R6

�
.

Let rs be another local section of the bundle pπ : M:obp4qÑQ2
�
R6

�
, and re� rs�γ.

Then re� eK where K takes values in H0 as defined in (27). At any point p PM we can
therefore choose a section such that Λ3 � 0, hence Λ0 � a, Λ1 � λ and Λ2 � iλ, for
some a,λ PC. Since Λ is of analytic type, such sections can be locally smoothly chosen
in a neighborhood of p. The frame e corresponding to such section will be called an
isotropic frame, and the isotropy subgroup for such frames is exactly M:obp4qD as
defined in (15). With this choice of frame, (88) rewrites as

(89) γ�ζ0 � aφ, γ�ζ1 � λφ, γ�ζ2 � iλφ, γ�ζ3 � 0.

We can associate, to any totally isotropic holomorphic map γ, a map Jγ : M Ñ Q4 de-
fined as follows. Let e be any isotropic frame along γ and set Jγ � re0s. In this way Jγ is
well defined, because isotropic frames change by matrices in M:obp4qD. Differentiating
the second and third equalities of (89), we obtain

dpγ�ζ1q��ϕ1
0^ γ�ζ0�ϕ1

2^ γ�ζ2� iϕ4
3^ γ�ζ1�ϕ0

1^ γ�ζ3 �
� ��aϕ1

0� iλϕ1
2� iλϕ4

3
�^φ,

dpγ�ζ2q� p�aϕ2
0�λϕ2

1�λϕ4
3q^φ,

but on the other hand γ�ζ2 � iγ�ζ1, so we have��iaϕ1
0�λϕ1

2�λϕ4
3
�^φ� ��aϕ2

0�λϕ2
1�λϕ4

3
�^φ

that is, ia
�
ϕ1

0� iϕ2
0
�^φ� 0. Differentiating the last of (89) we get

0� dpγ�ζ3q � ��λϕ1
0� iλϕ2

0
�^φ.

Therefore we have obtained

a
�
ϕ1

0� iϕ2
0
�^φ� 0

λ
�
ϕ1

0� iϕ2
0
�^φ� 0
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Since Λ is of analytic type, outside a discrete set (the set of zeros of a and λ), we must
have

(90) ϕ1
0� iϕ2

0 � µφ

for some locally defined complex function µ, whose vanishing is independent of the
choice of the isotropic frame. Differentiating (90), we have

dµ^φ� iµω^φ� dϕ1
0� idϕ2

0 � µϕ0
0^φ� iµϕ1

2^φ,

that is
dµ��iµ

�
ω�ϕ1

2� iϕ0
0
�

mod φ.

Therefore µ is of analytic type, and so it either vanishes identically or has isolated
zeros.

Let us now consider an open set U � M where µ is nonzero and let e be an
isotropic frame along γ defined on U . Then e is trivially a zeroth order frame along Jγ,
since π� e� Jγ. Moreover, it is a first order frame, since from (89)

0� γ�ζ3 � ϕ3
0� iϕ4

0,

so ϕα
0 � 0. Also, Jγ is a conformal immersion on U , since the only points where Jγ is

not an immersion are the zeros of µ. In the case of µ vanishing identically, then Jγ is
constant. Indeed in this case not only ϕα

0 � 0, but also ϕ1
0 � ϕ2

0 � 0. So

dJγ � p�de0 � p�pe0ϕ0
0� eAϕA

0 q � ϕA
0 p�eA � 0

where p : R6zt0u Ñ P5
R is the canonical projection.

Thus, either Jγ is constant on M or it is a weakly conformal branched immersion.
Assume to be in this latter case; we will prove that an isotropic frame e along γ is a
Darboux frame along Jγ.

To this end we use (89) to deduce that

(91) γ�ζ2 � iγ�ζ1.

Now we set, as usual, ϕα
i � hα

i jϕ
j
0, hα

i j � hα
ji, and observe that

γ�ζk � e�pΦk
3� iΦk

4q � �ϕ3
k � iϕ4

k ��ph3
k j� ih4

k jqϕ j
0

and equation (91) is equivalent to the following system"
h3

1 j � h4
2 j

h3
2 j ��h4

1 j

which gives
h3

11 � h4
21 ��h3

22, h4
11 ��h3

21 ��h4
22.

Moreover, it is trivial to see that, outside the branch points of Jγ, we have γJγ � γ, and
Jγ is � isotropic, since γJγ is holomorphic by assumption.
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On the other hand, consider a weakly conformal branched immersion f : M Ñ
Q4 with the property that its Gauss map γ f can be continuously extended to the branch
points, and let e be any Darboux frame along f . If f is � isotropic (outside the branch
points), then γ f is holomorphic, and in this case, with the notations of (88), we have

Λ0 � k3� ik4, Λ1 ��1
2

�
L3� iL4�, Λ2 �� i

2

�
L3� iL4�, Λ3 � 0,

so that
�2Λ0Λ3�

¸
k

ΛkΛk � 0

and γ f is a totally isotropic map. Furthermore, Jγ f � f .
We have therefore proved the following

THEOREM 8.1. Let M be a Riemann surface. There is a bijective correspon-
dence between � isotropic, non totally umbilical, weakly conformal branched immer-
sions f : M Ñ Q4, whose conformal Gauss map can be continuously extended at the
branch points, and non constant, holomorphic, totally isotropic maps γ : M Ñ Q2

�
R6

�
with non constant associated map Jγ. The bijection is realized via the conformal Gauss
map.

Using an appropriate Grassmann bundle, we can extend the previous result so
as to include the totally umbilical surfaces.

Let us consider the product manifold Q4 �Q2
�
R6

�
and define Q2pQ4q as the

orbit of the point prη0s, rε3,ε4sq P Q4�Q2
�
R6

�
with respect to the natural left action

(defined componentwise) of the group M:obp4q. In other words

(92) Q2pQ4q � tprηs, rs1,s2sq | η� Pη0, s1 � Pε3, s2 � Pε4, P PM:obp4qu.
It is trivial to see that M:obp4q acts transitively on Q2pQ4q, the action being given, for
P PM:obp4q and prηs, rs1,s2sq P Q2pQ4q, by

Pprηs, rs1,s2sq � prPηs, rPs1,Ps2sq.
Let us compute the isotropy subgroup of the point prη0s, rε3,ε4sq. If P P M:obp4q fixes
the point prη0s, rε3,ε4sq, then in particular it must fix the first component, hence P must
be an element of G0, defined in (3), so it is bound to be of the form

P�
�� r�1 txA 1

2 r|x|2
0 A rx
0 0 r

�.

But, for Prε3s to belong to rε3,ε4s, we must have x3 � 0, A1
3 � A2

3 � 0 and analogously,
imposing Prε4s P rε3,ε4s, we deduce x4 � 0 and A1

4 � A2
4 � 0. Putting these condi-

tions together we find that P P M:obp4qD. Since in turn any element of M:obp4qD fixes
prη0s, rε3,ε4sq, we can conclude that the isotropy subgroup is exactly M:obp4qD. Hence
Q2pQ4q �M:obp4q{M:obp4qD is realized as a homogeneous space with projection

π̄ : M:obp4q Ñ Q2pQ4q
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given by
π̄ : P ÞÑ prPη0s, rPε3,Pε4sq,

that is, π̄� π�pπ. Also, we will denote by π̌ : Q2pQ4q Ñ Q4 the canonical projection

π̌ : prηs, rs1,s2sq ÞÑ rηs.
Observe that Q2pQ4q has a natural integrable complex structure defined as follows: let
ξ be a local section of the bundle π̄ : M:obp4q Ñ Q2pQ4q; then we declare the forms

(93)

σ�1 � ξ�Φ1
0� iξ�Φ2

0,

σ0 � ξ�Φ0
3� iξ�Φ0

4,

σk � ξ�Φk
3� iξ�Φk

4,

σ3 � ξ�Φ3
0� iξ�Φ4

0

a local basis of the space of the forms of type p1,0q over Q2pQ4q. In order to do this,
first we need to check that the ideal they generate is differential. Setting, for the sake
of simplicity, φ� ξ�Φ and using the structure equations, we have

dσ�1��σ�1^pφ0
0� iφ1

2q�φ1
3^φ3

0�φ1
4^φ4

0� iφ2
3^φ3

0� iφ2
4^φ4

0 �
��σ�1^pφ0

0� iφ1
2q� iσ1^φ4

0� iσ2^φ3
0�σ3^pφ1

3�φ2
4q

and likewise for the differentials of the other forms. Lastly, one can easily check that
the space generated by these forms is well defined, i.e., it is independent of the choice
of the section ξ.

PROPOSITION 8.1. The fibers of π̌ : Q2pQ4q ÑQ4 are integral submanifolds of
the (invariantly defined) Pfaffian system

(94)

#
σ�1 � 0
σ3 � 0.

Proof. Since Q2pQ4q � Q4�Q2
�
R6

�
, for prηs, rs1,s2sq P Q2pQ4q, we have

Tprηs,rs1,s2sqQ2pQ4q � TrηsQ4�Trs1,s2sQ2

�
R6

	
.

Thus, we can regard a tangent vector of Q2pQ4q as a pair pX ,V q with X P TrηsQ4 and
V P Trs1,s2sQ2

�
R6

�
. Now π̌ is the projection on the first component, so

π̌�prηs,rs1,s2sqpX ,V q � X

and
ker π̌�prηs,rs1,s2sq �

 p0,V q P Tprηs,rs1,s2sqQ2pQ4q
(

We want to prove that #
σ�1
prηs,rs1,s2sqp0,V q � 0

σ3
prηs,rs1,s2sqp0,V q � 0,
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or equivalently that, if ξ is a local section of π̄ : M:obp4q Ñ Q2pQ4q, then

ξ�ΦA
0 prηs,rs1,s2sqp0,V q � 0.

To this end we set g� ξprηs, rs1,s2sq and compute

ξ�ΦA
0 prηs,rs1,s2sqp0,V q�ΦA

0 gpξ�prηs,rs1,s2sqp0,V qq � �
Φgpξ�prηs,rs1,s2sqp0,V qq�A

0 �
�pg�1qAb

�
ξ�prηs,rs1,s2sqp0,V q�b

0,

where in the last equality we used the definition of the Maurer-Cartan form for classical
groups (see [1] or [3] for details):

ΦPpXq � P�1X .

Now take prrηs, rrs1,rs2sq in the domain of ξ, set rg� ξprrηs, rrs1,rs2sq and observe that

π̄pξprrηs, rrs1,rs2sqq � π̄prgq � prrgη0s, rrgε3,rgε4sq

and, since π̄�ξ� id,

prrηs, rrs1,rs2sq � pπ̄�ξqprrηs, rrs1,rs2sq � prrgη0s, rrgε3,rgε4sq.

In particular we have that rrηs � rrgη0s and

rrgη0s � rrg0s � rpξprrηs, rrs1,rs2sqq0s � rξ0prrηs, rrs1,rs2sqs,

that is, the projective class of the vector ξ0prrηs, rrs1,rs2sq coincides with that of rη. In
other words, calling

p : R6zt0u Ñ P5
R

the canonical projection, we find that ppξ0prrηs, rrs1,rs2sqq � pprηq. Hence p�ξ0 � π̌ and

pp�ξ0q�prrηs,rrs1,rs2sqp0,V q � π̌�prrηs,rrs1,rs2sqp0,V q � 0,

that is
p�ξ0prrηs,rrs1,rs2sqξ0�prrηs,rrs1,rs2sqp0,V q � 0.

Thus ξ0�prrηs,rrs1,rs2sqp0,V q P ker p�ξ0prrηs,rrs1,rs2sq, implying

ξ0�prrηs,rrs1,rs2sqp0,V q � λξ0prrηs, rrs1,rs2sq

for some λ P R. Therefore�
ξ�prηs,rs1,s2sqp0,V q�b

0 � λpξprηs, rs1,s2sqqb0 � λgb
0.

So eventually,
ξ�ΦA

0 prηs,rs1,s2sqp0,V q � λpg�1qAb gb
0 � λδA

0 � 0.
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Let us consider the canonical projection c : Q2pQ4q Ñ Q2
�
R6

�
defined by

cprηs, rs1,s2sq � rs1,s2s,

which makes the following diagram commutative

M:obp4q
π̄

����
��

��
�

pπ

��
>>

>>
>>

>

Q2pQ4q c // Q2
�
R6

�
that is, pπ� c� π̄.

PROPOSITION 8.2. The map c : Q2pQ4q Ñ Q2
�
R6

�
defined above is holomor-

phic.

Proof. Fix p0 � prηs, rs1,s2sq P Q2pQ4q and consider ξ a local section of the bundle
π̄ : M:obp4q Ñ Q2pQ4q, defined on a neighborhood of p0 and ς a local section of the
bundle pπ : M:obp4q Ñ Q2

�
R6

�
defined on a neighborhood of rs1,s2s. We have to show

that c�ζ0, c�ζk and c�ζ3, defined as in (37), are forms of type p1,0q.
Set g0 � ξpp0q. As in the proof of Theorem 6.1, we can assume that the section

ς satisfies ςppπpg0qq � g0, and

pς�pπq�pΦ0
αqg0 � pΦ0

αqg0 .

Then, observing that c� pπ�ξ, we have that�
c�ζ0�

p0
� �

ξ�pπ�ζ0�
p0
� ξ�

�pπ�ς�pΦ0
3� iΦ0

4q
�

g0
� ξ�Φ0

3g0
� iξ�Φ0

4g0
� σ0

p0
,

and analogously for c�ζk and c�ζ3.

DEFINITION 8.2. Let f : M Ñ Q4 be an immersed oriented surface. The con-
formal Gauss lift Γ f : M Ñ Q2pQ4q is defined as

Γ f � f � γ f ,

that is, given p P M and e any Darboux frame along f , defined on a neighborhood of
p,

Γ f � π̄� e;

in other words,
Γ f : p ÞÑ pre0sp, re3,e4spq.

We are now ready to state the generalization of Theorem 8.1.

THEOREM 8.2. Let M be a Riemann surface. There is a bijective correspon-
dence between� isotropic, weakly conformal branched immersions f : M ÑQ4 whose
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conformal Gauss map can be continuously extended at the branch points, and holomor-
phic maps Γ : M Ñ Q2pQ4q, solutions of the Pfaffian system"

σ3 � 0
σ2� iσ1 � 0

but not of σ�1 � 0. The bijection is realized via the conformal Gauss lift Γ f .

Proof. Let f : M Ñ Q4 be as in the statement of the theorem. Then, in order to show
that the conformal Gauss lift Γ f is holomorphic, we proceed as for the conformal Gauss
map γ f in the proof of Theorem 6.1. Let us fix p0 P M such that it is not a branch
point for f and choose a Darboux frame e along f defined on a neighborhood U of
p0 and a section ξ of the bundle π̄ : M:obp4q Ñ Q2pQ4q defined in a neighborhood of
Γ f pp0q. We set epp0q � g0; then since π̄ � pξ � π̄q � π̄, there must exist a function
K : π̄�1pUq ÑM:obpnqD such that, for every g P π̄�1pUq

ξpπ̄pgqq � gKpgq

and
pξ� π̄q�Φg � Kpgq�1g�1dgKpgq�Kpgq�1dKg

In particular we have

pξ� π̄q�Φk
0g �

�
Kpgq�1g�1dgKpgq�k

0

pξ� π̄q�Φ0
αg �

�
Kpgq�1g�1dgKpgq�0

α

pξ� π̄q�Φk
αg �

�
Kpgq�1g�1dgKpgq�k

α

pξ� π̄q�Φα
0 g �

�
Kpgq�1g�1dgKpgq�α

0 ,

because K�1dK is valued in the Lie algebra of the group M:obp4qD. Replacing, if
necessary, the section ξ with ξKpg0q�1, we can assume that

ξpπ̄pg0qq � g0

and hence

pξ� π̄q�Φk
0g0

�Φk
0g0

pξ� π̄q�Φ0
αg0

�Φ0
αg0

pξ� π̄q�Φk
αg0

�Φk
αg0

pξ� π̄q�Φα
0 g0

�Φα
0 g0

.

Therefore we can compute

(95)
�

Γ�f σ�1
	

p0
� �pξ� π̄� eq�pΦ1

0� iΦ2
0q
�

p0
� �

e�pΦ1
0� iΦ2

0q
�

p0
� φp0
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and likewise for σk and σ3. This proves the holomorphicity of Γ f outside the set of
branch points of f . But since f is continuous and by assumption γ f can be continuously
extended to the branch points, then Γ f � f � γ f is continuous on M, and therefore
holomorphic.

The same computation also proves that Γ f is a solution of the Pfaffian system
σ3 � 0, σ2� iσ1 � 0, since it is easily verified that

Γ�f σ3� 0,

Γ�f σ1��1
2
�
L3� iL4�φ

Γ�f σ2�� i
2
�
L3� iL4�φ.

Moreover, (95) assures that
Γ�f σ�1 � 0.

On the contrary, assume Γ : M Ñ Q2pQ4q is a holomorphic map such that Γ�σ3 � 0,
Γ�σ2 � iΓ�σ1 and Γ�σ�1 � 0 and define fΓ � π̌�Γ. For any local section ξ of π̄, the
map e� ξ�Γ is a local frame along fΓ, since

π� e� π�ξ�Γ� π̌� π̄�ξ�Γ� π̌�Γ� fΓ.

Moreover, let φ be a local p1,0q-form defining the complex structure on M; then, since
Γ is holomorphic, there must exist a smooth function µ� 0 such that

e�pΦ1
0� iΦ2

0q � Γ�σ�1 � µφ.

As usual, we set ϕ � e�Φ, so that the previous equality becomes ϕ1
0� iϕ2

0 � µφ. Dif-
ferentiating this last equality and using the structure equation we can deduce that

dµ��iµ
�
ω�ϕ1

2� iϕ0
0
�

mod φ,

where ω is such that dφ � iω^φ. Hence µ is of analytic type, and its zeros must be
isolated and of finite order, proving that fΓ is a weakly conformal branched immersion.
In addition, since by assumption Γ�σ3 � 0, we know that e is a first order frame along
fΓ. We can prove that e is actually a Darboux frame along fΓ using

(96) Γ�σ2 � iΓ�σ1.

Indeed, setting as usual ϕα
i � hα

i jϕ
j
0, hα

i j � hα
ji,

Γ�σk � e�pΦk
3� iΦk

4q � �ϕ3
k � iϕ4

k ��ph3
k j� ih4

k jqϕ j
0

and equation (96) becomes "
h3

1 j � h4
2 j

h3
2 j ��h4

1 j

which gives
h3

11 � h4
21 ��h3

22, h4
11 ��h3

21 ��h4
22.
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Now since e � ξ �Γ is a Darboux frame along fΓ, it makes sense to consider its con-
formal Gauss map, defined as usual as

γ fΓ � re3,e4s � pπ� e

outside the branch points of fΓ. We want to prove that γ fΓ can be continuously extended
at the branch points, and that the extension is holomorphic. To this end, we define
γ : M Ñ Q2

�
R6

�
as follows

(97) γ� c�Γ

and observe that Proposition 8.2 implies that γ is holomorphic. By the commutativity
of the following diagram

M:obp4q
π̄

����
��

��
�

pπ

��
>>

>>
>>

>

Q2pQ4q c //

π̌

����
��

��
�

Q2
�
R6

�

Q4 M
fΓ

oo

Γ
^^>>>>>>>> γ

??�������

we have that, on the open set where γ fΓ is defined,

γ fΓ � pπ� e� pπ�ξ�Γ� c� π̄�ξ�Γ� c�Γ� γ.

Therefore γ fΓ is holomorphic, hence fΓ is � isotropic. Lastly, we obviously have

Γ fΓ � π̄� e� π̄�ξ�Γ� Γ

and
fΓ f � π̌�Γ f � π̌� π̄� e� π� e� f ,

so the claim is proved.

9. Appendix: Euclidean vs conformal description of Willmore surfaces

We shall now compare the Riemannian structure of an isometric immersion F : Mm Ñ
Rn with its conformal counterpart. Let x , y denote the metric induced on M via F .
The Euclidean space Rn can be given the homogeneous structure Epnq{Epnq0, where

Epnq �
"�

1 0
z A



:

z P Rn,
A P SOpnq

*
,

Epnq0 �
"�

1 0
0 A



: A P SOpnq

*
� SOpnq.
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Via the Dirac-Weyl chart χ in (1), Rn is isometric to χpRnq � Qn endowed with its
homogeneous space structure

χpRnq � Epnq
Epnq0 �

M:obpnq
M:obpnq0 � Qn,

with

Epnq �
$&%
�� 1 0 0

z A 0
1
2 |z|2 tzA 1

�:
z P Rn,
A P SOpnq

,.-¤M:obpnq,

E0pnq �
$&%
�� 1 0 0

0 A 0
0 0 1

�: A P SOpnq
,.-¤M:obpnq0, M:obpnq0 as in (3).

We associate to F the immersion f � χ�F : MÑQn. Therefore, we have the following
commutative diagram:

Epnq
πE

��

i // M:obpnq
π

��

M
F // Rn

χ
// χpRnq i // Qn

where i : Epnq ãÑM:obpnq denotes the group inclusion. We shall identify Rn with χpRnq
and F with f � χ�F , when no possible confusion arises. The Maurer-Cartan form of
Epnq is i�Φ, where Φ is that of M:obpnq.

Let e : U � M Ñ Epnq be a zeroth order frame along F . If re is another frame,
then re� eK, where K has values in the subgroup Epnq0.

The Cartan connections ϕ� e�i�Φ and rϕ� re�i�Φ are related as follows:

prϕA
0 q � tApϕA

0 q , prϕA
Bq � tApϕA

BqA� tAdA,

the other forms being zero. Therefore, at every point there exists a frame such that
ϕα

0 � 0, and since the isotropy subgroup preserving such frames is

EpnqD �

$''&''%
����

1 0 0 0
0 A 0 0
0 0 B 0
0 0 0 1

���:
A P SOpmq
B P SOpn�mq

,//.//-
the reduction can be carried on smoothly around every point. This frames are called
Euclidean Darboux frames. In a Euclidean Darboux frame, the metric x , y is given
locally by

°
i ϕi

0b ϕi
0, the volume form dVe by ϕ1

0^ . . .^ ϕm
0 and, denoting with tEiu

the dual basis of tϕi
0u, the Levi-Civita connection ∇e is given by

∇eEi � ϕ j
i bE j.
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From the structure of EpnqD, there is a natural, well defined (Euclidean) normal bundle
NeM ÑM given, in a neighbourhood of every p PM, by the span of teαu. The normal
connection on NeM is defined by setting ∇Keα � ϕβ

αb eβ.
Differentiating ϕα

0 � 0 and using the structure equations and Cartan’s lemma we
obtain that there exist bα

i j � bα
ji such that ϕα

i � bα
i jϕ

j
0. The tensor

II � bα
i jϕ

j
0bϕi

0b eα

is the Riemannian second fundamental form.
Now we view the frames as sections of the larger bundle M:obpnq Ñ Qn, that is,

for every e : M Ñ Epnq we consider i� e : M ÑM:obpnq. In this setting, since

pi� eq�Φ� e�pi�Φq � ϕ,

a Euclidean Darboux frame e gives rise to a first order conformal frame i� e. For sim-
plicity, we still denote i � e with e. By (11), for every conformal first order frame,
differentiating ϕα

0 � 0 gives ϕα
i � hα

i jϕ
j
0, so that we deduce hα

i j � bα
i j. To have a confor-

mal Darboux frame, we set

K �

����
1 0 tH |H|2

2
0 I 0 0
0 0 I H
0 0 0 1

���, where Hα � 1
m

hα
kk �

1
m

bα
kk

is the α-th component of the mean curvature vector H. Then, by (13), re � eK is
Darboux and

(98) rhα
i j � bα

i j�
1
m

bα
kkδi j � bα

i j�Hαδi j,

so that the definition we gave in Section 2 of umbilic points coincides with the standard
definition in the Riemannian setting. The Willmore functional (26) can be written as

WΩp f q � 1
m

»
Ω
|II�x , ybH|mdVe.

In particular, for surfaces in Rn, via Gauss Equations 2K � 4|H|2�|II|2 (K the Gaus-
sian curvature of M) and Gauss-Bonnet theorem the Willmore functional for compact
surfaces M without boundary has the familiar expression

W p f q �
»

M
|H|2dVe�χpMq.

Under re� eK, the whole set of forms changes as follows:

(99)
rϕ0

i � Hαp 1
2 Hαδi j�bα

i jqϕ j
0 ��Hαpϕα

i � 1
2 Hαϕi

0q, rϕ0
α � dHα�Hβϕβ

α,rϕα
i � pbα

i j�Hαδi jqϕ j
0,

rϕ0
0 � ϕ0

0 � 0, rϕA
B � ϕA

B.
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Since reα � eα and rϕα
β � ϕα

β , there is a natural isomorphism between the Euclidean
normal bundle NeM with its normal connection ∇K and the conformal normal bundle
N locally spanned by treαu, with the connection ∇ given by (23). Substituting (98) and
(99) in (17) and simplifying we get

hα
i jkϕk

0 � dbα
i j�bα

ikϕk
j�bα

k jϕ
k
i �bβ

i jϕ
α
β � p∇eIIqαi jkϕk

0,

showing that thα
i jku coincide with the coefficients of the covariant derivative of II with

respect to the natural connection (still called ∇e) on T�MbT�MbNeM. It follows
that

pα
k �

1
m

hα
iik �

1
m
p∇eIIqαiik � p∇KHqαk ,

where the last equality follows from the linearity of ∇e and the fact that, by the very
definition of ∇eII, the covariant derivative on the NeM part of T�MbT�MbNeM is
computed with respect to the normal connection ∇K. Substituting in (59) we obtain

(100)

pα
ikϕk

0 � drp∇KHqαi s�p∇KHqαk ϕk
i �p∇KHqβi ϕα

β�
�pbα

ji�Hαδ jiqp 1
2 HβHβδ jk�Hβbβ

jkqϕk
0

pα
ik � p∇K∇KHqαik�� 1

2 |H|2bα
ik� 1

2 |H|2Hαδik�Hβbβ
jkbα

ji�HαHβbβ
ik,

where the norm of H is meant with respect to the metric on NeM. Taking traces we
deduce

pα
kk � p∆KHqα�Hβbβ

ikbα
ik�m|H|2Hα,

∆K being the Laplacian on NeM. In particular, when M is a surface of Rn, by Theorem
4.2 the Euler-Lagrange equations of the Willmore functional are

p∆KHqα�Hβbβ
ikbα

ik�2|H|2Hα � 0, 3¤ α¤ 4.

which reduces, for n� 2, to

∆H�2pH2�KqH � 0.
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COMPLEX STRUCTURES ON NILPOTENT LIE ALGEBRAS
AND DESCENDING CENTRAL SERIES

This article is dedicated to the memory of Sergio Console, my colleague and friend

Abstract. We study the algebraic constraints on the structure of nilpotent Lie algebra g,
which arise because of the presence of an integrable complex structure J. Particular attention
is paid to non-abelian complex structures. Constructed various examples of positive graded
Lie algebras with complex structures, in particular, we construct an infinite family Dpnq of
such algebras that we have for their nil-index spDpnqq:

spDpnqq �
�

2
3

dimDpnq
�
.

Introduction

The Newlander-Nirenberg theorem [14] implies that a left-invariant complex structure
on a real simply connected Lie group G can be defined as an almost-complex structure
J on the tangent Lie algebra g of G (J is a linear endomorphism of g such that J2 ��1)
satisfying the integrability condition (vanishing of the Nijenhuis tensor):

rJX ,JY s � rX ,Y s� JrJX ,Y s� JrX ,JY s, @X ,Y P g.

Extending an almost complex structure J on the complexification gC it is easy to see
that the integrability condition is equivalent to the following one: the eigen-spaces
gC
�i of J corresponding to the eigen-values �i are (complex) subalgebras of gC. If

they are abelian subalgebras then the complex structure J is called abelian. It was
proved in [8] that a Lie group G admitting a left-invariant abelian complex structure
has to be solvable. On the another hand an abelian complex structure is nilpotent [15].
The study of nilpotent complex structures on nilmanifolds (nilpotent Lie algebras) was
the subject in [6]. The properties of nilmanifolds with abelian complex structures is
much more studied than the general case. For instance, the Dolbeault cohomology of a
nilmanifold with an integrable abelian complex structure can be expressed in terms of
the corresponding Lie algebra cohomology ([5], [6]).

Existing finite list of all real 6-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebras up to iso-
morphism [13] allowed S.Salamon in [15] distinguish among them algebras admitting
integrable complex structures, spend their classification from this point of view. In his
cassification there are examples of Lie algebras that admit only non-abelian complex
structures (as well as examples of Lie algebras that does not admit any complex struc-
ture). This approach does not work in the following even dimension 8, where, on the

*This work is supported by the Russian Science Foundation under the grant 14- 11-00414.
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one hand, such a classification does not exist, on the other hand - there are infinite
families of pairwise nonisomorphic nilpotent algebras.

Another way is to find a priori algebraic constraints expressed in terms of the
nil-index, the dimensions of the ideals of descending central series, the first Betti num-
ber, etc., which narrow the range of possible candidates to possess an integrable com-
plex (or a hypercomplex) structure. This approach has been implemented in [7], [8],
where the authors managed to classify 8-dimensional real nilpotent algebras admitting
hypercomplex structure, despite the lack of a general classification.

As an example of an algebraic constraints, which we discussed above, we can
cite the following general result by Goze and Remm [11] that a filiform Lie algebra
g (i.e. a nilpotent Lie algebra with the value of nil-index spgq � dimg� 1) does not
admit any integrable complex structure. Later this result was extended to the class of
so-called quasi-filiform Lie algebras, i.e. nilpotent Lie algebras with spgq � dimg�2
[9]. An important role in the last proof was played by the classification of all naturally
graded quasi-filifrom Lie algebras [10].

In this article we prove a general estimate (18):

codimg4 � dimg�dim rg, rg, rg,gsss ¥ 5.

From this estimate one can deduce the main result of [11] as a corollary.
The main purpose of this article is to study nilpotent algebras admitting (non-

abelian) complex structures in high (arbitrary) dimensions. This requires a stock of ex-
amples of such algebras. As suitable examples we propose to study positively graded
Lie algebras. On the one hand it is more easy to study them (cohomology computa-
tions) on the other hand they have quite interesting properties. In addition, any nilpotent
algebra can be obtained as a special deformation of a positively graded Lie algebra.

The Theorem 6.1 claims that for the maximal value sp2nq of nil-index spgq of
2n-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebras g admitting a complex structure we have the
following estimates (25): �

4n
3

�
¤ sp2nq ¤ 2n�2.

It follows from [15] that sp6q� 4. It appears possible to prove that sp8q� 5 and improve
the estimates (25) for higher dimensions.

1. Nilpotent Lie algebras

The sequence of ideals of a Lie algebra g

g1 � g � g2 � rg,gs � . . . � gk � rg,gk�1s � . . .

is called the descending central sequence of g.
A Lie algebra g is called nilpotent if there exists a natural number spgq such

that:
gspgq�1 � rg,gspgqs � 0, gspgq � 0.
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spgq is called the nil-index of the nilpotent Lie algebra g and g is called spgq-step
nilpotent Lie algebra. Thus one can regard an abelian Lie algebra as 1-step nilpotent.

EXAMPLE 1. The Heisenberg algebra h2k�1 is defined by its basis x1,y1, . . . ,xk,yk,z
and the commutating relations:

rxi,yis � z, i� 1, . . . ,k.

REMARK 1.1. In the sequel we will omit trivial relations rei,e js � 0 in the
definitions of Lie algebras.

The Heisenberg Lie algebra h2k�1 is 2-step nilpotent.

Let consider the sequence of positive integers

apgq � �
a1pgq, . . . ,aspgqpgq

�
,

where
aipgq � dimpgi{gi�1q, i� 1, . . . ,spgq.

We have the following estimates on aipgq:

a1pgq � dimpg{rg,gsq ¥ 2, aipgq ¥ 1, i� 2, . . . ,spgq.

DEFINITION 1.1. Let pm1,m2, . . . ,msq be a sequence of positive integers. We
will call a nilpotent Lie algebra g of type pm1,m2, . . . ,msq if spgq � s and

aipgq � dimgi{gi�1 � mi, i� 1, . . . ,spgq.

REMARK 1.2. Obviously

a1pgq� � � ��akpgq � dimpg{gk�1q,k � 1, . . . ,spgq.

It immediately follows, that we have the following estimate:

dimg� a1pgq� � � ��aspgq ¥ spgq�1.

DEFINITION 1.2. A finite dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra g is called filiform
if spgq � dimg�1.

REMARK 1.3. A Lie algebra g is filiform if and only if it is of the type p2,1,1, . . . ,1q.

EXAMPLE 2. The Lie algebra m0pnq that is defined by its basis e1,e2, . . . ,en
and the commutating relations:

re1,eis � ei�1, i� 2, . . . ,n�1,

is obviously an example of a filiform Lie algebra.
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DEFINITION 1.3. A finite dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra g is called quasi-
filiform if spgq � dimg�2.

Obviously a quasi-filiform Lie algebra g is either of type p3,1, . . . ,1q or of type
p2,1, . . . ,1,2,1, . . . ,1q (the last case means that a1pgq � arpgq � 2 for some positive
integer r,3 ¤ r ¤ 2n�2, and aipgq � 1, i � 1,r). It was proved in [10] that r must to
be odd (apriori it is not evident). We will prove this assertion later as an elementary
corollary of Vergne’s calculation [17] of the two-cohomology H2pm0pnq,Rq.

The direct sum of Lie algebras m0pnq`R provides us with a simplest possible
example of a quasi-filiform pn�1q-dimensional Lie algebra of the type p3,1, . . . ,1q.

The ideals gk of the descending central sequence define a decreasing filtration
of the Lie algebra g

rgk,gls � gk�l .

DEFINITION 1.4. The graded Lie algebra

grg�à
k�1
pgrgqk, pgrgqk � gk{gk�1,

is called the naturally graded Lie algebra associated with g.

DEFINITION 1.5. A graded Lie algebra

g�à
k�1

gk, rgk,gls � gk�l .

is called naturally graded if there is an isomorphism φ : gÑ grg and φpgkq � pgrgqk.

REMARK 1.4. Let g � `k�1gk be a finite dimensional naturally graded Lie
algebra then it is nilpotent and

dimgk � akpgq, k � 1, . . . ,spgq, gk � 0, k ¥ spgq�1.

THEOREM 1.1 (M. Vergne [17]). Let g � `k�1gk be a naturally graded n-
dimensional filiform Lie algebra then

1) if n� 2k�1, then g is isomorphic to m0p2k�1q;
2) if n� 2k, then g is isomorphic either to m0p2kq or to the Lie algebra m1p2kq,

defined by its basis e1, . . . ,e2k and commutating relations:

re1,eis � ei�1, i� 2, . . . ,2k�1; re j,e2k�1� js � p�1q j�1e2k, j � 2, . . . ,k.

REMARK 1.5. In the settings of the Theorem 1.1 the gradings of the algebras
m0pnq, m1pnq are defined as g1 � Spanpe1,e2q, gi � Spanpei�1q, i� 2, . . . ,n�1.

The first classification of naturally graded quasi-filiform Lie algebras was ob-
tained in [10] but there were some omissions in the classification list that were corrected
in [9].
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2. Lie algebra cohomology and central extensions

Let us consider the cochain complex of a Lie algebra g with dimg� n:

K d0ÝÑ g� d1ÝÑ Λ2pg�q d2ÝÑ . . .
dn�1ÝÑ Λnpg�q Ñ 0

where d1 : g� Ñ Λ2pg�q is the dual mapping to the Lie bracket r , s : Λ2gÑ g,
and the differential d (that is a collection of dp) is a derivation of the exterior algebra
Λ�pg�q that continues d1:

dpρ^ηq � dρ^η�p�1qdegρρ^dη, @ρ,η P Λ�pg�q.
The condition d2 � 0 is equivalent to the Jacobi identity in g.

The cohomology of pΛ�pg�q,dq is called the cohomology (with trivial coeffi-
cients) of the Lie algebra g and is denoted by H�pgq. One can easily remark that H1pgq
is isomorphic to pg{rg,gsq�.

Let us define a family tVlg
�u of subspaces in g�:

1) V0g
� � t0u,

2) V1g
� � Kerd1, d1 f pX ,Y q � f prX ,Y sq,

3) Vlg
� � t f P g� : d1 f P Λ2pVl�1g

�qu, l ¥ 2.

t0u �V1g
� � �� � �Vlg

� �Vl�1g
� � . . .

The first subspace V1g
� is the annihilator of g2�rg,gs and it is isomorphic to

the first cohomology H1pgq. Supposing by induction that Vl�1g
� annihilates gl one can

remark that d1 f P Λ2pVlg
�q iff d1 f pX ,Y q � f prX ,Y sq vanishes for all X P g and Y P gl

( f annihilates the subspace gl). Hence Vlg
� is the annihilator of gl�1. Also we have

alpgq � dimgl{gl�1 � dimVl�1g
�{Vlg

�.

Now the nilpotency condition for a Lie algebra g can be interpreted in a following
way: a non-abelian g is s-step nilpotent iff there exists a positive integer s such that
Vsg

� � g� and Vs�1g
� � g�.

Recall that an one-dimensional central extension of a Lie algebra g is an exact
sequence

(1) 0ÑKÑ rgÑ gÑ 0

of Lie algebras and their homomorphisms, in which the image of the homomorphism
KÑ rg is contained in the centre of the Lie algebra g. An extension

0ÑKÑK`gÑ gÑ 0

corresponds to the cocycle c PΛ2pg�q, where the Lie bracket in K`g is defined by the
formula

rpλ,gq,pµ,hqs � pcpg,hq, rg,hsq.
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It can be checked directly that the Jacobi identity for this Lie bracket is equivalent to c
being cocycle and that to cohomologous cocycles correspond equivalent (in a obvious
sense) extensions.

If g is a Lie algebra of the finite dimension dimg � n defined by its basis
e1, . . . ,en and the structure relations

rei,e js �
ņ

k�1

ck
i jek,

then the algebra rg from (1) can be defined by its basis re1, . . . ,ren,ren�1 and the structure
relations

rrei,re js �
ņ

k�1

ck
i jrek� cprei,re jqren�1, 1¤ i  j ¤ n;

rrei,ren�1s � 0, i� 1, . . . ,n.

(2)

Vergne calculated H2pm0pnq,Rq [17], it is spanned by the following homoge-
neous basic cocycles:

e1^en,

#
ω2k�1 �

k�2̧

l�0

p�1qle2�l^e2k�1�l ,3¤ 2k�1¤ n

+
.

For instance

ω5 � e2^e3,ω7 � e2^e5� e3^e4,ω9 � e2^e7� e3^e6� e4^e5.

The total number of basic cocycles are equal to the number of positive odd integers that
are less or equal to n.

dimH2pm0pnq,Rq �
�

n�1
2

�
.

One can consider a one-dimensional central extension of m0pnq that corresponds to
cocycle ω2k�1. We will denote it by m2k�1

0 pnq.

PROPOSITION 2.1. The Lie algebra m2k�1
0 pnq is a naturally graded quasi-filiform

Lie algebra of the type p2,1, . . . ,1,2,1, . . . ,1q with a2k�1pm2k�1
0 pnqq � 2.

Proof. We have the following structure relations of m2k�1
0 pnq:

rre1,reis � rei�1, i� 2, . . . ,n�1,

rre2,re2k�1s � �rre3,re2k�2s � � � � � p�1qkrrek,rek�1s � ren�1,
(3)

re2k�1 P m2k�1
0 pnq2k�2 and re2 P m2k�1

0 pnq1. Hence ren�1 P m2k�1
0 pnq2k�1. Also re2k P

m2k�1
0 pnq2k�1. On the another hand ren�1 commutes with all other elements, hence

m2k�1
0 pnqi �m0pnqi, i� 2k�2, . . . ,n�2.
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3. Integrability condition

DEFINITION 3.1. An almost-complex structure J on a Lie algebra g (i.e. J is a
linear endomorphism of g such that J2 ��1) satisfying the integrability condition

(4) rJX ,JY s � rX ,Y s� JrJX ,Y s� JrX ,JY s, @X ,Y P g

is called a complex structure on g.

EXAMPLE 3. Let us consider the direct sum h2k�1`R, where the one-dimensional
abelian R is spanned by w. One can define an operator J on h2k�1`R:

Jxi � yi,Jyi ��xi i� 1, . . . ,k; Jz� w, Jw��z.

J2 � �1 and J satisfies the Nijenhuis condition. In fact J satisfies to an identity even
stronger than (4).

DEFINITION 3.2. An almost complex structure J on a Lie algebra g is said to
be an abelian complex structure iff

(5) rJX ,JY s � rX ,Y s, @X ,Y P g.

Obviously if an almost complex structure satisfies (5) it satisfies the Nijenhuis
condition (4). J from Example 1 is an abelian complex structure. It was proved in [8]
that a real Lie algebra admitting an abelian complex structure has to be solvable.

Extending an almost complex structure J on the complexification gC we have a
splitting

gC � gC
�i`gC

i ,

where gC
�i � tx��iJx : x P gu are the eigen-space of the complexification of J corre-

sponding to the eigen-values �i. It is easy to see that:
1) J is integrable iff both gC

�i are (complex) subalgebras of gC;

2) J is an abelian complex structure iff gC
�i are abelian subalgebras of gC.

One can point out another one important case:
3) the eigen-spaces gC

�i of J are ideals of gC.
The last condition is equivalent to the following one:

(6) rJX ,Y s � JrX ,Y s, @X ,Y P g.

And it is the definition of a complex Lie algebra structure, i.e. pg,Jq can be regarded
as a complex Lie algebra.

EXAMPLE 4. Let us consider a Lie algebra m0pnqR,n ¥ 2 defined by its basis
x1,y1,x2,y2, . . . ,xn,yn and the structure relations:

rx1,xis � ryi,y1s � xi�1, rx1,yis � ry1,xis � yi�1, i� 2, . . . ,n�1.
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2n-dimensional Lie algebra m0pnqR is pn�1q-step nilpotent.
An almost complex structure J on m0pnqR that is defined by Jyi � xi i� 1, . . . ,n

satisfies (6) and pm0pnqR,Jq is isomorphic to the complex filiform Lie algebra m0pnq.

Now we are going to start study of complex structures on nilpotent Lie alge-
bras. Let g a nilpotent Lie algebra with integrable complex structure J and tg ju its
descending central sequence.

An ideal gl is not in general an invariant subspace with respect to J. One can
consider glpJq � gl � Jgl – the smallest J-invariant subspace of g containing gl . We
have a decreasing sequence of J-invariant subspaces

g1pJq � g � g2pJq � rg,gs� Jrg,gs � . . . � gspgqpJq � t0u.
PROPOSITION 3.1 (S.Salamon, [15]).

rglpJq,glpJqs � gl�1pJq.
Proof. One can take arbitrary X1,X2,Y1,Y2 P gl . Then

rX1� JY1,X2� JY2s � rX1,X2s� rJY1,X2s� rX1,JY2s� rJY1,JY2s.
The first three summands on the right part of the equality are obviously in gl�1. It fol-
lows from the integrability condition (4) that rJY1,JY2s is in gl�Jgl as all commutators
rY1,Y2s, rJY1,Y2s, rY1,JY2s P gl�1.

COROLLARY 3.1. A subspace glpJq is a subalgebra in gpJq and an ideal in
gl�1pJq for all l.

PROPOSITION 3.2 (S. Salamon, [15]).

g2pJq � rg,gs� Jrg,gs � g� g1pJq.
Proof. Let assume that g2pJq � g, then exists 2¤ j0 ¤ spgq such that

g j0pJq � g, g j0�1pJq � g.

It follows that rg,gs � rg j0pJq,g j0pJqs � g j0�1pJq � g, the subspace g j0�1pJq is J-
invariant, hence Jrg,gs � g j0�1pJq also. Combining these results we have an inclusion

g2pJq � rg,gs� Jrg,gs � g j0�1pJq � g

that contradicts to our initial assumption.

4. Minimal models and complex structures

Given a Lie algebra g with an integrable complex structure J. One can consider its
conjugate J (we will keep the same notation for it) acting on g�.

J f pXq � f pJXq, f P g�,X P g.
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Proceeding to the complexification of J we have a splitting

(7) pg�qC � Λ1,0`Λ0,1,

where Λ1,0 � t f � iJ f : f P g�u and Λ0,1 � t f � iJ f : f P g�u are the eigen-spaces of
the complexification of J that correspond to the eigen-values �i respectively. Also we
have Λ1,0 � pgC

i q� and Λ0,1 � pgC
�iq�.

The splitting (7) induces a decomposition

ΛkppgCq�q � à
p�q�k

Λp,q,

where Λp,q � ΛpppgC
i q�qbΛqppgC

�iq�q is the subspace of pp,qq-forms relative to J.
For a given subspace a� g let us denote by aann its annihilator in g�:

aann � t f P g�| f pXq � 0,@X P au .

Now one can consider an obvious lemma:

LEMMA 4.1. Let a and b be two subspaces of g then

dbann � aann^g�

if and only if ra,as � b.

Proof. Let f P bann. Then d f P aann^g�, or

d f pX ,Y q � f prX ,Y sq � 0,@X ,Y P a,

if and only if, rX ,Y s P b,@X ,Y P a.

COROLLARY 4.1. Let a be a subspace of a Lie algebra g. The ideal Ipaannq
generated by the annihilator aann in the exterior algebra Λpg�q is d-closed

daann � aann^g�

if and only if a is a Lie subalgebra of g.

Now we can view Λ1,0 as the annihilator of the Lie subalgebra gC
�i and applying

Corollary 4.1 rewrite again the integrability conditions:
1) (4) holds for an almost complex structure J iff

dΛ1,0 � Λ2,0`Λ1,1;

2) the abelian property (5) holds for J iff

dΛ1,0 � Λ1,1;
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3) J is a complex Lie algebra structure (6) iff

dΛ1,0 � Λ2,0.

Let us consider an increasing sequence of complex subspaces in Λ1,0:

V 1,0
0 � t0u �V 1,0

1 � �� � �V 1,0
spgq � Λ1,0,

where
V 1,0

l � pVlg
�qCXΛ1,0, l � 0,1, . . . ,spgq.

REMARK 4.1. V 1,0
1 is the subspace of closed holomorphic 1-forms.

PROPOSITION 4.1. V 1,0
l is the annihilator of rgl�1 � gl�1pJqC�gC

�i.

Proof. �
pgl�1qC�gC

�i

	ann
� pVlg

�qCXpgC
�iqann �V 1,0

l .

But in the same time
gl�1pJqC�gC

�i � pgl�1qC�gC
�i,

because X � iJX P gC
�i, @X P pgl�1qC.

PROPOSITION 4.2. rgl � pglqC�gC
�i�glpJqC�gC

�i is a Lie subalgebra of gC,
moreover

rrgl ,rgls � rgl�1.

Applying Lemma 4.1 and the previous two propositions we obtain

COROLLARY 4.2 ([15]).

dV 1,0
l �V 1,0

l�1^pgCq�.

However we need to precise this statement

LEMMA 4.2.

(8) dV 1,0
l �V 1,0

l�1^pVl�1g
�qC.

Proof. V 1,0
l � pVlg

�qCXΛ1,0 is a subspace in pVlg
�qC and hence

dV 1,0
l � dpVlg

�qC � pVl�1g
�qC^pVl�1g

�qC.

The intersection of two subspaces V 1,0
l�1^pgCq� and pVl�1g

�qC^pVl�1g
�qC gives the

answer.
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THEOREM 4.1 ([15]). A real nilpotent 2n-dimensional Lie algebra g admits an
integrable complex structure if and only if pgCq� has a basis tω1, . . .ωn, ω̄1, . . . ω̄nu
such that

dωl�1 P Ipω1, . . .ωlq, l � 0, . . . ,n�1,

where Ipω1, . . .ωlq is an ideal in Λ�ppgCq�q generated by ω1, . . .ωl .

COROLLARY 4.3 ([15]). A nilpotent Lie algebra g admits an abelian complex
structure if and only if pg�qC has a basis tω1, . . .ωn, ω̄1, . . . ω̄nu such that

dωi�1 P Λ1,1pω1, . . .ωi, ω̄1, . . . ω̄iq, i� 0, . . . ,n�1,

EXAMPLE 5. Define a graded Lie algebra Bpnq � `n
l�1Bl such that:

dimBl � 2, l � 1,2, . . . ,n.

Let xl ,yl denote basic elements in Bl for l � 1, . . . ,n. Then a Lie algebra structure of
Bpnq is defined by:

rx1,y1s � y2, rx1,xls � ry1,yls � xl�1, rx1,yls � rxl ,y1s � yl�1, l � 2,3, . . . ,n�1.

One can define an abelian complex structure J:

Jxl ��yl , Jyl � xl , l � 1,2, . . . ,n.

Taking 1-forms ωl � xl � iyl , l � 1,2, . . . we have

dω1 � 0, dω2 � 1
2

ω̄1^ω1,dω3 � ω̄1^ω2, . . . ,dωn � ω̄1^ωn�1.(9)

Obviously Bpnq is n-step nilpotent Lie algebra and real 1-forms x1,y1,x2 are closed.
Moreover dimH1pBpnqq � b1pBpnqq � 3.

REMARK 4.2. A complex structure J on a nilpotent Lie algebra g corresponding
to a basis tω1, . . .ωn, ω̄1, . . . ω̄nu of g� such that

dωi�1 P Λ2pω1, . . .ωi, ω̄1, . . . ω̄iq, i� 0, . . . ,n�1,

was called in [6] a nilpotent complex structure.

One can give an invariant definition of nilpotent complex structure.

DEFINITION 4.1 ([15]). An almost complex structure J on a Lie algebra g is
called (integrable) nilpotent complex structure if for all l � 1, . . . ,spgq,

dV 1,0
l �V 1,0

l�1^pV 1,0
l�1`V 0,1

l�1q.
PROPOSITION 4.3. A nilpotent 2n-dimensional Lie algebra g admits a complex

Lie algebra structure, i.e. g can be regarded as a n-dimensional Lie algebra over C, if
and only if pg�qC has a basis tω1, . . .ωn, ω̄1, . . . ω̄nu such that

dωi�1 P Λ2pω1, . . .ωiq, i� 0, . . . ,n�1.
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Obviously an abelian complex structure and a complex Lie algebra structure are
examples of nilpotent complex structures. However there are examples of nilpotent Lie
algebras that admit only non-nilpotent complex structures.

EXAMPLE 6 (S. Salamon, [15]). Let us consider the 6-dimensional Lie algebra
g6,8 defined by its basis e1, . . . ,e6 and structure relations:

re1,e2s � e3, re1,e3s � e4, re2,e3s � e5, re1,e4s � re2,e5s � e6.

One can verify that an almost complex structure J on g6,8 defined by

Je1 ��e2,Je2 � e1, Je4 ��e5,Je5 � e4, Je3 � e6,Je6 ��e3,

is integrable and non-abelian.
Proceeding to the dual picture (taking the dual basis e1,e2, . . . ,e6 of g�6,8) we

have the following relations for the differentials of basic forms:

de1 � 0, de2 � 0, de3 � e1^e2, de4 � e1^e3, de5 � e2^e3, de6 � e1^e4� e2^e5.

Now let us consider the complexification pgC
6,8q� and complex forms

ω1 � e1� ie2, ω2 � e4� ie5, ω3 � e6� ie3.

They are a basis of holomorphic forms Λ1,0pgC
6,8q�.

Now one can verify the formulas

dω1 � 0, dω2 � ω1^ i
2
pω̄3�ω3q, dω3 � 1

2
pω1^ω̄2� ω̄1^ω2q� 1

2
ω1^ω̄1.

One can generalize this example for an arbitrary even dimension dimg¥ 6.

EXAMPLE 7. A Lie algebra Cpn�1q,n¥ 3,: let w2,wn�1,xl ,yl , l � 1,3,4, . . .,n,
be its basis. Structure constants are defined by:

rx1,y1s�z2, rx1,w2s�x3, ry1,w2s�y3, rx1,xns�ry1,yns�wn�1,

rx1,xls�ry1,yls�xl�1, ry1,xls�rx1,yls�yl�1, l � 3, . . .,n�1.
(10)

We define a complex structure J:

Jw2 � wn�1,Jwn�1 ��w2,Jxl ��yl , Jyl � xl , l � 1,3,4, . . . ,n.

Taking 1-forms ω2 � wn�1� iw2,ωl � xl � iyl , l � 1,3,4, . . . ,n, we have

dω1 � 0, dω2 � ω1^ i
2
�
ω̄n�1�ωn�1� ,dω3 � ω̄1^ω2, . . . ,

dωn � ω̄1^ωn�1, dωn�1 � 1
2
�
ω1^ω̄n� ω̄1^ωn�� 1

2
ω1^ ω̄1.

(11)
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5. Integrable complex structures and algebraic constraints

Consider again the decreasing sequence of Lie subalgebras gkpJq:
(12) g� g1pJq � g2pJq � � � � � gspgqpJq � t0u.
We have already noted that the first inclusion in this sequence is strict, but this is not
necessarily so for the other inclusions.

Recall the example 6 of the 6-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra g6,8 endowed
with the non-abelian complex structure J. g6,8 is 4-step nilpotent and one can easily
remark that

g6,8 � g2
6,8pJq � g3

6,8pJq � g4
6,8pJq � t0u,

where
g2

6,8pJq�Spanpe3,e4,e5,e6q�g3
6,8pJq, g4

6,8pJq�Spanpe5,e6q.
Let E denotes the total number of equalities in the sequence (12).

Obviously we have the following estimate:

(13) 2pspgq�Eq ¤ dimg,

it follows from the fact that the dimension dimgkpJq decreases at each strict inclusion
at least by two.

PROPOSITION 5.1. Let g be a Lie algebra endowed by nilpotent complex struc-
ture. Then we have the following estimate on its nil-index:

(14) spgq ¤ 1
2

dimg.

Proof. It follows that for a nilpotent complex structure J in the decreasing sequence
(12) all inclusions are strict, i.e. E � 0. The Example 5 shows that our estimate on nil-
index of nilpotent Lie algebras with nilpotent or abelian complex structures is sharp.

The estimate (14) of nil-index have not been discussed in [6], although it easily
follows from the arguments there.

REMARK 5.1 ([6]). Another restriction imposed on the algebraic structure of g
by the existence of a nilpotent complex structure was the following estimate [6]:

b1pgq � dimg�dim rg,gs ¥ 3.

This estimate follows from the properties of the canonical basis ω1, ω̄1, . . . ,ωn, ω̄n in
pg�qC. Real and imaginary parts of ω1 are linearly independent closed forms. If dω2 �
0 then it evidently follows that b1pgq ¥ 4. If dω2 � 0 one can choose ω2 such that
dω2 �ω1^ ω̄1, but the 2-form ω1^ ω̄1 is pure imaginary and hence the real part of ω2

must to be closed, that gives us at least three linearily independent closed real 1-forms.

The complex Lie algebra structure J can be regarded as abelian complex struc-
ture as we have seen. But in order to have sharp estimates we have to precise our
estimates.
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PROPOSITION 5.2. If a real nilpotent Lie algebra g admits a complex Lie alge-
bra structure, then

(15) spgq ¤ 1
2

dimg�1, b1pgq � dimg�dim rg,gs ¥ 4.

Proof. The 2n-dimensional real Lie algebra g can be regarded as a complex n-dimensional
Lie algebra and hence

spgq ¤ n�1� 1
2

dimg�1.

Its first cohomology groupe H1pgq as a complex space has dimension at least 2. Hence
dimg� dim rg,gs � b1pgq ¥ 4. The Lie algebra mR

0 pnq from Example 4 shows that
these estimates are sharp.

As we have already noticed, the nil-index spgq of even-dimesional real nilpo-
tent Lie algebra g can exceed the value 1

2 dimg if we have positive number E ¡ 0 of
equalities in the sequence (12).

LEMMA 5.1. Let k ¥ 2 and

(16) gk�1pJq � gkpJq � gk�1pJq � � � � � gk�ppJq � gk�p�1pJq, p¥ 1,

where the first and the last inclusions are strict. Then

dimgk�p�1�dimgk�p�2 ¥ 2.

Proof. The condition (16) is equivalent to the dual one

V 1,0
k�1 �V 1,0

k �V 1,0
k�1 � �� � �V 1,0

k�p �V 1,0
k�p�1, k ¥ 2.

Let us consider ω P V 1,0
k�p�1,ω R V 1,0

k�p. Fix a base ω1
1, . . . ,ω

j1
1 of V 1,0

1 . Add

thereto new elements ω1
2, . . . ,ω

j2
2 (if necessary) to obtain a basis of V 1,0

2 . Continue this
process sequentially. In the last step we add 1-forms ω1

k , . . . ,ω
jk
k P V 1,0

k such that the
whole set

ω1
1, . . . ,ω

j1
1 ,ω1

2, . . . ,ω
j2
2 , . . . ,ω1

k , . . . ,ω
jk
k ,

would form a basis of V 1,0
k . It follows from (4.2) that

dω�Ω� ω1
1^ξ1

1��� ��ω j1
1 ^ξ j1

1 �
¸

2¤m¤k,1¤l¤ jm

ωl
m^ξl

m,

ωl
m PV 1,0

m , ξl
m PVk�p�mpg�qC, 1¤ m¤ k, 1¤ l ¤ jm.

(17)

Consider two inclusions g2 � g2pJq � g. We recall that the second one is strict.
We choose a basis in the annihilator g2pJqann and complete it (if necessary, i.e. g2 �
g2pJq) to a whole basic of V1g. We denote the elements that we add by

e1
1, . . . ,e

r
1.
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Remark that
ω1

1, . . . ,ω
j1
1 , ω̄1

1, . . . , ω̄
j1
1 ,e1

1, . . . ,e
r
1,

is a basis of subspace V1pg�qC. We denote by

e1
k ,e

2
k , . . . ,e

jk
k , 2¤ k ¤ spgq,

linear independent 1-forms such that

Vkg� Spanpe1
k ,e

2
k , . . . ,e

jk
k q`Vk�1g, 2¤ k ¤ spgq.

It is obvious that

VkpgqC � SpanCpe1
k ,e

2
k , . . . ,e

jk
k q`Vk�1pgqC, 2¤ k ¤ spgq.

PROPOSITION 5.3. Cohomology classes rΩs and rΩ̄s are linearly independent
in kerφk�p � H2pΛ2pVk�ppg�qCqq, where the mapping in the cohomology

φk�p : H2pΛ2pVk�ppg�qCqq Ñ H2ppg�qCq,

is induced by the inclusion of exterior d-algebras

Λ�pVk�ppg�qCq Ñ Λ�ppg�qCq.

Proof. Among ξ1
1, . . . ,ξ

j1
1 there is at least one ξk0

1 that belongs to Vk�ppg�qC and does
not belong to Vk�p�1pg�qC (otherwise Ω PΛ2pVk�p�1pg�qCq and hence ω PVk�ppg�qC
which contradicts to our choice of ω).

We decompose ξk0 into a linear combination of basis vectors:

ξk0
1 �

mk�p¸
j�1

A j,k�pe j
k�p�

¸
1¤r¤mq,1¤q¤k�p�1

Ar,qer
q�

j1̧

t�1

Btωt
1�

j1̧

s�1

Csω̄s
1.

There is l0,1¤ l0 ¤ jm, such that Al0,k�p � 0. Hence

Ω� Al0,k�pωk0
1 ^ el0

k�p�Ω1, Al0,k�p � 0.

The key observation is that in the expansion of Ω there is no term proportional to ω̄k0
1 ^

el0
k�p. On the other hand, the expansion of an arbitrary coboundary dρ,ρ P Vk�ppg�qC

can not contain terms ωk0
1 ^ el0

k�p and ω̄k0
1 ^ el0

k�p, because

dρ P Λ2pVk�p�1pg�qCq, ρ PVk�ppg�qC.

Thus the cohomology classes rΩs and rΩ̄s are linearly independent in kerφk�p.
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EXAMPLE 8. Consider again Example 6. In the first step we chose ω1, ω̄1 as a
basis of V1pg6,8qC. The kernel of the cohomology map induced by the inclusion

Λ2pω1, ω̄1q Ñ Λ2ppg�6,8qCq,

is one-dimensional and it is spanned by rω1^ ω̄1s � �2ire1^ e2s. In the second step
V 1,0

1 �V 1,0
2 and we added a new generator e3 in order to kill the kernel kerφ1:

de3 � e1^ e2 � i
2

ω1^ ω̄1.

The third step. We have a strict inclusion V 1,0
2 �V 1,0

3 and and we took ω2, which
together with ω1 constitutes the basis of the subspace V 1,0

3 . Thus the following equality
holds

dω2 �Ω2 � ω1^ e3.

The cocycles Ω2 � ω1 ^ e3 and Ω̄2 � ω̄1 ^ e3 are obviously linearly independent in
Λ2pω1, ω̄1,e3q. An arbitrary 2-coboundary has the form αω1^ ω̄1,α PC. Hence coho-
mology classes rΩ2s and rΩ̄2s are linearly independent in kerφ2 in 2-cohomology and
they span this kernel. So we add new generators ω2, ω̄2 and kill kerφ2.

The last step. Again we have a strict inclusion V 1,0
3 �V 1,0

4 . We add ω3 and get
a basis ω1,ω2,ω3 of Λ1,0:

dω3 �Ω3 � 1
2
�
ω1^ ω̄2� ω̄1^ω2�� 1

2
ω1^ ω̄1.

The kernel of the cohomology map induced by the inclusion

Λ2pω1, ω̄1,e3,ω2, ω̄2q Ñ Λ2ppg�6,8qCq,

is one-dimensional and it is spanned by rΩ3s � rω1^ω̄2�ω̄1^ω2s � 2re1^ e4� e2^
e5s.

We see that
Ω3� Ω̄3 � ω1^ ω̄1 � dp�2ie3q.

So in this case 2-classes Ω3 and Ω̄3 are linearly dependent in kerφ3. There is no
contradiction with Lemma 5.1, because we have the case of two consecutive strict
inclusions:

V 1,0
2 �V 1,0

3 �V 1,0
4 .

PROPOSITION 5.4. Let g be a nilpotent Lie algebra endowed with an integrable
complex structure and dimg¥ 6. Then we have the following estimate:

(18) dimg�dimg4 � dimg�dim rg, rg, rg,gsss ¥ 5.
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Proof. Our assertion is necessary to prove only for Lie algebras g with the first Betti
number b1pgq � 2 (for all other Lie algebras our inequality holds automatically). In
this case forms ω1, ω̄1 span the space V1pg�qC and

dω2 � ω1^ξp0q,ξp0q PVkpg�qC,k ¥ 2,ξp0q RVk�1pg�qC.

If ξp0q PV1pg�qC then either ω2 is closed or ω1^ξp0q is proportional to ω1^ ω̄1 which
is pure imaginary form and hence in this case the real part of ω2 has to be closed and it
condradicts to the assumption that b1pgq � 2.

We see that dξp0q � ω1^ξp1q,ξp1q PVk�1pg�qC.
Continuing step-by-step process, we get at the end two linearly independent

2-cocycles

ω1^ξpk�2q � ω1^pαe3�βω1�γω̄1q, ω̄1^ ξ̄pk�2q � ω̄1^pᾱe3�β̄ω̄1�γ̄ω1q,
where de3 � e1^e2, ω1 � e1�ie2 and α� 0. Hence

dimV3pg�qC�dimV2pg�qC ¥ 2,

which means that dimg3�dimg4 ¥ 2, Finally we have�
dimg�dimg2�� �

dimg2�dimg3�� �
dimg3�dimg4�¥ 5.

As an elementary corollary we get the result obtained by Goze and Remm [11]:

COROLLARY 5.1. A filiform Lie algebra g does not admit any integrable com-
plex structure.

Proof. It follows from the definition that for an arbitrary filiform Lie algebra g the
following equality holds on:

dimg�dimg4 � 2�1�1� 4.

6. Main example

EXAMPLE 9. Define a positively graded Lie algebra Dpnq �`n
l�1Dl such that:

dimDlpnq �
"

1, l � 2k, l ¤ n;
2, l � 2k�1, l ¤ n.

Let v2k�1,u2k�1 denote basic elements in D2k�1pnq and w2k in D2kpnq respectively.
Then a Lie algebra structure of Dpnq is defined by:
(19)

rvi,w js�
"

ui� j, i� j ¤ n;
0, i� j ¡ n.

, rw j,uls�
"

v j�l , j�l ¤ n;
0, j�l ¡ n.

, rul ,vis�
"

wl�i, l�i¤ n;
0, l�i¡ n.

We recall that indexes i, l (index j) in (19) are taking odd (even) positive integer values.
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REMARK 6.1. Dp4q is isomorphic to the algebra g6,8 from the Example 6.

PROPOSITION 6.1. Dpnq is naturally graded nilpotent Lie algebra and

dimDpnq �

$''&''%
6m, n� 4m,
6m�2, n� 4m�1,
6m�3, n� 4m�2,
6m�5, n� 4m�3,

, spDpnqq � n.

Proof. It is easy to see that

Dpnq2 � rDpnq,Dpnqs � `n
l�2Dl .

Continue this process step-by-step we have that

Dpnqm � �
Dpnq,Dpnqm�1��`n

l�mDl , m� 2, . . . ,n.

Hence Dpnqm{Dpnqm�1 � Dmpnq that proves that Dpnq is naturally graded. The for-
mulas for the dimension and nil-index can be easily verified.

PROPOSITION 6.2. The positively graded (nilpotent) Lie algebras Dp4mq and
Dp4m�1q admit complex structures.

Proof. Define an almost complex structure J on Dp4mq by

(20) Jv2l�1 � u2l�1, l � 0,1, . . . ,2m�1, Jw4k�2 � w4k�4, k � 0,1, . . . ,m�1.

The proof consists of verifying the integrability condition (4) for basic elements u j,vk,wm.
To define a complex structure on Dp4m�1q one should add to (20) one relation:

(21) Jv4m�1 � u4m�1, Ju4m�1 ��v4m�1.

Taking the duals ur,vp,wl one can define the following 1-forms for k� 1,2, . . . ,m�1:

ω3k � w4k�2� iw4k,

ω3k�1 � u4k�1� iv4k�1,

ω3k�2 � u4k�3� iv4k�3,

(22)

It follows from (19) that

(23) dur �
¸

i� j�r

vi^w j, dvp �
¸

i� j�p

wi^u j, dwl �
¸

i� j�l

ui^v j.

One can easily write out the formulae for the differentials dωi:

dω1 � 0, dω2 ��ω1^iw2, dω3 � 1
2
pω1^ω̄2� ω̄1^ω2q� i

2
ω1^ω̄1,

dω4 ��ω1^iw4�ω2^iw2, dω5 ��ω1^iw6�ω2^iw4�ω4^iw2,

dω6 � 1
2
pω1^ω̄5�ω̄1^ω5q� 1

2
pω2^ω̄4�ω̄2^ω4q� i

2
pω1^ω̄4�ω̄1^ω4q� i

2
ω2^ω̄2,

. . . , . . .

(24)
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Remark that the algebras Dp4m�2q and Dp4m�3q are odd-dimensional ones.

PROPOSITION 6.3. Graded Lie algebras Dp4m�2`R and Dp4m�3`R are
p6m�4q-dimensional and p6m�6q-dimensional respectively and they admit complex
structures defined by (20) and (21) with the additional relation

Jw4k�2 � t, Jt ��w4k�2.

Obviously spDp4m�2q`Rq � 4m�2 and spDp4m�3q`Rq � 4m�3 because the new
generator t belongs to the centre of our algebra.

We proved the Theorem

THEOREM 6.1. Let sp2nq denotes the maximal value of nil-index spgq of 2n-
dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra g that admits a complex structure. Then we have the
following estimates:

(25)
�

4n
3

�
¤ sp2nq ¤ 2n�2.

REMARK 6.2. It follows from [15] that sp6q � 4. But it appears possible to
improve the estimates (25) for dimensions 2n¥ 8.
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REPRESENTATIONS AND INVARIANTS OF LINKS IN LENS
SPACES

Abstract.
We analyze different representations of knots and links in lens spaces, as disk diagrams,

grid diagrams, mixed diagrams; together with the associated moves describing the knot/link
equivalence. Using such representations we study some invariants of these type of knots/links,
as fundamental group of the complement, Alexander polynomial, twisted Alexander polyno-
mial, HOMFLY-PT polynomial and lifting in the 3-sphere. Some of these results are pre-
viously unpublished.

1. Introduction

Knot theory is a widespread branch of geometric topology. Although the classical the-
ory regards knots and links in the 3-sphere, the cases where the ambient is a more
general (compact) 3-manifolds are recently widely investigated. In this work we fo-
cus on lens spaces, the simplest class of closed non-simply connected 3-manifolds: we
review some results on the knot/link theory in these spaces and state a few open prob-
lems. The study of this kind of knots is also relevant for the Berge conjecture [24], in
theoretical physics [38] and in biology [6].

Knots/links in lens spaces may be represented with different techniques, as disk
diagrams [9], grid diagrams [1], band diagrams [27], mixed link diagrams [29] and
other methods. In this work we describe some of these representations, together with
the moves describing the equivalence of the associated knots/links, which generalize
the Reidemester moves for the case of the 3-sphere.

Using these representations, “Wirtinger type” presentations for the fundamental
group of the knot/link complements are given. We discuss whether or not a knot in a
lens space is determined by its complement. Moreover, we describe some polynomial
invariants such as the Alexander and twisted Alexander polynomials and the HOMFLY-
PT polynomial.

Another point of view for the investigation of knots/links in lens spaces is to
considering the lift of them in the 3-sphere, under the standard universal covering. In
this setting, we present an algorithm producing a classical diagram for the lift, starting
from a disk diagram of the link in the lens space. Using this construction we describe
examples of different knots and links in Lpp,qq with the same lift, showing that the lift
is not a complete invariant for knots/links in lens spaces.

The aforementioned results can be found in [9, 32, 31].

*This work was supported by the “National Group for Algebraic and Geometric Structures and Their
Applications" (GNSAGA-INdAM).
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2. Preliminaries

Let S3 �tpz1,z2q PC2 | |z1|2�|z2|2 � 1u be the 3-sphere and let p,q PN, with gcdpp,qq�
1 and p � 0. The lens space Lpp,qq is the quotient of S3 by the action of the cyclic
group of order p generated by the homeomorphism θp,q : S3 Ñ S3,

θp,qpz1,z2q � pz1e
2πi
p ,z2e

2πiq
p q.

Clearly Lp1,0q � S3 and Lp2,1q �RP3. Since we are interested in lens spaces different
from S3, we always assume p ¡ 1, and therefore q ¡ 0. Note that Lpp,qq inherit an
orientation from the natural orientation of S3 induced by C2,

There are a few of notions of “equivalence” for links in a compact 3-manifold
M. We are interested in the following two:

• diffeo-equivalence: two links L and L1 in M are diffeo-equivalent if there exists
a diffeomorphism h : M ÑM such that hpLq � L1

• isotopy equivalence: two links L and L1 in M are isotopy equivalent if there
exists a continuous map H : M�r0,1s ÑM such that h0 � idM , h1pLq � L1 and
ht is an diffeomorphism of M for each t P r0,1s, where htpxq :� Hpx, tq.
Obviously isotopy equivalent links are also diffeo-equivalent. In S3, there are

only two isotopy classes of diffeomorphism: the orientation preserving one and the
orientation reversing one. So if two links L,L1 � S3 are diffeo-equivalent, then L is
isotopy equivalent to L1 or to its mirror image. In Lpp,qq we have the following result.

Theorem 1 ([5], [26]). Let Dp,q � π0pDiffeopLpp,qqqq, (resp. D�
p,q � π0pDiffeo�pLpp,qqqq)

be the group of diffeomorphism (resp. orientation preserving diffeomorphisms) of the
lens space Lpp,qq, up to isotopy. We have:

• Dp,q �D�
p,q � Z2`Z2 if q2 � 1 mod p and q��1 mod p;

• Dp,q � Z4 and D�
p,q � Z2 if q2 ��1 mod p and p� 2;

• Dp,q � Z2 and D�
p,q � 1 if p� 2;

• Dp,q �D�
p,q � Z2, otherwise.

Sometimes, we will need to deal with oriented links: we say that two oriented
link L,L1 are diffeo-equivalent if the diffeomorphism h and its restriction to L are ori-
entation preserving; isotopy equivalent if the restriction of the diffeomorphism h1 to L
is orientation preserving.

3. Representations of links in lens spaces

There are many different ways to represent links in lens spaces, arising from the differ-
ent models of the lens spaces. In this section we focus on three of them: disc diagrams,
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grid diagrams and mixed link diagrams. Moreover, for each diagrammatic represen-
tation, we describe a complete set of moves corresponding to isotopy equivalence on
links, while a complete set of moves for diffeo-equivalence can be found in [8].

Nevertheless these are not the only ones: other different representations are, for
example, band diagrams introduced in [27] or punctured disk diagrams, described in
[18], both relying on the Dehn surgery representation of Lpp,qq.

Having so many different representation, it is important to know how to pass
from one to another: in [30] it is described how to pass from a disc diagram to both a
grid and a band diagram.

3.1. Disk diagram representation and moves

The disc diagram representation, developed in [9], has been used fruitfully to describe
and study the lift of a link under the universal covering map θp,q : S3 Ñ Lpp,qq (see
Section 5).

The model used for lens spaces, which is also called the “prism” model (see [40,
§9B]), is the following. Let p and q be two coprime integers such that 0 ¤ q   p. Let
B3 � tpx1,x2,x3q PR3 | x2

1�x2
2�x2

3 ¤ 1u and denote with E� and E� the upper and the
lower closed hemisphere of BB3, respectively. The intersection of the plane x3 � 0 with
B3 is the equatorial disk B2

0. Moreover we set N � p0,0,1q and S� p0,0,�1q. Consider
the rotation gp,q : E�Ñ E� of 2πq{p radians around the x3-axis and the reflection
f3 : E�Ñ E� with respect to the plane x3 � 0 (see Figure 1).

B
0

2

E
+

E

2πq/p

x

x
2

x
3

x
1

g
p,q

f
3
◦g

p,q 
(x)

N

S

-

Figure 1: A model for Lpp,qq.

The lens space Lpp,qq is the quotient of B3 under the equivalence relation on
BB3 which identifies x PE� with f3�gp,qpxq PE�. Denote by F : B3 Ñ Lpp,qq � B3{ �
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the quotient map. Note that on the equator BB2
0 � E�XE� each equivalence class con-

tains p points. The lens space Lpp,qq has a natural orientation induced by the standard
orientation of B3 � R3.

Let L � Lpp,qq be a link and consider L1 � F�1pLq. By moving L via a small
isotopy in Lpp,qq, we can suppose that L1 is a disjoint union of closed curves embedded
in intpB3q and arcs properly embedded in B3 not containing N and S. Denote with
p : B3 � tN,Su Ñ B2

0 the projection defined by ppxq � cpxq X B2
0, where cpxq is the

euclidean circle (possibly a line) through N, x and S. Project L1 using p|L1 : L1Ñ B2
0.

As in the classical case, we can assume, by moving L via a small isotopy, that
the projection p|L1 : L1Ñ B2

0 of L1 is regular, namely:

• the projection of L1 contains no cusps;

• all auto-intersections of ppL1q are transversal;

• the set of multiple points is finite, and all of them are actually double points;

• no double point is on BB2
0.

Moreover, in BB2
0 each point is equivalent to other p� 1 points, so we assume

that L1 is disjoint from BB2
0 in order to have stability in the diagram under small iso-

topies of the link. As a consequence, boundary points in the diagram are coupled under
the equivalence �.

+1
−1

+2

−2+3 −3 +4

−4

N

x

p(x)

S

Figure 2: A link in Lp9,1q and its corresponding disk diagram.

Finally, double points are endowed with underpasses and overpasses instruc-
tions as in the diagrams of links in S3. A disk diagram of a link L in Lpp,qq is a regular
projection of L1 � F�1pLq on the equatorial disk B2

0, with specified overpasses and
underpasses (see Figure 2). If the link L is oriented, then any diagram of L inherits
an orientation. In order to make the disk diagram more comprehensible, the boundary
points of the projection of L1 are indexed as follows: first, assume that the equator BB2

0
is oriented counterclockwise if we look at it from N and fix a point P0 on it (for example
p1,0,0q); then, according to this orientation and starting from P0, label with�1, . . . ,�t
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the endpoints of the projection of the link coming from the upper hemisphere, and
with �1, . . . ,�t the endpoints coming from the lower hemisphere, respecting the rule
�i � �i (see an example in Figure 2). Note that t is exactly the number of arcs in the
disc diagram, and that the central angle subtended by the points labelled with �i and
�i is 2πq{p and so identifies the lens space.

R3

R2

R1

R4

R5

R6

R7

+1

−1

+2
−2

+1

−1

+2
−2

−2
−1

+1
+2

−1

+2

−2

+1

−1

+2

+1

−2

−1

+1

+j

−i

Figure 3: Equivalence moves on a disk diagram.

PROPOSITION 3.1 ([9]). Two disk diagrams of links in Lpp,qq represent isotopy
equivalent links, if and only if they are connected by a finite sequence of the seven
Reidemeister type moves depicted in Figure 3.

Note that the move R7 is due to the assumption that L1XBB2
0 �H, as depicted

in Figure 4.

3.2. Grid diagrams and moves

We describe the representation developed [1] and the corresponding equivalence moves.
This representation relies on the construction of lens spaces via Heegaard splittings and
has been used to generalized to Lpp,qq invariants of skein type as the HOMFLY-PT
polynomial (see Subsection 7.2) and of homology type, as the Link Floer Homology
(see [1]).

Let V � S1 �D2 be a solid torus and set T 2 � BV � S1 �S1. We can obtain
Lpp,qq by gluing together the boundaries of two copies V1,V2 of V , as follows. On
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CB
C

B

C
B

Figure 4: Avoiding BB2
0 in Lp9,1q.

BV1 � S1�S1 consider the two (oriented*) curves α � S1�Q and β � P�S1, where
P,Q are fixed points on S1. The isotopy type of an homeomorphism f on the torus
depends only on the homological class of f pβq: if we glue V1 and V2 by an orientation
reversing homeomorphism φp,q : BV2 ÑBV1 sending the curve β to the curve qβ� pα,
we obtain the lens space Lpp,qq where the orientation is induced by a fixed orientation
of V . In Figure 5 the case Lp5,2q is illustrated.

φ5,2

V1 V2

Figure 5: Heegaard splitting of Lp5,2q.

In order to introduce the notion of (toroidal) grid diagram, we consider T 2 as
the quotient R2{Z2, where Z2 is the lattice generated by the vectors p1,0q and p0,1q. A
(toroidal) grid diagram G in Lpp,qq, with grid number n, is a 5-tuple pT 2,α,β,O,Xq
satisfying the following conditions (see Figure 6 for an example in Lp4,1q with grid
number 3):

• α � tα0, . . . ,αn�1u are the images in T 2 of the n lines in R2 described by the
equations y � i{n, for i � 0, . . . ,n� 1; the complement T 2 �pα0Y . . .Yαn�1q
has n connected open annular components, called the rows of the grid diagram;

• β � tβ0, . . . ,βn�1u are the images in T 2 of the n lines in R2 described by the
equations y�� p

q px� i
pn q, for i� 0, . . . ,n�1; the complement T 2�pβ0Y . . .Y

* We assume that α and β are oriented such that the algebraic intersection between α and β is one.
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X O
XO

X O

10 2 3

10 2 3 0

3

α 0

α 1

α 2

α 0

β1 β0β2 β0β1 β0β2 β1 β0β2 β1 β0β2
α 0

α 1

α 2

α 0

β1 β0β2 β1 β0β2 β1 β0β2 β1 β0β2

Figure 6: From a grid diagram with grid number 3 to its corresponding link in Lp4,1q.

βn�1q has n connected open annular components, called the columns of the grid
diagram;

• O � tO0, . . . ,On�1u (resp. X � tX0, . . . ,Xn�1u) are n points in T 2�pαYβq
called markings, such that any two points in O (resp. X) lie in different rows and
in different columns.

In order to make the identifications of the diagram boundary easier to under-
stand, it is possible to perform the “shift” depicted in Figure 6. Notice that, if we
forget about identifications, the curve β0 divides the rectangle of a grid diagram into p
adjacent squares, called boxes of the diagram.

A grid diagram G represents an oriented link L � Lpp,qq obtained as follows.
First, denote with Vα and Vβ two solid tori having α and β as meridians, respectively.
Clearly VαYT 2 Vβ is a genus one Heegaard splitting representing Lpp,qq. Then connect

(1) each Xi to the unique O j lying in the same row with an arc embedded in the row
and disjoint from the curves of α,

(2) each O j to the unique Xl lying in the same column by an arc embedded in the
column and disjoint from the curves of β,

obtaining in this way a union of curves immersed in T 2. Finally remove the double
points, pushing the lines of (1) into Vα and the lines of (2) into Vβ. The orientation on L
is obtained by orienting any horizontal arc connecting the markings from X to O. Note
that a pair of markings X and O in the same position corresponds to a trivial component
of the link (see Figure 22).

By [1, Theorem 4.3], each link L� Lpp,qq can be represented by a grid diagram.
The idea of the proof is a PL-approximation with orthogonal lines of the link projection
on the torus.

In order to relate isotopy equivalent links we introduce some moves on grid
diagram. A pX : NW q-grid stabilization is the move depicted in Figure 7. It increases
the grid number by one. Similarly we can define stabilization with respect to a O
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marking and/or with NE,SW and SE arrangements. The opposite move is called grid
destabilization.

X O
X O

X O

Figure 7: An example of (de)stabilization.

A grid commutation is a move that interchanges either two adjacent columns
or two adjacent rows. Let A be the union of the closed vertical (resp. horizontal)
annuli containing the two considered columns (resp. rows) c1 and c2. The rows (resp.
columns) divide A into pn parts: denote with s1 and s2 the two parts containing the
markings of c1. A commutation is called interleaving if the markings of c2 are in
different components of A�ps1Y s2q, and non-interleaving otherwise (see Figure 8).

X O
XO

XO
X O

X O
XO

XO
X O

Figure 8: An example of non-interleaving commutation.

PROPOSITION 3.2 ([1]). Two grid diagrams in Lpp,qq represent the same link,
up to isotopy, if and only if there exists a finite sequence of (de)stabilizations and non-
interleaving commutations connecting them.

In [2, 11] an algebraic representation of links in 3-manifolds is developed via
braid group of punctured surfaces, generalizing the plat representation of links in S3

(see [3]). Such representation relies on Heegaard decompositions of the 3-manifolds,
as well as grid presentation, in the case of Lpp,qq. In this setting an open problem is
the following one.

Question 1. Is it possible to interpret the moves on a grid diagrams in terms of braids
of punctured surfaces, under the generalized plat decomposition?

3.3. Mixed link diagrams representation and moves

In this subsection we analyze a representation of links in lens spaces arising from the
Dehn surgery model of lens spaces: mixed link diagrams (for detailed reference see
[29]). One of the main features of this representation is that from the diagram it is
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possible to find a presentation for the fundamental augmented rack invariant: this is a
classifying invariant for irreducible links having the form of an algebraic structure that,
roughly speaking, encodes the equivalence due to Reidemeister-type moves (see [16]).
Moreover, mixed link representation is strictly connected to punctured disc diagram
representation introduced in [18] and used for finding a tabulation for knots and links
in lens spaces.

We start by recalling the general definition of Dehn surgery in a general 3-
manifold, since we will need it in Section 4. Let K be a knot in a orientable 3-manifold
M. Denote with NpKq a tubular neighborhood of K in M and fix a simple cosed curve
γ on BNpKq. The Dehn surgery on K along γ is the manifold M1 � MpK;γq obtained
by gluing a solid torus S1�D2 with M� intpNpKqq along their boundary, via a home-
omorphism that identifies γ with the meridian of the solid torus. The curve γ is called
slope of the surgery. Now let M � S3. The homeomorphism type of the resulting man-
ifold depends only on the homology class of γ in BNpKq � S1�S1, up to orientation
change. We fix a base pm, lq for H1pBNpKqq, such that m is a meridian of K and l has
algebraic intersection 1 with m. Moreover, if K is oriented we take l homologous to it
in NpKq. If the homology class of γ is pm�ql, with p,q P Z, we call MpK;γq rational
Dehn surgery on K with framing index p{q. This operation can be generalized to links
and a theorem of Lickorish and Wallace states that every closed, connected, orientable
3-manifold can be obtained by surgery on some link in S3. Therefore, a link L in a
3-manifold M can be represented by a diagram of a link L1Y J in S3 such that: each
connected component J1, . . . ,Jµ of J is equipped with a rational number, the surgery
along J gives M and L is the image of L1 under the surgery operation. This represen-
tation is called mixed link diagram and the link J is called the surgery link. In order to
simplify notation we use the same symbol to denote both L1 and L.

The surgery description of lens spaces can be done by a rational surgery over the
trivial knot U in S3 with framing index �p{q, so a link L in Lpp,qq can be described
by a mixed link diagram of the link LYU . An example is depicted in Figure 9. Any
other surgery description of lens spaces can be reduced to this one by Kirby moves.

-p/q

Figure 9: Example of a mixed link diagram of a link in Lpp,qq.

Two mixed link diagrams of this kind represent the same link, up to isotopy, if
they are connected by a finite sequence of Redeimeister moves that keep U fixed and
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a non-local move called a band move or SL-move. Informally, this move consists in
exchanging the overpass with the underpass in a double point involving both L and
U , and summing a pp,qq-torus knot to L. A precise statement can be found in [29,
Theorem 5.8].

4. Knot complement and cosmetic pairs

In this section we collect some results on the generalization of the Gordon-Luecke
Theorem for knot complements in lens spaces and cosmetic pair problem in Dehn
surgery. So we discuss whether a knot is determined or not by its complement.

Let K be a non-trivial knot in a 3-manifold M. If we study manifolds via Dehn
surgery, a natural question to ask is if there exists a non-trivial Dehn surgery on K
which yields a manifold homeomorphic to M. In this case the pair pM,Kq is called
cosmetic as well as the surgery. This terminology was first used in [4], where a cosmetic
pair is constructed in Lp49,18q, and the interest is mainly for hyperbolic knots. On
the contrary, Gabai in [17] and Gordon-Luecke in [22] proved the non existence of
cosmetic pairs for S2 � S1 and S3, respectively. An important consequence of these
two works is that two knots in S2�S1 or S3 are diffeo-equivalent if and only if their
complements are diffeomorphic. The example of [4] proves that the same result does
not hold in lens spaces: after that, many authors tried to characterize the knots giving
rise to cosmetic pairs.

The following results investigates the problem applying the result of [22] via
the covering θp,q : S3 Ñ Lpp,qq.

THEOREM 4.1 ([14]). Let K be a knot in a lens space and let rK denote its lifting
to S3. If rK is a non-trivial knot then Lpp,qqpK;γq � Lpp,qq, for all curves γ� µ, where
µ denotes a meridian of K.

So, the problem remains open if rK is the trivial knot or if it has more then one
component. The following result deals with the first case, since an example of knots
covered by the trivial knot is given by the axes of the Heegaard decomposition.

PROPOSITION 4.1 ([34]). Let Lpp,qq � V Yφ V 1 and consider the axes of the
Heegaard splitting, that is the knots K and K1 such that V � NpKq and V 1 � NpK1q.
Then K and K1 are diffeo-equivalent if and only if q2 ��1 mod p.

Since the complement of both K and K1 is homeomorphic to S1�D2, this propo-
sition produces a counter-example to a Gordon-Luecke result in lens spaces Lpp,qq
with q2 ��1 mod p. The following result characterizes the cosmetic pairs pLpp,qq,Kqq,
when K is non-hyperbolic, non-local and not an axis.

THEOREM 4.2 ([35]). There exists two infinite families FSft and FSat of cos-
metic pairs pM,Kq which satisfy all the following properties:

1) M is a lens space;
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2) if pM,Kq P FSft then MK �M�NpKq is a Seifert fibered manifold;

3) if pM,Kq P FSat then MK �M�NpKq contains an essential 2-torus;

4) if pM,Kq is a cosmetic pair such that M is a lens space and K is a non-hyperbolic
knot, which is neither in a 3-ball nor an axis of M, then pM,Kq P FSftYFSat, up
to diffeomorphism;

5) K admits admits a single non-trivial slope γ such that MpK;γq �M;

6) there exists a homeomorphism on MK which sends a meridian µK of K to γ;

7) if pM,Kq and pM,K1q both lie in FSft and FSat and MK �MK1 then K1 is isotopy
equivalent to K; .

8) all the diffeomorphisms between M and MpK;γq are orientation reversing.

If we focus on non-hyperbolic knots, the case of Proposition 4.1 is the only
counter-example of a Gordon-Luecke result.

PROPOSITION 4.2 ([35, 39]). Non-hyperbolic knots in lens spaces are deter-
mined by their complement, except the axes in Lpp,qq when q2 ��1 mod p.

On the contrary, the example of [4] is hyperbolic and the surgery is exotic, that
is, it does not satisfy the requirement 6) of Theorem 4.2. The following result deals with
a family of knots whose covering in S3 is a p-component link: that is nullhomologous
knots (i.e., knots whose homology class in H1pLpp,qqq is zero).

THEOREM 4.3 ([21]). Nullhomologous knots in lens spaces are determined by
their complements.

Next theorem instead of characterizing the knots, deals with the coefficients of
the lens spaces.

THEOREM 4.4 ([21]). If p is square-free, then all knots (except eventually the
axes) in Lpp,qq are determined by their complement.

As shown by previous results, for non-hyperbolic knots the cosmetic surgery
and complement problems are well understood. On the contrary, the hyperbolic case is
still open, and there is also a lack of examples.

Question 2. Is it possible to characterize non-diffeomorphic hyperbolic knots having
diffeomorphic complements? Is it possible to find new examples?

5. Link lifting in the 3-sphere

In this section we deal with the lifting of a link L� Lpp,qq under the universal covering
map, describing how to find a diagram for the lifted link starting from a disc diagram
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representation.
Let L be a link in the lens space Lpp,qq; we denote by rL � P�1pLq the lift of

L in S3 under the universal covering map P : S3 Ñ Lpp,qq. If L has ν components,
then, from the monodromy map ωP : H1pLpp,qqq Ñ Zp, the lift of the i-th component
Li has gcdpδi, pq components, where δi is the homology class of Li, arbitrary oriented†,
in H1pLpp,qqq � Zp. As a consequence, the number of components of rL is

ν̧

i�1

gcdpδi, pq.

The construction of the lift via grid presentation can be found in [23]. In the
following we explain the construction of a diagram for rL � S3, starting from a disk
diagram of L� Lpp,qq.

Let Bt be the braid group on t strands and let σ1, . . . ,σt�1 be the Artin generators
of Bt . Consider the inverse of the Garside braid ∆�1

t on t strands illustrated in Figure 10
and defined by pσt�1σt�2 � � �σ1qpσt�1σt�2 � � �σ2q � � � pσt�1q. This braid can be seen
also as a positive half-twist of all the strands and it belongs to the center of the braid
group. Moreover ∆�1

t can be represented by pσ�1
t�1σ�1

t�2 � � �σ�1
1 qpσ�1

t�1σ�1
t�2 � � �σ�1

2 q � � � pσ�1
t�1q.

+1

+2

+(t -1)

+t −1

−(t -1)

−t

−2

Δ
t −3

+3

Figure 10: The Garside braid ∆t .

In order to construct a diagram for rL, we introduce the notion of standard di-
agram: a disc diagram is called standard if the labels on its boundary points, read
according to the orientation on BB2

0, are �1, . . . ,�t,�1, . . . ,�t. Any link admits a rep-
resentation by a standard diagram (see [31]). An example of a standard diagram is
depicted in Figure 11.

THEOREM 5.1 ([31]). Let L be a link in the lens space Lpp,qq and D be a
standard disk diagram for L; then a diagram for the lift rL� S3 can be found as follows
(refer to Figure 12):

†Note that even if δi depends on the orientation chosen for Li, the number of the components does not
depend on it.
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−
1

−
2

+1

+2

+3

−
3

Figure 11: The braid B� σ2σ1σ2σ1 becomes a standard disk diagram.

• consider p copies D1, . . . ,Dp of the standard disk diagram D;

• for each i � 1, . . . , p�1, connect the diagram Di�1 with the diagram Di via the
braid ∆t , joining the boundary point � j of Di�1 with the boundary point � j of
Di;

• connect D1 with Dp via the braid ∆1�2q
t , where the boundary points are con-

nected as before.

D
1

D 2

D
3

D
p

D
p -1

Δ
t

Δ t

Δt

Δ
t 1-2q

 

Figure 12: Diagram of the lift in S3 of a link in Lpp,qq.

Another planar diagram of the lift, with smaller number of crossing points, is
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described in the following result. Let D be the diagram obtained by mirroring D across
a line and then exchanging all overpasses/underpasses.

PROPOSITION 5.1 ([31]). Let L be a link in the lens space Lpp,qq and let D
be a standard disk diagram for L; then a diagram for the lift rL � S3 can be found as
follows (refer to Figure 13):

• consider p copies D1, . . . ,Dp of the standard disk diagram D and set Fi � Di if i
is odd, and Fi � Di otherwise;

• for each i � 1, . . . , p� 1, connect the diagram Fi�1 with the diagram Fi via a
trivial braid, joining the boundary point � j of Fi�1 with the boundary point � j
of Fi;

• connect F1 with Fp via the braid ∆p�2q
t , where the boundary points are connected

as before.

F
1

F
2

F
3

p-2qF
4

F
p

Δ
t

Figure 13: Another diagram of the lift in S3 of a link in Lpp,qq.

We can construct a link L � Lpp,qq starting from a braid B on t strands by
considering the standard disk diagram where the braid B has the two ends of its strands
on the boundary, indexed respectively by the points p�1, . . . ,�tq and p�1, . . . ,�tq. See
Figure 11 for an example. In this case, we say that B represents L.
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PROPOSITION 5.2 ([31]). If L� Lpp,qq is a link represented by the braid B on t
strands, then the lift rL is the link obtained by the closure in S3 of the braid pB∆tqp∆�2q

t .

The braid construction of the lift can be used in order to find different links in
lens spaces with isotopic lifts. This proves that the lift is not a complete invariant for
link in lens spaces.

A first example of different knots with the same lift, is given by the axes of
the solid tori of the Heegaard decomposition of Lpp,qq. They both lift to the trivial
knot‡ in S3, but by Proposition 4.1, they are diffeo-equivalent if and only if q2 � �1
mod p. An example is depicted in Figure 14, for Lpp,2q or Lpp, p�2q: in this case the
two knots are isotopic for p � 3, diffeo-equivalent but not isotopic for p � 5 and not
diffeo-equivalent if p¡ 5.

K1

+1

−1 K2
−2

+1

+2

−1

Figure 14: Two non-isotopic knots with trivial lift in Lpp,2q or Lpp, p�2q, with p¡ 3.

Another example is given by the links LA and LB in Lp4,1q depicted in Figure 15.
They are non-diffeo-equivalent because they have a different number of components,
but they have the same lift, the Hopf link.

The previous two examples are not completely satisfying, because it is easy to
distinguish the two pairs of links (different number of components or different homol-
ogy classes). In [31] an infinite family of non isotopic links with the same number of
components, same homology class and same lifting is shown, using satellite links of the
previous example. A couple of these links is depicted in Figure 25. In Section 7.2 we
will show that these two links are non-isotopic since they have different HOMFLY-PT
polynomial.

Question 3. Is it possible to find hyperbolic knots/links not diffeo-equivalent, but
having diffeomorphic lifts? In [8] the behavior of the lift with respect to the diffeo-
equivalence is investigated.

As we see in the previous section the lifting can be used to study the cosmetic
surgery and complement problems.

Question 4. Is it possible to characterize the knots in Lpp,qq lifting to the trivial knot
in S3? In [14] an answer is given in the case of the projective space Lp2,1q.

‡Note that the trivial knot in S3 has multiple invariant presentations under the action of the symmetry
θp,q, distinguished by the restriction of the action to the trivial knot.
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LA
−2

+1

+2

−1 −2

+1

+2

−1 LB

−2 −1

+1

+2

−2 −1

+1

+2

−1

−2

+1+2

−1

−2

+1+2

−2 −1

+1

+2

−2 −1

+1

+2

−1

−2

+1+2

−1

−2

+1+2

Figure 15: Non-diffeo-equivalent links with Hopf link lift in Lp4,1q.

6. Fundamental group of link complements

One of the most important invariants of links in S3 is the link group, i.e., the fun-
damental group of the link complement, which is, of course, an invariant of the link
complement. As discussed in Section 4, the knot complement in lens spaces is not as
strong as in S3 in distinguishing knots. In the same way some results regarding the knot
group in S3 are no longer true in lens spaces. For example, a theorem of Norwood [37]
states that every non-trivial knot in the 3-sphere admitting a 2-generator presentation
for its group is prime: this result does not hold in lens spaces (see [30]). Another result
states that the knot group classifies prime knot in S3 (see for example [28, Theorem
6.1.12]). This is no longer true in lens spaces: the knots K1 and K2 of Figure 14 are
non-isotopy equivalent, but an easy computation using Theorem 6.1 shows that they
have both knot group isomorphic to Z.

Given L � Lpp,qq, the universal covering map θp,q induce, by restriction, a
covering map S3�NprLq Ñ Lpp,qq�NpLq. As a consequence the fundamental group
of the complement of L admits an index p subgroup isomorphic to the link group of a
link in S3. Particularly, if L is a local link (i.e., a link contained in a ball embedded in
Lpp,qq) the link group has the form G�Zp, where G is isomorphic to the link group of
a link in S3.
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Question 5. Suppose that the link group of a link L in Lpp,qq can be decomposed as
G�Zp: is it true that L is a local link?

In the next subsections we describe how to find a presentation for the link group,
according to the different representations described in Section 3. As we will see, in all
presentations generators correspond to “overpasses” of the diagram plus an element
generating π1pLpp,qq,�q. On the contrary relations, beside those of Wirtinger type,
depend on the chosen representation. Having different presentation for the link group,
allows us to choose the one that works better with respect to the example or the problem
we are dealing with.

6.1. Via disk diagrams

Let L be a link in Lpp,qq, and consider a disk diagram of L. Fix an orientation for
L, which induces an orientation on both L1 and ppL1q (see notation of Section 3.1).
Perform an R1 move on each overpass of the diagram having both endpoints on the
boundary of the disk; in this way every overpass has at most one boundary point.
Then label the overpasses as follows: A1, . . . ,At are the ones having the boundary point
labelled �1, . . . ,�t, while At�1, . . . ,A2t are the overpasses having the boundary point
labelled �1, . . . ,�t. The remaining overpasses are labelled by A2t�1, . . . ,Ar. For each
i � 1 . . . , t, let εi ��1 if, according to the link orientation, the overpass Ai starts from
the point �i; otherwise, if Ai ends in the point �i, let εi ��1.

A1

A5

A4

A3

A2

A8

A6

A7

A9

A10
+1

+2
−1

+3

−2

−3 +4

−4f

a5

N

Figure 16: Example of overpasses labelling for a link in Lp6,1q.

Associate to each overpass Ai a generator ai, which is a loop around the overpass
as in the classical Wirtinger theorem, oriented following the left hand rule and based on
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N. Moreover let f be the generator of the fundamental group of the lens space depicted
in Figure 16. The relations are the following:

W: w1, . . . ,ws are the classical Wirtinger relations for each crossing, that is to say
aia ja�1

i a�1
k � 1 or aia�1

j a�1
i ak � 1, according to Figure 17;

akai aj

ak aj

ai
aiajai

–1ak
–1=1 aiaj

–1ai
–1ak=1

Figure 17: Wirtinger relations.

L: l is the lens relation aε1
1 � � �aεt

t � f p;

M: m1, . . . ,mt are relations (of conjugation) between loops corresponding to over-
passes with identified endpoints on the boundary. If t � 1 the relation is aε1

2 �
a�ε1

1 f qaε1
1 f�qaε1

1 . Otherwise, consider the point �i and, according to equator
orientation, let � j and � j� 1 (mod t) be the type � points next to it on each
side. We distinguish two cases:

• if�i lies on the diagram between�1 and�1 (including the case�i��1),
then the relation mi is

aεi
t�i � � j¹

k�1

aεk
k

��1 f q� i�1¹
k�1

aεk
k

�
aεi

i

� i�1¹
k�1

aεk
k

��1 f�q� j¹
k�1

aεk
k

�
;

• otherwise, the relation mi is

aεi
t�i � � j¹

k�1

aεk
k

��1 f q�p� i�1¹
k�1

aεk
k

�
aεi

i

� i�1¹
k�1

aεk
k

��1 f p�q� j¹
k�1

aεk
k

�
.

THEOREM 6.1 ([9]). Let L be a link in Lpp,qq, then

π1pLpp,qq�L,�q � xa1, . . . ,ar, f | w1, . . . ,ws, l,m1, . . . ,mty.
COROLLARY 6.1. Let L be a link in Lpp,qq, with components L1, . . .Lν. Choose

an arbitrary orientation on each component of L and, for each j � 1, . . . ,ν, let δ j �
rL js P Zp � H1pLpp,qqq. Then

H1pLpp,qq�Lq � Zν`Zd ,

where d � gcdpδ1, . . . ,δν, pq.
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6.2. Via grid diagrams

Let L be a link in Lpp,qq and let G � pT,α,β,O,Xq be a diagram of grid number
n representing L. Up to stabilizations, we can suppose that the grid diagram does
not contain a pair of X and O markings in the same position (as the one depicted
Figure 22). Using notation of Section 3.2 and referring to Figure 18, denote with
B1, . . . ,Bp (numbered left to right) the boxes of the diagram. Each box is divided by
the β curves into n bands: denote with Bi j the i-th band (numbered left to right) in the
j-th box for i � 1, . . . ,n and j � 1, . . . , p. Notice that the columns of the diagram are
Bi1Y�� �YBip, for i� 1, . . . ,n.

Depict the projection of the link L into the diagram, by connecting the O mark-
ings with the X ones, according to conventions, and fix a point P inside the solid torus
of the Heegaard splitting having β curves as meridians. For each i � 1, . . . ,n, let j be
the first index such that Bi j contains a vertical strand of the link. Denote this vertical
segment with Vi and associate to it a generator vi starting from P, going around Vi once
and coming back to P; we require that vi intersects the diagram only in Bi j and we
choose its orientation such that it enters to the left of Vi (with respect to the orientation
of α0). Moreover we associate a generator f to β0: it starts from N goes once around
the arc of β0 separating B1 and B2; we orient it such that it enters into the diagram in
Bp1 and comes out in B12.

There are n relators, one for each α curve (the dotted horizontal ones in figure)
which are rh � Πp

j�1v
ε1 j
1 � � �vεn j

n f where εi j � 1 if αh intersects the arc of L contained
in Bi j and zero otherwise, for h� 0, . . . ,n�1.

α
0

α
1

α
2

β
0

B
1

B
2

B
4

B
3

V
1

V
2

V
3

Figure 18: An example with grid number 3 in Lp4,1q.

THEOREM 6.2. Let L be a link in Lpp,qq, and let G � pT,α,β,O,Xq be a grid
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diagram of grid number n representing L. Then

π1pLpp,qq�L,Pq � xv1, . . . ,vn, f | r0, . . . ,rn�1y,

with rh � Πp
j�1v

ε1 j
1 � � �vεn j

n f where εi j � 1 if αh intersects the arc of L contained in Bi j
and zero otherwise, for h� 0, . . . ,n�1.

Proof. This result, as well as the proof, generalizes the presentation for the link group
described in [33] and [36] for links in S3.

The link L is obtained from the union of curves immersed in T 2 by pushing the n
horizontal arcs into Vα and the n vertical ones into Vβ. We have that π1pVβ�L,Pq is the
free group generated by v1, . . .vn, f . Moreover, Lpp,qq�L is homotopic to the space
obtained by gluing a disc along each αh and so a presentation for π1pLpp,qq� L,Pq
is obtained by adding to π1pVβ�L,Pq the corresponding relators which are exactly rh,
for h� 0, . . . ,n�1.

6.3. Via mixed link diagrams

Let L be a link in Lpp,qq. Consider Lpp,qq as the result of rational Dehn surgery along
the trivial knot U with framing index �p{q, and consider a mixed link diagram D for
L.

Fix an orientation on L and on U , and consider the induced orientation on D. In
order to find a presentation for π1pLpp,qq�Lq, we describe the generators referring to
Figure 19. Call D1, . . . ,Dk the overpasses of L and B1, . . . ,Bh the overpasses of U . Fix
a point C on U and let B1 be the overpass containing C. Consider a loop based on N
for every overpass, oriented following the left hand rule with respect to the orientation
of the link, and call them d1, . . . ,dk and b1, . . . ,bh respectively. Let l be a loop which
is nullhomologous in S3 �U , starting from N, going to C avoiding all overpasses,
following U along its orientation and then returning to N.

The relations are the following:

W: w1, . . .ws are the classical Wirtinger relations concerning both D and B type of
overpasses, that is that is to say aia ja�1

i a�1
k � 1 and or aia�1

j a�1
i ak � 1, accord-

ing to Figure 17, where ai can take the value di or bi;

X: l � x, where x is the product of the type d generators corresponding to the D over-
passes crossing U starting from C and moving along U according to its orienta-
tion;

K: bp
1 l�q � 1.

THEOREM 6.3. Let L be a link in Lpp,qq, then

π1pLpp,qq � L,Nq � xd1, . . . ,dk,b1, . . . ,bh, l | w1, . . . ,ws, l � x, bp
1 l�q � 1y.
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Figure 19: Generators of π1pLpp,qq�Lq.

Proof. According to the notation of Section 3.3, we have Lpp,qq � NpLq � pS3 �
NpUYLqqYψp,q S1�D2, where the map induced by ψp,q : BpS1�D2qÑ BpS3�NpUqq
on the first homology groups satisfies#

ψp,qpβq � pm�ql
ψp,qpαq � rm� sl,

for some r,s P Z such that |ps� qr| � 1, where β and α are, respectively, a standard
meridian and a parallel of the solid torus. We have π1pS1 �D2q � xα,β | β � 1y
and π1pS3 �NpU Y Lqq � xd1, . . . ,dk,b1, . . . ,bh | w1, . . . ,wsy. In π1pS3 �NpU Y Lqq,
we have ml � lm, since they belong to an embedded torus, so ψp,qpβq � mpl�q and
ψp,qpαq � mrls. Moreover, we can choose m such that m � b1 in π1pLpp,qq�Lq and
so x� l. Now the result follows by the Seifert-Van Kampen Theorem.

7. Polynomial invariants

In this section we deal with polynomial invariants of links in the lens space. The first
subsection is devoted to twisted Alexander polynomials: these invariants are rather
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invariants of the link group, and so are of “diffeo-type” (i.e., they don’t detect non-
isotopic diffeo-equivalent links). Moreover, even if one of these polynomials (the one
corresponding to the trivial twisting) generalizes the classical Alexander polynomial in
S3, the possibility of having “different” Alexander polynomials, according to different
twisting, is peculiar of lens spaces, since it depends on the torsion part of the homology
of the link complement. In the second subsection we investigate a “skein type” invari-
ant: the HOMFLY-PT polynomial which, on the contrary, is an invariant of isotopy
type.

7.1. Twisted Alexander polynomial

In this section we collect some general results on twisted Alexander polynomials of
links in lens spaces. We briefly recall the definition (for further reference see [41,
§II.5]).

Given a finitely generated group π, denote with H � π{π1 its abelianization and
let G � H{TorspHq. Take a presentation π� xx1, . . . ,xm | r1 . . . ,rny and consider the
Alexander-Fox matrix A associated to the presentation, that is Ai j � prp Bri

Bx j
q, where pr

is the natural projection ZrFpx1, . . . ,xmqsÑZrπsÑZrHs and Bri
Bx j

is the Fox derivative
of ri. Moreover let Epπq be the first elementary ideal of π, which is the ideal of ZrHs
generated by the pm�1q-minors of A. For each homomorphism σ : TorspHq Ñ C� �
C�t0u we can define a twisted Alexander polynomial ∆σpπq of π as follows: fix a
splitting H � TorspHq�G and consider the ring homomorphism that we still denote
with σ : ZrHs Ñ CrGs sending p f ,gq, with f P TorspHq and g P G, to σp f qg, where
σp f q P C�. Since the ring CrGs is a unique factorization domain, we can define ∆σpπq
as gcdpσpEpπqq. This is an element of CrGs defined up to multiplication by elements of
G and non-zero complex numbers. If ∆pπq denote the classic multivariable Alexander
polynomial, we have ∆1pπq � α∆pπq, with α P C�.

If L � Lpp,qq is a link in a lens space then the σ-twisted Alexander polynomial
of L is ∆σ

L � ∆σpπ1pLpp,qq�L,�qq. Since in this case TorspHq � Zd then σpTorspHqq
is contained in the cyclic group generated by ζ, where ζ is a d-th primitive root of the
unity. When Zrζs is a principal ideal domain, in order to define ∆σ

L we can consider the
restriction σ : ZrHs Ñ ZrζsrGs. Note that ∆σ

L P ZrζsrGs is defined up to multiplication
by ζhg, with g P G.

PROPOSITION 7.1 ([9]). Let L be a local link in Lpp,qq. Then ∆σ
L � 0 if σ� 1,

and ∆L � p �∆L̄ otherwise, where L̄ is the link L considered as a link in S3.

As a consequence, a knot with a non trivial twisted Alexander polynomial can-
not be local.

PROPOSITION 7.2 ([41]). Let L be a knot in a lens space then:

• ∆σ
Lptq � ∆σ

Lpt�1q (i.e., the twisted Alexander polynomial is symmetric);

• ∆p1q � |TorspH1pLpp,qq�Lqq|.
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We say that a link L � Lpp,qq is nontorsion if TorspH1pLpp,qq�Lqq � 0, oth-
erwise we say that L is torsion. Note that a local link L in a lens space is obviously
torsion.

THEOREM 7.1 ([9]). Let L be a link in Lpp,qq and let τσ be the σ-twisted Reide-
meister torsion of L. If L is a nontorsion knot and t is a generator of its first homology
group, then ∆σ

L � τσ
L � pt�1q. Otherwise ∆σ

L � τσ
L .

Figure 20 shows the twisted Alexander polynomials of a local trefoil knot in
Lp4,1q and proves that twisted Alexander polynomial may distinguish knots with the
same Alexander polynomial.

∆1
T � 4pt2� t�1q

∆�1
T � 0

∆i
T � 0

∆�i
T � 0

+1

−1
+2 −2

+3

−3
+4

−4
∆1

K � 4pt2� t�1q
∆�1

K � 0
∆i

K � 2pt�1q
∆�i

K � 2pt�1q

Figure 20: Twisted Alexander polynomials of two knots in Lp4,1q.

∆1
K0
� 4
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� 0

∆i
K0
� 0

∆�i
K0
� 0

∆1
K07T � 4pt2� t�1q

∆�1
K07T � 0

∆i
K07T � 0

∆�i
K07T � 0

+1

−1

∆1
K1
� 1

+1

−1

∆1
K17T � t2� t�1

+1

−1
+2

−2

∆1
K2
� t�1

∆�1
K2
� 1

+1

−1
+2

−2

∆1
K27T � pt�1qpt4� t2�1q

∆�1
K27T � t4� t2�1

Figure 21: Twisted Alexander polynomials of three knots in Lp4,1q.
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In Figure 21 we list the twisted Alexander polynomials of the connected sum
of a trefoil knot T in S3 with the three knots K0,K1,K2 � Lp4,1q depicted in the left
part of the figure, respectively. Note that for the case of K27T , the map σ2, that is
the restriction of σ to Zr j2pH1pS3 � T qqs, sends the generator g P ZrH1pS3 � T qs in
t2 P ZrH1pLpp,qq�K27T qs (resp. in �t2) if σ� 1 (resp. if σ��1), instead of t as in
the case of classical Alexander polynomial.

An interesting question regards the connection, if any, between the twisted
Alexander polynomials of a link L in a lens space and the Alexander polynomial of
the lift rL in S3. In [25] there is a formula connecting them if both L and rL are knots.

Proposition 7.2 ([25]). Let K be a knot in Lpp,qq such that rK � S3 is a knot. Denote
with ζ a primitive p-root of unity. If the map σ : π1pLpp,qq�K,�q Ñ Zrζsrt�1s is a
representation for the knot group and the map rσ : π1pS3� rK,�q Ñ Zrt�1s is the lift of
this representation, then

∆rσ
rK
pt pq �

p�1¹
i�0

∆σ
Kpζitq.

In [13] some interesting characterizations for multi-variable Alexander of the
lift of links in lens spaces are found.

In S3 there are many equivalent ways to define the Alexander polynomial: via
skein relations (as a specialization of the HOMFLY-PT polynomial), using Seifert sur-
faces, as the Euler characteric with respect to the Alexander grading of the Knot Floer
homology, via braid group representations and so on.

Question 6. Do the different ways to define the Alexander polynomial generalize to
lens spaces? Are they equivalent?

A partial answer is given in [19] where it is proved that the Alexander polyno-
mial satisfies a skein relation. From this result another question arises.

Question 7. Do the twisted Alexander polynomials of links lens spaces satisfy a skein
relation?

7.2. HOMFLY-PT polynomial

In this section we deal with the HOMFLY-PT polynomial developed in [15]. Through-
out all the section we consider oriented link. We start by recalling its definition.

We say that a link in Lpp,qq is pseudo-trivial if it can be represented by a grid
diagram satisfying the following conditions

• the markings in each box lie only on the principal diagonal (the one going from
NW-corner to the SE-corner);

• all the O-markings are contained in the the first box (from the left);
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• the X-markings in the same box are contiguous, and if the first box contains
X-markings, one of them lies in the SE-corner;

• for each X-marking, all the other X-markings lying in a different box and in a
row below, must lie in a column on the left.

A pseudo-trivial link will be denoted as Ui0,i1,...,ip�1 where i j P N is the num-
ber of components of the link belonging to the j-th homology class. In Figure 22 is
depicted the trivial link U1,0,1,2 � Lp4,1q having one 0-homologous component, zero 1-
homologous components, one 2-homologous component and two 3-homologous com-
ponents.

XO
O
O
O

X
X

X

Figure 22: Grid diagram for the pseudo-trivial link U1,0,1,2 in Lp4,1q.

THEOREM 7.3 ([15]). Let L be the set of isotopy classes of links in Lpp,qq and
let T L �L denote the set of isotopy classes of pseudo-trivial links. Define T L� � T L
to be those pseudo-trivial links with no nullhomologous components. Let U be the
isotopy class of the trivial knot (the one bounding an embedded disc). Given a value
Jp,qpT q PZra�1,z�1s for every T P T L�, there is a unique map Jp,q : L ÑZra�1,z�1s
such that

• Jp,q satisfies the skein relation a�pJp,qpL�q�apJp,qpL�q � zJp,qpL0q.

• Jp,qpUq �
� a�1�a

z

�p�1

• Jp,qpU \Lq � � a�p�ap

z

�
Jp,qpLq

As usual, the links L�,L�, and L0 differ only in a small neighborhood of a
double point: Figure 23 shows how this difference appears on grid diagrams. The
HOMLFY-PT invariant produced by Theorem 7.3 is not yet a polynomial, in [15]
the author suggests to produce a polynomial in two variables by defining Jp,q on the
pseudo-trivial links as the classic HOMFLY-PT polynomial of their lift in the 3-sphere:
a natural question arises.

Question 8. Which is the connection between the HOMFLY-PT polynomial of a link
in Lpp,qq and those of its lift in S3?
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In [12], some characterization of the HOMFLY-PT polynomial of link in S3 that
are lifts of link in lens spaces is given.

X

O
O
O

O
XX

X

L+ L– L0

X

O
O

X

O
O X

X O
O X
X O

O X
X

Figure 23: Grid skein relation.

PROPOSITION 7.3 ([10]). Let L be an oriented link in Lpp,qq and denote with
�L the link obtained by reversing the orientation of all components. If the HOMFLY-
PT invariant of L can be written as Jp,qpLq�

°
akzhJp,qpUi0,ip�1,ip�2,...,i1q, then Jp,qp�Lq�°

akzhJp,qpUi0,i1,...,ip�2,ip�1q.

Usually, in Lpp,qq, the links L and�L are not isotopy equivalent (since they are
possibly homologically different). So, the last proposition suggests a way to construct
examples of non-equivalent oriented links with the same lift in S3 which are distin-
guished by the HOMFLY-PT invariant. Indeed, it is enough to find a link L which lifts
to an invertible link and such that L is non-isotopic to �L. For example, the knots K1
and �K1 in Lp3,1q in Figure 24 are non-isotopic equivalent as oriented knots since the
first one is 1-homologous whereas the second one is 2-homologous, but they both lift
to the trivial knot in S3 (note that K1 is the knot of Figure 14, where the arc is oriented
in such a way that the initial point is the one labelled with �1).

K
1

-K
1

X O
XO

XO

Figure 24: Grid diagrams for K1 and �K1 (two equivalent ones) in Lp3,1q both lifting
to the trivial knot in S3.
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More generally, referring to Figures 14 and 15 and orienting all the arcs such
that the � point is the initial one, both the couples K1,K2 and LA,LB are pseudo-trivial
links (see [10]) with isotopy equivalent oriented lifts. So, if we define Jp,q on the
pseudo-trivial links as the classic HOMFLY-PT polynomial of their lift in the 3-sphere,
then the polynomial is not able to distinguish them.

Obviously this is not always the case. For example, the links A2,2 and B2,2 in
Lp4,1q depicted in Figure 25 both lift to the Hopf link in S3 (see [31]). Their HOMFLY-
PT invariant is

J4,1pA2,2q � pa24�3a24z2�a24z4qJ4,1pU0,0,2,0q�
�p3a28z�4a28z3�a28z5qJ4,1pU1,0,0,0q�
�p3a24z2�4a24z4�a24z6qJ4,1pU0,1,0,1q

J4,1pB2,2q � pa24�2a24z2�a24z4qJ4,1pU0,0,2,0q�
�pa28z�2a28z3�a28z5qJ4,1pU1,0,0,0q�
�pa24z2�2a24z4�a24z6qJ4,1pU0,1,0,1q�
�pa2z�a20z3qJ4,1pU0,2,1,0q�
�pa2z�a20z3qJ4,1pU0,0,1,2q�a24z2J4,1pU0,2,0,2q.

−2

+1
+2

−1

+3
+4

−3−4A2,2 B2,2
−2 −1−3−4

+1
+2
+3
+4

XO
O

O
O

X
X

X
O

O
X

X

XO
O

O
O

X
X

X
O

O
X

X

A2,2

B2,2

Figure 25: Grid diagrams for non-isotopic links in Lp4,1q with the same lift.

The lift of U1,0,0,0 is the trivial link with four components, the lift of U0,1,0,1
is the Hopf link (the closure of ∆2

2), and U0,2,1,0, U0,2,0,2, U0,0,1,2, U0,0,2,0 lift to the
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closure of the braid ∆2
4 (see [30]). Moreover, all the lifts have the orientation induced

by orienting ∆t from left to right (see Figure 10). So, if we set J4,1pLq :� J1,0prLq on
pseudo-trivial links, we get the following different HOMFLY-PT polynomials

J4,1pA2,2q � a9z�3�3a11z�3�3a13z�3�a15z�3�3a25z�2�9a27z�2�
�9a29z�2�3a31z�2�3a9z�1�15a11z�1�21a13z�1�
�9a15z�1�4a25�12a27�12a29�4a31�a9z�25a11z�
�62a13z�38a15z�3a25z�3a27z�a25z2�3a27z2�
�3a29z2�a31z2�19a11z3�102a13z3�99a15z3�7a25z3�
�4a27z3�7a11z5�94a13z5�155a15z5�5a25z5�a27z5�
�a11z7�46a13z7�129a15z7�a25z7�11a13z9�56a15z9�
�a13z11�12a15z11�a15z13

J4,1pB2,2q � a9z�3�3a11z�3�3a13z�3�a15z�3�2a5z�2�6a7z�2�
�6a9z�2�2a11z�2�a25z�2�3a27z�2�3a29z�2�a31z�2�
�3a9z�1�15a11z�1�21a13z�1�9a15z�1�2a5�18a7�30a9�
�14a11�2a25�6a27�6a29�2a31�a9z�25a11z�
�62a13z�38a15z�a25z�a27z�20a7z2�70a9z2�
�50a11z2�a25z2�3a27z2�3a29z2�a31z2�19a11z3�
�102a13z3�99a15z3�3a25z3�2a27z3�10a7z4�88a9z4�
�110a11z4�7a11z5�94a13z5�155a15z5�3a25z5�a27z5�
�2a7z6�58a9z6�128a11z6�a11z7�46a13z7�129a15z7�
�a25z7�18a9z8�74a11z8�11a13z9�56a15z9�2a9z10�
�20a11z10�a13z11�12a15z11�2a11z12�a15z13.

As observed in the previous subsection, it is possible to obtain the Alexander
polynomial of a link in S3 by specializing the HOMFLY-PT polynomial: namely by
imposing a� 1 and z� t

1
2 � t�

1
2 . The same substitutions do not work in lens spaces.

Question 9. Is it possible to obtain the Alexander polynomial as a specialization of the
HOMFLY-PT invariant Jp,q? See also Question 6.

In [20] a presentation for the HOMFLY-PT skein module is computed for Lpp,1q,
while the problem of finding a presentation is still open when q¡ 1.

Question 10. How is the HOMFLY-PT invariant Jp,q connected with the presentation
of the HOMFLY-PT skein module found in [20]? Are the pseudo-trivial links free
generators for the HOMFLY-PT skein module in Lpp,qq with q¡ 1?
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BJÖRLING TYPE PROBLEMS FOR ELASTIC SURFACES
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Abstract. In this survey we address the Björling problem for various classes of surfaces
associated to the Euler–Lagrange equation of the Helfrich elastic energy subject to volume
and area constraints.

Introduction

The equilibrium configurations of elastic surfaces, such as lipid bilayers in biologi-
cal membranes, arise as critical points of the Helfrich energy functional, subject to
area and volume constraints [19, 36, 48, 79, 83]. The corresponding Euler–Lagrange
equation is known as the Ou-Yang–Helfrich equation, or the membrane shape equation
[69, 72, 73]. A number of different important classes of surfaces, including mini-
mal, constant mean curvature (CMC), and Willmore surfaces, are governed by nonlin-
ear partial differential equations which are obtained as special cases of the Ou-Yang–
Helfrich equation. In this paper, we address the Björling problem for various classes
of surfaces associated to special reductions of the Ou-Yang–Helfrich equation.

Section 1 introduces the Helfrich functional and its associated Euler–Lagrange
equation. It then discusses some of its most important reductions as well as the relations
among the corresponding classes of surfaces.

Section 2 recalls the classical Björling problem for minimal surfaces and out-
lines the recently solved Björling type problems for non-minimal CMC surfaces and
for Willmore surfaces [12, 15]. The solutions of these problems all ultimately rely on
the harmonicity of a suitable Gauss map and hence on the possibility of exploiting the
techniques from integrable system theory.

Section 3 discusses a Björling problem for equilibrium elastic surfaces, that is,
for surfaces in Euclidean space whose mean curvature function H satisfies the shape
equation

∆H �Φpa,cq,
where ∆ denotes the Laplace–Beltrami operator of the surface and Φ is a real analytic
symmetric function of the principal curvatures a and c. Contrary to the previous cases,
this equation is not known to be related to harmonic map theory or to other integrable
systems, so these approaches do not apply in principle. In this case, the techniques

*Authors were partially supported by PRIN 2010-2011 “Varietà reali e complesse: geometria, topolo-
gia e analisi armonica”; and by the GNSAGA of INDAM. The first author also acknowledges support from
Spanish MEC-Feder research project MTM2014-52368-P and the third author from FIRB 2008 “Geometria
Differenziale Complessa e Dinamica Olomorfa”.
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rely upon the Cartan–Kähler theory of Pfaffian differential systems and the method of
moving frames [17, 21, 33, 34, 40].

Section 4 presents some examples.

Acknowledgments. The authors would like to thank the referee for useful comments
and suggestions.

1. The Helfrich energy and the shape equation

1.1. The Helfrich functional

The Helfrich functional (Canham [19], Evans [27], Helfrich [36]) for a compact ori-
ented surface S embedded in R3 is defined by

(1) H pSq � b

»
S
pH� c0q2dA� c

»
S

KdA,

where

• dA is the area element of the surface;
• H � pa� cq{2 is the mean curvature of S;
• K � ac is the Gauss curvature of S;
• a, c denote the principal curvatures of S;
• b, c P R are the bending rigidities, constants depending on the material;
• c0 P R is the spontaneous curvature.

Physically, the formula for H follows from Hooke’s law [44]. The Helfrich functional
models the bending elastic energy of biological membranes formed by a double layer
of phospholipids. In water, these molecules spontaneously aggregate forming a closed
bilayer which can be regarded as a surface S embedded in R3 (elastic surface). The
spontaneous curvature c0 accounts for an asymmetry in the layers. The constants b and
c are material-dependent parameters expressing bending energies.

1.2. The constrained Helfrich functional

There are two natural constraints associated in general with the membrane S: (1) the
total area ApSq should be fixed and (2) the enclosed volume V pSq should be fixed.

The equilibrium configurations of a bilayer vesicle modeled by an elastic sur-
face S with fixed surface area ApSq and enclosed volume V pSq are determined by
minimization of

(2)
F pSq �H pSq�aApSq� pV pSq

�
»

S

�
a�bpH� c0q2� cK

�
dA� pV pSq,
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where a PR is a constant expressing the surface lateral tension (stretching), and p PR
is a constant, called pressure, which indicates the difference between outside and inside
pressure. The tension a and the pressure p play the the role of Lagrange multipliers for
the constraints on area and volume.

1.3. The shape equation

The Euler–Lagrange equation for the constrained Helfric functional F , computed by
Ou-Yang and Helfrich [72, 73], is given by

(3) b
 

∆H�2HpH2�Kq(�2
�
a�bc2

0
�

H�2bc0K� p� 0,

where ∆ denotes the Laplace–Beltrami operator of the induced metric on S.

REMARK 1.1. Observe that c does not enter into the Euler-Lagrange equation;
indeed, 2cπχpSq � c

³
S KdA. Thus, for any fixed topology, it can be neglected, and

(4) F pSq �
»

S

�
a�bpH� c0q2

�
dA� pV pSq.

DEFINITION 1.1. We call S�R3 an equilibrium surface if it satisfies the fourth
order nonlinear PDE

(5) ∆H �Φpa,cq,

where Φ is a real analytic symmetric function of the principal curvatures a and c. The
equation (5) is referred to as the shape equation.

1.4. Reductions of F pSq and related examples

There are several important reductions of the constrained Helfrich functional F , and
hence of the corresponding Ou-Yang–Helfrich equation (3).

Minimal surfaces

If b� p � 0, F reduces to the area functional ApSq, which in turn leads to the theory
of minimal surfaces.

CMC surfaces

If b� 0, F reduces to the area functional ApSq, with a volume constraint, which leads
to the theory constant mean curvature (CMC) surfaces.
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Willmore surfaces

If c0 � p � 0, b � 1, and a � 1,0,�1 is interpreted as the curvature of the simply
connected 3-dimensional space forms S3, R3, and H3, respectively, F reduces to the
Willmore functional

W pSq �
»

S
pa�H2qdA,

while the Ou-Yang–Helfrich equation reduces to the Thomsen–Shadow equation (cf.
[39, 80])

∆H�2HpH2�pK�aqq � 0.

The critical points of the Willmore functional are the well-known Willmore surfaces.
The Willmore functional W pSq is conformally invariant, that is, W pSq � W pFpSqq
for any conformal transformation F of the ambient space. This property has been fun-
damental in the study of Willmore surfaces and especially in the proof of the recently
solved Willmore conjecture by Marques and Neves [49].

Elastic curves

Another natural reduction of the constrained Helfrich energy is given by the classical
bending energy of a curve γ� R2, the Elastica functional,

Epγq �
»

γ
κ2ds.

In general, see, for instance, [46], a curve γpsq parametrized by arclength with curvature
κ in a space form M2 of sectional curvature G is said to be a free elastic curve if it is
critical for the functional

(6) Epγq �
»

γ
κ2psqds.

The corresponding Euler–Lagrange equation is

2κ2�κ3�2Gκ� 0.

A curve γ is said an elastic curve if it is critical for (6) with the integral constraint

Lpγq �
»

γ
ds� ℓ,

i.e., the curve γ has constant length ℓ. In this case, the Euler–Lagrange equation is

2κ2�κ3�2pµ�Gqκ� 0.

REMARK 1.2. The functional F pSq became important in the study of biconcave
shape of red blood cells [23]. In this respect, the Willmore functional W pSq is not a
good model, since the unique minimum of W for topologically spherical vesicles is
the round sphere [71].
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1.5. Minimal, Willmore and CMC surfaces

Let pS � S3 be a surface in the 3-sphere and let S � R3 be its stereographic projection
to R3 from a pole not in pS. Since W is conformally invariant, i.e., W ppSq �W pSq, if pS
is minimal, and hence Willmore, we have that also S is a Willmore surface in R3.

In particular, according to a result of Lawson [47] asserting that every compact,
orientable surface can be minimally imbedded in S3, it follows that there exist compact
Willmore surfaces of every genus embedded in R3.

Minimal surfaces in space forms are isothermic, that is, away from umbilic
points they locally admit curvature line coordinates which are conformal (isothermal)
for the induced metric. Besides minimal surfaces, examples of isothermic surfaces also
include CMC surfaces and surfaces of revolution. Interestingly enough, isothermic
surfaces form a Möbius invariant class of surfaces.

By a classical theorem of Thomsen [38, 42, 80], a surface is Willmore and
isothermic if and only if it is minimal in some 3-dimensional space form. Thus, min-
imal immersions are the only CMC Willmore surfaces in a given 3-dimensional space
form.

Although non-minimal CMC surfaces in space forms are not Willmore, they
are constrained Willmore, that is, they are critical for the Willmore functional under
compactly supported infinitesimal conformal variations [9]. In contrast to Thomsen’s
theorem, a constrained Willmore surface which is isothermic need not have constant
mean curvature. An example of an isothermic, constrained Willmore surface that does
not have constant mean curvature in some space form was provided by Burstall [9];
this is given by a cylinder over a plane curve. However, as proven by Richter [77], an
analogue of Thomsen’s theorem holds within the class of tori.

1.6. Willmore surfaces of revolution and elastic curves

Let γ be a regular curve in the hyperbolic plane H2, where H2 is represented by the
upper half-plane above the x1-axis in the x1x2-plane of R3. If Sγ � R3 is the surface of
revolution obtained by revolving the profile curve γ about the x1-axis, then the Willmore
functional W reduces to

W pSq �
»

S
H2 � π

2

»
γ
κ2,

where κ is the hyperbolic curvature of γ (cf. [18, 33, 45]). Thus, the surface Sγ is
Willmore if and only if γ is a free elastic curve if and only if

κ2� 1
2

κ3�κ� 0.

The proof follows easily from the Principle of Symmetric Criticality of Palais [74]. It
follows that Willmore surfaces of revolution are minimal in some space form.

According to Langer and Singer [45], the length of γ determines the conformal
type of Sγ. Moreover, Sγ is constrained Willmore if and only if γ is an elastic curve if
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and only if

κ2� 1
2

κ3�pµ�1qκ� 0.

1.7. Pinkall’s Willmore tori

A Hopf torus Sγ :� π�1pγq is the inverse image under the Hopf fibration π : S3 Ñ S2

of a closed curve γ immersed in S2. Pinkall [75] used Hopf tori to construct a new in-
finite series of compact embedded Willmore surfaces in R3 which are not conformally
equivalent to a minimal immersion.

For a Hopf torus Sγ, we have that K � 0 and H � �κ, where κ denotes the
curvature of γ in S2.

Moreover, Sγ is critical for W if and only if γ is elastic in S2, that is, if and only
if κ2� 1

2 κ3�κ � 0. Except for the Clifford torus, none of Pinkall’s Willmore tori are
conformally equivalent to a minimal immersion in space forms [42, 75].

Sγ is critical for W with fixed area and volume (Helfrich model) if and only if γ
is critical for

³
γ κ2 with fixed length and enclosed area if and only if

κ2� 1
2

κ3�pµ�1qκ�λ� 0.

For further details on this, we refer the reader to the recent work of L. Heller [37].

REMARK 1.3. The presence of the spontaneous curvature c0 combined with
the area and volume constraints implies that F is not conformally invariant. Thus,
several analytic methods used for the study of the Willmore functional, including Si-
mon’s regularity, and the existence of minimizers under fixed conformal class, cannot
be employed. Additional information on these topics can be found in the lecture notes
of Kuwert and Schätzle [43], and the bibliography therein. In the literature, only few
explicit solutions of the shape equation are known: axisymmetric surfaces of spherical
and toroidal topology, surfaces of biconcave shape [20, 70, 72, 73, 79]. The existence
of global minimizers of F is known only for very special classes of surfaces, e.g.,
axisymmetric surfaces and biconcave shaped surfaces [22].

2. Geometric Cauchy problems

2.1. The classical Björling problem

The classical Björling problem for minimal surfaces reads as follows [8, 24, 69].
Let pα,Nq be a pair consisting of a real analytic curve α : J Ñ R3 parametrized

by arclength,* where J � R is an open interval, and of a real analytic unit vector field
N : J Ñ R3 along α, such that xα1pxq,Npxqy � 0, for all x P J. The Björling problem
consists in finding a minimal immersion f : Σ Ñ R3 of some domain Σ � R2 with
J � Σ, such that the following conditions hold true:

*Actually, α need not be parametrized by arclength.
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1. f px,0q � αpxq, for x P J,
2. npx,0q � Npxq, for x P J,

where n denotes the unit normal (Gauss map) of f , n : ΣÑ R3.

The Björling problem was posed and solved by E. G. Björling in 1844 [6] as a
special instance of the general theorem of Cauchy–Kovalevskaya, from which one ex-
pects to find a uniquely determined solution to the problem. Following H. A. Schwarz
[78], vol. 1, pp. 179–89, such a unique solution can be given by an explicit representa-
tion formula in terms of the prescribed pair pα,Nq, namely

f px,yq �R

"pαpzq� i
» z

z0

pNpwq� pα1pwqdw
*

, z� x� iy,

where pαpzq and pNpzq denote the holomorphic extensions of αpxq and Npxq, respectively.
The solution to Björling’s problem can be understood as follows:

• The Gauss map of a minimal surface is holomorphic.
• The Weierstrass representation gives a formula for the surface in terms of holo-

morphic data.
• It suffices to know the data along a curve.

REMARK 2.1. In the mid nineteenth century, Bonnet observed that the solution
to Björling’s problem permits also the determination of minimal surfaces containing a
given curve as: (1) a geodesic: the normal to the surface is the principal normal vector
of the geodesic as a space curve; (2) an asymptotic line: the normal to the surface is the
binormal vector to the curve; (3) or a curvature line (use Joachimsthal’s theorem).

Some modern, more sophisticated uses of the above classical formula for the
study of minimal surfaces can be found, for instance, in [28, 50, 53].

2.2. Björling’s problem for other surface classes

Within the above circle of ideas, the Björling problem has been studied for other classes
of surfaces admitting a (holomorphic) Weierstrass representation, e.g.,

• the class of CMC 1 surfaces in hyperbolic 3-space using Bryant’s holomorphic
representation [28];

• the class of minimal surfaces in a three-dimensional Lie group [52] using previ-
ous work of [51].

The problem has been investigated in several different geometric situations and for
other surface classes, including surfaces of constant curvature, affine spheres, and time-
like surfaces (see, for instance, [1, 3, 4, 10, 11, 13, 14, 31, 29, 30] and the literature
therein).

What about the Björling problem for non-minimal CMC surfaces, or Willmore
surfaces?
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2.3. Björling’s problem for CMC surfaces

Let f : M Ñ R3 be a CMC H immersion with H � 0. The Gauss map n : Σ Ñ S2

of f : M Ñ R3 is not holomorphic. However, it is well-known that n : Σ Ñ S2 �
SUp2q{S1 � SUp2q is a harmonic map.

The condition that n is harmonic is equivalent to the existence of a S1-family
of sup2q-valued 1-forms αλ satisfying the Maurer–Cartan condition, for all λ P S1.
Accordingly, by the work of Pohlmeyer [76], Zakharov–Shabat [86], and Uhlenbeck
[82], the Gauss map has a representation as a holomorphic map into a loop group.

In 2010, Brander and Dorfmeister [12] solved the Björling problem for CMC
surfaces using the loop group formulation of CMC surfaces, which in turn is based on
the Dorfmeister–Pedit–Wu construction of harmonic maps from a surface to a compact
symmetric space [25].

2.4. Björling’s problem for Willmore surfaces

For Willmore surfaces, there is not a unique solution to the Björling problem as stated
above. This has to do with the fact that the Willmore functional is Möbius invariant.

We recall that Möbius geometry is the conformal geometry of 3-sphere

S3 � PpN4,1q,

viewed as the projectivization of the null cone N4,1 of Minkowski 4-space R4,1. A map
y : Σ Ñ S3 is lifted to a map Y into N4,1, so that y � rY s. In this case, the role of the
Gauss map is now played by the conformal Gauss map

ψ : ΣÑ S3,1 � toriented 2-spheres of S3u.

Away from umbilic points, the map ψ is a spacelike immersion which is orthogonal to
Y and dY . In other words, this means that y envelopes ψ.

Now, a surface y : Σ Ñ S3 is Willmore if and only if its conformal Gauss map
ψ is harmonic into S3,1. For a Willmore surface y, there is a dual Willmore py with the
same conformal Gauss map ψ. The dual pair (y, py) are the two envelopes of ψ, viewed
as a 2-parameter family of spheres in S3 (see [7, 16, 38, 42] and [66] for more details
on the geometry of the conformal Gauss map).

A Cauchy problem for Willmore surfaces

A suitable initial value problem for Willmore surfaces is described as follows. Given
a real analytic curve of spheres ψ0pxq : J Ñ S3,1, with enveloping curves rY0s, rpY0s,
satisfying xY0,Y0y � xpY0,pY0y � 0, xY0,pY0y � �1, find a pair of dual Willmore surfaces

y� rY s, py� rpY s : ΣÑ S3, J � Σ,

such that:
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• Y px,0q � Y0pxq, for x P J,
• pY px,0q � pY0pxq, for x P J,
• ψpx,0q � ψ0pxq, for x P J,

being ψ : ΣÑ S3,1 the conformal Gauss map of y, y : ΣÑ S3.

Using the harmonicity of the conformal Gauss map, Helein [35] gives a Weier-
strass type representation of Willmore immersions using previous work of Bryant [16]
on Willmore surfaces and an extension of the Dorfmeister–Pedit–Wu method.

In 2014, Brander and Wang [15] solved the Björling problem for Willmore sur-
faces using Helein’s loop group formulation.

REMARK 2.2. In the above situations, the theory of harmonic maps provides a
unifying framework. More precisely:

• Harmonicity of a suitable Gauss map characterizes previous examples.
• They may be unified by application of the theory of harmonic maps.
• Such harmonic maps comprise an integrable system with Lax representation,

spectral deformations, algebro-geometric solutions, etc.
• Harmonic maps and integrable systems provide a conceptual explanation for the

solution of the above geometric Cauchy problems.

3. A Björling problem for equilibrium elastic surfaces

In this section we address the question of existence and uniqueness of a suitably for-
mulated geometric Björling problem for equilibrium surfaces, i.e., surfaces satisfying
the shape equation ∆H �Φpa,cq. The position of the problem and its solution is given
throughout this section.

THEOREM 3.1 ([41]). Given:

1. a real analytic curve α : J Ñ R3, with |α1pxq| � 1, Frenet frame T � α1, N, B,
curvature κpxq � 0, and torsion τpxq;

2. a unit normal W0 � Npx0qcosa0�Bpx0qsina0, at x0 P J;
3. two real analytic functions h, hW : J Ñ R, such that h satisfies

(7) h�κsin
�
�
» x

x0

τpuqdu�a0



  0,

then, there exists a real analytic immersion f : Σ Ñ R3, where Σ � R2 is an open
neighborhood of J�t0u, with curvature line coordinates px,yq, such that:

(a) the mean curvature H of f satisfies ∆H �Φpa,cq;
(b) f px,0q � αpxq for all x P J, and α is a curvature line of f ;
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(c) the tangent plane to f at f px0,0q is spanned by T px0q and W0;
(d) H|J � h and BH

By

��
J � hW .

If pf : pΣ Ñ R3 is any other principal immersion satisfying the above conditions, then
f pΣXpΣq � pf pΣXpΣq, i.e., f is unique up to reparametrizations.

REMARK 3.1. In Theorem 3.1, the curve α turns out to be a curvature line of
the solution surface. This has to do with the fact that the normal vector field W along α
such that W px0q �W0 is chosen to be a (relatively) parallel field in the sense of Bishop
[5] (see Section 3.3). A more general problem would be that of considering the shape
equation together with a curve α, a generic unit normal W along the curve, and some
other objects along α that determine all possible data up to order three that one can
consider on the surface along α. The problem is then whether there exists a unique
equilibrium surface meeting these data. The solution of this more general problem is
likely to imply Theorem 3.1 as a special case.

As opposed to the cases discussed above, the shape equation is not known to be
related to harmonic map theory, nor to other integrable systems. So these approaches
do not apply in principle. Also, no explicit representation formulae are known for
equilibrium surfaces that could be used for solving the Cauchy problem in geometric
terms as in the classical Björling problem.

Our techniques will rely upon the Cartan–Kähler theory of Pfaffian differential
systems and the method of moving frames (for a similar approach to the integrable
system of Lie-minimal surfaces and other systems in submanifold geometry, as well
as to several geometric variational problems within the general scheme of Griffiths’
formalism of the calculus of variations [33], we refer to [55, 57, 58, 59, 61, 63, 64] and
[26, 56, 60, 62, 65, 67]).

The main steps in the proof of Theorem 3.1 are the following:

1. Construction of a Pfaffian differential system (PDS) whose integral manifolds are
canonical lifts of principal frames along surfaces satisfying the shape equation.

2. Analysis of the PDS to conclude that it is in involution by Cartan’s test. Hence
the Cartan–Kähler theorem yields the existence and uniqueness of an integral
surface containing a given integral curve.

3. Construction of integral curves from the given initial data.
4. Geometric interpretation of the construction and of the existence result to deter-

mine the equilibrium surface.

3.1. The Pfaffian system of equilibrium surfaces

Structure equations of Ep3q
The Euclidean group Ep3q �R3�SOp3q �GLp4,Rq acts transitively on R3 by px,Aqy
� x�Ay. An element px,Aq of Ep3q is a frame A1,A2,A3 at x, where Ai denotes the
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ith column of A. By regarding x and Ai as R3-valued maps on Ep3q, there are unique
1-forms θi, θi

j on Ep3q, i, j � 1,2,3, such that"
dx�°

θiAi,

dAi �
°

θ j
i A j, θ j

i ��θi
j, i� 1,2,3.

The Maurer-Cartan forms θi, θi
j, i, j � 1,2,3, of Ep3q satisfy the structure equations

(8)
"

dθi ��°
θi

j^θ j,

dθi
j ��

°
θi

k^θk
j.

Structure equations of the principal frame bundle

Let f : X2 Ñ R3 be an immersed surface with unit normal field n, such that f does not
have umbilic points. A principal adapted frame is a mapping

p f ,pA1,A2,A3qq : U � X Ñ Ep3q,

such that, for each ζ P X , tA1pζq,A2pζq,A3pζqu is a orthonormal basis of Tf pζqR3, such
that A1pζq,A2pζq are principal directions and A3 � n.

These conditions easily imply that pθ1,θ2q induces a coframe field in X , and
θ3 � 0. Moreover, we can express

θ3
1 � aθ1, θ3

2 � cθ2, θ2
1 � pθ1�qθ2,

where a and c are the principal curvatures associated to the directions A1 and A2, re-
spectively, which are assumed to satisfy a ¡ c without loss of generality, and p and q
are smooth functions, the Christoffel symbols of f with respect to the coframe pθ1,θ2q.
Note that the first and second fundamental forms read I � d f � d f � θ1θ1� θ2θ2 and
II��d f �dn� aθ1θ1� cθ2θ2, respectively.

The structure equations (8) in this setting give"
dθ1 � pθ1^θ2,
dθ2 � qθ1^θ2,

as well as the Gauss equation

(9) d p^θ1�dq^θ2�pac� p2�q2qθ1^θ2 � 0,

and the Codazzi equations

(10)
"

da^θ1� ppc�aqθ2^θ1 � 0,
dc^θ2�qpc�aqθ1^θ2 � 0.

REMARK 3.2. In order to simplify the notation in the sequel, given a smooth
function g : X Ñ R, let us write dg � g1θ1 � g2θ2, where g1,g2 : X Ñ R could be
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considered the “partial derivatives” of g with respect to θ1,θ2. It is easily seen that the
mixed partials satisfy g12�g21 � pg1�qg2. Using the relation

p∆gqθ1^θ2 � d �dg� dp�g2θ1�g1θ2q,
which defines the Laplace–Beltrami operator ∆ with respect to I, we find that

∆g� g11�g22�qg1� pg2.

In this formalism Gauss and Codazzi equations (9) and (10) are writen as

p2�q1 � ac� p2�q2,

"
a2 ��ppc�aq,
c1 ��qpc�aq,

so we will define the auxiliary function r � 1
2 pp2�q1q, in order to express

p2 � r� 1
2
pac� p2�q2q, q1 � r� 1

2
pac� p2�q2q.

Differentiating the Codazzi equations yields$''&''%
a21 � pp1� pqqpa� cq� pa1, a12 � 2pa1� p1pa� cq,
a22 �

�
r� 1

2 pac� p2�q2q�pa� cq� p2pa� cq� pc2,
c21 � q2pa� cq�2qc2, c12 � pq2� pqqpa� cq�qc2,
c11 �

�
r� 1

2 pac� p2�q2q�pa� cq�qa1�q2pa� cq,
so ∆H � 1

2 ∆pa� cq is expressed in terms of the invariants p,q,a,c,r,a1,c2 by

∆H � 1
2
pa11� c22q� rpc�aq�qa1� pc2.

Therefore, f satisfies the shape equation ∆H �Φpa,cq if and only if

a11� c22 � 2pΨpp,q,a,c,a1,c2q� rpc�aqq ,
where

Ψpp,q,a,c,a1,c2q �Φpa,cq� pc2�qa1.

The important point here is that Ψ is not a function of r.

The Pfaffian system of principal frames

On the manifold

Yp1q � Ep3q� pp,q,a,cq P R4 |a� c¡ 0
(
,

consider pI1,Ωq, the Pfaffian differential system (PDS) differentially generated by the
1-forms

(11)
α1 � θ3, α2 � θ2

1� pθ1�qθ2,
α3 � θ3

1�aθ1, α4 � θ3
2� cθ2,

with independence condition Ω� θ1^θ2 � 0.
Using the compatibility conditions for a surface in R3, we have the following.
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LEMMA 3.1. The integral manifolds of pI1,Ωq are the smooth maps

Fp1q :� pF,A, p,q,a,cq : X Ñ Yp1q

defined on an oriented connected surface X, such that:

• F : X Ñ R3 is an umbilic free smooth immersion;
• pF,Aq � pF,pA1,A2,A3qq : X Ñ Ep3q is a principal frame along F; a, c are the

principal curvatures and p, q are the Christoffel symbols of F.

Modulo the algebraic ideal generated by tα1,α2,α3,α4u, it is easy to get$''''''&''''''%

dθ1 � pθ1^θ2, dθ2 � qθ1^θ2,

dα1 � 0,

dα2 ��d p^θ1�dq^θ2�pac� p2�q2qθ1^θ2,

dα3 ��da^θ1� ppc�aqθ1^θ2,

dα4 ��dc^θ2�qpc�aqθ1^θ2.

Nonetheless, the equations α j � 0 also imply the equations dα j � 0, which
uncover additional integrability conditions. The prolongation of pI1,Ωq is the system
with these new 1-forms. To prolong pI1,Ωq, we define

Yp2q � Yp1q�
 pp1,q2,r,a1,c2,a11,c22q P R7( ,

where pp1,q2,r,a1,c2,a11,c22q are the new fiber coordinates, and consider the PDS
pI2,Ωq, differentially generated by

(12)

$''''''''&''''''''%

α1,α2,α3,α4 defined in (11),
β1 � d p� p1θ1�pr� 1

2 pac� p2�q2qqθ2,
β2 � dq�pr� 1

2 pac� p2�q2qqθ1�q2θ2,
γ1 � da�a1θ1� ppc�aqθ2,
γ2 � dc�qpc�aqθ1� c2θ2,
δ1 � da1�a11θ1�p�2a1 p�pc�aqp1qθ2,
δ2 � dc2�p2c2q�pc�aqq2qθ1� c22θ2.

Since the new 1-forms represent the geometric equations for a surface as derived
in Section 3.1, from Lemma 3.1 we deduce the following.

LEMMA 3.2. The integral manifolds of pI2,Ωq are the smooth maps Fp2q : X Ñ
Yp2q,

Fp2q � pF,A, p,q,a,c, p1,q2,r,a1,c2,a11,c22q,
where pF,A, p,q,a,cq : X Ñ Yp1q is an integral manifold of pI1,Ωq, and the rest of
variables represent the corresponding geometric quantities of the immersion F : X Ñ
R3.
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The PDS of equilibrium surfaces

Let Y� � Yp2q be the 16-dimensional submanifold (analytic subvariety) of Yp2q defined
by the shape equation

a11� c22 � 2 rΦpa,cq� rpc�aq�qa1� pc2s ðñ ∆H �Φpa,cq.

We choose fiber coordinates p,q,a,c, p1,q2,r,a1,c2, where ℓ is defined by"
a11 � ℓ� rpc�aq�Ψpp,q,a,c,a1,c2q,
c22 �� ℓ� rpc�aq�Ψpp,q,a,c,a1,c2q.

The PDS of equilibrium surfaces pI�,Ωq is defined as pI2,Ωq restricted to Y�. By
Lemma 3.2, the integral manifolds of pI�,Ωq are the prolongations Fp2q of umbilic free
immersions F : X Ñ R3 satisfying the shape equation ∆H �Φpa,cq.

3.2. Involution of the PDS of equilibrium surfaces

Let VppI�q, the variety of p-dimensional integral elements of I�, p � 1,2, which is a
contained in GppTY�q, the Grassmannian bundle of p-dimensional subspaces of TY�.
By construction, pI�,Ωq is differentially generated by$&% α1,α2,α3,α4,β1,β2,γ1,γ2 defined in (12),

δ1 � da1�pℓ� rpc�aq�Ψqθ1�pp1pc�aq�2a1 pqθ2,
δ2 � dc2�pq2pc�aq�2c2qqθ1�pℓ� rpc�aq�Ψqθ2.

Modulo the ideal generated by tα1,α2,α3,α4,β1,β2,γ1,γ2,δ1,δ2u, we get

(13)

$''''''&''''''%

dα j � 0, j � 1,2,3,4,
dγa � 0, a� 1,2,
dβ1 ��d p1^θ1�dr^θ2�B1θ1^θ2,
dβ2 ��dr^θ1�dq2^θ2�B2θ1^θ2,
dδ1 ��pdℓ�pc�aqdrq^θ1�pc�aqd p1^θ2�D1θ1^θ2,
dδ2 � pc�aqdq2^θ1�pdℓ�pc�aqdrq^θ2�D2θ1^θ2.

where B1,B2,D1,D2 are some real analytic functions of the fiber coordinates. Thus
pI�,Ωq is differentially generated by tα1,α2,α3,α4,β1,β2,γ1,γ2,δ1,δ2u together with
the 1-forms in the right-hand sides of the last four equations of (13), which are linearly
independent provided that c� a.

Given p � 1,2, let us consider the reduced Cartan character s1p, defined as the
maximum rank of the polar equations associated to an element in GppTY�q. From the
above discussion, it is not difficult to compute s11 � 4 and s12 � 0, so s11�2s12 � 4, which
coincides with the degree of indeterminacy of the system given by Equation (13). The
reader is referred to the monograph [34] for a clear and comprehensive explanation of
this technique.
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This means that pI ,Ωq passes Cartan’s test, i.e., the system is in involution.
Given E1 PV1pI�q at some m P Y�, its polar or extension space is given by

HpE1q :� tu P TmY� : E1�Ru is an integral elementu.
Since dimHpE1q � 2 and the fibers of V2pI�q are affine linear subspaces of G2pTmY�q, it
follows that HpE1q is the unique element of V2pI�q containing E1. From Cartan–Kähler
theory, we get the following existence and uniqueness result:

LEMMA 3.3.

1. pI�,Ωq is in involution and its solutions depend on four functions in one variable.
2. For every 1-dimensional real analytic integral manifold A � Y� there exists a

unique real analytic 2-dimensional integral manifold X � Y� through A .

3.3. Sketch of the proof of Theorem 3.1

Let us consider the Cauchy data
�
α,x0,W0,h,hW

�
, as in the statement of Theorem 3.1.

Let pT,N,Bq be a Frenet frame along the real analytic curve α, and denote by κ and τ
the curvature and torsion of α : J Ñ R3, respectively, determined by the Frenet-Serret
equations T 1 � κN, N1 � �kT � τB and B1 � �τN. We define normal vector fields
along α as

W pxq � cosspxqNpxq� sinspxqBpxq,
JW pxq � �sinspxqNpxq� cosspxqBpxq,

where the auxiliary real analytic function s : J Ñ R is given by

spxq :��
» x

x0

τpuqdu�a0,

so W extends the vector W0 at x0 (i.e., W px0q �W0), and

G � pα,T,W, JW q : J Ñ Ep3q.
is a orthonormal frame field along α (note that pT,W,JW q is nothing but a parallel
frame along α, see [5]). Frenet-Serret equations easily yield

dG

dx
� G

����
0 0 0 0
1 0 �p �a
0 p 0 0
0 a 0 0

���, where
"

p� κcosspxq,
a��κsinspxq.

Next we define all the variables associated to the Cauchy data in order to pro-
duce a 1-dimensional integral element of I� :

c� a�2ph�κsinspxqq, q�� 1
c�a

dc
dx ,

a1 � da
dx , c2 � 2hW �ppc�aq,

p1 � dp
dx , q2 �� 1

c�a

�
dc2
dx �2c2q

	
,

r� dq
dx � 1

2 pac�p2�q2q, l� d2a
dx2 � rpc�aq�Ψpp,q,a1,c2q.
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Note that the condition (7) in the statement is equivalent to a¡ c. It is straightforward
that the curve A : J Ñ Y� mapping x to pG ,p,q,a,c,p1,q2,r,a1,c2, lq at x parametrizes
an integral curve U of I�, such that θ1 � dx, θ2 � 0, and$''''&''''%

p�A � p, q�A � q,
a�A � a, c�A � c,
p1 �A � p1, q2 �A � q2,
r �A � r, a1 �A � a1,
c2 �A � c2, ℓ�A � l.

Lemma 3.3 guarantees the existence and uniqueness of an integral surface X � Y�
containing the canonical integral curve U. From Section 3.1, we get that the first com-
ponent x of px,A, p,q,a,c, p1,q2,r,a1,c2, ℓq P X can be parametrized by a real ana-
lytic umbilic free immersion F : Σ Ñ R3, which is a solution to the shape equation
∆H �Φpa,cq and whose prolongation Fp2q coincides with the inclusion ι : X Ñ Y�.

Here, the extension result tells us that Σ � R2 can be taken as an open neigh-
borhood of J�t0u, such that Fpx,0q � αpxq for all x P J. Since X has initial condition
U� X and A�pθ2q � 0, α is a curvature line of F . Moreover,

• F�pTApx0qpX qq � spanptA1pαpx0qq,A2pαpx0qquq � spanptT px0q,W px0quq,
• H �A � 1

2 pa� cq � h,
• dH|Apx0q � 1

2 pc2�ppc�aqqθ2|Apx0q � hW θ2|Apx0q pmod θ1|Apx0qq.
Hence F satisfies conditions (b), (c) and (d) in the statement. It remains to prove the
uniqueness of F , which follows from the uniqueness in Lemma 3.3.

4. Examples: Helfrich cylinders

Let S � R3px1,x2,x3q be a cylinder over a simple closed curve α � Rpx1,x2q, with
curvature κpxq and with generating lines parallel to the x3-axis. It then follows that
H � �κ{2 and K � 0. The cylinder S satisfies ∆H � Φpa,cq if and only if κ2 �
�2Φp�κ,0q. Given the initial data:

• α � R2px1,x2q � R3, a convex simple closed plane curve with signed curvature
κ satisfying κ2 ��2Φp�κ,0q;

• a point αpx0q and the unit normal vector W0 ��e3 (it corresponds to a0 ��π{2);
• h��κ{2 and hW � 0 (the integral condition is satisfied),

S is the unique equilibrium surface determined by such initial data.

A Helfrich cylinder is a cylindrical surface S satisfying the Ou-Yang–Helfrich
equation (3). In this case,

• the curvature κpxq of α� R2px1,x2q must satisfy

(14) κ2� 1
2

κ3� vκ� 2p
b
� 0, v :� 2pa� kc2

0q{b.
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• Differentiating (14), yields

κ3� 3
2

κ2κ1� vκ1 � 0.

• κpx, tq � κpx�vtq is a traveling wave solution of the modified Korteveg–de Vries
(mKdV) equation ([32, 68])

κt � 3
2

κ2κx�κxxx.

• α moves without changing its shape when its curvature evolves according to the
mKdV equation (congruence curve).

• (14) has a first integral,

(15) pκ1q2� 1
4
pκ4�w2κ2�w1κ�w0q � 0.

• If the pressure p vanishes, S is a Willmore cylinder and α is a closed elastic curve
(lemniscates): it has self-intersections.

• Closedness and embeddedness of curves satisfying (15) have been studied by
Vassilev, Djondjorov, and Mladenov [84], and Musso [54].
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SUBMANIFOLDS AND HOLONOMY: A TRIBUTE TO SERGIO
CONSOLE

Abstract. This is an expository article about our joint published research with Sergio Con-
sole.

1. Introduction.

In this expository article we will refer to our joint published research with Sergio Con-
sole and his related publications. We will put this in the perspective of future develop-
ments on the subjects covered: submanifold geometry and homogeneous Riemannian
geometry. Most of our joint work was on the first subject and is related to the so-called
normal holonomy. This is explained in our joint book, together with Jürgen Berndt,
that inspired our title. In the last part of this survey we will explain in detail one of our
last papers which is related to homogeneous Riemannian geometry. We have chosen
this article because the subjects involved are very general, non-technical and would be
of a wide interest for geometers.

Sergio has also done very interesting research in other areas on which I am not
able to give an authoritative review (and I hope that other coauthors of his will comment
on it).

2. The isoparametric rank rigidity

In this section we will refer to the article [CO1], where the so-called (local) isopara-
metric rank, rankipMq, of a submanifold Mn of the Euclidean space Rn�k is defined.
Namely, rankipMq is the maximal number of linearly independent, locally defined,
isoparametric parallel normal vector fields. Let us say that a normal field ξ is called
isoparametric if Aξ has constant eigenvalues, where A is the shape operator of M. The
main result is the following:

THEOREM 2.1. Let Mn � Rn�k be a locally irreducible and full submanifold
which is contained in a sphere. If rankipMq ¥ 2 then M is a submanifold with constant
principal curvatures.

Observe, from the well-known theorem of Thorbergsson [Th] and the classifi-
cation of Dadok [Da], that M is either an inhomogeneous isoparametric submanifold
of the sphere or an orbit of an s-representation (i.e. the isotropy representation of a
semisimple symmetric space).

The results in this paper, that uses normal holonomy of focal manifolds, were
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the starting point of some important results as the general higher rank rigidity theorem
for submanifolds [DO] and the Berger-type theorem for complex projective submani-
folds [CDO2] (that I will comment on later).

For “genuine” submanifolds of hyperbolic space the isoparametric rank is al-
ways trivial [OW].

3. Algebraically constant second fundamental form and isoparametric hypersur-
faces

We will refer to the article [CO2]. In particular we give a conceptual proof of the clas-
sification of Cartan of isoparametric hypersurfaces of the sphere with three principal
curvatures.

As a corollary of the paper [CO1] one has the following

COROLLARY 3.1. Let Mn be a submanifold of the sphere SN with a non-zero
parallel mean curvature vector. Assume that the second fundamental form is alge-
braically constant. Then M is either an inhomogeneous isoparametric submanifold of
the sphere or an orbit of an s-representation.

Observe, since any compact Lie subgroup of SOpN � 1q has a minimal orbit,
the above result is not true if the mean curvature is zero. The main result of [CO2] is
to extend, of course under further assumptions, the above corollary and to apply it to
isoparametric hypersurfaces of the sphere.

THEOREM 3.1. Let M be a submanifold of a space of constant curvature Xκ
which has a parallel (possibly zero) mean curvature vector. Assume that the second
fundamental form is algebraically constant and it is the same as that of a submanifold
N of Xκ with parallel second fundamental form. Then M has a parallel second fun-
damental form (and so M, up to an isometry of the ambient space, is an open part of
N).

The proof of this result depends on a Simons, Chern, doCarmo, Kobayashi type
formula for the Laplacian of the length of the second fundamental form.

From the above result and the classification of Clifford systems we obtain a
short alternative proof of the following result:

COROLLARY 3.2. (Cartan). Let M be a compact isoparametric hypersurface
of the sphere with three distinct principal curvatures. Then M is a tube around the
Veronese embeddings of the real, complex, quaternionic projective spaces or the Cay-
ley projective plane (in particular, M is homogeneous and so an orbit of a rank two
irreducible s-representation).
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4. A Berger type theorem for the normal holonomy

In [CD] Sergio Console and Antonio J. Di Scala computed the normal holonomy of
parallel complex submanifolds of the complex projective space (which correspond to
the complex orbit, in the projectivized space, of a Hermitian s-representation). They
made a conjecture that was proved in [CDO2], the so-called Berger type theorem for
the normal holonomy of complex projective submanifolds. Namely,

THEOREM 4.1. Let M be a full and complete complex projective submanifold
of CPn. Then the following are equivalent:

1) The normal holonomy is not transitive on the unit sphere of the normal space.

2) M is the complex orbit, in the complex projective space, of the isotropy represen-
tation of a Hermitian symmetric space of rank greater than or equal to 3.

It is also proved in this paper that the normal holonomy of a complex irreducible
and full complete submanifold of Cn is always transitive. This is no longer true if we
drop the completeness assumption.

Recently Antonio Di Scala and Francisco Vittone obtained a full characteri-
zation of the complex (non-complete) submanifolds of the projective space as Mok
varieties.

The proof of the above theorem, though geometric, is very involved and uses
most of the techniques that relate submanifolds and normal holonomy.

5. Killing fields as sections of the canonical bundle, Weyl scalar invariants and
cohomogeneity

This section is based on [CO3, CO4]. We will explain the main techniques in the
second reference which in particular imply also the results in the first reference.

Let M be a Riemannian manifold and let us consider the so-called canonical
bundle T M`Λ2pMq over M. We will always identify, by means of the Riemannian
metric of M, Λ2pMqp � sopTpMq, for all p P M. We endow E with the following
connection r∇, which depends on the Levi-Civita connection ∇ on M. If pv,Bq is a
section of E (i.e., v is a vector field and B is a skew-symmetric tensor field of type
p1,1q on M) then r∇X pv,Bq � p∇X v�B.X ,∇X B�RX ,vq
where R is the curvature tensor on M and, as usual, p∇X Bq.Y � ∇X pB.Y q�B.∇XY .

The canonical lift of vector field Z on M is the section pZ of E given bypZppq � pZppq, rp∇Zqpsskewq
where r sskew denotes the skew symmetric part.

The following result is well-known and elementary to show. Nevertheless, we
include a proof of it (cf. also [BFP, Section 3.5.2]).
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PROPOSITION 5.1. The canonical lift gives an isomorphism between the set
K pMq of Killing fields on M and the parallel sections of E with respect to r∇
Proof. By the Killing equation, a vector field Z on M is a Killing field if and only if
p∇Zqp is skew symmetric for all p P M. Observe that in this case Z satisfies the affine
Jacobi equation. Namely,

∇X p∇Zq�RX ,Z � 0

for all X . This equation is derived from the fact that the flow associated to Z preserves
the Levi-Civita connection (and using that ∇ is torsion free and the curvature tensor R
satisfies the first Bianchi identity).

So, if Z is Killing then pZ is a parallel section of E. Conversely, if pv,Bq is a
parallel section of E, then the first component of r∇pv,Bq � 0 implies that ∇v is skew-
symmetric and hence v is a Killing field on M.

A straightforward computation gives the curvature tensor rR of E. The only
things to use are the first Bianchi identity, for the first component of rR and the second
Bianchi identity for the second component. It yields

rRX ,Y pv,Bq � p0,p∇vRqX ,Y �pB.RqX ,Y q (*)

where B acts on R as a derivation.
The proof of the following result is straightforward and makes use of the so-

called Ricci identity ∇2
X ,Y T �∇2

Y,X T � RX ,Y .T , where RX ,Y acts as a derivation.

PROPOSITION 5.2. Let T be a given tensor on M and let pv,Bq be a section of
E that satisfies the equation

∇vT � B.T

Then r∇X pv,Bq satisfies the above equation, for all vector fields X on M, if and only if
pv,Bq also satisfies the following equation

∇vp∇T q � B.p∇T q

5.1. Invariant Weyl tensors

A tensorial Weyl invariant is a tensor T that can be naturally defined in any Riemannian
manifold Mn by means of the metric tensor x , y, the curvature tensor R and all of
its covariant derivatives ∇kR. Equivalently, any coefficient T I

J , I � pi1, . . . , ilq, J �
p j1, . . . , jsq, of this tensor with respect to any orthonormal basis e1, . . . ,en is a (fixed)
polynomial in the components of the curvatures tensor and all of its derivatives up to a
fixed order. In particular, the formal expression of T I

J does not depend on the chosen
orthonormal basis. If T is a function, i.e., a real-valued tensor of type p0,0q, then T is
called a scalar Weyl invariant.

Examples of tensorial Weyl invariants are:
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- RX ,Y , tensor of type p0,2q with values in the skew-symmetric endomorphisms
of the tangent space.

- RX ,Y Z, tensor of type p0,3q with values in the tangent space
- xRX .Y Z,Wy, tensor of type p0,4q (with real values).
- ||R||2 �°

i, j,k,lxRei.e j ek,ely2, a scalar Weyl invariant.
- The Ricci tensor RicpXq �°

i RpX ,eiqei, tensor of type p0,1q with values in
the tangent space.

- xp∇RX ,Y ZRqRicpUq,VW,Hy, tensor of type p0,7q.
- The sum and the tensor product of any two tensorial Weyl invariants.
From the Weyl theory of invariants one has that the scalar Weyl invariants are

obtained as a linear combination of complete traces, with respect of some paring of the
indexes, of tensors of the form

x∇m1R, y . . .x∇msR, y
where m1, . . . ,ms ¥ 0.

5.2. Extension of Killing vector fields

Let Vp be the subspace of TpM spanned by the gradients of the Weyl scalar invariants.
In a open and dense subset Ω of Mn the dimension of V is locally constant and so
V defines a smooth distribution in any connected component of Ω. Since we will
work locally we will assume that M � Ω. Observe that the distribution D � V K is
integrable: in fact, the integral manifolds of D are the (regular) level sets of the scalar
Weyl invariants which foliate M.

Let p PM and let f1, . . . , fr be scalar Weyl invariants such that gradp f1qppq, � � � ,
gradp frqppq is a basis of νp, p P M. Since we work locally, we may assume that the
vectorial Weyl invariants gradp f1qpxq, � � � , gradp frqpxq are linearly independent, for all
x P M. So the regular level sets of f1, . . . , fr in M coincide with the (regular) level
sets of the family of scalar Weyl invariants. Note that the gradient of any scalar Weyl
scalar is a tensorial Weyl invariant of type p1,0q. Let now S1, . . . ,Ss be tensorial Weyl
invariants and consider S� S1b�� �bSs. Identify, for any x PM, TxM with Rn by means
of a linear isometry hx. Let W be the tensor algebra of Rn of the same type as S (so
that hxpSxq P W). Let p1, . . . , pr be Opnq-invariant polynomials in W that distinguish
the orbits of the orthogonal group Opnq in W. Then gipxq :� piphxpSxqq, i � 1, . . . ,r,
does not depend on the chosen isometries hx, because of the Opnq-invariance, and so
it defines a scalar Weyl invariant (see [PTV]). If Fn�r is a level set of f1, . . . , fr, then
g1pxq, . . . ,grpxq are constant on F . This implies that for any x P F there exists a linear
isometry ℓx : TpM Ñ TxM which maps Sp into Sx (cf. [CO3, Section 3]). It follows that
given p, q in the same level set F , then there exists a linear isometry h : TpM Ñ TqM
which maps any covariant derivative p∇kRqq to the same object at p, for any k ¥ 0.

Let cptq be a curve in F with cp0q � p and let τt : TpM Ñ TcptqM be the parallel
transport along cptq. The parallel transport is a linear isometry (from the corresponding
tangent spaces) and by the previous paragraph one has that τ�1

t p∇kRqcptq lies in the
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same OpTpMq orbit of p∇kRqp, for all t. Differentiating this condition at t � 0 yields
that there exists B P sopTpMq such that

p∇vp∇kRqqp � B.p∇kRqp

where v � c1p0q P TpF . Observe that v is arbitrary in TpF , since cptq is an arbitrary
curve in F .

Let, for q P M, Ek
q be the subspace of Eq which consists of all the pairs pv,Bq

such that

p∇vp∇iRqqq�B.p∇iRqq � 0

for all 0¤ i¤ k. Notice that the projection to the first component maps Ek
q onto TqFpqq,

where Fpqq is the level set of the scalar Weyl invariants by q. So, dim Ek
q ¥ r, where

r is the dimension of Fpqq. It is clear that there exists jpqq ¤ dimEq � n� 1
2 npn� 1q

such that dimE jpqq � dim E jpqq�1
q .

By making, if necessary, M smaller we may assume that dimE jpqq
q does not de-

pend on q. This gives rise to a subbundle Ē of E whose fibers are E jpqq
q . By Proposition

5.2 we have that Ē is a parallel subbundle of E which must be flat by (*). Therefore
any pv,Bq P Ēp, p fixed in M, gives rise to a parallel section prv, rBq of Ē and so to a
parallel section of E (we may assume that M is simply connected). By Proposition 1,
this parallel section corresponds to a Killing field on M, whose value at p is v, which is
arbitrary in TpFppq. This Killing field must be always tangent to any level set, because
the scalar Weyl invariants are preserved by isometries. This proves:

THEOREM 5.1 ([CO3, CO4]). The cohomogeneity of a Riemannian manifold
M (with respect to the full isometry group) coincides locally with the codimension of
the foliation by regular level sets of the scalar Weyl invariants.

COROLLARY 5.1 (Prüfer, Tricerri and Vanhecke [PTV]). Let M be an n-dimensional
Riemannian manifold. Then M is locally homogeneous if and only if all scalar Weyl
invariants of order s with s¤ npn�1q

2 are constant.

From the proof the following well-known result of Singer [Si, NT], used in
[PTV], follows.

COROLLARY 5.2 (Singer [Si]). Let Mn be a Riemannian manifold. Then M is
locally homogeneous if and only if for any p,q PM there is a linear isometry h : TpMÑ
TqM such that h�p∇sRqq � ∇sRp , for any s¤ 1

2 npn�1q.

REMARK 5.1 (On the pseudo-Riemannian case). Singer’s Theorem was gener-
alized to the pseudo Riemannian case by F. Podestà and A. Spiro, [PS]. Our proof can
also be applied to this setting and extends to any affine connection without torsion.
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LIE ALGEBRAS WITH AD-INVARIANT METRICS
A SURVEY - GUIDE

To the memory of our friend Sergio

Abstract. This is a survey work on Lie algebras with ad-invariant metrics. We summarize
main features, notions and constructions, in the aim of bringing into consideration the main
research on the topic. We also give some list of examples in low dimensions.

1. Introduction

An ad-invariant metric on a Lie algebra g is a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form
x , y which satisfies

(1) xrx,ys,zy�xy, rx,zsy � 0 for all x,y,z P g.

Lie algebras equipped with ad-invariant metrics are known as: “metric”[22],
“metrised” [10], “orthogonal” [28], “quadratic” [27], “regular quadratic”[16], ”sym-
metric self-dual” [17], ”self-dual” [36] Lie algebras. Lie algebras which can be en-
dowed with an ad-invariant metric are also known as “quadrable” or “metrisable”.
They became relevant some years ago when they were useful in the formulation of
some physical problems, for instance in the so known Adler-Kostant-Symes scheme.
More recently they appeared in conformal field theory precisely as the Lie algebras for
which a Sugawara construction exists [17]. They also constitute the basis for the con-
struction of bi-algebras and they give rise to interesting pseudo-Riemannian geometry
[13]. For instance in [34] a result originally due to Kostant [26] was revalidated for
pseudo-Riemannian metrics: it states that there exists a Lie group acting by isometries
on a pseudo-Riemannian naturally reductive space (in particular symmetric spaces)
whose Lie algebra can be endowed with an ad-invariant metric. For symmetric spaces
this Lie group is called the transvection group [24].

Semisimple Lie algebras constitute examples of Lie algebras admitting an ad-
invariant metric since the Killing form is non-degenerate. In the solvable case, the
Killing form is degenerate so one must search for another bilinear form with the ad-
invariance property. The family of Lie algebras admitting an ad-invariant metric strictly
contains semisimple Lie algebras and also infinitely many solvable examples, although
not every solvable Lie algebra can be equipped with an ad-invariant metric.

As a survey work the aim here is to bring into consideration the research given
until now in the topic. The presentation does not follow the chronology. We expose
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basic definitions, properties and examples. We give some structure results and classi-
fications. The main constructions for these kind of Lie algebras are: the T�-extension
[10], the double extension procedure [27, 16] or the bi-extension [19], the twofold
or quadratic extension [22, 23]. In the case of nilpotent Lie algebras a classification
scheme was proposed in [8]. Both the T�-extension and the double extension proce-
dure are good methods to produce examples but they present difficulties when dealing
with the classification problem. The twofold or quadratic extension was given to offer
an answer to this problem. In this survey we expose the main results and refer to the
original papers for the complete proofs. Indeed as we shall see the condition of having
an ad-invariant metric imposes restrictions on the structure of the Lie algebra. But even
with all this information the following question is still open:

Fix a Lie algebra g, does it admits an ad-invariant metric?

Making use of the properties we shall see in the next sections that in many
situations we are able to give a negative answer to this question. In cases in which
these conditions fail we are not able to decide if the fixed Lie algebra does or does not
admit an ad-invariant metric. However we have methods to construct examples and to
deal with many questions, such as the study of the reach geometry that Lie algebras
with ad-invariant metric induce, as for instance pseudo-Riemannian symmetric spaces
[24], compact homogeneous spaces, naturally reductive spaces, etc.

2. Generalities and structure theorems

The aim of this section is to present the basic definitions and properties of Lie algebras
with ad-invariant metrics. Together with the first question exposed in the Introduction
we have the following one:

Which are the non-isomorphic Lie algebras admitting an ad-invariant metric?

Indeed any advance concerning this question implies an advance in the previous
one. In the following we refer i-isomorphic or non-i-isomorphic Lie algebras in the fol-
lowing sense. This notion defines an equivalence among Lie algebras with ad-invariant
metrics.

DEFINITION 2.1. Two Lie algebras with ad-invariant metrics pg,Bq and pg1,B1q
are isometrically isomorphic (or i-isomorphic, for short) if there exists a Lie algebra
isomorphism ψ : gÑ g1 satisfying B1pψx,ψyq � Bpx,yq for all x,y P g. In this case, ψ
is called an i-isomorphism.

The Killing form is an ad-invariant symmetric bilinear map on any Lie algebra.
The semisimple Lie algebras are called regular quadratic since the Killing form is
non-degenerate while the Killing form has non-trivial kernel for solvable Lie algebras.
Recall that the kernel of a symmetric bilinear map B on the Lie algebra g is the subspace
KerB� g:

Ker B� tx P g : Bpx,yq � 0 for all y P gu,
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so that B is non-degenerate if and only if Ker B� t0u. Many examples of Lie algebras
with ad-invariant metrics arise as cotangent Lie algebras.

EXAMPLE 1. The coadjoint representation Let h denote a Lie algebra with
dual space h�. The coadjoint representation ad� : hÑ Endph�q is given by

(2) x �φpyq � ad�pxqφpyq � �φ� adpxqpyq for all φ P h�,x,y P h.

The cotangent Lie algebra is defined as the Lie algebra T�h � h` h�, direct
sum as vector spaces, where the Lie bracket is given by

(3) rpx1,φ1q,px2,φ2qs � prx1,x2sh,x1 �φ2�x2 �φ1q for all x1,x2 P h, φ1,φ2 P h�.

The natural neutral metric on T�h

xpx1,φ1q,px2,φ2qy � φ1px2q�φ2px1q

defines an ad-invariant metric on T�h. It is not hard to see that T�h is nilpotent if we
start with a nilpotent Lie algebra h.

A generalization of the cotangent Lie algebra is given by the notion of T�-
extension of h. In fact the cotangent Lie algebra is obtained as a T�-extension for a
trivial cocycle.

DEFINITION 2.2. Let h denote a Lie algebra and let θ : h� h Ñ h� denote a
2-cocycle of ph,ad�q. Let h`h� with the canonical neutral metric and equipped with
the Lie bracket given by
(4)
rpx1,φ1q,px2,φ2qs� prx1,x2sh,x1 �φ2�x2 �φ1�θpx1,x2qq for all x1,x2 P h, φ1,φ2 P h�.

Then this Lie algebra denoted as T�θ h will be called the T�-extension of h by θ. The
canonical neutral metric on h`h� is ad-invariant, once θ also satisfies

θpx1,x2qpx3q � �θpx1,x3qpx2q for allx1,x2,x3 P h.

The notion of T�-extension in relation with ad-invariant metrics appeared in
[10]. It was used by Bordemann to get an example of a Lie algebra of even dimension
which is not a Manin triple. On the other hand every Lie algebra with an ad-invariant
metric can be shown to be a certain Manin pair in the sense of Drinfeld. See [10].

In [10] one can find the following features of T�-extensions:

(a) if h is solvable then T�θ h is solvable;

(b) if h is nilpotent then T�θ h is nilpotent;

(c) non-isomorphic Lie algebras could have isometric T�-extensions.
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EXAMPLE 2. This example shows the difficult in the last point above. In fact
the 2 -step nilpotent Lie algebra in three generators n3,2 can be obtained in two ways
as T�-extensions, that is, starting from two non-isomorphic Lie algebras. Let R3 be
the abelian Lie algebra. Consider the canonical basis e1,e2,e3 with dual basis e4,e5,e6
and the 2-cocycle θ : R3�R3 Ñ R3� given by

θpe1,e2q � e6 θpe1,e3q � �e5 θpe2,e3q � e4.

On the other hand n3,2 can also be obtained as the cotangent Lie algebra of the Heisen-
berg Lie algebra T�h3.

Let g denote a Lie algebra equipped with an ad-invariant metric x , y. If m � g
is a subset, then we denote by mK the linear subspace of g, called the orthogonal of m
(relative to x , y), given by

mK � tx P g,xx,vy � 0 for all v Pmu.
In particular a subspace m is called

• isotropic if m�mK,

• totally isotropic if m�mK, and

• non-degenerate if and only if mXmK � t0u.
The pair consisting of a Lie algebra and an ad-invariant metric pg,x , yq is called

indecomposable (irreducible in [7]) if it does not admit any non-degenerate proper
ideal. In the contrary situation g is called decomposable. The proof of the next result
follows easily from an inductive procedure.

LEMMA 2.1. Let pg,x , yq denote a Lie algebra equipped with an ad-invariant
metric.

(i) If h is an ideal of g then hK is also an ideal in g.

(ii) CrpgqK � Crpgq for all r, where Crpgq and Crpgq are the ideals in the central
ascending and descending series of g, defined inductively by

C0pgq � g C0pgq � 0
Crpgq � rg,Crpgqs Crpgq � tx P g : rx,gs PCr�1pgqu

Thus on any Lie algebra admitting an ad-invariant metric the next equality holds

(5) dimg� dimCrpgq�dimCrpgq.
If C1pgq is the commutator and zpgq denotes the center of g, the case r � 1 above gives

(6) dimg� dimzpgq�dimC1pgq,
which easily implies that solvable Lie algebras admitting an ad-invariant metric have
non-trivial center.
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EXAMPLE 3. Making use of the previous definitions and properties one can
obtain the Lie algebras admitting an ad-invariant metric in low dimensions. The Lie
algebras of dimension less or equal four admitting an ad-invariant metric are (see [5]
for the proof):

(i) In dimension = 1, 2 only the abelian Lie algebra. In fact the non-abelian solvable
Lie algebra of dimension two admits no ad-invariant metric since it has a trivial
center.

(ii) in dimension = 3, the simple Lie algebras slpRq and sop3q and the abelian Lie
algebra.

(iii) in dimension = 4, the trivial extension of three-dimensional simple Lie algebras,
R�slp2,Rq, R�sop3,Rq; and the solvable Lie algebras: the oscillator Lie alge-
bra osc and another semidirect extension of the Heisenberg Lie algebra b which
corresponds to the known Boidol group, also called as the diamond Lie algebra.
If one denotes by h3 the Heisenberg Lie algebra of dimension three which is
spanned by h� spante1,e2,e3u with re1,e2s � e3 then

• osc� spante0,e1,e2,e3u and re0,e1s � e2, re0,e2s � �e1, re1,e2s � e3,

• b� spante0,e1,e2,e3u and re0,e1s � e1, re0,e2s � �e2, re1,e2s � e3.

The proof follows the next schematic ideas. Assume g is a Lie algebra of dimension
four admitting an ad-invariant metric. Start by considering the Levi decomposition
of g � r` s where r is the radical and s is semisimple. If s is non-trivial then it has
dimension three and r is decomposable. Otherwise r is trivial and g is solvable. In
this situation assuming that g is indecomposable one can see that such g should satisfy
dimzpgq � 1 and dimC1pgq � 3. But zpgq �C1pgq and C1pgq{zpgq is isomorphic to a
non-degenerate subspace of C1pgq, see the next remark to prove this. So g�R`C1pgq
is the Lie algebra of the semidirect product of R and C1pgq is the Heisenberg Lie
algebra of dimension three.

REMARK 2.1. Let g denote a Lie algebra with an ad-invariant metric x , y and
assume the center of g, denoted z, is non-trivial. If m � z is a subspace such that
z�m`C, where C �C1pgqX z, then m is non-degenerate and so g is decomposable.

EXAMPLE 4. Let g denote a 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra equipped with an ad-
invariant metric. Assume zpgq �C1pgq, then by Equation (6) the metric is neutral and
dimg� 2dimzpgq. As a consequence for instance the Heisenberg Lie algebra hn cannot
be equipped with an ad-invariant metric. This example will generalized soon.

Recall that a 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra n is called non-singular if the maps
ad x : nÑ z is non-singular for all x P n� z, where z denotes the center of n.

Suppose n� z`v, as direct sum as vector spaces. Assume that n is non-singular.
Taking x P v it is not hard to see that dimv ¥ dimz�1. Assume now n admits an ad-
invariant metric and it is indecomposable, so that this implies that z �C1pnq. Making
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use of Equation 6 above we have

dimn� 2dimz� dimz`v¥ 2dimz�1

which gives a contradiction. This proves the next result.

COROLLARY 2.1. Non-singular 2-step nilpotent Lie algebras cannot be en-
dowed with an ad-invariant metric.

Does a singular Lie algebra admit an ad-invariant metric? The answer is no.
One can see that the condition in Equation (6) (and hence Eq. (5)) is not sufficient for
a 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra to admit an ad-invariant metric as shown for instance in
[35].

Astrahancev in [1] studied conditions under which a metrizable Lie algebra g
can be decomposed into the orthogonal sum of non-degenerate ideals. The results
depend on the following main theorem: If g is indecomposable (relative to an ad-
invariant metric B), but g is the sum of two commuting ideals, then one ideal must be
g itself and the other must be central. As a corollary, the indecomposability of g is
independent of the choice of B.

In his work on superalgebras of low dimensions Duong gave some technical
results to find non i-isomorphic Lie algebras with ad-invariant metrics. One of the
points to see is the indecomposability or irreducibility. For instance he gives a condition
on the 2-cocycle θ to make T�θ g decomposable. See [15].

EXAMPLE 5. The T�-extension does not exhaust the possibilities for construct-
ing Lie algebras. In fact, in dimension four one gets the oscillator Lie algebra which is
not the T�-extension of the solvable Lie algebra of dimension two, which correspond
to the diamond Lie algebra.

Bordemann proved the following result.

PROPOSITION 2.1. [10] Every finite-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra of even
dimension with an ad-invariant metric “is” a suitable T�-extension.

There is another way to produce Lie algebras with ad-invariant metric. This is
an inductive method, that is, starting with a quadratic Lie algebra one produces a new
one of a higher dimension. The first outline of this construction was given in the book
of V. Kac [20] for solvable Lie algebras. Later it appeared as the double extension
procedure in [27]. Also in [16] the ideas of Kac are taken, as the authors declare in the
work.

Start with the following data:

• a Lie algebra pd, r�, �sdq with an ad-invariant metric x , yd,

• a Lie algebra ph, r�, �shq with ad-invariant symmetric bilinear (possibly degener-
ate) form Bh,
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• a Lie algebra homomorphism π : ph, r�, �sq Ñ Derapd,x , ydq from h to the Lie
algebra of skew-symmetric derivations of d, denoted by Derapd,x , ydq.

Consider the following vector space direct sum

g :� h`d`h�.

Let Q be the symmetric bilinear map on g, which for xi P d,αi P h�,hi P h, i � 1,2, is
defined by

(7) Qpph1,x1,α1q,ph2,x2,α2qq :� Bhph1,h2q�xx1,x2yd�α1ph2q�α2ph1q;

it is non-degenerate and of signature sgnpQq � sgnpx , ydq�pdimh,dimhq.
Let adh denote the adjoint action of h to itself. The Lie bracket on g is given by

(8)
rph1,x1,α1q,ph2,x2,α2qs :� prh1,h2sh, rx1,x2sd�πph1qx2�πph2qx1,

βpx1,x2q�ad�h ph1qα2� ad�hph2qα1q

where βpx1,x2qphq :� xπphqx1,x2yd and ad�h : hÑ Endph�q denotes the coad-
joint action. This formula and usual computations show that

• the metric Q is ad-invariant with respect to this bracket.

• While h is a Lie subalgebra of g, in general d is not a subalgebra.

• The subspace Gpdq :� d` h� is always an ideal in g, which is obtained as a
central extension of d by the 2-cocycle β and g � h`Gpdq, said the semidirect
sum of Gpdq and h.

The resulting Lie algebra g is called the double extension or bi-extension of
d with respect to ph,πq. One also says that g is obtained by the double extension
procedure or double extension process.

Notice that

• The commutator of g consists of

Cpgq �Cphq�Cpdq� Imπ� Imβ� Imad�h.

In particular if dimh� 1 then Cpgq �Cpdq� Imπ� Imβ.

• If g is solvable, then both h and Gpdq are solvable.

• If g is nilpotent then both h and Gpdq are nilpotent. Also π is acting by nilpotent
maps.

EXAMPLE 6. In the double extension process starting with d � 0 one gets the
cotangent Lie algebra h`h� in (3).
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EXAMPLE 7. Let start the double extension process with d � R2. If we equip
R2 with the canonical metric x , y and take the map J corresponding to the canoni-
cal complex structure, which is skew-symmetric for x , y, we get the 2-form βpx,yq �
xJx,yy. The Lie algebra g obtained after the double extension procedure is the os-
cillator Lie algebra denoted osc in Example 3. It is solvable and it has a Lorentzian
ad-invariant metric.

If we equip R2 with the neutral metric and follow the double extension proce-
dure we get the Lie algebra b of Example 3, whose ad-invariant metric is neutral.

The following results describe the structure of Lie algebras with ad-invariant
metrics. The first one assumes that the Lie algebra is indecomposable. The second one
does not take this assumption but it needs the existence of a non-trivial center.

THEOREM 2.1. MEDINA AND REVOY ’85. A non-simple Lie algebra pA,Qq
equipped with an ad-invariant metric which is indecomposable is a double extension
of some Lie algebra pd,x , ydq by a one-dimensional Lie algebra or by a simple Lie
algebra.

Proof. See [27]

THEOREM 2.2. FAVRE-SANTHAROUBANE ’87. Any n-dimensional Lie alge-
bra with an ad-invariant metric and non-trivial center (in particular an n-dimensional
solvable Lie algebra with ad-invariant metric) is either an orthogonal direct sum of (n
- 1 )-dimensional and l-dimensional Lie algebras with ad-invariant metrics (if it con-
tains an anisotropic central element) or is a double extension of an (n - 2)-dimensional
Lie algebra Lie algebra with ad-invariant metric pd,x , ydq.

Proof. See [16].

Apparently in her Dissertation [25], V. Keith got a similar procedure for the
construction of quadratic Lie algebras. This is announced in the work by Hofmann
and Keith [19]. They make use of the notion of bi-extension to name this construction.
With the years the method was known by the double extension procedure. However it
is interesting to note that the tools and techniques used by Hofmann and Keith are the
same as in [27].

PROPOSITION 2.2. [17] In the context of the double extension procedure above
so that the Lie algebra g is a double extension of d via (h,πq.

(i) If π� 0, then the Lie algebra g decomposes into an orthogonal direct sum of the
Lie algebras d and the cotangent Lie algebra h`h�.

(ii) If π Ñ Derapd,x , yq is given by inner derivations, i.e., if there is a homomor-
phism φ : h Ñ d such that πpHq � addφpHq, then there exists an isometric Lie
algebra isomorphism Φ : g Ñ d� ph` h�q, where the metric on the image is
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given by the product of the metrics x , yd and the metric on h`h� given by

xpα1,H1q,pα2,H2qy � xH1,H2yh�xφpH1q,φpH2qyd�α1pH2q�α2pH1q.

(iii) If d has a factor p with H1pp,Rq � H2pp,Rq � 0, then its double extension g is
decomposable.

Favre and Santharoubane investigated isomorphism classes of double exten-
sions of a given Lie algebra by a skew-symmetric derivation.

PROPOSITION 2.3. [16] Let pgd ,x , ydq denote a one-dimensional extension of
the Lie algebra d with ad-invariant metric by the derivation d. There is an isometry
α : pgd ,x , ydq Ñ pgt ,x , ytq such that αpd`R�q � d`R� if and only if if and only if
there exists λ0 PR�t0u, x0 P d and φ PAutpd,x , ydq such that φ�1tφ� λ0d�adpx0q.

Let z1pdq :� Derapd,x , yq denote the set of skew-symmetric derivations of d.
It is clear that B1pdq :� adpdq � z1pdq. Set H1pdq :� z1pdq

B1pdq and let P1H1pdq denote
the projective space. Then the group Autopdq of orthogonal automorphisms of pd,x , yq
operates on P1H1pdq by

α �Krds � Krα�1dαs
where rds denotes the image of d by the projection Derapdq Ñ H1pdq.

The action of Autpdq in H1pdq is identical to the adjoint action of the Lie group
Opnq in its Lie algebra opnq. Therefore one needs to determine the Opnq-orbits in opnq.
For the nilpotent orbits the solution is classical: for any d P opnq the Opnq-orbit of d
equals the intersection with opnq of the GLpdq-orbit of d. This implies that the Opnq-
orbits are determined by the partition pn1, . . . ,ntq of n satisfying an extra condition. See
[16].

The next method is known as twofold extension. As declared in [22] it was
used by Berard Bergery to study symmetric spaces (in up to now unpublished work).
Kath and Olbrich applied this construction to produce metric Lie algebras. They show
that each metric Lie algebra belonging to the class of solvable metric Lie algebras
is a twofold extension associated with an orthogonal representation of an abelian Lie
algebra. They describe equivalence classes of such extensions by a certain cohomology
set. Next we summarize this construction and interested results in relation with this.

Let pρ,aq be an orthogonal representation of an abelian Lie algebra l on the
semi-Euclidean vector space pa,x�, �yaq. Furthermore, choose a 3-form γ P Λ3l� and a
cocycle α P Z2pl,aq satisfying

(9) xαpL1,L2q,αpL3,L4qya�xαpL2,L3q,αpL1,L4qya�xαpL3,L1q,αpL2,L4qya � 0

for all L1,L2,L3,L4 P l. Then the bilinear map r�, �s : pl�`a` lq2 Ñ l�`a` l defined
by l� � zpl�`a` lq and

rA1,A2s � xρp�qA1,A2ya P l�

rA,Ls � xA,αpL, �qya�LpAq P l��a
rL1,L2s � γpL1,L2, �q�αpL1,L2q P l��a
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for all L,L1,L2 P l, A,A1,A2 P a is a Lie bracket on l�`a` l and the symmetric bilinear
form x�, �y on l�`a` l defined by

xZ1�A1�L1,Z2�A2�L2y � xA1,A2ya�Z1pL2q�Z2pL1q
for all Z1,Z2 P l�, A1,A2 P a and L1,L2 P l is an ad-invariant metric (with respect to the
bracket above) on l�`a` l. The Lie algebra pl�`a` l,x�, �yq is denoted by dα,γpa, l,ρq
an it is called a twofold extension.

PROPOSITION 2.4. [22] If pg,x�, �yq is a non-abelian indecomposable metric
Lie algebra such that g1{zpgq is abelian then there exist an abelian Lie algebra l, a semi-
Euclidean vector space pa,x�, �yaq, an orthogonal representation ρ of l on a, a cocycle
α P Z2pl,aq satisfying (9), and a 3-form γ P Λ3l� such that pg,x�, �yq is isomorphic to
dα,γpa, l,ρq. In particular one can choose a� g1{zpgq, l� g{g1.

It is clear that for an indecomposable solvable metric Lie algebra one has that
g1{zpgq is abelian. Conversely Kath and Olbrich proved that any non-simple indecom-
posable metric Lie algebra g of index at most 2 satisfies g1{zpgq is abelian. And in this
case g is solvable. Kath and Olbrich in [22] state the following structure theorem.

THEOREM 2.3. [22] If pg,x�, �yq is an indecomposable metric Lie algebra of
signature pp,qq, where p ¤ q, with non-trivial maximal isotropic centre, then there
exist an abelian Lie algebra l, a Euclidean vector space pa,x�, �yaq, an orthogonal
representation ρ of l on a, a cocycle α P Z2pl,aq satisfying (9), and a 3-form γ P Λ3l�

such that dα,γpa, l,ρq is regular and pg,x�, �yq is isomorphic to dα,γpa, l,ρq.

The Lie algebra d :� dα,γpa, l,ρq is called regular if zpdq � l�. Also an equiva-
lence condition among twofold extensions was found.

PROPOSITION 2.5. [22] The metric Lie algebras dαi,γipa, l,ρq are extension
equivalent if and only if there exists a cochain τ P C1pl,aq such that α2 �α1 � dτ
and γ2� γ1 � xpα1� 1

2 dτq^ τya.

Above one has

xα^ τyapL1,L2,L3q � xαpL1,L2q,τpL3qya�xαpL3,L1q,τpL2qya�xαpL2,L3q,τpL1qya.

Take H 2
C pl,aq :� pZ2

Cpl,aq �Λ3l�q{C1pl,aq where Z2
Cpl,aq � Z2pl,aq denotes

the space of all cocycles satisfying Equation (9). Thus fix pa, l,ρq. The correspondence
dα,γpa, l,ρq Ñ rα,γs P H 2

C pl,aq defines a bijection between the extension equivalence
classes of metric Lie algebras of the form dα,γpa, l,ρq and elements of H 2

C pl,aq. Also
some decomposability conditions needed for classifications results were given.

In [23] the same authors are able to carry over the approach of [22] to general
metric Lie algebras.

The idea is the following: Let pg,x�, �yq denote a Lie algebra equipped with
an ad-invariant metric. Assume that there is an isotropic ideal i � g such that iK{i is
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abelian. Set l :� g{iK and a � iK{i. Then a inherits an inner product from g and an
l-action respecting this inner product, i.e., it inherits the structure of an orthogonal l-
module. Moreover, i� l� as an l-module, and g can be represented as the result of two
subsequent extensions of Lie algebras with abelian kernel:

(10) 0ÝÑ aÝÑ g{iÝÑ lÝÑ 0, 0ÝÑ l� ÝÑ gÝÑ g{iÝÑ 0.

Vice versa, starting with the elements above satisfying some compatibility con-
ditions one can construct a metric Lie algebra. This is the idea under the double exten-
sion procedure which can be formalised by the quadratic extension of l by an orthogo-
nal l-module a.

The cocycles defining the extensions in the sequences (10) represent an element
in a certain cohomology set H 2

Qpl,aq, and it turns out that there is a bijection between
equivalence classes of such quadratic extensions and H 2

Qpl,aq.
What makes the theory of quadratic extensions useful is the fact that any metric

Lie algebra pg,x , yqwithout simple ideals has a canonical isotropic ideal i such that iK{i
is abelian. In other words, pg,x�, �yq has a canonical structure of a quadratic extension
of l � g{iK by a � iK{i. However not every quadratic extension of a Lie algebra l
by a semi-simple orthogonal l-module a arises in this way. The obvious condition
that the image of l� is i � g in Equation (10) is not always satisfied. If it is satisfied
one calls the quadratic extension balanced and the corresponding cohomology class in
H 2

Qpl,aq admissible. Denote the set of indecomposable admissible cohomology classes
by H 2

Qpl,aq0. It turns out that elements of H 2
Qpl,aq0 correspond to isomorphic Lie

algebras if and only if they can be transformed into each other by the induced action
of the automorphisms group Gl,a of the pair pl,aq. This was the work of Kath and
Olbricht.

Another approach was recently proposed for quadratic nilpotent Lie algebras.
In [8] Benito, de-la-Concepción and Laiena develop a general classification scheme
for quadratic nilpotent Lie algebras based on the use of invariant bilinear forms on free
nilpotent Lie algebras. The main ideas are summarized in the next paragraphs.

Let n denote a nilpotent Lie algebra. The type of n is defined as the codimension
of C1pnq in n. That is type of n� dimn�dimC1pnq. From this it is clear that the type
of n is the cardinal of a minimal set of generators of n.

Let nd,t denote the free t-step nilpotent Lie algebra in d generators. Following
[18], any t-step nilpotent Lie algebra n of type d is a homomorphic image of nd,t . Thus
n� nd,t{I for an ideal I of nd,t .

Assume pn,Bq is a quadratic t-step nilpotent Lie algebra of type d and φ :
nd,t{I Ñ n is an isomorphism of Lie algebras. We can define on nd,t the following
ad-invariant symmetric bilinear form:

B1px,yq � Bpφpx� Iq,φpy� Iqq.

PROPOSITION 2.6. Let pn,Bq be a quadratic t- step nilpotent Lie algebra of
type d and let φ : nd,t{I Ñ n be an isomorphism of Lie algebras. Then:
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(i) The map B1 : nd,t �nd,t Ñ K above is an invariant symmetric bilinear form on
nd,t .

(ii) One has KerpB1q � nKd,t � I and it satisfies that I �C1pnd,tq.
(iii) The map B̄1 : nd,t{I� nd,t{I Ñ K given by B̄1px� I,y� Iq � B1px,yq is an ad-

invariant non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on nd,t{I.

(iv) φ is an isometry from pnd,t{I, B̄1q onto pn,Bq.

From this result it is clear that the classification of quadratic nilpotent Lie al-
gebras is related to free nilpotent Lie algebras. The authors define NilpQuadd,t as the
category whose objects are the quadratic t-step nilpotent Lie algebras pn,Bq of type d,
and whose morphisms are Lie homomorphism φ : pn,Bq Ñ pn1,B1q preserving the bi-
linear forms, that is B1pφx,φyq � Bpx,yq. These are called metric Lie homomorphisms.
Define also Sym0pd, tq the category whose objects are the symmetric invariant bilin-
ear forms B on the free Lie algebra nd,t for which KerpBq � C1pnd,tq and Ctpnd,tq is
not contained in KerpBq and whose morphisms are the metric Lie endomorphisms of
nd,t that respect the kernel of the bilinear forms φpKerpB1q � KerpB2q for φ a mor-
phism between the objects B1 and B2. These categories are well defined and they are
equivalent.

THEOREM 2.4. [8] The categories Sym0pd, tq and NilpQuadd,t are equivalent.

This implies that B1 is equivalent to B2 in Sym0pd, tq if and only if there exist
a metric automorphism θ : pnd,t ,B1q Ñ pnd,t ,B2q. So, the classification of quadratic
t-step nilpotent Lie algebras with d generators up to isometric isomorphisms is the
classification of objects in the category NilpQuadd,t up to isomorphism. The group
of automorphisms of nd,t acts on the set Ob jpSym0pd, tqq. Moreover the number of
orbits of the action is exactly the number of isomorphism types in the classification of
quadratic t-step nilpotent Lie algebras of type d up to isometries.

More examples are shown in the next section.

3. Particular families

The aim here is to expose particular families of Lie algebras with ad-invariant metrics.
Some of them were obtained by the double extension procedure, the T�-extension
process or as twofold extensions. But some results made use of other techniques, which
depend on the family and features of ad-invariant metrics. They involved a finer work
with Lie theory and constitute the more recent results.

Many examples of Lie algebras with ad-invariant metrics arise when starting the
double extension procedure with an abelian Lie algebra d.

Let n P N and let pn1, . . . ,ntq denote a partition of n. Consider the partitions
satisfying the condition

(11) if i is even then #t j;n j � iu is even too.
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Favre and Santharoubane made use of this condition to determine quadratic
nilpotent Lie algebras.

PROPOSITION 3.1. [16] The set of isometry classes of regular quadratic Lie
algebras which are extensions of the abelian regular quadratic Lie algebra of dimen-
sion n by nilpotent derivations is in bijection with the set of partitions of n satisfying
Equation (11).

At the dimensions 3,4,5,6 and 7 we have to look for the partitions of n� 3,4,5
satisfying the conditions in Equation (11), which are as follows:

n � 3 p3q p1,1,1q
n � 4 p3,1q p2,2q p1,1,1,1q
n � 5 p5q p3,1,1q p2,2,1q

so that the indecomposable nilpotent Lie algebras are: n2,3 the free 3-step nilpotent Lie
algebra in two generators, n3,2 the free 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra in three generators.
The other partitions corresponds to trivial extensions of these Lie algebras. See [16]
and considerations below.

Equip the abelian Lie algebra d with a metric x , y of signature pp,qq. Let A
denote a non-trivial skew-symmetric map A : d Ñ d. Denote by App,qq the resulting
Lie algebra after the double extension procedure g � Rt ` d`Rz, where rt,xs � Ax
for all x P d and rx,ys � xAx,yyz. It is not hard to see that the center of d and the
commutator are respectively given by

zpdq � Ker A`Rz, Cpgq � ImA`Rz.

In particular if j is an ideal of g we would have j � tat � x� cz : x P dX ju.
Thus ApdX jq � dX j. And it is clear that Rz� j whenever there exist x,y P j such that
xAx,yy � 0.

Notice that if KerA� zpgq, then it is an ideal of g. So g would be indecompos-
able if KerA is degenerate.

PROPOSITION 3.2. [6] Let App,qq be the double extension of an abelian Lie
algebra equipped with a metric of signature (p, q) by pR,Aq where A P sopp,qq. Then
App,qq is indecomposable if and only if KerA is degenerate. Furthermore App,qq is
solvable.

The corresponding simply connected Lie group with the associated bi-invariant
metric is scalar flat and has a 2-step nilpotent Ricci tensor. It is Ricci-flat if and only if
tr A2 � 0, moreover it is flat if and only if A2 � 0.

The Lie algebra App,qq is nilpotent if and only if A is nilpotent. In this case
App,qq gives rise to an Einstein space of scalar curvature 0 (non-flat if A2 � 0). These
nilpotent Lie algebras can be classified using conditions in Proposition 2.3 ([16]). Med-
ina in [29] get the quadratic Lie algebras of index 1.

THEOREM 3.1. [29] Each indecomposable Lie algebra equipped with a metric
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of Lorentzian signature p1,n� 1q is isomorphic either to slp2,Rq or to a solvable Lie
algebra which is exactly one of the double extensions

Aλp0,2mq, λ� pλ1, ...,λmq,λ1 � 1¤ λ2 ¤ . . .¤ λm

where n� 2m�2, Λ is the skew-symmetric map given by

Aλ �

���Λ1 0
. . .

0 Λm

�� Λ j �
�

0 �λ j
λ j 0



.

Baum and Kath study also the double extension procedure and get results for
index 2.

PROPOSITION 3.3. [6] If g is an indecomposable Lie algebra obtained as a
double extension of quadratic Lie algebra and if g has signature p2,n� 2q then it is
isomorphic to

1. b the Lie algebra b of the Boidol group defined in Example 3, if n = 4,

2. n2,3 if n = 5, where n2,3 denotes the free 3-step nilpotent Lie algebra in two
generators;

3. L2,λp1,n�3q for n¡ 5 even, or

4. L3,λp1,n�3q for n¡ 5 odd, where

L2 :�
�

0 1
1 0



L3 :�

��0 1 0
1 0 1
0 �1 0

�
L2,λ :�

�
L2 0
0 Aλ



L3,λ :�

�
L3 0
0 Aλ



where λ� pλ1,λ2, ...,λrq with 0  λ1   . . .λr and Aλ as in Theorem 3.1.

Baum and Kath in [6] get the indecomposable Lie algebras of dimension ¤ 6
admitting an ad-invariant metric. The list up to dimension four appears in Example
3. To get the higher dimensional examples, one starts with the abelian Lie algebra
equipped with a fixed metric and one gets the following Lie algebras.

(i) In dimension = 5: n2,3 the free 3-step nilpotent Lie algebra in two generators.

(ii) In dimension = 6:

(iii) n3,2 the free 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra in three generators;

(iv) oscpλq � spante0,e1,e2,e3,e4,e5u where the non-trivial Lie brackets are

re0,e1s� e2, re0,e2s��e1, re0,e4s� λe5, re0,e5s��λe4, re1,e2s� re3,e4s� e5
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(v) L2,λp1,3q is a solvable Lie algebra with signature (2,4)

(vi) Nkp2,2q is a double extension of R4 with neutral metric via one of the
matrices Ni, i� 2, . . . ,6 in [6].

Some of the Lie algebras above can be obtained also as T�-extensions. Recall
the classification of three dimensional Lie algebras as given e.g. in [30].

LEMMA 3.1. Let h be a real Lie algebra of dimension three spanned by e1,e2,e3.
Then it is isomorphic to one in the following list:

(12)

h3 re1,e2s � e3
r3 re1,e2s � e2, re1,e3s � e2� e3

r3,λ re1,e2s � e2, re1,e3s � λe3 |λ| ¤ 1
r13,η re1,e2s � ηe2� e3, re1,e3s � e2�ηe3 η¥ 0

slp2q re1,e2s � e3, re3,e1s � 2e1, re3,e2s � �2e2
sop3q re1,e2s � e3, re3,e1s � e2, re3,e2s � �e1

Let T�h denote the cotangent Lie algebra of a Lie algebra of dimension three as
above, spanned by e1,e2,e3,e4,e5,e6. The nonzero Lie brackets are listed below:
(13)
T�h3 : re1,e2s � e3, re1,e6s � �e5, re2,e6s � e4
T�r3 : re1,e2s � e2, re1,e3s � e2� e3,

re1,e5s � �e5� e6, re1,e6s � �e6, re2,e5s � e4, re3,e5s � e4, re3,e6s � e4
T�r3,λ : re1,e2s � e2, re1,e3s � λe3
|λ| ¤ 1 re1,e5s � �e5, re1,e6s � �λe6, re2,e5s � e4, re3,e6s � λe4
T�r13,η : re1,e2s � ηe2� e3, re1,e3s � e2�ηe3, re1,e5s � �ηe5� e6,

η¥ 0 re1,e6s � e5�ηe6, re2,e5s � ηe4, re2,e6s � �e4, re3,e5s � e4, re3,e6s � ηe4

REMARK 3.1. Notice that these cotangent Lie algebras have ad-invariant met-
rics of signature (3,3). Obtained by the double extension process one should start with
a four dimensional Lie algebra. It is not hard to see that both the oscillator Lie algebra
and the other one for the Boidol group do not admit exterior skew-symmetric deriva-
tions. In the list above the Lie algebra T�h3 corresponds to the free 2-step nilpotent
Lie algebra in three generator n3,2. The cotangent Lie algebras correspond to the Lie
algebras obtained by the double extension procedure, denoted Nkp2,2q in the list of
Baum and Kath (3).

Recall that Duong gave all T�-extension of three-dimensional Lie algebras over
C. Except for the abelian situation, the other possibilities correspond to the trivial
cocycle [15].

As an application of the twofold extension Kath and Olbrich found quadratic
Lie algebras whose respective metrics have index two.

For this let us denote by

• oscpλ1,λ2q the Lie algebra which is obtained as the double extension of the os-
cillator Lie algebra Aλ1p0,2mq �RZ1`R2m`RL1 by R with the map Aλ2 which
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acts trivially on spantZ1,L1u and it acts as Aλ2 in Theorem 3.1 on the subspace
R2m � oscpλ1q.

• dpλ1,λ2q the Lie algebra which is RA0`d where δ is the vector space underlying
oscpλ1,λ2q where the Lie brackets on d are the the same as in oscpλ1,λ2q except
that rL1,L2s � A0, and rA0,L1s � Z2, rA0,L2s � �Z1.

The following result actually improves Proposition 3.3. All cases are considered
and the structure of the Lie algebras of index p2,qq is completely described.

THEOREM 3.2. [22] Let pg,x�, �yq be an indecomposable metric Lie algebra
of signature p2,qq. If g is simple, then it is is isomorphic to slp2,Rq and x�, �y is a
multiple of the Killing form. If g is not simple, then the centre zpgq of g is one- or
two-dimensional and we are in one of the following cases.

1. If dimzpgq � 1, then q is even and pg,x�, �yq is isomorphic to AL2p1,1q if q � 2,
or to exactly one of the spaces AL2,λp1,q�1q if q¥ 4, where

AL2 �
�

0 1
1 0



and AL2,λ �

�
L2 0
0 Aλ



for λ as in Theorem 3.1.

2. If dimzpgq � 2 and dimg is even, then q � 2m� 2 with m ¥ 3 and pg,x�, �yq
is isomorphic to oscpλ1,λ2q- There is no j such that λ1

j � λ2
j � 0 and the set

tpλ1
i ,λ2

i qu is not contained in the union of two 1-dimensional subspaces.

3. If dimzpgq � 2 and dimg is odd, then q � 2m� 3 for m ¥ 0 and pg,x�, �q is
isomorphic to dpλ1,λ2q as above and there is no index j P t1, . . . ,mu such that
λ1

j � λ2
j � 0.

Following the notion of quadratic extension Kath and Olbrich get the metric Lie
algebras of index three. Firstly they prove that if pg,x , yq is a non-simple indecompos-
able metric Lie algebra of index 3, then g{ j is isomorphic to one of the Lie algebras
r13,0, r3,�1, h3, slp2,Rq, sup2q or Rk for k � 1,2,3. Here r13,0 denotes the Lie algebra of
the Lie group of motions of the euclidean space R2 with the canonical metric and r3,�1
denotes the corresponding Lie algebra if R2 is endowed with the neutral metric. To get
all metric Lie algebras of index three Kath and Olbrich study the orthogonal l-modules
a.

THEOREM 3.3. [23] If pg,x , yq is a simple metric Lie algebra of index 3, then
g is isomorphic to sup2q or slp3,Rq and x , y is a positive multiple of the Killing form
or it is isomorphic to slp2,Cq and x , y is a non-zero multiple of the Killing form.

If pg,x , yq is a non-simple indecomposable metric Lie algebra of index 3, then
pg,x , yq is isomorphic to exactly one Lie algebra dα,γpl,a,ρq with the data exposed in
Section 7 in [23]. See the table at the end of the section.
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The question of determining if a given Lie algebra admits an ad-invariant metric
is still open in the more general situation. Most features exposed here can be used
in general for the negative answer. However there were some attempts to cover this
question in particular infinite families.

del Barco and this author determined which free nilpotent Lie algebras admit
such a metric. The answer was completely given in [4].

THEOREM 3.4. Let nm,k be the free k-step nilpotent Lie algebra on m gen-
erators. Then nm,k admits an ad-invariant metric if and only if pm,kq � p3,2q or
pm,kq � p2,3q.

The proof makes use of Hall basis for nilpotent Lie algebras and properties of
ad-invariant metrics. The result was extended to free metabelian nilpotent Lie algebras.

THEOREM 3.5. Let rnm,k be the free metabelian k-step nilpotent Lie algebra on
m generators. Then rnm,k admits an ad-invariant metric if and only if pm,kq � p3,2q or
pm,kq � p2,3q.

Actually the proof of Theorem 3.5 reduces to Theorem 3.4 in view of the fol-
lowing lemma. Recall that a Lie algebra g is called 2-step solvable if rCpgq,Cpgqs � 0.

LEMMA 3.2. Let g denote a 2-step solvable Lie algebra provided with an ad-
invariant metric, then g is nilpotent and at most 3-step.

In particular the application of the previous lemma for a free metabelian Lie
algebra rnm,k says that k ¤ 3. And such Lie algebras are free nilpotent.

Nilpotent metric Lie algebras of dimension at most 10 were determined by Kath
in [21]. In this work the author makes use of theory developped in [22] for Lie alge-
bras with invariant non-degenerate inner product or, equivalently, for simply-connected
Lie groups with a bi-invariant pseudo-Riemannian metric. The author determines all
nilpotent Lie algebras l with dim l1 � 2 which are used in the classification scheme
in [23]. Thus she obtained all nilpotent metric Lie algebras of dimension at most 10.
This list includes the representations of some solvable Lie algebras which need more
explanations on representation theory. We refer directly to [21].

Also for nilpotent Lie algebras, making use of the tools in [8], Benito, de la
Concepcion and Laiena determine that over any field K of characteristic 0, the set
Ob jpSym0p2, tq is empty if t � 2,4. And they determine which are these elements for
t � 3,5. See Theorem 5.2 [8]. In particular, over any field K of characteristic 0:

• there are no nilpotent quadratic Lie algebras of type 2 and nilpotent index 2 or 4.

• The quadratic nilpotent Lie algebras of type 2 and nilpotent index 3 are obtained
from n2,3.

• The quadratic nilpotent Lie algebras of type 2 and nilpotent index 5 are obtained
from n2,5.
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THEOREM 3.6. [8] Up to isomorphism, the indecomposable quadratic nilpo-
tent Lie algebras over any algebraically closed field K of characteristic zero of type 2
and nilindex ¤ 5 or of type 3 and nilindex ¤ 3 are isomorphic to one of the following
Lie algebras:

(i) The free nilpotent Lie algebra pn2,3,ϕq with basis taiu i � 1, . . .5 and nonzero
products ra1,a2s� a3, ra3,a1s� a4 and ra3,a2s� a5 where ϕpai,a jq� ϕpa j,aiq�
p�1qi�1 for i¤ j and i� j � 6 and ϕpai,a jq � 0 otherwise.

(ii) The 7-dimensional Lie algebra pn2,5,1,ϕq with basis taiu7
i�1 and nonzero Lie

brackets ra2,a1s � a3, ra1,a3s � a4, ra1,a4s � a5, ra1,a5s � a6, ra2,a5s � a7,;

(iii) The 8-dimensional Lie algebra pn2,5,2,ϕq with basis taiu8
i�1 and nonzero Lie

bracketsra2,a1s � a3, ra3,a1s � a4, ra3,a2s � a5, ra4,a1s � a6, ra6,a1s � a7 and
ra6,a2s � a8 where ϕpai,a jq � p�1qi for i ¤ j and i� j � 8 and ϕpai,a jq � 0
otherwise.

(iv) The free nilpotent Lie algebra n3,2 � T�h3 with the canonical neutral metric,
where h3 denotes the Heisenberg Lie algebra of dimension three.

(v) The 8-dimensional Lie algebra pn3,3,1,ϕq with basis taiu8
i�1 and nonzero Lie

brackets ra2,a1s � a4, ra3,a1s � a5, ra4,a1s � a6, ra4,a2s � a7 0 and ra5,a1s �
a8 where ϕpa4,a4q � ϕpa5,a5q � 1, ϕpa1,a7q � 1��ϕpa2,a6q ��ϕpa3,a8q and
ϕpai,a jq � 0 otherwise.

(vi) The 9-dimensional Lie algebra pn3,3,1,ϕq with basis taiu9
i�1 and nonzero Lie

brackets ra2,a1s � a4, ra3,a1s � a5, ra3,a2s � a6, ra4,a1s � a7, ra4,a2s � a8,
ra5,a1s � a9 ��ra6,a1swhere ϕpa4,a4q� ϕpa5,a5q� ϕpa6,a6q� 1, ϕpa1,a8q�
1��ϕpa2,a7q � �ϕpa3,a9q and ϕpai,a jq � 0 otherwise.

Any non-abelian quadratic Lie algebra of type ¤ 2 is indecomposable.

The following paragraphs are devoted to 2-step nilpotent Lie algebras with ad-
invariant metrics. Let n denote a 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra with an ad-invariant
metric. In this case the following trilinear map

(14) ψpx,y,zq � xrx,ys,zy
is alternating. Moreover notice that one only need to consider x,y,z P h� zpnq. This is
the situation studied by Noui and Revoy [32].

The map above (14) is related to the Koszul map. In fact over a field and for
finite-dimensional Lie algebras, the adjoint of the Koszul map is the map J : pSym2gqgÑ
Alt3g mapping an invariant symmetric bilinear form B on g to the alternating trilinear
form JBpx,y,zq � Bprx,ys,zq; the adjoint of the reduced Koszul map is the resulting
map pSym2gqg Ñ H3pgq. To say that the reduced Koszul map is zero means that JB
is an exact 3-cocycle for every B P Sympgqg. Cornulier found the first example of a
nilpotent Lie algebra with nonzero Koszul map. This Lie algebra has dimension 12
and it is 7-step nilpotent.
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It turns out that the vanishing condition of the reduced Koszul map is very com-
mon and the semisimple case is quite peculiar. Cornulier proved the following:

THEOREM 3.7. Assume that the ground ring R is a commutative Q-algebra
(e.g. a field of characteristic zero). Let g be a Lie algebra graded in a torsion-free
abelian group A. Then the reduced Koszul map is zero in every nonzero degree α.

Actually Cornulier gave several situations where the reduced Koszul map is
zero. See more references and applications on related topics in [12].

The following definition can be read in [32]. The corank of a 2-step nilpotent
Lie algebra n is the number given by corankpnq :� dimzpnq�dimCpnq.

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let n denote a real 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra with an ad-
invariant metric. Then n is a direct product of an abelian ideal and a 2-step nilpotent
ideal of corank zero of neutral signature.

Given the set of 3-forms on a vector space V denoted by Λ3V one has a natural
action of GLpV q given by A �ωpx,y,zq � ωpAx,Ay,Azq for all x,y,z PV and ω P Λ3V .

On the other hand the 2-step Lie algebras pn,x , yq and pn1,x , y1q are i-isomorphic
(or isometric isomorphic) if there exists an isomorphism of Lie algebras A : n Ñ n1

which preserves the ad-invariant metric, that is xx,yy � xAx,Ayy1 for all x,y P n. In [32]
Noui and Revoy proves the next result.

Let n denote an indecomposable 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra. Let V denote the
vector space n{z. Assume n admits an ad-invariant metric x , y. Then Equation (14)
defines an alternating trilinear form on V , by

ωpx̄, ȳ, z̄q � xrx,ys,zy
where ū denotes the class of u P n{z. It is not hard to see that ω is well defined.

Conversely given an alternating trilinear form ω on V , take the direct sum as
vector spaces n :� V ` z where z � V as vector spaces. Choose a linear bijection T
between V and z and define a neutral metric x , y in n so that V and z are totally real
subspaces. Choose an inner product x yV on V and via de linear bijection complete a
parity between V and z:

xx,Tyy � xx,yyV for x,y PV.

Define a Lie bracket on n by rx,ys � 0 for all x P z, y P n and ru,vs P z so that

xru,vs,wy � ωpu,v,wq,
equivalently xT�1ru,vs,wyV � ωpu,v,wq. This depends on the choice of x , yV and the
bijection V .

It is clear that if φ : n Ñ n1 is an i-isomorphism then φrx,ys � rφx,φys and
xφx,φyy� xx,yy induces an action on the alternating trilinear forms on V � n{z� n1{z1.
Here we assume that we can identified these vector spaces. The converse is also true.
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THEOREM 3.8. There exists a bijection between isomorphism classes of 2-step
nilpotent Lie algebras with ad-invariant metrics of corank zero of dimension 2n and
equivalence classes of alternating trilinear forms of rank n.

In [35] one finds an alternative description of 2-step nilpotent Lie algebras with
ad-invariant metrics. This is done by a parallelism with the Riemannian situation: A
2-step nilpotent Lie group N endowed with a left-invariant Riemannian metric can be
completely described by the following data: the two vector spaces equipped with inner
products pz,x , yzq and pv,x , yvq and a linear map j : zÑ sopv,x , yvq.

In fact, the Lie algebra n of the Riemannian 2-step nilpotent Lie group N is the
orthogonal direct sum as vector spaces

n� z`v

where one takes z as the center of n and v is taken as zK. The map j satisfies

(15) x jpzqx,yyv � xz, rx,ysyz

for all x,y P v, z P z. In the case of an indecomposable Lie algebra n endowed with an
ad-invariant metric and corresponding Lie group N, it was proved in [35] that n can
be described by taking z � v equipped with an inner product, a linear map j : v Ñ
sopv,x , yvq satisfying Equation (15) above together with jpzqx�� jpxqz for all x,z P v.

Also concerning families of nilpotent Lie algebras admitting ad-invariant met-
rics we found the results of del Barco [3]. They are surprising in the sense that when
looking at known families of nilpotent Lie algebras one does not find many quadrable
ones. The next result is for quadrable 2-step nilpotent Lie algebras associated to graphs.

THEOREM 3.9. [3] The Lie algebra nG associated with a graph G admits an
ad-invariant metric if and only if nG is isomorphic to a direct sum Rs`n3,2` . . .`n3,2.

Recall the construction of nG. Let G � pV,Eq be a finite simple graph where
V is the set of vertices and E is the nonempty set of edges. An edge given by the
unordered pair v,w P V is denoted e � vw. Let U be the subspace of Λ2V1 spanned by
tv^w : v,w P V, vw P Eu, where V1 is the subset of vertices in V belonging to at least
one edge.

The Lie algebra nG associated to G is nG � V `U where the Lie bracket is
obtained by extending the following rules by skew-symmetry. If v,w PV then rv,ws �
v^w if vw P E and 0 otherwise, and rv,us � 0 for all v PV and u PU . The dimension
of nG is |V |� |E| and it is 2-step nilpotent.

She also studied the family of nilradicals. The tools to get the next result include
Lie theory techniques so as the features mentioned above.

THEOREM 3.10. [3] Let n be a nilradical of a parabolic subalgebra associated
to a split real form of a simple Lie algebra g. Then n admits an ad-invariant metric if
and only if n is abelian or it is isomorphic to either n3,2 or to n2,3.
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In the non-solvable case Benayadi and Elduque found non-solvable Lie algebras
with ad-invariant metrics of dimension ¤ 13 [7]. They make use of the theory of
classification of finite-dimensional representations of slp2,Fq. See the next examples
which appear in their list. We just write some of them in order to show the techniques.
For the rest we refer to the original paper.

EXAMPLE 8. . Let V be a two-dimensional vector space, endowed with a non-
degenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form p�|�q. On the vector space a � slpV q` pV b
V q consider the symmetric non-degenerate bilinear form Baq such that BapslpV q,V b
V q � 0, Bap f ,gq � tracep f gq and Bapu1bv1,u2bv2q � pu1|u2qpv1|v2q, for f ,g P slpV q
and u1,u2,v1,v2 PV . Consider the vector space a as an abelian Lie algebra. The linear
map ψ : slpV q Ñ Derapa,Baq given by ψp f qpgq � r f ,gs, ψp f qpub vq � f puqb v, for
any f ,g P slpV q and u,v PV , is a Lie algebra homomorphism. The double extension of
pa,Baq by pslp2,Fq,ψq is an irreducible quadratic Lie algebra, with a Levi subalgebra
isomorphic to slp2,Fq and such that, as a module for this subalgebra, it decomposes
as the direct sum of three copies of the adjoint module, and two copies of the natural
two-dimensional module. Its dimension is then 13.

EXAMPLE 9. Let V be a two-dimensional vector space as above, endowed with
a non-degenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form p�|�q. On the vector space b � V bV
consider the symmetric non-degenerate bilinear form Bb such that Bbpu1 b u2,v1 b
v2q � pu1|v1qpu2|v2q for any u1,u2,v1,v2 PV . Consider the vector space b as an abelian
Lie algebra. The linear map φ : slpV q ÑDerapb,Bbq given by φp f qpubvq � f puqbv,
for any f P slpV q and u,v P V , is a Lie algebra homomorphism. The double extension
of pb,Bbq by slpV q is a quadratic Lie algebra, with a Levi subalgebra isomorphic to
slp2.Fq and such that, as a module for this subalgebra, it decomposes as the direct sum
of two copies of the adjoint module, and two copies of the natural two-dimensional
module. Its dimension is then 10.

EXAMPLE 10. Let V and p�|�q as before. Consider the abelian Lie algebra b �
V bV as in Example 9. Fix a basis tu,vu of V with pu|vq � 1, and the one-dimensional
Lie algebra Fd. Let φ : Fd Ñ Derpbq be the Lie algebra homomorphism such that
φpdqpu1 b uq � u1 b u, φpdqpu1 b vq � �u1 b v, for any u1 P V . Then the double
extension g of pb,Bbq by Fd is a solvable Lie algebra of dimension 6, endowed with an
invariant scalar product Bg of signature (3,3). This should appear in the classification
above.

Consider now the Lie algebra homomorphism ϕ : slpV q Ñ Derpg,Bgq given by
ϕpsqpFd�Fd�q � 0, ϕpsqpu1bu2q � spu1qbu2 for any s P slpV q and u1,u2 P V . The
double extension of pg,Bgq by pslpV q,ϕq is an irreducible quadratic Lie algebra, with a
Levi subalgebra isomorphic to slp2,Fq and such that, as a module for this subalgebra,
it decomposes as the direct sum of two copies of the adjoint module, two copies of the
natural two-dimensional module, and two copies of the trivial one-dimensional mod-
ule. Moreover, the subalgebra formed by the two copies of the trivial one-dimensional
module act diagonally on the sum of the two natural modules.
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EXAMPLE 11. Let V and p�|�q as before. Consider the abelian Lie algebra b �
V bV as in Example 9. Set, as before, a basis tu,vu of V with pu|vq � 1, and the one-
dimensional Lie algebra Fd. Let φ1 : Fd Ñ Derpbq be the Lie algebra homomorphism
φ1pdqpu1buq � u1bu, φpdqpu1bvq � 0, for any u1 PV and take the double extension
of pb,Bbq by pFd,φ1q which is a solvable Lie algebra g1 of dimension 6, endowed with
an invariant scalar product Bg1 .

Consider now the Lie algebra homomorphism ϕ1 : slpV q Ñ Derpg,Bgq given
with the same formulas as in Example 10. The double extension of pg1,Bg1q by psl,ϕ1q
is an irreducible quadratic Lie algebra, with a Levi subalgebra isomorphic to slp2,Fq
and such that, as a module for this subalgebra, it decomposes as the direct sum of two
copies of the adjoint module, two copies of the natural two-dimensional module, and
two copies of the trivial one-dimensional module. Moreover, the subalgebra formed by
the two copies of the trivial one-dimensional module act in a nilpotent way on the sum
of the two natural modules.

THEOREM 3.11. [7] The complete list, up to isomorphisms, of the non-solvable
indecomposable quadratic real Lie algebras g with dimg¤ 13 is the following:

1. dimg� 3: the simple Lie algebras slp2,Rq and the real sup2q,
2. dimg � 6 : the real simple Lie algebra slp2,Cq and the trivial T�-extensions

T�slp2,Rq and T�sup2q,
3. dimg� 8: the simple Lie algebras slp3,Rq, sup3q and sup2,1q
4. dimg� 9: the scalar extensions slp2,RqbR Rrxs{px3q and sup2qbR Rrxs{px3q,
5. dimg � 10: the simple Lie algebras sop5,Rq, sop4,1q and sop3,2q, and the Lie

algebras in Example 9 and Example 4.7 in [7]

6. dimg� 11: the double extensions dp4q and d̆p4q, and the Lie algebra in Example
3.14, all references in [7],

7. dimg� 12: the “scalar extensions” sbRA with either s� slp2,Rq or sup2q and
with A � Rrxs{px4q, Rrx,ys{px2,y2q or Rrx,yspx3,y3,x2� y2q, the Lie algebras
in Examples 10, 11, and Examples 4.8, 4.9 in [7], and the trivial T�- extension
T�0 pslp3,Cq,

8. dimg� 13: the double extensions dp6q and d̆p6q and the Lie algebras in Example
8 and Example 4.4 in [7].

The authors prove that over C the Levi component of a non-solvable irreducible
quadratic Lie algebra is slp2,Cq in most cases, and then they make use of the well-
known representation theory of slp2,Cq.

Notice that a real simple Lie algebra of dimension three is isomorphic either
to slp2,Rq or sup2q. Hence if g, with dimension ¤ 13 is a double extension of a Lie
algebra d by a simple Lie algebra, then

g� h`d`h� with h� slp2,Rq or h� sup2q � sop3q
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It is clear that dimd¤ 7. The list of indecomposable Lie algebras of dimension
¤ 6 was given above. That is one could get d from this list by the double extension
procedure. But it is also possible to take decomposable Lie algebras to start the double
extension procedure to obtain g.

For d of dimension seven, one possibility is to take d abelian but for the other
cases one has non-trivial Lie algebras of dimension 7 as double extensions of lower
dimensional Lie algebras. In this case the possibilities for a quadratic five-dimensional
solvable Lie algebra are the abelian Lie algebra and the nilpotent Lie algebra n2,3,
which admit Lie subalgebras of skew-symmetric derivations, see [4]. A similar reason-
ing should be done for lower dimensional examples. Actually any indecomposable Lie
algebra of dimension ¤ 6 is a double extension of a Lie algebra of dimension ¤ 4.

4. Some geometry of Lie groups with bi-invariant metrics

An ad-invariant metric on a Lie algebra gives rise to a bi-invariant metric on the cor-
responding connected Lie group, that is, a pseudo-Riemannian metric with is invariant
by both, left and right translations by elements of the group.

One has the following equivalences [33].

(i) x , y is bi-invariant;

(ii) x , y is AdpGq-invariant;

(iii) the inversion map gÑ g�1 is an isometry of G;

(iv) xrX ,Y s,Zy�xY, rX ,Zsy � 0 for all X ,Y,Z P g;

(v) ∇XY � 1
2 rX ,Y s for all X ,Y P g where ∇ denotes the Levi-Civita connection for

x , y.
(vi) the geodesics of G starting at the identity element e are the one-parameter sub-

groups of G.

By making use of this information one gets that the curvature tensor is given by

RpX ,Y q � �1
4

adprX ,Y sq for X ,Y P g.

Thus the Ricci tensor RicpX ,Y q � trpZ Ñ RpZ,XqY q is given by

RicpX ,Y q � �1
4

BpX ,Y q

where B denotes the Killing form on g given by BpX ,Y q � trpadpXq � adpY qq.
The formula for the curvature tensor says that 2-step nilpotent Lie groups with

bi-invariant metrics are flat.
Since Lie groups provided with bi-invariant metrics are symmetric spaces, its

isometry group can be computed with help of the Ambrose-Singer-Cartan Theorem.
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See also [31]. Its not hard to see that if G denotes a Lie group equipped with a bi-
invariant metric, then the isometry group IsopGq is given by

IsopGq � FpGq �LpGq

where LpGq denotes the subgroup of translations on the left and FpGq denotes the
subgroup of isometries fixing the identity element.

LEMMA 4.1. Let G be a simply connected Lie group with a bi-invariant pseudo-
Riemannian metric x , y. Then a linear isomorphism A : gÑ g is the differential of some
isometry which fixes the identity element if and only if for all X ,Y,Z P g, the linear map
A satisfies the following two conditions:

(i) xAX ,AY y � xX ,Y y;

(ii) ArrX ,Y s,Zs � rrAX ,AY s,AZs.

As a consequence, on a 2-step nilpotent Lie group N provided with a bi-invariant
metric, any isometry fixing the identity element does not see the algebraic structure of
N. The isometry group of the oscillator groups provided with the bi-invariant metric
was computed by Bourseau in [11].

EXAMPLE 12. Let N denote a 2-step nilpotent Lie group provided with a bi-
invariant metric. Let n denote its Lie algebra and assume this has corank zero. Then
the isometry group is

IsopNq � Opn,nq �N,

where n � dimzpnq, Opn,nq denotes the orthogonal group neutral signature pn,nq and
as usual N is identified with the subgroup of left-translations LpNq. See [35].

In [2] the authors study Lie algebras over a field K of null characteristic which
admit, at the same time, an ad-invarint metric and a symplectic structure. If K is
algebraically closed, such Lie algebra may be constructed as the T�-extension of a
nilpotent Lie algebra admitting an invertible derivation and also as the double extension
of another symplectic Lie algebra with an ad-invariant metric by the one-dimensional
Lie algebra. Every symplectic quadratic Lie algebra is a special symplectic Manin
algebra and the double extension procedure applies. See details in the mentioned paper.
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Dedicated to the memory of Sergio Console

Abstract. We give an inductive construction for irreducible Clifford systems on Euclidean
vector spaces. We then discuss how this notion can be adapted to Riemannian manifolds, and
outline some developments in octonionic geometry.

1. Introduction

The notion of Clifford system, as formalized in 1981 by D. Ferus, H. Karcher and
H. F. Münzner, has been used in the last decades both in the study of isometric hyper-
surfaces and of Riemannian foliations [6, 18, 8]. In particular, Clifford systems have
been used by Sergio Console and Carlos Olmos [4] to give an alternative proof of a
Theorem of E. Cartan stating that a compact isoparametric hypersurface of a sphere
with three distinct principal curvatures is a tube around the Veronese embedding of the
projective planes RP2,CP2,HP2,OP2 over the reals, complex numbers, quaternions
and Cayley numbers, respectively.

In this statement, the Veronese embedding of the four projective planes goes into
spheres S4, S7, S13, S25 and these embeddings admit an analogy in complex projective
geometry. Namely, the (so-called) projective planes

CP2, pCbCqP2, pCbHqP2, pCbOqP2

over complex numbers and over the other three composition algebras of complex com-
plex numbers, complex quaternions and complex octonions, admit an embedding into
complex projective spaces CP5, CP8, CP14, CP26. These latter embeddings are also
named after Veronese and give rise to projective algebraic varieties of degrees 4, 6, 14,
78, respectively. Very interesting properties of the mentioned two series of Veronese
embeddings have been pointed out in [1].

The following Table A collects “projective planes” pKbK1qP2 over compo-
sition algebras KbK1, where K,K1 P tR,C,H,Ou. Here notations V 4

2 , V 6
4 , V 14

8 ,
V 78

16 (with lower and upper indices being the complex dimension and the degree, re-
spectively) are for the so-called Severi varieties, smooth projective algebraic varieties
with nice characterizations realizing the mentioned embeddings [20]. Table A will
give a general reference for our discussion. In particular, the fourth Severi variety
E6{Spinp10q �Up1q � V 78

16 � CP26 has been recently studied both with respect to the

*All the authors were supported by the GNSAGA group of INdAM (the third author for a visit to Pisa
and Rome in July 2015). The first and second authors were also supported by the MIUR under the PRIN
Project “Varietà reali e complesse: geometria, topologia e analisi armonica”. The third author was partially
supported by CNCS UEFISCDI, project number PN-II-ID-PCE-2011-3-0118.
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structure given by its holonomy and in the representation of the differential forms that
generate its cohomology [17].

Table A: Projective planes

K�zK1 � R C H O

R RP2 CP2 �V 4
2 HP2 OP2 � F4{Spinp9q

C CP2 �V 4
2 CP2�CP2 �V 6

4 Gr2pC6q �V 14
8 E6{Spinp10q �Up1q �V 78

16

H HP2 Gr2pC6q �V 14
8 Gror

4 pR12q E7{Spinp12q �Spp1q
O OP2 � F4{Spinp9q E6{Spinp10q �Up1q �V 78

16 E7{Spinp12q �Spp1q E8{Spinp16q�

Recall that a Clifford system on the Euclidean vector space RN is the datum of
an pm�1q-ple

Cm � pP0, . . . ,Pmq
of symmetric transformations Pα such that:

P2
α � Id for all α, PαPβ ��PβPα for all α� β.

A Clifford system on RN is said to be irreducible if RN is not direct sum of two positive
dimensional subspaces that are invariant under all the Pα.

From representation theory of Clifford algebras one recognizes (cf. [6, page
483], [10, page 163]) that RN admits an irreducible Clifford system C � pP0, . . . ,Pmq if
and only if

N � 2δpmq,
where δpmq is given by the following

Table B: Clifford systems

m 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 . . . 8�h

δpmq 1 2 4 4 8 8 8 8 16 32 64 64 128 128 128 128 . . . 16δphq

One can discuss uniqueness as follows. Given on RN two Clifford systems
Cm � pP0, . . . ,Pmq and C1m � pP10, . . . ,P1mq, they are said to be equivalent if there exists
A P OpNq such that P1α � AtPαA for all α. Then for m � 0 mod 4 there is a unique
equivalence class of irreducible Clifford systems, and for m � 0 mod 4 there are two,
classified by the two possible values of trpP0P1 . . .Pmq � �2δpmq.

In the approach by Sergio Console and Carlos Olmos to the mentioned E. Car-
tan theorem on isoparametric hypersurfaces with three distinct principal curvatures in
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spheres, the Clifford systems are related with the Weingarten operators of their focal
manifolds, and the possible values of m turn out to be here only 1,2,4 or 8, the multi-
plicities of the eigenvalues of the Weingarten operators.

In the present paper we outline an inductive construction for all Clifford sys-
tems on real Euclidean vector spaces RN , by pointing out how the four Clifford sys-
tems C1,C2,C4,C8 considered in [4] correspond to structures given by the groups Up1q,
Up2q, Spp2q �Spp1q, Spinp9q. We also develop, following ideas contained in [15, 16,
14, 17], the intermediate cases as well as some further cases appearing in Table B. We
finally discuss the corresponding notion on Riemannian manifolds and relate it with the
notion of even Clifford structure and with the octonionic geometry of some exceptional
Riemannian symmetric spaces.

We just mentioned the even Clifford structures, a kind of unifying notion pro-
posed by A. Moroianu and U. Semmelmann [13]. It is the datum, on a Riemannian
manifold M, of a real oriented Euclidean vector bundle pE,hq, together with an algebra
bundle morphism φ : Cl0pEq Ñ EndpT Mq mapping Λ2E into skew-symmetric endo-
morphisms. Indeed, a Clifford system gives rise to an even Clifford structure, but there
are some even Clifford structures on manifolds that cannot be constructed, even locally,
from Clifford systems. This will be illustrated by examples in Sections 6 and 8.

Acknowledgements. We thank F. Reese Harvey for his interest in the present
work and for taking the reference [5] to our attention, cf. Remark 4.2. We also thank
the referee for pointing out how representation theory of Clifford algebras allows to
give the basic Proposition 3.1 on essential even Clifford structures. Also proofs of
Theorems 6.1 and 8.1 have been simplified through this approach.

2. From R to C and to H: the Clifford systems C1,C2,C3,C4

We examine here the first four columns of Table B, describing with some details irre-
ducible Clifford systems C1,C2.C3,C4, acting on R2,R4,R8,R8, respectively.

A Clifford system C1 on R2 (here m� 1 and δpmq � 1) is given by matrices

N0 �
�� 0 1

1 0

�, N1 �
�� 1 0

0 �1

�,

representing in C� R2 the involutions z P CÑ iz̄ and z P CÑ z̄, whose composition

N01 � N0N1 �
�� 0 �1

1 0

�
is the complex structure on C� R2.

Going to the next case, the Clifford system C2 (now m� 2 and δpmq � 2) is the
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prototype example of the Pauli matrices:

P0 �
�� 0 1

1 0

�, P1 �
�� 0 �i

i 0

�, P2 �
�� 1 0

0 �1

�,

that we will need in their real representation:

P0 �

��� 0 Id

Id 0

��, P1 �

��� 0 �N01

N01 0

��, P2 �

��� Id 0

0 � Id

��.

The compositions Pαβ � PαPβ, for α  β, yield as complex structures on R4 the
multiplication on the right RH

i ,RH
j ,RH

k by unit quaternions i, j,k:

P01 � RH
i �

���������

0 �1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 �1 0

��������
, P02 � RH

j �

���������

0 0 �1 0

0 0 0 �1

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

��������
, P12 � RH

k �

���������

0 0 0 �1

0 0 1 0

0 �1 0 0

1 0 0 0

��������
.

Multiplication LH
i on the left by i coincides with

P012 � P0P1P2 � LH
i �

���������

0 �1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 �1

0 0 1 0

��������
,

and to complete RH
i ,RH

j ,RH
j ,LH

i to a basis of the Lie algebra sop4q � spp1q`spp1q one
has to add the two further left multiplications

LH
j �

���������

0 0 �1 0

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

0 �1 0 0

��������
, LH

k �

���������

0 0 0 �1

0 0 �1 0

0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

��������
.

Thus:

PROPOSITION 2.1. Orthogonal linear transfomations in R4 preserving the in-
dividual P0,P1,P2 are the ones in Up1q � SOp2q∆ � SOp4q, those preserving the vector
space E3 �  P0,P1,P2 ¡ are the ones in Up2q � Spp1q �Up1q.
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The next Clifford systems C3 and C4 act on R8. They can be defined by the
following 4�4 block matrices

C3 : Q1
0 �

��� 0 Id

Id 0

��, Q1
1 �

��� 0 �P01

P01 0

��,

Q1
2 �

��� 0 �P02

P02 0

��, Q1
3 �

��� Id 0

0 � Id

��,

and

C4 : Q0 � Q1
0, Q1 � Q1

1, Q2 � Q1
2, Q3 �

��� 0 �P12

P12 0

��, Q4 � Q1
3.

The following characterizations of the structures on R8 associated with C3 and
C4 are easily seen.

PROPOSITION 2.2. The structure defined in R8 by the datum of the vector space
E4 �  Q1

0,Q
1
1,Q

1
2,Q

1
3 ¡� EndpR8q can be described as follows. Matrices

B�

��� B1 B2

B3 B4

��
commuting with the single endomorphisms Q1

0,Q
1
1,Q

1
2,Q

1
3 are characterized by the con-

ditions B1 � B4 P Spp1q � SOp4q and B2 � B3 � 0. Accordingly, matrices of SOp8q
that preserve the vector space E4 belong to a subgroup Spp1q �Spp1q �Spp1q � SOp8q.

To prepare the next Clifford systems, namely C5,C6,C7,C8 on R16, we need
to look at the complex structures Q0α � Q0Qα on R8. They indeed coincide with
Ri,R j,Rk,Re, the right multiplication on R8 �O by octonions i, j,k,e, respectively:

Q01 � Ri �

��� RH
i 0

0 �RH
i

��, Q02 � R j �

��� RH
j 0

0 �RH
j

��,

Q03 � Rk �

��� RH
k 0

0 �RH
k

��, Q04 � Re �

��� 0 � Id

Id 0

��.

Associated with the Clifford system C4 � pQ0,Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4q, we have ten
complex structures Qαβ � QαQβ with α  β, a basis of the Lie algebra spp2q � sop8q.
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Their Kähler forms θαβ, written in the coordinates of R8, and using short nota-
tions like 12 � dx1^dx2, read:

θ01 ��12� 34� 56� 78, θ02 ��13� 24� 57� 68, θ03 ��14� 23� 58� 67,

θ12 ��14� 23� 58� 67, θ13 � 13� 24� 57� 68, θ23 ��12� 34� 56� 78,

θ04 ��15� 26� 37� 48, θ14 ��16� 25� 38� 47,

θ24 ��17� 28� 35� 46, θ34 ��18� 27� 36� 45.

Thus, the second coefficient of the characteristic polynomial of their skew-symmetric
matrix θ� pθαβq turns out to be:

τ2pθq �
¸

α β

θ2
αβ ��121234�41256�41357�41368�41278�41467�41458�� ��2ΩL,

where � denotes the Hodge star of what appears before it, and where

ΩL � ω2
LH

i
�ω2

LH
j
�ω2

LH
k

is the left quaternionic 4-form.

One can check that matrices B�

��� B1 B2

B3 B4

��P SOp8q commuting with each

of the Qα are again the ones satisfying B2 � B3 � 0 and B1 � B4 P Spp1q � SOp4q.
Hence the stabilizer of all individual Qα is the diagonal Spp1q∆ � SOp8q, and the stabi-
lizer of their spanned vector space E5 is the quaternionic group Spp2q �Spp1q � SOp8q.
Thus:

PROPOSITION 2.3. The vector space E5 spanned by the Clifford system C4 �
pQ0,Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4q gives rise to the quaternion Hermitian structure of R8, and it is
therefore equivalent to the datum either of the reduction to Spp2q �Spp1q � SOp8q of
its structure group, or to the quaternionic 4-form ΩL. The complex structures Qαβ �
QαQβ are for α  β a basis of the Lie subalgebra spp2q � sop8q.

REMARK 2.1. As mentioned in the Introduction, when m� 0 mod 4, there are
two equivalence classes of Clifford systems. It is clear from the construction of C4 that
a representative of the other class is just rC4 � pQ0, rQ1, rQ2, rQ3,Q4q, where:

rQ1 �

��� 0 �LH
i

LH
i 0

��, rQ2 �

��� 0 �LH
j

LH
j 0

��, rQ3 �

��� 0 �LH
k

LH
k 0

��.

3. Statement on how to write new Clifford systems and representation theory

The Clifford systems C3 and C4 have been obtained from C2 through the following
procedure. Similarly for the step C1 ÑC2.
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THEOREM 3.1. [Procedure to write new Clifford systems from old] Let Cm �
pP0,P1, . . . ,Pmq be the last (or unique) Clifford system in RN . Then the first (or unique)
Clifford system

Cm�1 � pQ0,Q1, . . . ,Qm,Qm�1q
in R2N has as first and as last endomorphisms respectively

Q0 �

��� 0 Id

Id 0

��, Qm�1 �

��� Id 0

0 � Id

��,

where the blocks are N�N. The remaining matrices are

Qα �

��� 0 �P0α

P0α 0

�� α� 1, . . . ,m.

Here P0α are the complex structures given by compositions P0Pα in the Clifford system
Cm. When the complex structures P0α can be viewed as (possibly block-wise) right
multiplications by some of the unit quaternions i, j,k or unit octonions i, j,k,e, f ,g,h,
and if the dimension permits, similarly defined further endomorphisms Qβ can be added
by using some others among i, j,k or i, j,k,e, f ,g,h.

Proof. Since P0αP0α �� Id, it is straightforward that Cm�1 is a Clifford system. As for
the statement concerning the further Qβ, its proof follows as in the cases of C4 (already
seen), the further cases of C6,C7,C8 in the next Section, and of C12,C14,,C15,C16 in
Section 7.

We now discuss some aspects of Clifford systems and of even Clifford structures
(defined in the Introduction) related with representation theory of Clifford algebras. As
pointed out in in [6, pages 482–483], any irreducible Clifford system Cm � pP0, . . . ,Pmq
in RN , N � 2δpmq, gives rise to an irreducible representation of the Clifford algebra
Cl0,m�1 in Rδpmq. This latter is given by skew-symmetric matrices

E1, . . . ,Em�1 P sopδpmqq
satisfying

EαEβ�EβEα ��2δαβI.

To get such matrices Eα from Cm consider the δpmq-dimensional subspace E� of RN

defined as the p�1q-eigenspace of P0, and observe that E� is also invariant under the
compositions P1Pα�1. Then define the skew-symmetric endomorphisms on Rδpmq

Eα � PαPα�1|E� pα� 1, . . . ,m�1q.
This gives the system of E1, . . . ,Em�1 P sopδpmqq, thus a representation of the Clif-
ford algebra Cl0,m�1 in Rδpmq. Conversely, given the anti-commuting E1, . . . ,Em�1 P
sopδpmqq, define on RN the Clifford system Cm given by the symmetric involutions

P0pu,vq � pv,uq, . . . ,Pαpu,vq � p�Eαv,Eαuq, . . . ,Pmpu,vq � pu,�vq.
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As a consequence, the procedure given by Theorem 3.1 can be seen as rephras-
ing the way to get irreducible representations of Clifford algebras. For these latter one
can see [12, pages 30–40], and more explicitly the construction of Clifford algebra
representations in [19, pages 18–20].

REMARK 3.1. An alternative aspect of Clifford systems is to look at Cm in
RN , N � 2δpmq, as a representation of the Clifford algebra Cl0,m�1 in RN such that any
vector of the pseudo-euclidean R0,m�1 � Cl0,m�1 acts as a symmetric endomorphism
in RN .

Recall now from the structure of Clifford algebras the following periodicity
relations

Clm�8 � ClmbRp16q, Cl0,m�8 � Cl0,mbRp16q,
where Rp16q denotes the algebras of all real matrices of order 16.

Look now at the even Clifford structures, mentioned in the Introduction. First
observe that a natural notion of irreducibility can be given for them, by requiring the
Euclidean vector bundle pE,hq not to be a direct sum. Then, by definition an irreducible
even Clifford structure of rank m� 1 is equivalent to an irreducible representation of
the even Clifford algebra Cl0m�1 �Clm in RN , N � 2δpmq, mapping Λ2Rm�1 into skew-
symmetric endomorphisms of RN .

The mentioned representations are listed, for low values of m, in the following:

Table C: Representations of Cl0,m�1 in Rδpmq and of Cl0m�1 in R2δpmq

m 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

δpmq 1 2 4 4 8 8 8 8 16

Cl0,m�1 R R`R Rp2q Cp2q Hp2q Hp2q`Hp2q Hp4q Cp8q Rp16q
2δpmq 2 4 8 8 16 16 16 16 32

Cl0m�1 � Clm C H H`H Hp2q Cp4q Rp8q Rp8q`Rp8q Rp16q Cp16q

Of course, a Clifford system Cm � pP0, . . . ,Pmq in RN gives rise to an even Clif-
ford structure on the same RN just by requiring the vector bundle E to be the vector
sub-bundle of the endomorphism bundle generated by P0, . . . ,Pm. Not every irreducible
even Clifford structure can be obtained in this way, and not only by dimensional rea-
sons, as we will see on manifolds, cf. Section 6. We call essential an irreducible even
Clifford structure that is not induced by an irreducible Clifford system. Thus, to see
whether an irreducible even Clifford structure is essential, Table C and the mentioned
periodicity relation can be used. This gives the following:

PROPOSITION 3.1. Irreducible even Clifford structures of rank m�1 on R2δpmq

are essential when m � 3,5,6,7 mod. 8, and non essential when m � 0,4 mod 8. For
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m� 1,2 mod 8 both possibilities are open.

We will come back to this point on manifolds, see the last Sections.

4. From H to O: the Clifford systems C5,C6,C7,C8

According to Table B and to Theorem 3.1, the next Clifford system to consider is

C5 � pS10,S11,S12,S13,S14,S15q
in R16, where:

S10 �

��� 0 Id

Id 0

��, S11 �

��� 0 �Q01

Q01 0

��, S12 �

��� 0 �Q02

Q02 0

��,

S13 �

��� 0 �Q03

Q03 0

��, S14 �

��� 0 �Q04

Q04 0

��, S15 �

��� Id 0

0 � Id

��.

A computation shows that:

PROPOSITION 4.1. The orthogonal transformations in R16 commuting with the
individual S10, . . . ,S

1
5 are the ones in the diagonal Spp1q∆ � SOp16q. The orthogonal

transformations preserving the vector subspace E6 � C5 ¡� EndpR16q are the ones
in the subgroup SUp4q � Spp1q � SOp16q.The complex structures S1αβ � S1αS1β are for
α  β a basis of a Lie subalgebra sup4q � sop16q.

By reminding that

Q01 � Ri, Q02 � R j, Q03 � Rk, Q04 � Re,

are the right multiplications on O by i, j,k,e, one completes C5 to the Clifford system

C8 � pS0,S1,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6,S7,S8q
with

S0 � S10, S1 � S11, S2 � S12, S3 � S13, S4 � S14, S8 � S15
and

S5 �

��� 0 �R f

R f 0

��, S6 �

��� 0 �Rg

Rg 0

��, S7 �

��� 0 �Rh

Rh 0

��.

It is now natural to compare the Clifford system C8 with the following notion,
that was proposed by Th. Friedrich in [7].
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DEFINITION 4.1. A Spinp9q-structure on a 16-dimensional Riemannian mani-
fold pM,gq is a rank 9 real vector bundle

E9 � EndpT Mq ÑM,

locally spanned by self-dual anti-commuting involutions Sα : T M Ñ T M:

gpSαX ,Y q � gpX ,SαY q, α� 1, . . . ,9,

SαSβ ��SβSα, α� β,

S2
α � Id .

From this datum one gets on M local almost complex structures Sαβ � SαSβ,
and the 9�9 skew-symmetric matrix of their Kähler 2-forms

ψ� pψαβq

is naturally associated. The differential forms ψαβ, α   β, are thus a local system of
Kähler 2-forms on the Spinp9q-manifold pM16,E9q.

On the model space R16, the standard Spinp9q-structure is defined by the gen-
erators S1, . . . ,S9 of the Clifford algebra Cl9, the endomorphisms’ algebra of its 16-
dimensional real representation ∆9 � R16 � O2. Accordingly, unit vectors in R9 can
be viewed as self-dual endomorphisms

w : ∆9 �O2 Ñ ∆9 �O2,

and the action of w � u� r P S8 (u P O, r P R, uu� r2 � 1), on pairs px,x1q P O2 is
given by

(4.1)

�� x

x1

�ÝÑ
�� r Ru

Ru �r

��� x

x1

�,

where Ru,Ru denote the right multiplications by u,u, respectively (cf. [9, page 288]).
The choices

w� p0,1q,p0, iq,p0, jq,p0,kq,p0,eq,p0, f q,p0,gq,p0,hq and p1,0q P S8 �O�R� R9,

define the symmetric endomorphisms:

S0,S1, . . . ,S8

that constitute our Clifford system C8.
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The subgroup Spinp9q � SOp16q is characterized as preserving the vector sub-
space

E9 �  S0, . . . ,S8 ¡� EndpR16q,

whereas it is easy to check that the only matrices in SOp16q that preserve all the indi-
vidual involutions S0, . . . ,S8 are just � Id.

It is useful to have explicitly the following right multiplications on O:

Ri �

��� RH
i 0

0 �RH
i

��, R j �

��� RH
j 0

0 �RH
j

��, Rk �

��� RH
k 0

0 �RH
k

��,

Re �

��� 0 � Id

Id 0

��,

R f �

��� 0 LH
i

LH
i 0

��, Rg �

��� 0 LH
j

LH
j 0

��, Rh �

��� 0 LH
k

LH
k 0

��.

The space Λ2R16 of 2-forms in R16 decomposes under Spinp9q as [7, page 146]:

(4.2) Λ2R16 � Λ2
36`Λ2

84

where Λ2
36 � spinp9q and Λ2

84 is an orthogonal complement in Λ2 � sop16q. Bases of
the two subspaces are given respectively by

Sαβ � SαSβ if α  β and Sαβγ � SαSβSγ if α  β  γ,

all complex structures on R16. We will need for later use the following ones:

S01 �

��� Ri 0

0 �Ri

��, S02 �

��� R j 0

0 �R j

��, S03 �

��� Rk 0

0 �Rk

��, S04 �

��� Re 0

0 �Re

��,

S05 �

��� R f 0

0 �R f

��, S06 �

��� Rg 0

0 �Rg

��, S07 �

��� Rh 0

0 �Rh

��, S08 �

��� 0 � Id

Id 0

��.

Via invariant polynomials, one can then get global differential forms on mani-
folds M16, and prove the following facts, completing some of the statements already
proved in [15]:
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THEOREM 4.1. (i) The families of complex structures

SA � tSαβu1¤α β¤7, SB � tSαβu0¤α β¤7, and SC � tSαβu0¤α β¤8,

provide bases of Lie subalgebras spin∆p7q, spinp8q, and spinp9q� sop16q, respectively.
(ii) Let

ψA � pψαβq1¤α,β¤7, ψB � pψαβq0¤α,β¤7, ψC � pψαβq0¤α,β¤8

be the skew-symmetric matrices of the Kähler 2-forms associated with the mentioned
families of complex structures Sαβ. If τ2 and τ4 are the second and fourth coefficient of
the characteristic polynomial, then:

1
6

τ2pψAq �ΦSpin∆p7q,
1
4

τ2pψBq �ΦSpinp8q, τ2pψCq � 0,
1

360
τ4pψCq �ΦSpinp9q,

where ΦSpin∆p7q P Λ4pR16q restricts on any summand of R16 � R8 `R8 to the usual
Spinp7q 4-form, and where ΦSpinp9q P Λ8pR16q is the canonical form associated with
the standard Spinp9q-structure in R16.

The 8-form ΦSpinp9q was originally defined by M. Berger in 1972, cf. [2].

Proof. (i) The three families refer to Lie subalgebras of spinp9q. Now, the family SC �
tSαβu0¤α β¤8 is known to be a basis of spinp9q, cf. [7, 15]. Look at the construction
of the Sαβ � SαSβ, following the approach to Spinp9q as generated by transformations
of type (4.1) (cf. [9, pages 278–279]). In this construction, matrices in the subalgebra
spinp8q � spinp9q are characterized through the infinitesimal triality principle as:

�� a� 0

0 a�

�,

where a�,a� P sop8q are triality companions, i.e. for each u PO there exists v� a0puq
such that Rv � a�Ruat

�. It is easily checked that all matrices Sαβ with 0 ¤ α   β ¤ 7
satisfy this condition. Moreover, matrices in spin∆p7q � spinp8q are characterized as
those with a� � a� (thus a0 � 1q ([9, pages 278–279, 285]). Thus only the Sαβ with
1¤ α  β¤ 7 are in spin∆p7q.
(ii) Here one can write explicit expressions of the ψαβ in the coordinates of R16 (cf. [15,
pages 334–335]). These formulas allow to compute the τ2 and the τ4 appearing in the
statements. It is convenient to begin with the matrix ψB, by adding up squares of the
2-forms ψαβ with 0¤ α  β¤ 7:
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1
4

τ2pψBq � 1
4

¸
0¤α β¤7

ψ2
αβ � 121121� 123141� 125161� 127181� 341121� 343141� 345161

�347181� 561121� 563141� 565161� 567181� 781121� 783141� 785161� 787181� 131131� 132141

�135171� 136181� 241131� 242141� 245171� 246181� 571131� 572141� 575171� 576181� 681131

�682141� 685171� 686181� 141141� 142131� 145181� 146171� 231141� 232131� 235181� 236171

�581141� 582131� 585181� 586171� 671141� 672131� 675181� 676171� 151151� 152161� 153171

�154181� 261151� 262161� 263171� 264181� 371151� 372161� 373171� 374181� 481151� 482161

�483171� 484181� 161161� 162151� 163181� 164171� 251161� 252151� 253181� 254171� 381161

�382151� 383181� 384171� 471161� 472151� 473181� 474171� 171171� 172181� 173151� 174161

�281171� 282181� 283151� 284161� 351171� 352181� 353151� 354161� 461171� 462181� 463151

�464161� 181181� 182171� 183161� 184151� 271181� 272171� 273161� 274151� 361181� 362171

�363161� 364151� 451181� 452171� 453161� 454151,

and this can be defined as ΦSpinp8q. By computing the sum of squares of the ψαβ with
1¤ α  β¤ 7 one gets instead:

τ2pψAq �
¸

1¤α β¤7

ψ2
αβ �

6
4

τ2pψBq�6r1234� 5678� 11213141� 51617181s

�3r15� 26� 37� 48s2�3r1151� 2161� 3171� 4181s2
�6r1278� 1368� 1467� 2358� 2457� 3456� 11217181� 11316181� 11416171� 21315181

� 21415171� 31415161s.

Thus, by defining ΦSpin∆p7q� 1
6 τ2pψAq one has that its restriction to any of the two sum-

mands R16 � R8`R8 is the usual Spinp7q form (cf. [15, pages 332–333]). Moreover,
computations carried out in [15, pages 336 and 343] show that:

τ2pψCq �
¸

1¤α β¤9

ψ2
αβ � 0, ΦSpinp9q � 1

360
τ4pψCq.

The coefficients in the above equalities are chosen in such a way that, when
reading

ΦSpin∆p7q, ΦSpinp8q P Λ4, ΦSpinp9q P Λ8

in the coordinates of R16, the g.c.d. of coefficients be 1.
Theorem 4.1 suggests to consider, besides the Clifford systems C5 and C8 on

R16, the following intermediate Clifford systems:

C6 � pS1, . . . ,S7q, C7 � pS0, . . . ,S7q,
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or, in accordance with Theorem 3.1, the equivalent Clifford systems

C16 � pS0,S1, . . . ,S5,S8q, C17 � pS0,S1, . . . ,S6,S8q.

REMARK 4.1. Similarly to what observed in Remark 2.1, a representative of
the other equivalence class of Clifford systems with m � 8 can be constructed asrC8 � pS0, rS1, . . . , rS7,S8q, where rS1, . . . , rS7 are defined like S1, . . . ,S7 but using the left
octonion multiplications Li, . . . ,Lh instead of the right ones Ri, . . . ,Rh.

REMARK 4.2. A family of calibrations ϕ4kpλq PΛ4kpR16q has been constructed
by J. Dadok and F. R. Harvey for any λ in the unit sphere S7 �R8 by squaring positive
spinors Spλq P S�p16q, through the following procedure, cf. [5]. Write R16 as O�`
O�, and let ps1 � i, . . . ,s8 � hq be the standard basis of the octonions O�,O�. Then
one looks at the model for the Clifford algebra

ΛpR16q � Cl16 � Cl8bCl8 � EndpO�`O�qbEndpO�`O�q �
EndpO�bO�q`EndpO�bO�q`EndpO�bO�q`EndpO�bO�q,

and the spinors Spλq are in the diagonal D� S�p16q � pO�bO�q`pO�bO�q. Then
it is proved in [5] that by squaring such spinors one gets inhomogeneous exterior forms
in R16 as

256 Spλq �Spλq � 1�ϕ4�ϕ8�ϕ12� vol,

where the ϕ4k are calibrations. In particular, calibrations corresponding to Spinp7q
and Spinp8q geometries are determined and discussed in [5]. This construction can be
related with the present point of view in terms of Clifford systems, as we plan to show
in a forthcoming work.

5. Clifford systems Cm on Riemannian manifolds

The definition 4.1 of a Spinp9q structure on a Riemannian manifold M16, using lo-
cally defined Clifford systems C8 on its tangent bundle, and yielding a rank 9 vector
subbundle of the endomorphism bundle, suggests to give the following more general
definition.

DEFINITION 5.1. A Clifford system Cm on a Riemannian manifold pMN ,gq is
the datum of a rank m� 1 vector subbundle Em�1 � EndpT Mq locally generated by
Clifford systems that are related in the intersections of trivializing open sets by matrices
in SOpm�1q.

Some of the former statements, like Propositions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 4.1, and similar
properties discussed for C6,C7,C8 in Section 4, can be interpreted on Riemannian man-
ifolds. One can then recognize that the datum of a Clifford system Cm on a Riemannian
manifold MN , N � 2δpmq, is equivalent to the reduction of its structure group to the
group G according to the following Table D.
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Table D: Clifford systems Cm and G-structures on Riemannian manifolds MN

m 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

N 2 4 8 8 16 16 16 16 32 64 128 128

G Up1q Up2q Spp1q3 Spp2qSpp1q SUp4qSpp1q Spinp7qUp1q Spinp8q Spinp9q Spinp10q Spinp11q Spinp12q Spinp13q

REMARK 5.1. Although Spinp7q structures on 8-dimensional Riemannian man-
ifolds cannot be described through a rank 7 vector bundle of symmetric endomorphisms
of the tangent bundle (cf. [15, Corollary 9]), this can definitely be done for a Spin∆p7q
structure in dimension 16. The above discussion shows in fact that the 7 symmetric
endomorphisms S1, . . . ,S7 allow to deal with a Spin∆p7q structure as a Clifford system
on a 16-dimensional Riemannian manifold. Indeed, most of the known examples of
Spinp9q manifolds carry the subordinated structure Spin∆p7q, cf. [7, 14].

On the other hand, a Spinp7q structure on a 8-dimensional Riemannian manifold
is an example of even Clifford structure, as defined in the Introduction. Here the defin-
ing vector bundle E has rank 7 and one can choose E � EndpT Mq� locally spanned
as

  I ,J ,K ,E ,F ,G ,H ¡,

i.e. multiplying by elements in the canonical basis of octonions. As already mentioned,
in situations like this, we call essential the even Clifford structure.

6. The Clifford system C9 and the essential Clifford structure on EIII

Our recipe for producing Clifford systems, according to Theorem 3.1, gives on R32 the
following Clifford system C9 � pT0,T1, . . . ,T9q:

T0 �

��� 0 Id

Id 0

��, . . . ,Tα �

��� 0 �S0α

S0α 0

��, . . . ,T9 �

��� Id 0

0 � Id

��.

Here α� 1, . . . ,8 and any block in the matrices is now of order 16.
In [17] we showed that the group of orthogonal transformations preserving the

vector subspace E10 � C9 ¡� EndpR32q is the image of Spinp10q under a real rep-
resentation in SOp32q. Indeed, one can also look at the half-Spin representations of
Spinp10q into SUp16q � SOp32q, that are related with the notion of even Clifford struc-
ture, as defined in the Introduction.

Note that, according to the definitions, any Clifford system Cm on a Rieman-
nian manifold MN gives rise to an even Clifford structure of rank m� 1: this is for
example the case of C4 on 8-dimensional quaternion Hermitian manifolds, or of C8
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on 16-dimensional Spinp9q manifolds. Indeed, one has also a notion of parallel even
Clifford structure, requiring the existence of a metric connection ∇ on pE,hq such that
φ is connection preserving. Thus for example parallel even Clifford structures with
m � 4,8 correspond to a quaternion Kähler structure in dimension 8 and to holonomy
Spinp9q in dimension 16. In [13, page 955], a classification is given of complete simply
connected Riemannian manifolds with a parallel non-flat even Clifford structure.

This classification statement includes one single example for each value of the
rank m� 1 � 9,10,12,16 (and no other examples when m� 1 ¡ 8). These examples
are the ones in the last row (or column) of Table A, namely the projective planes over
the four algebras O, CbO, HbO, ObO.

In the Cartan labelling they are the symmetric spaces:

FII � F4{Spinp9q, EIII� E6{Spinp10q �Up1q,
EVI � E7{Spinp12q �Spp1q, EVIII� E8{Spinp16q�.

In this respect we propose the following

DEFINITION 6.1. Let M be a Riemannian manifold. An even Clifford structure
pE,hq, with rank m�1 and defining map φ : Cl0pEqÑEndpT Mq, is said to be essential
if it is not a Clifford system, i.e. if it is not locally spanned by anti-commuting self-dual
involutions.

We have already seen that Spinp7q structures in dimension 8 are examples of
essential even Clifford structures, cf. Remark 4.1. As mentioned, both quaternion Her-
mitian structures in dimension 8 and Spinp9q structures in dimension 16 are instead
non-essential. For example, on the Cayley plane FII, local Clifford systems on its three
coordinate open affine planes O2 fit together to define the Spinp9q structure and hence
the even Clifford structure. This property has no analogue for the other three projective
planes EIII, EVI, EVIII. As a matter of fact it has been proved in [11] that the pro-
jective plane EIII over complex octonions cannot be covered by three coordinate open
affine planes CbO2. We have:

THEOREM 6.1. The parallel even Clifford structure on EIII is essential.

Proof. Note first that the statement cannot follow from Proposition 3.1. However, as
observed in Table D, the structure group of a 32-dimensional manifold carrying a Clif-
ford system C9 reduces to Spinp10q � SUp16q. This would be the case of the holonomy
group, assuming that such a Clifford system induces the parallel even Clifford struc-
ture of EIII. Thus, EIII would have a trivial canonical bundle, in contradiction with the
positive Ricci curvature property of Hermitian symmetric spaces of compact type.

As showed in [17], the vector bundle defining the even Clifford structure is the
E10 locally spanned as   I ¡`  S0, . . . ,S8 ¡. Here I is the global complex structure
of the Hermitian symmetric space EIII, and S0, . . . ,S8 (matrices in SOp16q � SUp16q)
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define, together with I , the Spinp10q �Up1q � Up16q structure given by its holonomy.
The construction of the even Clifford structure follows of course the alternating compo-
sition, so that I ^Sα ��Sα^I , allowing to get a skew symmetric matrix ψD � pψαβq
of Kähler forms associated with all compositions of two generators (cf. Theorem 4.1).

REMARK 6.1. As proved in [17], the cohomology classes of the Kähler form
and of the global differential form τ4pψDq generate the cohomology of EIII.

7. Clifford systems C10 up to C16

For the next step, we need now the following order 32 matrices:

T01 �

���������

Ri 0 0 0

0 �Ri 0 0

0 0 �Ri 0

0 0 0 Ri

��������
, . . . ,T07 �

���������

Rh 0 0 0

0 �Rh 0 0

0 0 �Rh 0

0 0 0 Rh

��������
,

T08 �

���������

0 � Id 0 0

Id 0 0 0

0 0 0 Id

0 0 � Id 0

��������
, T09 �

���������

0 0 � Id 0

0 0 0 � Id

Id 0 0 0

0 Id 0 0

��������
,

and now we can write on R64 the following matrices of the Clifford system C10:

U0 �

��� 0 Id

Id 0

��, . . . ,Uα �

��� 0 �T0α

T0α 0

��, . . . ,U10 �

��� Id 0

0 � Id

��.

Here α� 1, . . . ,9 and any block in the matrices is of order 32.
The subgroup of SOp64q preserving the subbundle E11 � C10 ¡� EndpR64q

is now Spinp11q, a subgroup of Spp16q � SOp64q under its Spin representation.
Still another step, through

U01 �

��� T01 0

0 �T01

��, . . . ,U09 �

��� T09 0

0 �T09

��,U0,10 �

��� 0 � Id

Id 0

��,

we go to the first Clifford system C11 in R128. Its matrices are:
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V 1
0 �

��� 0 Id

Id 0

��, . . . ,V 1
α �

��� 0 �U0α

U0α 0

��, . . . ,V 1
11 �

��� Id 0

0 � Id

��,

now with α� 1, . . . ,10 and any block of order 64.
To recognize the next Clifford system, C12 and again in R128, introduce the

following matrices, of order 32:

BlockRH
i
�

���������

0 � Id 0 0

Id 0 0 0

0 0 0 Id

0 0 � Id 0

��������
, BlockRH

j
�

���������

0 0 � Id 0

0 0 0 � Id

Id 0 0 0

0 Id 0 0

��������
, BlockLH

k
�

���������

0 0 0 � Id

0 0 � Id 0

0 Id 0 0

Id 0 0 0

��������
,

block-wise extensions of matrices RH
i ,RH

j ,LH
k considered in Section 2. We need also

the further matrices, of order 64, block-wise extension of Ri,R j,Re,Rh:

BlockRi �

��� BlockRH
i

0

0 �BlockRH
i

��, BlockR j �

��� BlockRH
j

0

0 �BlockRH
j

��,

BlockRe �

��� 0 � Id

Id 0

��, BlockRh �

��� 0 BlockLH
k

BlockLH
k

0

��.

Then one easily writes the last matrices in the Clifford system C11 as:

V 1
8 �

��� 0 �BlockRi

BlockRi 0

��, V 1
9 �

��� 0 �BlockR j

BlockR j 0

��, V 1
10 �

��� 0 �BlockRe

BlockRe 0

��.

One gets:

PROPOSITION 7.1. The matrices

V0 �V 1
0, . . . ,V10 �V 1

10,V11 �

��� 0 �BlockRh

BlockRh 0

��,V12 �V 1
11

give rise to the Clifford system C12 in R128.

Proof. The only point to check is that V11 anti-commutes with all the other matrices.
This is a straightforward computation.
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The orthogonal transformations preserving C12 correspond to a real representa-
tion of Spinp12q in SOp128q.

As a further step, we construct C13, the first Clifford system in R256, whose
involutions are:

W 1
0 �

��� 0 Id

Id 0

��, . . . ,W 1
α �

��� 0 �V0α

V0α 0

��, . . . ,W 1
13 �

��� Id 0

0 � Id

��,

now with α� 1, . . . ,12. In particular

W 1
12 �

���������

0 0 0 Id

0 0 � Id 0

0 � Id 0 0

Id 0 0 0

��������
�

��� 0 �Block128
Re

Block128
Re

0

��,

when now the block matrix is or order 128. Then one recognizes that one can add three
similar block matrices with Block128

Ri
,Block128

R j
,Block128

Lh
, extending C13 up to C16, still

on R256, and with intermediate Clifford systems C14 and C15.

8. The symmetric spaces EVI and EVIII

As a consequence of Proposition 3.1 we have:

THEOREM 8.1. The parallel even Clifford structures on EVI and on EVIII are
essential.

These even Clifford structures can in fact be defined by vector subbundles E12

and E16 of the endomorphism bundle, locally generated as follows:

(8.1) E12 :  I ,J ,K ¡`  S0, . . . ,S9 ¡ÝÑ EVI,

(8.2) E16 :  I ,J ,K ,E ,F ,G ,H ¡`  S0, . . . ,S9 ¡ÝÑ EVIII,

where S0, . . . ,S9 are the involutions in SOp16q defining the Spinp9q structures.
Note that the quaternionic structure of EVI, one of the quaternion Kähler Wolf

spaces, appears as part of its even Clifford structure.
As already mentioned concerning EIII, also on EVI and EVIII the compositions

of generators of the even Clifford structure follows the alternating property e.g. I ^
Sα � �Sα ^ I . In this way one still has skew-symmetric matrices of Kähler forms
associated with compositions of two generators (cf. Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 6.1).
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We denote these skew-symmetric matrices by ψE for EVI and ψF for EVIII. One can
look at the following sequence of the matrices we introduced:

ψA � ψB � ψC � ψD � ψE � ψF ,

all producing, via invariant polynomials, global differential forms associated with the
associated structure groups

Spinp7q∆, Spinp8q, Spinp9q, Spinp10q �Up1q, Spinp12q �Spp1q, Spinp16q�.

(cf. also Remark 6.1). We can mention here that the (rational) cohomology of EVI is
generated, besides by the class of the quaternion Kähler 4-form, by a 8-dimensional
class and by a 12-dimensional class. It is thus tempting to represent these classes by
τ4pψEq and by τ6pψEq. As for EVIII, it is known that its rational cohomology is gen-
erated by classes of dimension 8,12,16,20. One can also observe, in this last situation
of EVIII, that the local Kähler forms ψαβ associated with the group Spinp16q� can be
seen for α  β in correspondence with a basis of its Lie algebra sop16q. As such, they
exhaust both families of 36� 84 � 120 exterior 2-forms appearing in decomposition
4.2.

We conclude with two remarks relating the discussed subjects with some of our
previous work.

REMARK 8.1. In [16] we described a procedure to construct maximal orthonor-
mal systems of tangent vector fields on spheres. For that we essentially used, be-
sides multiplication in C,H,O, the Spinp9q structure of R16, applied also block-wise in
higher dimension. Remind that the maximal number σpNq of linear independent vector
field on an odd-dimensional sphere SN�1, with N � p2k� 1q2p16q and 0 ¤ p ¤ 3, is
given by the Hurwitz-Radon formula

σpNq � 2p�8q�1.

Thus, it does not appear easy to read this number out of Table B, even considering also
reducible Clifford systems.

On the other hand, one can recognize from the construction of [16] that there
is instead a simple relation with even Clifford structures, and that for example the
construction of a maximal system of tangent vector fields on spheres S31,S63,S127

can be rephrased using the essential even Clifford structures of rank 10,12,16 on
R32,R64,R128. Such even Clifford structures exist and are parallel non-flat on the
symmetric spaces EIII, EVI, EVIII (cf. proof of Theorem 6.1, and equations (8.1),
(8.2)). Following [16], this point of view can be suitably applied to spheres of any odd
dimension.

REMARK 8.2. In [14] we studied the structure of compact locally conformally
parallel Spinp9q manifolds. They are of course examples, together with their Kähler,
quaternion Kähler, and Spinp7q counterparts, of manifolds equipped with a locally con-
formally parallel even Clifford structure. We can here observe that the following Hopf
manifolds

S31�S1, S63�S1, S127�S1
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are further examples of them, with the locally conformally flat metric coming from
their universal covering. One can also describe some finite subgroups of Spinp10q,
Spinp12q, Spinp16q� acting freely on S31,S63,S127, respectively, and the list of groups
K mentioned in Example 6.6 of [14] certainly applies to these three cases. Accord-
ingly, finite quotients like pSN�1{Kq � S1, with N � 32,64,128, still carry a locally
conformally parallel even Clifford structure. Note however that the structure Theo-
rem C proved in [14] cannot be reproduced for these higher rank locally conformally
parallel even Clifford structures.
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SELF-DUALITY AND EXCEPTIONAL GEOMETRY

Preface. This short article is a copy of one that I prepared in advance for a short talk at
the conference “Topology and its Applications” held in Baku in October 1987 in the era of
Perestroika. Although it remains on my homepage, it has not (to the best of my knowledge)
appeared in any other repository or bound volume. It was the first paper I typed in TEX,
and spans my career in the sense that one is still working to understand the place that these
prototypes assume in the zoo of explicit metrics with exceptional holonomy. I welcome the
opportunity to publish it in a collection of papers in memory of Sergio Console, with whom
I had frequent scientific discussions about holonomy (both tangential and normal), and with
whom I shared editorial work for the Seminario Matematico.

1. Introduction

The local isomorphism between the special orthogonal group SOp4q and the product
SOp3q�SOp3q manifests itself in the conformally-invariant decomposition of the bun-
dle of 2-forms

Λ2T�M � Λ2
�T�M`Λ2

�T�M

over an oriented Riemannian 4-manifold M. There is a corresponding decomposition
of the Weyl curvature tensor W �W��W�, and M is said to be self-dual if W� � 0. If
M is compact, its signature is given by

τ� 1
3

p1 � 1
12π2

»
M
p|W�|2�|W�|2qυ,

where υ is the volume form. Consequently, if M is self-dual but not conformally flat,
then τ¡ 0.

Self-duality is the integrability condition for a natural almost complex structure
on the 6-dimensional sphere bundle of Λ2

�T�M [1]. Motivated in part by this result,
we study the 7-dimensional total space X of Λ2

�T�M, and characterize curvature con-
ditions on M by means of differential relations between invariant forms on X . First
though, we define the exceptional Lie group G2 using the inclusion SOp4q �G2, corre-
sponding to a splitting of dimensions 7� 3�4. This enables one to construct a family
of G2-structures on X , which amounts to assigning a metric and vector cross product
on each tangent space.

There are only two exceptions in the list of holonomy groups of irreducible non-
symmetric Riemannian manifolds, namely G2 and Spin(7) [2, 3, 5, 11]. This explains
the importance of G2-structures, which, in the light of [7], have a richer torsion theory
than their Spin(7) counterparts. An examination of the structure on X leads us to exhibit
there a Riemannian metric with holonomy group G2, when M is the self-dual Einstein
manifold S4 or CP2. No such complete metrics were previously known. This, and
analogous examples with holonomy G2 and Spin(7), are the subject of a forthcoming
joint paper with R. L. Bryant.
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2. Definition of G2

Let V denote an oriented n-dimensional vector space with a positive definite inner prod-
uct ⟨ , ⟩. The inner product extends to one on ΛkV�, and together with the orientation
defines a unit volume form υ P ΛnV� and an isomorphism � : ΛkV�Ñ Λn�kV�, where

(1) σp�τq � ⟨σ,τ⟩υ, σ,τ P ΛkV�.

Here and in the sequel, an exterior product of differential forms is denoted merely by
juxtaposition.

Now take n � 4 and k � 2. Then � is an involution on Λ2V�, and we consider
the 7-dimensional space

A� Λ2
�V�`V�,

where Λ2
�V� is the �1-eigenspace of �. If te4,e5,e6,e7u is an oriented orthonormal

basis of V�, then Λ2
�V� is the span of

(2) e1 � e4e5� e6e7, e2 � e4e6� e7e5, e3 � e4e7� e5e6.

Regarding now e1, . . . ,e7 as all elements of A, rather than Λ2A, we set

φ1 � e1e2e3

φ2 � e1pe4e5� e6e7q� e2pe4e6� e7e5q� e3pe4e7� e5e6q.
Then φ� φ1�φ2 is the sum of 7 simple 3-forms on a 7-dimensional vector space, and
has the following well-known property (see [5]).

PROPOSITION 2.1. The set G2 � tg PGLpAq : g�φ� φu is a compact Lie group
of dimension 14.

Proof. As defined above, G2 is a closed subgroup of GLpAq containing SOp4q. De-
creeing te1, . . . ,e7u to be an oriented orthonormal basis of A defines an action of SOp7q
with Lie algebra

sop7q � Λ2A � Λ2pΛ2
�V�q`pΛ2

�V�bV�q`Λ2V�

� Λ2
�V�`pV�`Kq`pΛ2

�V�`Λ2
�V�q.(3)

Here K denotes the 8-dimensional subspace of Λ2
�V�bV� of elements with

zero contraction; for example K contains e1 b e4 � e2 b e7 which defines a skew-
symmetric endomorphism of V annihilating φ. Hence the Lie algebra g2 of G2 contains
K, not to mention Λ2

�V� and one copy of Λ2
�V�. Now S2A� R`S2

0A, where

S2
0A � S2

0pΛ2
�V�q`R`V�`K`S2

0V�

is the space of traceless symmetric endomorphisms of A, decomposed into SOp4q-
modules. Consideration of the action of K � g2 shows that S2

0A is G2-irreducible. Thus

g2 � sop4q`K,

and it is not hard to check that G2 � SOp7q.
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The form φ defines by contraction a two-fold vector cross product

(4) m : Λ2AÝÑ A,

of the sort that exists only on a space of dimension 3 or 7 [4]. Using m, the direct sum
O�R`A can be identified with the alternative algebra of Cayley numbers, to give the
description of G2 as the group of automorphisms of O. The subspace H� R`Λ2

�V�

corresponds to a quaternionic subalgebra, and K may be identified with the tangent
space of the quaternionic symmetric space G2{SOp4q, parametrizing all quaternionic
subalgebras in O [9].

Like S2
0A, the G2-modules A and g2 are irreducible, and from (4), the orthogonal

complement gK2 of g2 in sop7q must be isomorphic to A. The derivative

δ : End A� AbA ãÑ Λ3A

of the action of the general linear groups GLpV q on φ has kernel g2. It follows that the
orbit (isomorphic to GLpV q{G2) containing φ is open in Λ3A; in fact there is just one
other open orbit, containing the form φ1�φ2, with stabilizer the non-compact form G�

[5]. Anyway, the above remarks establish

PROPOSITION 2.2. There are G2-invariant decompositions

Λ2A� g2`A, Λ3A� R`S2
0A`A.

3. Four-dimensional Riemannian geometry

Let M be an oriented Riemannian 4-dimensional manifold. We shall now use the sym-
bols e4,e5,e6,e7 to denote elements of an oriented orthonormal basis of 1-forms on an
open set U of M. Accordingly e1,e2,e3 defined by (2) form a basis of sections over U
of Λ2

�T�M. The Levi-Civita connection on M induces a covariant derivative ∇ on this
vector bundle, and we set

∇ei � Σωi
jb e j, Ωi

j � dωi
j�Σωi

kωk
j.

Summations here and below are exclusively over the range of indices 1,2,3.
Let X denote the total space of the rank 3 vector bundle Λ2

�T�M; its cotangent
space at x admits a splitting

(5) T�x X �V o`Ho,

where Ho is the annihilator of the horizontal subspaces defined by the connection, and
V o � π�T�m M with m� πpxq. A local section Σaiei of Λ2

�T�M is covariant constant if
and only if Σpdai�Σa jω j

i qb ei � 0, so Ho is spanned by 1-forms

f i � dai�Σa jπ�ω j
i ,
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where a1,a2,a3 are now interpreted as fibre coordinate functions on X . Of course, V o

is spanned by π�e4,π�e5,π�e6,π�e7, 1-forms that annihilate the fibres.
Omitting the symbol π�, consider the following invariant forms that are defined

globally on X independently of the choice of basis:

r � Σpaiq2

dr � 2Σai f i

α� Σaiei

dα� Σei f i, β� f 1 f 2 f 3

γ� e1 f 2 f 3� e2 f 3 f 1� e3 f 1 f 2, υ�� 1
6 Σeiei

For example r is simply the radius squared, α is the tautological 2-form on X , and
υ� e4e5e6e7 is the pullback of the volume form on M.

PROPOSITION 3.1. (i) M is self-dual if and only if dγ � 2tυdr for (the pull-
back of) some scalar function t on M; (ii) M is self-dual and Einstein if and only if
dβ � 1

2 tdαdr, for some constant t. If t exists in either case, it equals 1
12 of the scalar

curvature of M.

Proof. We refer the reader to [1] for the basic properties of the curvature tensor of
a Riemannian 4-manifold. The curvature of the induced connection on the bundle
Λ2
�T�M is determined by the Ricci tensor, and the half W� of the Weyl tensor which

may be regarded as a section of Λ2
�T�MbΛ2

�T�M. Moreover M is self-dual and
Einstein if and only if

(6) Ω1
2 � te3, Ω2

3 � te1, Ω3
1 � te2,

where t � 1
12 (scalar curvature). Since the trace-free Ricci tensor essentially belongs to

Λ2
�T�MbΛ2

�T�M, M is self-dual if and only if (6) holds modulo elements of Λ2
�T�M.

The proposition is now the result of a computation involving the formulae

dei � Σωi
je

j, d f i � Σp f jω j
i �a jΩ j

i q

for exterior derivatives.

Motivated by section 1, we next consider the 3-form

(7) φ� λ3β�λµ2dα,

where λ and µ are scalar functions on X . Observe that

φ� E1E2E3�E1E4E5�E1E6E7�E2E4E6�E2E7E5�E3E4E7�E3E5E6,
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where E i equals λ f i for i � 1,2,3 and µπ�ei for i � 4,5,6,7, and forms an oriented
orthonormal basis of 1-forms for the underlying SOp7q-structure on X . In view of (1),
we also have

�φ � E4E5E6E7�E2E3E6E7�E2E3E4E5�E3E1E7E5

�E3E1E4E6�E1E2E5E6�E1E2E4E7

� µ4υ�λ2µ2γ.(8)

Proposition 1 implies

PROPOSITION 3.2. If λ and µ are strictly positive everywhere, (7) determines
a G2-structure on X, i.e. a G2-subbundle P of the principal frame bundle of X, whose
underlying Riemannian metric has the form λ2gV �µ2gH in terms of the splitting (5).

4. Torsion considerations

If D denotes the Levi-Civita connection of the Riemannian metric in Proposition 4, the
quantity Dφ measures the failure of the holonomy group to reduce to G2, i.e. the extent
to which parallel transport does not preserve the principal subbundle P. Its properties
were studied by Fernández and Gray in [7], and we first summarize their approach.

Choose any connection rD that reduces to P, so that rDφ � 0. Fix a frame p P P
at the point x� πppq P X , and a vector v P TxX . The difference Dv�rDv defines, relative
to p, an element of the Lie algebra sop7q. The same is true of Dvφ � pDv� rDvqφ, but
since this is independent of the choice of rD, it actually belongs to the subspace gK2 .
Therefore pDφqx may be regarded as an element of

(9) T�x X bgK2 � AbA � R`g2`S2
0A`A,

a real vector space of dimension 49.
Let W1X �X�R, W2X , W3X , W4X � T X � T�X denote the vector bundles

associated to P with fibre R, g2, S2
0A, A respectively. Corresponding to (9), there is a

decomposition
Dφ� w1�w2�w3�w4,

in which wi is a section of WiX . Now D is torsion-free, and there exist surjective
homomorphisms

a : T�X bΛ3T�X ÝÑ Λ4T�X � W1X `W3X `W4X

a� : T�X bΛ3T�X ÝÑ Λ5T�X � W2X `W4X ,

such that dφ� apDφq and d�φ� a�pDφq (cf. Proposition 2). Thus

PROPOSITION 4.1 ([7]). With the above identifications, dφ� pw1,w3,w4q, and
d�φ� pw2,w4q, so Dφ� 0 if and only if dφ� 0� d�φ.
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Call a differential form on X of type pp,qq if, at each point, it is built up from
forms on the base of degree p and forms of degree q involving f i. Endow X with the
G2-structure of Proposition 4, with λ and µ arbitrary positive scalar functions on X .
Then dφ, unlike �φ, has no component of type p4,0q. Moreover φdφ � 0, whence
dφ has no component in the subbundle W1X � Λ4T�X , and we always have w1 � 0.
Further components of Dφ can be eliminated by a suitable choice of λ and µ.

THEOREM 4.1. (i) If M is self-dual, an open set of X admits a G2-structure with
Dφ � w3; (ii) if M is self-dual and Einstein, an open set of X admits a G2-structure
with Dφ� 0.

Proof. We apply Proposition 3. If M is self-dual, we seek λ,µ such that

d�φ� dpµ4qυ�dpλ2µ2qγ�λ2µ22t υdr,

vanishes. Taking λµ� c� constant, we obtain a solution

(10) µ� p2c2tr�dq1{4, λ� cp2c2tr�dq�1{4,

where d is another constant. If M is also Einstein, then dt � 0 and

dφ� dpλ3qβ�λ3 1
2 tdαdr�dpλµ2qdα� 0.

Note that the functions λ,µ can only be strictly positive on all of X if t is everywhere
non-negative.

In [7] it is shown that any minimally embedded hypersurface of R8 also has a
G2-structure with Dφ� w3. A contrasting example with Dφ� w2 � 0 has been found
in [6]. We remark that, in general, w2 is the obstruction to the existence of a short
elliptic complex

0ÑC8pXq gradÝÑC8pX ,T Xq curlÝÑC8pX ,T Xq divÝÑC8pXq Ñ 0,

on X whose operators are manufactured using D and and the cross product (4) in anal-
ogy with the 3-dimensional case. Indeed, if f P C8pXq is a smooth function, and
v PC8pX ,T Xq is a vector field, curlpgrad f q � mpD^pgrad f qq vanishes identically,
but divp curlvq equals the contraction of Dv with w2. We conjecture that a complex
of this sort can be defined on X , using only the self-dual conformal structure of M.
We note that topological consequences of the existence of a self-dual metric with t
non-negative have been given by LeBrun [10].

Self-dual Einstein metrics have been generated by quaternion-Kähler reduction,
see [8]. However a theorem of Hitchin states that a complete Riemannian 4-manifold
which is self-dual, Einstein and of positive scalar curvature is necessarily isometric to
the sphere S4, or the complex projective plane CP2 [3, 13.30]. In either of these two
cases, the Riemannian metric

p2tr�1q�1{2gV �p2tr�1q1{2gH
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on X corresponding to the solution (10) with c � d � 1 is complete, essentially be-
cause

³8
0 p2tr� 1q� 1

4 dpr1{2q diverges. Moreover, since Dφ � 0, the holonomy group
H is contained in G2, which in turn implies that the Ricci tensor is zero [3]. Further-
more, the respective groups SOp5q, SUp3q act as isometries on X with generic orbits of
codimension 1. Consideration of the induced action on a hypothetical space of covari-
ant constant 1-forms shows that X is locally irreducible, and it follows that H actually
equals G2. In conclusion:

COROLLARY 4.1. The 7-dimensional total spaces Λ2
�T�S4 and Λ2

�T�CP2 each
admit a complete Ricci-flat Riemannian metric with holonomy equal to G2.
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THE X-RAY TRANSFORM ON 2-STEP NILPOTENT LIE
GROUPS OF HIGHER RANK

Abstract. We prove injectivity and a support theorem for the X-ray transform on 2-step
nilpotent Lie groups with many totally geodesic 2-dimensional flats. The result follows from
a general reduction principle for manifolds with uniformly escaping geodesics.

Dedicated to the memory of Sergio Console

1. Background

The X-ray transform of a sufficiently rapidly decreasing continuous function f on the
Euclidean plane R2 is a function X f defined on the set of all straight lines via integra-
tion along these lines. More precisely, if ξ is a straight line, given by a point x P ξ and
a unit vector θ P R2 such that ξ� x�Rθ, then

X f pξq � X f px,θq �
» 8
�8

f px� sθqds.

It is natural to ask about injectivity of this transform and, if yes, for an explicit inversion
formula. If f pxq � Op|x|�p2�εqq for some ε ¡ 0, the function f can be recovered via
the following inversion formula, going back to J. Radon [18] in 1917:

(1) f pxq � �1
π

» 8
0

F 1
x ptq
t

dt,

where Fxptq is the mean value of X f pξq over all lines ξ at distance t from x:

Fxptq � 1
2π

»
S1

X f px� tθK,θqdθ,

where px,yqK � py,�xq. Zalcman [29] gave an example of a non-trivial function f P
C8pR2q with f pxq � Op|x|�2q and X f pξq � 0 for all lines ξ � R2 and, therefore, the
decay condition for the inversion formula is optimal.

Under stronger decay conditions, it is possible to prove the following support
theorem (see [5, Thm. 2.1] or [7, Thm. I.2.6]):

THEOREM 1.1 (Support Theorem). Let R¡ 0 and f PCpR2qwith f pxq�Op|x|�kq
for all k P N. Assume that X f pξq � 0 for all lines ξ with dpξ,0q ¡ R. Then we have
f pxq � 0 for all |x| ¡ R.

Again, the stronger decay condition is needed here by a counterexample of D.J.
Newman given in Weiss [26] (see also [7, Rmk. I.2.9]). The Euclidean X-ray transform
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plays a prominent role in medical imaging techniques like the CT and PET (see, e.g.,
[12]).

The X-ray transform can naturally be generalized to other complete, simply
connected Riemannian manifolds, by replacing straight lines by complete geodesics.
Radon mentioned in [18] that there is an analogous inversion formula in the (real)
hyperbolic plane H2, where the denominator in the integral of (1) has to be replaced
by sinhptq (see also [7, Thm. III.1.12(ii)]). There is also an analogue of the support
theorem for the hyperbolic space (see [7, Thm. III.1.6]), valid for functions f satisfying
f pxq � Ope�kdpx0,xqq for all k P N and x0 PHn.

In the case of a continuous function f on a closed Riemannian manifold X , the
domain of X f is the set of all closed geodesics. Continuous functions f can only be
recovered from their X-ray transform X f if the union of all closed geodesics is dense
in X . But this condition is not sufficient as the following simple example of the two-
sphere S2 shows. Every even continuous function f on S2 (i.e., f p�xq � f pxq) can be
recovered by its integrals over all great circles. This fact and a solution similar to (1)
goes back to Minkowski 1911 and Funk 1913 (see [7, Section II.4.A] and the references
therein). But, on the other hand, it is easy to see that X f vanishes for all odd functions,
so the restriction to even functions is essential. For injectivity and support theorems
of the X-ray transform on compact symmetric spaces X other than Sn see, e.g., [7,
Section IV.1]. Injectivity properties of the extended X-ray transform for symmetric
k-tensors on closed manifolds (with respect to the solenoidal part) play an important
role in connection with spectral rigidity (see [4]) and were proved for closed manifolds
with Anosov geodesic flows (see [3, Thms 1.1 and 1.3] for k� 0,1) or strictly negative
curvature (see [2] for arbitrary k P N).

Another class of manifolds for which the X-ray transform and its extension
to symmetric k-tensors has been studied are simple manifolds, i.e., manifolds X with
strictly convex boundary and without conjugate points (see [23]). An application is the
boundary rigidity problem, i.e., whether it is possible to reconstruct the metric of X
(modulo isometries fixing the boundary) from the knowledge of the distance function
between points on the boundary BX . Solenoidal injectivity is known for k � 0,1 for
all simple manifolds (see [13] and [1]), and for all k P N for surfaces [16] and for
negatively curved manifolds [15]. There are also support type theorem for the X-ray
transform on simple manifolds (see [10, 11] and [25] and the references therein). A
very recommendable survey with a list of open problems is [17].

2. A reduction principle for manifolds with uniformly escaping geodesics

In this article, we will only consider complete Riemannian manifolds X whose geodesics
escape in the sense of e.g. [27], [28], [9], in a uniform way. Simply connected man-
ifolds without conjugate points have this property, but we like to stress that the main
examples in this article will be manifolds with conjugate points. Geodesics will always
be parametrized by arc length.

DEFINITION 2.1. A Riemannian manifold X has uniformly escaping geodesics
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if for each r P R�
0 there is Pprq P R�

0 such that for every geodesic γ : RÑ X and every
t ¡ Pprq, we have dpγptq,γp0qq ¡ r. We call P an escape function of X.

The smallest such function P,

Pprq :� suptt ¥ 0 | D geodesic γ : RÑ X ,dpγp0q,γptqq ¤ ru
is thus required to be finite for all r. After time Pprq every geodesic has left a closed
ball Brppq of radius r P R�

0 around its center p P X . The function P increases and
satisfies Pprq ¥ r. Note that P may not be continuous.

Manifolds with this property must be simply connected and non-compact. As
mentioned earlier, simply connected Riemannian manifolds without conjugate points
have this property with escape function Pprq � r.

The class of compactly supported continuous functions on such a manifold is
preserved under restriction to totally geodesic immersed submanifolds. Thus if f is a
compactly supported continuous function on X , say suppp f q � Brppq for some p P X
and r ¡ 0, and ϕ : Y Ñ X a totally geodesic isometric immersion, then f has compact
support on Y and suppp f �ϕq � BY

Pprqppq. In particular, this holds for geodesics (as 1-
dimensional immersions) and the integral of f over any geodesic in X is thus defined.

Before we formulate the reduction principle, let us first fix some notation. The
unit tangent bundle of X is denoted by SX . For a Riemannian manifold X let Cc pXq be
the space of all continuous functions f : X Ñ C with compact support. By GpXq we
denote the set of (unparametrized oriented) geodesics, i.e.

GpXq � tγpRq | γ : RÑ X geodesic u
The X-ray transform of f PCc pXq is the function X f : GpXq Ñ C with

X f pLq �
»

L
f �

» �8
�8

f pγptqqdt

if L� γpRq and γ a unit speed geodesic.

DEFINITION 2.2. Let r0 ¥ 0 and σ : rr0,8q Ñ R�
0 be a function. We say that

the σ-support theorem holds on X if for p P X and f PCc pXq, r P rr0,8q we have that
X f |GpXzBσprqppqq � 0 implies f |XzBrppq � 0. We say that X has a support theorem if this
holds for a function σ with limrÑ8σprq � 8.

REMARK 2.1. If X has a σ-support theorem, then X has a support theorem for
all smaller functions as well. Moreover, we can always modify σ : rr0,8qÑ R�

0 to be
monotone non-decreasing. If r0 � 0, i.e., σ : R�

0 ÑR�
0 , the σ-support theorem implies

injectivity of the X-ray transform.

Then we have the following reduction principle.

THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a complete, Riemannian manifold which has uniformly
escaping geodesics with escape function P.
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(i) Assume there exists, for every x P X, a closed totally geodesic immersed subman-
ifold Y � X through x such that the X-ray transform on Y is injective. Then the
X-ray transform on X is also injective.

(ii) Let µ : rr0,8qÑR�
0 be a function with µ¥ Pp0q. Assume there exists, for every

v P SX, a closed totally geodesic immersed submanifold Y � X with v P SY such
that the µ-support theorem holds on Y . Then a σ-support theorem holds on X for
any function σ : rr0,8qÑ R�

0 with Ppσprqq ¤ µprq for all r ¥ r0. In particular,
we can choose σ to be unbounded if µ is unbounded.

Proof. (i) is obviously true by restriction since all geodesics in Y are also geodesics in
X .

For (ii), let f P Cc pXq and r ¥ r0. We fix a point p P X and let Yp be a set of
closed totally geodesic immersed submanifolds Y with µ-support theorem and so that
each geodesic through p lies in one of the Y P Yp.

We then have
f |XzBX

r ppq � 0

if
@Y P Yp : f |YzBY

r ppq � 0,

since, by assumption, each geodesic in X is contained in some Y . Now, by the µ-support
theorem in Y P Yp, we have

f |YzBY
r ppq � 0

if
X f |GpYzBY

µprqppqq � 0.

Since X has uniformly escaping geodesics property, this is guaranteed if

X f |GpXzBX
s ppqq � 0

for any s ¥ 0 with Ppsq ¤ µprq. Thus X has a σ-support theorem for any function
σ : rr0,8q Ñ R�

0 satisfying Ppσprqq ¤ µprq. If the escape function P : R�
0 Ñ R�

0 is
left-continuous, i.e. limsÕr Ppsq � Pprq, we can choose σprq � supts ¥ 0 | Ppsq ¤
µprqu.

3. Applications of the reduction principle

In this section we demonstrate that many interesting examples can be derived by the
reduction principle from R2 and H2. The X-ray transform on the euclidean and on
the hyperbolic plane is injective and both have a µ-support theorem with µprq � r. This
follows directly from the euclidean or hyperbolic version of Radon’s classical inversion
formula (1), or Theorem 1.1.
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If X � X1�X2 is the product of two Riemannian manifolds of positive dimension with
uniformly escaping geodesics, with escape functions P1 and P2 respectively, then X has
uniformly escaping geodesics with function P satisfying

maxtP1prq,P2prqu ¤Pprq � sup
"b

P1pr1q2�P2pr2q2 | r2
1� r2

2 ¤ r2
*
¤P1prq�P2prq.

Each vector v P SpX1�X2q lies in a 2-flat F � X1�X2, i.e. a totally geodesic immersed
flat submanifold. By the reduction principle, the σ-support theorem holds on X1�X2
for any function σ with Ppσprqq ¤ r for all r P rPp0q,8q.

The reduction principle can also be applied to symmetric spaces of noncompact
type. These spaces have no conjugate points and each of their geodesics is contained in
a flat of dimension at least 2 if their rank is at least 2. In non-compact rank-1 symmetric
spaces each geodesic is contained in a real hyperbolic plane. Therefore, the reduction
principle yields injectivity of the X-ray transform and a support theorem with σprq � r
([6], also [7, Cor. IV.2.1]).

Another interesting family are noncompact harmonic manifolds, which do not
have conjugate points. Prominent examples in this family are Damek-Ricci spaces. In
[21], Rouviere used the fact that each geodesic of a Damek-Ricci space is contained
in a totally geodesic complex hyperbolic plane CH2 to obtain a support theorem with
σprq � r for Damek Ricci spaces.

The main result in this article is about injectivity of the X-ray transform and
a support theorem for a certain class of 2-step nilpotent Lie groups with a left invari-
ant metric and higher rank introduced in [22]. By[14] these spaces have conjugate
points. Therefore, the methods of [10] do not immediately apply to these spaces. The
spaces in [22] differ also significantly from Heisenberg-type groups which do not even
infinitesimally have higher rank.

3.1. 2-step nilpotent Lie groups have uniformly escaping
geodesics.

The Lie algebra of a 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra n splits orthogonally as n � h` z,
z � rn,ns the commutator and h � zK its orthogonal complement. We can thus view
z� sophq as a vectorspace of skew symmetric endomorphisms of h. We have

xrh,ks | zy � xzh | ky

for h,k P h, z P z. We show that 2-step nilpotent Lie groups have uniformly escaping
geodesics, hence the X-ray transform for all functions with compact support is defined.

THEOREM 3.1. Let N be a simply connected 2-step nilpotent Lie group with
Lie algebra n � z` h, z � sophq. Then N has uniformly escaping geodesics with a
continuous escape function P.
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Proof. We will prove that for each r P R�
0 there is Pprq P R� such that every geodesic

γ with γp0q � e (the neutral element of N) we have that dpγptq,eq ¤ r implies t ¤ Pprq.
We denote by expn : n Ñ N the exponential map of the Lie group. Since N is

simply connected nilpotent this is a diffeomorphism. In particular, pexpnq�1pBrpeqq �
Bn

ρprqp0q for some increasing continuous function ρprq : R�
0 Ñ R�

0 with ρp0q � 0. We
will show that there is Pprq such that for every geodesic γ in N with γp0q � e, the curve
pexpnq�1 � γ has left Bn

ρprqp0q after time Pprq.
From [8] for a geodesic γptq � expnpzptq�hptqq with zptq P z, hptq P h, γ1p0q �

z0�h0, we have
h2ptq � z0h1ptq,

z1ptq � z0� 1
2
rhptq,h1ptqs,

which we need to solve subject to the initial conditions

γp0q � expnpzp0q�hp0qq � e hence zp0q � 0� hp0q,

γ1p0q � z0�h0 � z1p0q�h1p0q,
so that }z0}2�}h0}2 � 1. The solution to the first equation is

hptq �
�
petz0 �1qz�1

0

	
h0.

Note that this is well defined even if z0 is not invertible. Inserting this into the second
equation gives

z1ptq � z0� 1
2

��
petz0 �1qz�1

0

	
h0,etz0h0

�
.

Taking the scalar product of this with z0 gives

xz1ptq | z0y � }z0}2� 1
2
xz0 |

��
petz0 �1qz�1

0

	
h0,etz0 h0

�
y

� }z0}2� 1
2
xz0petz0 �1qz�1

0 h0 | etz0 h0y

� }z0}2� 1
2
}h0}2� 1

2
xh0 | etz0 h0y,

since etz0 is orthogonal. In order to compute xzptq | z0y, we integrate,

xzptq | z0y � t}z0}2� t
2
}h0}2� 1

2
xh0 | p1� etz0qz�1

0 h0y.

It follows that

zptq � tz0� t}h0}2�xh0 | p1� etz0qz�1
0 h0y

2}z0}2 z0�wptq
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with wptq P z perpendicular to z0. Hence, in the norm } � } of n, we can estimate

}zptq�hptq}2 ¥}
�
petz0 �1qz�1

0

	
h0}2� 1

4}z0}2

�
2}z0}2t� t}h0}2�xh0 | p1� etz0qz�1

0 h0y
	2

.

We split h � `λPREpz0, iλq into the eigenspaces of z0 and let hmax P Epz0, iλq be the
largest component of h0, iλ the corresponding eigenvalue. Thus |hmax|2 ¥ 1

dim h}h0}2.
Disregarding all other components, we estimate

}zptq�hptq}2 ¥
�����eitλ�1

iλ

�����
2

|hmax|2� 1
4}z0}2

�
2}z0}2t� t}hmax|2�Re

�
1� eitλ

iλ

�
|hmax|2

�2

� 2�2cospλtq
λ2 |hmax|2� 1

4}z0}2

�
2}z0}2t�

�
t� sinptλq

λ



|hmax|2


2

� }z0}2t2�|hmax|2
�

2�2cospλtq
λ2 � t

�
t� sinpλtq

λ



� |hmax|2

4}z0}2

�
t� sinpλtq

λ


2
�

.

We now consider the cases:

}z0}2 ¥ 1
2 : Then }zptq�hptq}2 ¥ 1

2 t2.

If }z0}2 ¤ 1
2 , then }h0}2 � 1�}z0}2 ¥ 1

2 , hence |hmax|2 ¥ 1
2dim h . We can therefore

estimate

}zptq�hptq}2 ¥ 1
2dim h

�
2�2cospλtq

λ2 � t
�

t� sinpλtq
λ



� 1

4dim h

�
t� sinpλtq

λ


2
�

.

If λ� 0 the bracket evaluates to t2, hence }zptq�hptq}2 ¥ 1
2dim h t2.

If 0¤ t ¤ π
2λ then cospλtq ¤ 1� 1

π pλtq2. The other two summands are always nonneg-
ative. Hence in this case,

}zptq�hptq}2 ¥ t2

πdim h
.

If t ¡ π
2λ then t � sinpλtq

λ ¥ �
1� 2

π
�

t. Observing that the rightmost and the leftmost
summand are nonnegative, we get in this case that

}zptq�hptq}2 ¥ pπ�2qt2

2πdim h
.

Thus we have shown that

}zptq�hptq}2 ¥ t2 min
"

1
2
,

1
πdim h

,
π�2

2πdim h

*
� t2 π�2

2πdim h
.

Thus the curve pexpnq�1pγptqq � zptq� hptq has left Bn
ρprqp0q after time t � Pprq :�

ρprq
b

2πdim h
π�2 .
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3.2. X-ray transform on certain 2-step nilpotent Lie groups

Let h � R2q � Cq and z � tq�1 � supqq � sop2qq be the Lie algebra of the maximal
torus of SUpqq and consider the 2-step nilpotent Lie group Nq with Lie algebra nq �
z` h � tq `R2q endowed with a left invariant metric. In [22], it was shown that for
every q PN, q¥ 3, the Lie group Nq has the property that each geodesic is contained in
a totally geodesic immersed 2-dimensional flat submanifold. The reduction principle,
Theorem 3.1, and the continuity of P immediately yield

THEOREM 3.2. The X-ray transform on Nq is injective and has a support theo-
rem.

Acknowledgements: We are grateful to G. Paternain and G. Knieper for helpful
comments and relevant references.
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REMARK ON HARNACK INEQUALITIES FOR THE POROUS
MEDIUM EQUATION ON RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS

Dedicated to the memory of Professor Sergio Console

Abstract. In this paper, we shall derive some new local gradient estimates of Li–Yau and
Hamilton types for positive solutions u� upx, tq to the porous medium equation

Bu
Bt
� ∆um, m¡ 1

on a complete Riemannian manifold pX ,gq with Ricci curvature bounded from below. As
applications, we shall give some parabolic Harnack inequalities for positive solutions to the
porous medium equation on a complete non-compact Riemannian manifold with Ricci cur-
vature bounded from below. In particular, our results improve the recent work by Huang,
Huang, and Li (J. Geom. Anal. 23, 1851–1875, 2013).

1. Introduction

Differential Harnack inequalities for parabolic equations are powerful tools in geomet-
ric analysis and are originated with the celebrated work [6] by Li and Yau, where they
studied positive solutions to the heat equation

(1)
Bu
Bt
� ∆u

on a complete Riemannian manifold pX ,gq with Ricci curvature bounded from below
and derived the following local gradient estimate for such positive solutions:

THEOREM 1.1 (Li and Yau [6]). Let pX ,gq be an n-dimensional complete Rie-
mannian manifold with RicgpBpp2Rqq ¥ �K for K ¥ 0. Suppose that u � upx, tq is a
positive solution to p1q on Bpp2Rq�r0,T s. Then, on BppRq�p0,T s,

(2)
|∇u|2

u2 �α
ut

u
¤ Cpnqα2

R2

�
α2

α�1
�1�

?
KR



� nα2K?

2pα�1q �
nα2

2t
,

where α¡ 1 is a constant and Cpnq is a constant depending only on n.

By taking R Ñ�8 in (2), we have the following global gradient estimate for
positive solutions to the heat equation on a complete non-compact Riemannian mani-
fold:

*This work was supported by Moriyasu Graduate Student Scholarship Foundation.
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COROLLARY 1.1 (Li and Yau [6]). Let pX ,gq be an n-dimensional complete
non-compact Riemannian manifold with Ricg ¥�K for K ¥ 0. Suppose that u� upx, tq
is a positive solution to p1q on X �r0,T s. Then, on X �p0,T s,

|∇u|2
u2 �α

ut

u
¤ nα2K?

2pα�1q �
nα2

2t
,

where α¡ 1 is a constant.

On the other hand, Hamilton [3] proved the following global gradient estimate
for positive solutions to the heat equation which may be compared with Corollary 1.1:

THEOREM 1.2 (Hamilton [3]). Let pX ,gq be an n-dimensional complete non-
compact Riemannian manifold with Ricg ¥ �K for K ¥ 0. Suppose that u � upx, tq is
a positive solution to p1q on X �r0,T s. Then, on X �p0,T s,

|∇u|2
u2 � e2Kt ut

u
¤ e4Kt n

2t
.

To give sharp gradient estimates for positive solutions to the heat equation (1)
on a Riemannian manifold is an important topic in geometric analysis. We refer the
reader to the work [5] by Li and Xu for recent improvement on this topic.

Recently, some non-linear extensions of the heat equation (1) have been studied.
A porous medium equation is defined as

(3)
Bu
Bt
� ∆um, m¡ 1.

The porous medium equation (3) is of great interest due to their importance in mathe-
matics and physics [1, 8]. For various values of m¡ 1, it arises in different applications
to model diffusive phenomena such as groundwater infiltration pm� 2q, flow of gas in
porous media pm¥ 2q, heat radiation in plasmas pm¡ 4q, and liquid thin films moving
under gravity pm� 4q. We refer the reader to the book [8] for basic facts on the porous
medium equation.

Aronson and Bénilan [1] obtained a second order differential inequality for pos-
itive solutions to the porous medium equation on the Euclidean space. On the other
hand, Lu, Ni, Vázquez, and Villani [7] first established the following local gradient
estimate of Li–Yau type for the porous medium equation on a complete Riemannian
manifold:

THEOREM 1.3 (Lu, Ni, Vázquez, and Villani [7]). Let pX ,gq be an n-dimensional
complete Riemannian manifold with RicgpBpp2Rqq ¥ �K for K ¥ 0. Suppose that
u� upx, tq is a positive solution to p3q on Bpp2Rq�r0,T s. Put

v� m
m�1

um�1, L� pm�1q max
Bpp2Rq�r0,T s

v, and a� npm�1q
npm�1q�2

.
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Then, on BppRq�p0,T s,

(4)

|∇v|2
v

�α
vt

v
¤ CpnqLaα2

R2

"
aα2m2

pα�1qpm�1q �1�
?

KR
*

� aα2KL
α�1

� aα2

t
,

where α¡ 1 is a constant and Cpnq is a constant depending only on n.

By taking R Ñ�8 in (4), we have the following global gradient estimate for
the porous medium equation on a complete non-compact Riemannian manifold:

COROLLARY 1.2 (Lu, Ni, Vázquez, and Villani [7]). Let pX ,gq be an n-dimensional
complete non-compact Riemannian manifold with Ricg ¥�K for K ¥ 0. Suppose that
u� upx, tq is a positive solution to p3q on X �r0,T s. Put

v� m
m�1

um�1, L� pm�1q max
X�r0,T s

v, and a� npm�1q
npm�1q�2

.

Then, on X �p0,T s,
|∇v|2

v
�α

vt

v
¤ aα2KL

α�1
� aα2

t
,

where α¡ 1 is a constant.

Recently, Huang, Huang, and Li [4] proved the following local gradient estimate
of Li–Yau type for the porous medium equation:

THEOREM 1.4 (Huang, Huang, and Li [4]). Let pX ,gq be an n-dimensional
complete Riemannian manifold with RicgpBpp2Rqq ¥ �K for K ¥ 0. Suppose that
u� upx, tq is a positive solution to p3q on Bpp2Rq�r0,T s. Put

v� m
m�1

um�1, L� pm�1q max
Bpp2Rq�r0,T s

v, and a� npm�1q
npm�1q�2

.

Then, on BppRq�p0,T s,

(5)

|∇v|2
v

�α
vt

v
¤ aα2

#�
CpnqL

R2 � aα2m2

pα�1qpm�1q

 1

2

�
�

KL
2pα�1q �

1
t

� CpnqL
R2

�
1�

?
KRcoth

�c
K

n�1
R

��� 1
2
+2

,

where α¡ 1 is a constant and Cpnq is a constant depending only on n.

By taking RÑ�8 in (5), we have the following global gradient estimate which
improves Corollary 1.2:
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COROLLARY 1.3 (Huang, Huang, and Li [4]). Let pX ,gq be an n-dimensional
complete non-compact Riemannian manifold with Ricg ¥�K for K ¥ 0. Suppose that
u� upx, tq is a positive solution to p3q on X �r0,T s. Put

v� m
m�1

um�1, L� pm�1q max
X�r0,T s

v, and a� npm�1q
npm�1q�2

.

Then, on X �p0,T s,

(6)
|∇v|2

v
�α

vt

v
¤ aα2KL

2pα�1q �
aα2

t
,

where α¡ 1 is a constant.

Moreover, Huang, Huang, and Li [4] established the following local gradient
estimate of Hamilton type for the porous medium equation:

THEOREM 1.5 (Huang, Huang, and Li [4]). Let pX ,gq be an n-dimensional
complete Riemannian manifold with RicgpBpp2Rqq ¥ �K for K ¥ 0. Suppose that
u� upx, tq is a positive solution to p3q on Bpp2Rq�r0,T s. Put

v� m
m�1

um�1, L� pm�1q max
Bpp2Rq�r0,T s

v, and a� npm�1q
npm�1q�2

.

Then, on BppRq�p0,T s,

(7)

|∇v|2
v

�αptqvt

v
¤ CpnqLaα2ptq

R2

#
aα2ptqm2

2pαptq�1qpm�1q �1

�
?

KRcoth

�c
K

n�1
R

�+
� aα2ptq

t
,

where αptq � e2KLt and Cpnq is a constant depending only on n.

By taking RÑ�8 in (7), we have the following global gradient estimate which
may be compared with Corollary 1.3:

COROLLARY 1.4 (Huang, Huang, and Li [4]). Let pX ,gq be an n-dimensional
complete non-compact Riemannian manifold with Ricg ¥�K for K ¥ 0. Suppose that
u� upx, tq is a positive solution to p3q on X �r0,T s. Put

v� m
m�1

um�1, L� pm�1q max
X�r0,T s

v, and a� npm�1q
npm�1q�2

.

Then, on X �p0,T s,

(8)
|∇v|2

v
�αptqvt

v
¤ aα2ptq

t
,

where αptq � e2KLt .
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In this paper, we shall further study gradient estimates for positive solutions
to the porous medium equation (3) on a complete Riemannian manifold with Ricci
curvature bounded from below. Our first result in this paper is the following:

THEOREM 1.6. Let pX ,gq be an n-dimensional complete Riemannian manifold
with RicgpBpp2Rqq ¥ �K for K ¥ 0. Suppose that u � upx, tq is a positive solution to
p3q on Bpp2Rq�r0,T s. Put

v� m
m�1

um�1, L� pm�1q max
Bpp2Rq�r0,T s

v, and a� npm�1q
npm�1q�2

.

Then, on BppRq�p0,T s,
(9)

|∇v|2
v

�α
vt

v
¤ aα2

#�
CpnqL

R2 � aα2m2

pα�1qpm�1q

 1

2

�
�

KL
2pα�1q

� 1
1�apα�1q �

1
t
� CpnqL

R2

�
1�

?
KRcoth

�c
K

n�1
R

��� 1
2
+2

,

where α¡ 1 is a constant and Cpnq is a constant depending only on n.

By taking RÑ�8 in (9), we have the following global gradient estimate which
improves Corollary 1.3:

COROLLARY 1.5. Let pX ,gq be an n-dimensional complete non-compact Rie-
mannian manifold with Ricg ¥ �K for K ¥ 0. Suppose that u � upx, tq is a positive
solution to p3q on X �r0,T s. Put

v� m
m�1

um�1, L� pm�1q max
X�r0,T s

v, and a� npm�1q
npm�1q�2

.

Then, on X �p0,T s,

(10)
|∇v|2

v
�α

vt

v
¤ aα2KL

2pα�1q �
1

1�apα�1q �
aα2

t
,

where α¡ 1 is a constant.

By integrating the global gradient estimate (10) along a space-time path, we
may obtain the following Harnack inequality for the porous medium equation:

COROLLARY 1.6. Let pX ,gq be an n-dimensional complete non-compact Rie-
mannian manifold with Ricg ¥ �K for K ¥ 0. Suppose that u � upx, tq is a positive
solution to p3q on X �r0,T s. Put

v� m
m�1

um�1, L� pm�1q sup
X�r0,T s

v, M :� inf
X�r0,T s

v, and a� npm�1q
npm�1q�2

.
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Then, for any x1,x2 P X and 0  t1   t2   T ,

(11) vpx1, t1q ¤ vpx2, t2q
�

t2
t1


 aα
1�apα�1q

exp
"

αdist2px1,x2q
4Mpt2� t1q � aαKL

2pα�1q pt2� t1q
*

,

where α¡ 1 is a constant and distpx1,x2q is the distance between x1 and x2.

Moreover, we shall derive the following local gradient estimate of Hamilton
type for the porous medium equation:

THEOREM 1.7. Let pX ,gq be an n-dimensional complete Riemannian manifold
with RicgpBpp2Rqq ¥ �K for K ¥ 0. Suppose that u � upx, tq is a positive solution to
p3q on Bpp2Rq�r0,T s. Put

v� m
m�1

um�1, L� pm�1q max
Bpp2Rq�r0,T s

v, and a� npm�1q
npm�1q�2

.

Then, on BppRq�p0,T s,
(12)

|∇v|2
v

�αptqvt

v
¤ aα2ptq

#�
CpnqL

R2 � aα2ptqm2

pαptq�1qpm�1q

 1

2

�
�

1
1�apαptq�1q �

1
t

� CpnqL
R2

�
1�

?
KRcoth

�c
K

n�1
R

��� 1
2
+2

,

where αptq � e2KLt .

By taking R Ñ �8 in (12), we have the following global gradient estimate
which improves Corollary 1.4:

COROLLARY 1.7. Let pX ,gq be an n-dimensional complete non-compact Rie-
mannian manifold with Ricg ¥ �K for K ¥ 0. Suppose that u � upx, tq is a positive
solution to p3q on X �r0,T s. Put

v� m
m�1

um�1, L� pm�1q max
X�r0,T s

v, and a� npm�1q
npm�1q�2

.

Then, on X �p0,T s,

(13)
|∇v|2

v
�αptqvt

v
¤ 1

1�apαptq�1q �
aα2ptq

t
,

where αptq � e2KLt .

By integrating the global gradient estimate (13) along a space-time path, we
may obtain the following Harnack inequality for the porous medium equation:
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COROLLARY 1.8. Let pX ,gq be an n-dimensional complete non-compact Rie-
mannian manifold with Ricg ¥ �K for K ¥ 0. Suppose that u � upx, tq is a positive
solution to p3q on X �r0,T s. Put

v� m
m�1

um�1, L� pm�1q sup
X�r0,T s

v, M :� inf
X�r0,T s

v, and a� npm�1q
npm�1q�2

.

Then, for any x1,x2 P X and 0  t1   t2   T ,
(14)

vpx1, t1q ¤ vpx2, t2qexp
"

αpt2q�αpt1q
2KL

�
dist2px1,x2q
4Mpt2� t1q2 �

1
1�apαpt1q�1q �

a
t1


*
,

where αptq � e2KLt and distpx1,x2q is the distance between x1 and x2.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we shall give a lemma which
shall play important roles in proving Theorem 1.6 and 1.7. Ending with Section 3, we
shall prove Theorem 1.6, 1.7 and Corollary 1.6, 1.8.
Acknowledgements. The author would like to thank Professor Toshiki Mabuchi for his
encouragement. This paper is related to the workshop in memory of Sergio Console
held in Torino, Italy. The author would also like to thank the organizers of the workshop
for their warm hospitality.

2. Preriminaries

Throughout this paper, pX ,gq is assumed to be an n-dimensional complete Riemannian
manifold with Ricci curvature bounded from below. We shall denote by r,∇, and ∆ the
distance function, the Riemannian connection, and the Laplace–Beltrami operator on
pX ,gq, respectively. We shall also denote by BppRq the geodesic ball of radius R ¡ 0
centered at p P X . Suppose that u� upx, tq is a positive solution to the porous medium
equation (3) on Bpp2Rq� r0,T s. Let v � m

m�1 um�1. Note that v is positive. By simple
calculations, (3) may be written as

(15)
vt

v
� pm�1q∆v� |∇v|2

v
.

Following [7], we introduce the linear differential operator

L :� B
Bt
�pm�1qv∆.

We put

F :� |∇v|2
v

�α
vt

v
and consider F � Fpx, tq on Bpp2Rq� r0,T s, where α� αptq is a real-valued function
depending only on t.

The following lemma plays important roles in proving Theorem 1.6 and 1.7:
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LEMMA 2.1 (Huang, Huang, and Li [4]). Under the notation above, we have

(16)
LpFq � �2pm�1qv2

i j�2pm�1qRi jviv j

�2m⟨∇v,∇F⟩�ppm�1q∆vq2�pα�1q
�vt

v

	2
�α1

vt

v
.

Proof. To make this paper self-contained, we shall recall the proof of Lemma 2.1.
First, by direct calculations, for any two smooth functions φ,ψ on pX ,gq, we have

(17) L

�
φ
ψ



� 1

ψ
Lpφq� φ

ψ2 Lpψq�2pm�1qv
⟨

∇
�

φ
ψ



,∇ logψ

⟩
.

By using (17), we obtain
(18)

L

� |∇v|2
v



� 2pm�1q∆v

|∇v|2
v

� 2
v

⟨
∇v,∇|∇v|2⟩�2pm�1qv2

i j

�2pm�1qRi jviv j� |∇v|4
v2 �2pm�1qv

⟨
∇
� |∇v|2

v



,∇ logv

⟩
,

L
�vt

v

	
� pm�1q∆v

vt

v
� 2

v
⟨∇v,∇vt⟩

� vt

v
� |∇v|2

v
�2pm�1qv

⟨
∇
�vt

v

	
,∇ logv

⟩
.

It follows from (18) that

(19)

LpFq � L

� |∇v|2
v



�αL

�vt

v

	
�α1

vt

v

� 2pm�1q∆v
|∇v|2

v
� 2

v

⟨
∇v,∇|∇v|2⟩�2pm�1qv2

i j

�2pm�1qRi jviv j� |∇v|4
v2 �2pm�1qv

⟨
∇
� |∇v|2

v



,∇ logv

⟩
�αpm�1q∆v

vt

v
�α

2
v
⟨∇v,∇vt⟩

�α
vt

v
� |∇v|2

v
�2αpm�1qv

⟨
∇
�vt

v

	
,∇ logv

⟩
�α1

vt

v
.

By using (15), we have

(20)

2pm�1q∆v
|∇v|2

v
� |∇v|4

v2 �αpm�1q∆v
vt

v
�α

vt

v
� |∇v|2

v

� 2
|∇v|2

v

�
vt

v
� |∇v|2

v



� |∇v|4

v2 �α
vt

v

�
vt

v
� |∇v|2

v



�α

vt

v
� |∇v|2

v

� p2α�2qvt

v
� |∇v|2

v
�3

|∇v|4
v2 �α

�vt

v

	2
.
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On the other hand, it follows that

(21)

2
v

⟨
∇v,∇|∇v|2⟩�α

2
v
⟨∇v,∇vt⟩

� 2
v
⟨∇v,∇pFvq⟩� 2F

|∇v|2
v

�2⟨∇v,∇F⟩ ,

2pm�1qv
⟨

∇
� |∇v|2

v



,∇ logv

⟩
�2αpm�1qv

⟨
∇
�vt

v

	
,∇ logv

⟩
� 2pm�1q⟨∇v,∇F⟩ .

Hence, by combining (19), (20), and (21), we obtain

LpFq � p2α�2qvt

v
� |∇v|2

v
�3

|∇v|4
v2 �α

�vt

v

	2

�2F
|∇v|2

v
�2⟨∇v,∇F⟩�2pm�1q⟨∇v,∇F⟩

�2pm�1qv2
i j�2pm�1qRi jviv j�α1

vt

v
,

from where we obtain (16). The proof of Lemma 2.1 is completed.

3. Proofs of Theorem 1.6, 1.7 and Corollary 1.6, 1.8

Now, we are in a position to prove Theorem 1.6.

Proof of Theorem 1.6. Our proof of Theorem 1.6 is given by a slight modification of
the proof of Theorem 1.4 by Huang, Huang, and Li [4]. Define

F :� |∇v|2
v

�α
vt

v
,

where α¡ 1 is a constant. It follows from (16) and RicgpBpp2Rqq ¥ �K that

(22)
LpFq ¤ �2pm�1qv2

i j�2pm�1qK|∇v|2

�2m⟨∇v,∇F⟩�ppm�1q∆vq2�pα�1q
�vt

v

	2
.

By applying the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality

vi j ¥ 1
n
p∆vq2
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to the right hand side of (22), we have

(23)

LpFq ¤ � 2
npm�1q ppm�1q∆vq2�2pm�1qK|∇v|2

�2m⟨∇v,∇F⟩�ppm�1q∆vq2�pα�1q
�vt

v

	2

��1
a
ppm�1q∆vq2�2pm�1qK|∇v|2

�2m⟨∇v,∇F⟩�pα�1q
�vt

v

	2

¤� 1
aα2

�
F�pα�1q |∇v|2

v


2

�2KL
|∇v|2

v

�2m⟨∇v,∇F⟩� pα�1q
α2

�
F� |∇v|2

v


2

,

where the last inequality follows from

pm�1q∆v� vt

v
� |∇v|2

v
�� 1

α

�
F�pα�1q |∇v|2

v



.

Take a cut-off function ϕ� ϕpxq of the form

ϕpxq :� ξ
�

rpxq
R



,

where ξ� ξptq is a smooth monotone function satisfying

(24) ξptq � 1 for t ¤ 1, ξptq � 0 for t ¥ 2,
pξ1q2

ξ
¤C, and ξ2 ¥�C

for some positive constant C¡ 0. Here, r� rpxq is the distance between x and p. Then,
it follows from (24) that

(25)
|∇ϕ|2

ϕ
� pξ1q2

ξ
� |∇ρ|2

R2 ¤ C
R2 .

Since coth t is decreasing and ξ1ptq � 0 for t ¤ 1, we have

(26) ∆ϕ� ξ2|∇r|2
R2 � ξ1∆r

R
¥�Cpnq

R2

#
1�

?
KRcoth

�c
K

n�1
R

�+
,

where Cpnq is a constant depending only on n. Here, we have used the Laplacian
comparison theorem which asserts that

∆rpxq ¤
$&%

n�1
rpxq if Ricg ¥ 0,apn�1qK coth

�b
K

n�1 rpxq
	

if Ricg ¥�K for K ¡ 0.
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For the Laplacian comparison theorem, see the book [2] for example.
Define G :� tϕF . We shall apply the maximum principle to G on Bpp2Rq �

r0,T s. Assume that G attains its maximum at some point px0,sq P Bpp2Rq � r0,T s.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that Gpx0,sq ¡ 0, which implies s ¡ 0.
Then at the point px0,sq, we have

(27) LpGq ¥ 0 and ∇F ��F
ϕ

∇ϕ.

It follows from the last inequality in (23) and (27) that

(28)

0¤ LpGq � sϕLpFq�pm�1qvsF∆ϕ�2pm�1qvs⟨∇F,∇ϕ⟩�ϕF

� sϕLpFq�pm�1qv∆ϕ
ϕ

G�2pm�1qv |∇ϕ|2
ϕ2 G� G

s

¤ sϕ

�
� 1

aα2

�
F�pα�1q |∇v|2

v


2

�2KL
|∇v|2

v

�2m⟨∇v,∇ϕ⟩ F
ϕ
� pα�1q

α2

�
F� |∇v|2

v


2
�

�pm�1qv∆ϕ
ϕ

G�2pm�1qv |∇ϕ|2
ϕ2 G� G

s
.

Let |∇v|2
v � µF at the point px0,sq. Since Gpx0,sq ¡ 0, we have µ ¥ 0. It follows from

the last inequality in (28) that

(29)

0¤� 1
aα2 sϕp1�pα�1qµq2F2�2KLµsϕF

�2m⟨∇v,∇ϕ⟩sF� pα�1q
α2 sϕp1�µq2F2

�pm�1qv∆ϕ
ϕ

G�2pm�1qv |∇ϕ|2
ϕ2 G� G

s

¤� 1
aα2sϕ

p1�pα�1qµq2G2�2KLµG

�2m
|∇ϕ|
s

1
2 ϕ

3
2
� L

1
2 µ

1
2

pm�1q 1
2

G
3
2 � pα�1q

α2sϕ
p1�µq2G2

�pm�1qv∆ϕ
ϕ

G�2pm�1qv |∇ϕ|2
ϕ2 G� G

s
.
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Multiplying both sides of the last inequality in (29) by ϕ
G , we have

(30)

1
aα2s

"
p1�pα�1qµq2�apα�1qp1�µq2

*
G�2m

|∇ϕ|
s

1
2 ϕ

1
2
� L

1
2 µ

1
2

pm�1q 1
2

G
1
2

¤ 2KLµϕ�pm�1qv∆ϕ�2pm�1qv |∇ϕ|2
ϕ

� ϕ
s

¤ 2KLµ�L∆ϕ�2L
|∇ϕ|2

ϕ
� 1

s
.

From the quadratic inequality Ax2� 2Bx ¤ C, we have x ¤ 2B
A � �C

A

� 1
2 . By applying

this inequality to the last inequality in (30) by setting x� G
1
2 , we have

(31)

G
1
2 ¤ 2aα2ms

1
2 L

1
2 µ

1
2

p1�pα�1qµq2�apα�1qp1�µq2 �
1

pm�1q 1
2
� |∇ϕ|

ϕ
1
2

�
#

aα2s
p1�pα�1qµq2�apα�1qp1�µq2

�
2KLµ�L∆ϕ�2L

|∇ϕ|2
ϕ

� 1
s

�+ 1
2

.

Note that

2aα2ms
1
2 L

1
2 µ

1
2

p1�pα�1qµq2�apα�1qp1�µq2 ¤ 2aα2ms
1
2 L

1
2 µ

1
2

p1�pα�1qµq2

� aα2ms
1
2 L

1
2

pα�1q 1
2
� 2ppα�1qµq 1

2

p1�pα�1qµq2

  aα2ms
1
2 L

1
2

pα�1q 1
2

,(32)

where the last inequality follows from 2
?

x
p1�xq2   1. Moreover, we have

aα2s
p1�pα�1qµq2�apα�1qp1�µq2 �2KLµ ¤ aα2s

p1�pα�1qµq2 �2KLµ

� aα2sKL
α�1

� 2pα�1qµ
p1�pα�1qµq2

¤ aα2sKL
2pα�1q(33)

and

(34)
aα2s

p1�pα�1qµq2�apα�1qp1�µq2 �
1
s
¤ aα2

1�apα�1q ,
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where the inequality (33) follows from 2x
p1�xq2 ¤ 1

2 . Hence, by applying (25), (26), (32),
(33), and (34) to (31), we have

G
1
2 px,T q ¤ G

1
2 px0,sq

¤ aα2ms
1
2 L

1
2

pα�1q 1
2
� 1

pm�1q 1
2
� |∇ϕ|

ϕ
1
2

�
#

aα2

�
sKL

2pα�1q � sL∆ϕ�2sL
|∇ϕ|2

ϕ
� 1

1�apα�1q

�+ 1
2

¤ a
1
2 αT

1
2

�
CpnqL

R2 � aα2m2

pα�1qpm�1q

� 1
2

�a
1
2 αT

1
2

#
KL

2pα�1q

� CpnqL
R2

�
1�

?
KRcoth

�c
K

n�1
R

��
� 1

1�apα�1q �
1
T

+ 1
2

,

from where it follows that for any x P BppRq,

F
1
2 px,T q ¤ a

1
2 α

�
CpnqL

R2 � aα2m2

pα�1qpm�1q

� 1
2

�a
1
2 α

#
KL

2pα�1q

� CpnqL
R2

�
1�

?
KRcoth

�c
K

n�1
R

��
� 1

1�apα�1q �
1
T

+ 1
2

.

Since T is arbitrary, by squaring both sides of the inequality just above, we obtain (9).
The proof of Theorem 1.6 is completed.

REMARK 3.1. Huang, Huang, and Li [4] estimated LpFq from above by

LpFq ¤ � 1
aα2

�
F�pα�1q |∇v|2

v


2

�2KL
|∇v|2

v
�2m⟨∇v,∇F⟩

and derived the gradient estimate (6), while we estimated LpFq from above by

LpFq ¤ � 1
aα2

�
F�pα�1q |∇v|2

v


2

�2KL
|∇v|2

v

�2m⟨∇v,∇F⟩� pα�1q
α2

�
F� |∇v|2

v


2

in the last inequality of (23) and derived the better gradient estimate (10).

Next, we shall prove Corollary 1.6.
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Proof of Corollary 1.6. From a global gradient estimate

(35)
|∇v|2

v
�αptqvt

v
¤ φptq,

we may establish a Harnack inequality as follows: First, (35) may be written as

�vt

v
¤ 1

αptq
�

φptq� |∇v|2
v



.

By setting f � logv, we have

(36) � ft ¤ 1
αptq

�
φptq�M|∇ f |2� ,

where we have used definition of M. For any points x1 and x2 in X , let γ : rt1, t2sÑ X be
a shortest geodesic such that γpt1q � x1 and γpt2q � x2. We define a curve η : rt1, t2s Ñ
X � p0,8q by ηptq � pγptq, tq. Then we obtain ηpt1q � px1, t1q,ηpt2q � px2, t2q and
|9γ| � distpx1,x2q

t2�t1
. Then it follows from (36) that

(37)

f px1, t1q� f px2, t2q �
» t1

t2

d
dt

f pηptqqdt

�
» t1

t2
p⟨9γ,∇ f ⟩� ftqdt

�
» t2

t1
p�⟨9γ,∇ f ⟩� ftqdt

¤
» t2

t1

�
|9γ| � |∇ f |� 1

αptq
�
φptq�M|∇ f |2�
dt

�
» t2

t1

�
� M

αptq |∇ f |2�|9γ| � |∇ f |



dt�
» t2

t1

φptq
αptqdt

¤ dist2px1,x2q
4Mpt2� t1q2

» t2

t1
αptqdt�

» t2

t1

φptq
αptqdt,

where the last inequality follows from �Ax2�Bx¤ B2

4A .
Now, we are in a position to prove (11). Let α¡ 1 be a constant and set

φptq � aα2KL
2pα�1q �

1
1�apα�1q �

aα2

t
.

By applying (37), we have

f px1, t1q� f px2, t2q ¤ dist2px1,x2q
4Mpt2� t1q2

» t2

t1
αdt�

» t2

t1

�
aαKL

2pα�1q �
1

1�apα�1q �
aα
t



dt

� αdist2px1,x2q
4Mpt2� t1q � aαKL

2pα�1q pt2� t1q� aα
1�apα�1q log

�
t2
t1



,

from where we obtain (11). The proof of Corollary 1.6 is completed.
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Next, we shall prove Theorem 1.7.

Proof of Theorem 1.7. Define

F :� |∇v|2
v

�αptqvt

v
,

where αptq � e2KLt . It follows from (16) and RicgpBpp2Rqq ¥ �K that

(38)
LpFq ¤ �2pm�1qv2

i j�2pm�1qK|∇v|2

�2m⟨∇v,∇F⟩�ppm�1q∆vq2�pα�1q
�vt

v

	2
�α1

vt

v
.

By applying the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality

vi j ¥ 1
n
p∆vq2

to the right hand side of (38), we have

(39)
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where the last inequality follows from

pm�1q∆v� vt

v
� |∇v|2

v
�� 1

α

�
F�pα�1q |∇v|2

v



.
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From the last inequality in (39), we obtain

(40)

Lpα�1Fq � pα�1q1F�α�1LpFq
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2
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2

.

Take a cut-off function ϕ� ϕpxq of the form

ϕpxq :� ξ
�

rpxq
R



,

where ξ� ξptq is a smooth monotone function satisfying

(41) ξptq � 1 for t ¤ 1, ξptq � 0 for t ¥ 2,
pξ1q2

ξ
¤C, and ξ2 ¥�C

for some positive constant C¡ 0. Here, r� rpxq is the distance between x and p. Then,
it follows from (41) that

(42)
|∇ϕ|2

ϕ
� pξ1q2

ξ
� |∇ρ|2

R2 ¤ C
R2 .

Since coth t is decreasing and ξ1ptq � 0 for t ¤ 1, we have

(43) ∆ϕ� ξ2|∇r|2
R2 � ξ1∆r

R
¥�Cpnq

R2

#
1�

?
KRcoth

�c
K

n�1
R

�+
,

where Cpnq is a constant depending only on n. Here, we have used the Laplacian
comparison theorem.

Define G :� tϕα�1F . We shall apply the maximum principle to G on Bpp2Rq�
r0,T s. Assume that G attains its maximum at some point px0,sq P Bpp2Rq � r0,T s.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that Gpx0,sq ¡ 0, which implies s ¡ 0.
Then at the point px0,sq, we have

(44) LpGq ¥ 0 and ∇pα�1Fq � �α�1F
ϕ

∇ϕ.
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It follows from the last equality in (40) and (44) that
(45)
0¤ LpGq � sϕLpα�1Fq�pm�1qvsα�1F∆ϕ�2pm�1qvs
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s
.

Let |∇v|2
v � µF at the point px0,sq. Since Gpx0,sq ¡ 0, we have µ ¥ 0. It follows from

the last inequality in (45) that

(46)
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Multiplying both sides of the last inequality in (46) by ϕ
G , we have

(47)

1
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.

From the quadratic inequality Ax2� 2Bx ¤ C, we have x ¤ 2B
A � �C

A

� 1
2 . By applying
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this inequality to the last inequality in (47) by setting x� G
1
2 , we have

(48)
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Note that
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where the last inequality follows from 2
?

x
p1�xq2   1. Moreover, we have

(50)
aαs
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1
s
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Hence, by applying (42), (43), (49), and (50) to (48), we have
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from where it follows that for any x P BppRq,
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Since T is arbitrary, by squaring both sides of the inequality just above, we obtain (12).
The proof of Theorem 1.7 is completed.

REMARK 3.2. Huang, Huang, and Li [4] estimated LpFq from above by

LpFq ¤ � 1
aα2

�
F�pα�1q |∇v|2

v


2

�2KL
|∇v|2

v

�2m⟨∇v,∇F⟩�α1
vt

v

and derived the gradient estimate (8), while we estimated LpFq from above by

LpFq ¤ � 1
aα2
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v
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�2m⟨∇v,∇F⟩� pα�1q
α2

�
F� |∇v|2

v


2

�α1
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v

in the last inequality of (39) and derived the better gradient estimate (13).

Finally, we shall prove Corollary 1.8.

Proof of Corollary 1.8. Let

αptq � e2KLt and φptq � 1
1�apαptq�1q �

aα2ptq
t

.

By applying (37), we obtain

f px1, t1q� f px2, t2q ¤ dist2px1,x2q
4Mpt2� t1q2

» t2

t1
αptqdt�

» t2

t1

�
1

1�apαptq�1q �
aαptq
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dt

¤ dist2px1,x2q
4Mpt2� t1q2 �

e2KLt2 � e2KLt1

2KL

� 1
1�apαpt1q�1q �

a
t1
� e2KLt2 � e2KLt1

2KL
,

from where we obtain (14). The proof of Corollary 1.8 is completed.
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CLASSICAL SYMMETRIC R-SPACES

Dedicated to the memory of Sergio Console

Abstract. We will give a survey on the classical symmetric R-spaces from the point of view
of projective and polar geometry. We will show that these spaces are all implicitly discussed
in Chow’s paper [Ch] and Dieudonné’s book [Di].

1. Introduction

W.-L. Chow writes at the beginning of his paper [Ch] that its object is a ‘study of those
symmetric homogeneous spaces (in the sense of E. Cartan) which can be represented as
algebraic varieties.’ In the paper, four classes of spaces over general fields are studied;
one of these classes consists of the Grassmannians and the other three are related to
skew-symmetric and symmetric bilinear forms. Following Dieudonné’s exposition of
Chow’s work in [Di], Chapitre III, one can also consider Hermitian and skew-Hermitian
sesquilinear forms over a possibly noncommutative field; see also the remarks on p. 50
of [Ch]. Now assuming the ground field to be the reals R, the complex numbers C,
or the quaternions H, our goal will be to show that these four classes of spaces taken
together are precisely the symmetric R-spaces of classical type. The only references
to [Ch] in papers on differential geometry that we are aware of are in [Na2], [Pe], and
[Ta2] where it is pointed out that the classical compact Hermitian symmetric spaces are
among the spaces considered by Chow. We will discuss these papers in Section 5.

One of the goals of Chow in [Ch] is to generalize the fundamental theorem
of projective geometry to the four classes of spaces he is considering. Let V be a
right vector space of dimension at least three over a field F, which can be noncom-
mutative, and let PpV q be the corresponding projective space whose points are the
one-dimensional subspaces of V . A line in PpV q is the set of points in PpV q consist-
ing of one-dimensional subspaces contained in a given two-dimensional subspace. A
collineation of PpV q is a line preserving bijection of PpV q to itself. The fundamental
theorem of projective geometry says in a formulation that is sufficient for our purposes
that a collineation of PpV q is induced by a semilinear automorphism of V , i.e., a linear
automorphism of V composed with an automorphism of F; see [Ar], Chapter II, §10
or [Di], Chapitre III, §1. We will write PnpFq instead of PpFn�1q when Fn�1 is the
standard right vector space over the field F.

Here we are mostly interested in projective spaces over the fields R, C, and H
and collineations that are diffeomorphisms (or at least homeomorphisms). The real
field R has no nontrivial automorphisms, the continuous automorphism of C are the
identity and the conjugation (but there are uncountably many discontinuous automor-
phisms of C), and, finally, the automorphisms of H are all inner. If the automor-
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phisms of the ground field are inner, then the collineations of PpV q are induced by
the linear automorphisms of V . Hence the collineation groups of the projective spaces
PnpRq and PnpHq for n¥ 2 are the projective general linear groups PGLpn�1,Rq and
PGLpn� 1,Hq respectively, where PGLpn� 1,Fq is by definition the quotient of the
general linear group GLpn� 1,Fq by the kernel of its action on PnpFq. The group of
continuous collineations of PnpCq is the semi-direct product PGLpn� 1,Cq� tid,̄ u,
where ¯ is the bijection of PnpCq induced by the conjugation in C. These collineation
groups are noncompact Lie groups.

We would like to stress that the projective spaces PnpRq, PnpCq, and PnpHq
have two geometric structures that are of interest to us. From the point of view of
differential geometry, they are Riemannian symmetric spaces with compact isometry
groups, which we will denote by G. Then they are also projective spaces (as their
name indicates) with noncompact automorphism groups, denoted by L, the groups of
continuous (or differentiable) collineations. Note that L contains G.

In Section 3, we will define (generalized) lines. It will turn out that these gener-
alized lines exist in all classical symmetric R-spaces with the exception of the spheres.
In Section 3, we will also define the arithmetic distance between two points as the
minimal length of a chain of lines needed to connect the points. The group of continu-
ous line or arithmetic distance preserving transformations of symmetric R-spaces will
turn out to be a noncompact Lie group containing the isometry group of the symmetric
space. We will discuss this in Section 4.

The spheres were an exception in the above discussion. Still they have an ad-
ditional geometric structure with a noncompact automorphism group. More precisely,
Möbius geometry is the study of the action on Sn of the Möbius group, which by def-
inition is the projective orthogonal group POp1,n� 1q acting on Sn considered as a
quadric in Pn�1pRq.* One can now prove that a not necessarily continuous circle pre-
serving bijection of Sn belongs to POp1,n�1q; see [Je] for a proof. Another such result
is Liouville’s theorem that a conformal diffeomorphism between connected open sets
in Sn for n ¥ 3 is the restriction of a Möbius transformation; see [Her], p. 52, for a
proof.

The question arises when a compact symmetric space admits the action of a
noncompact Lie group that contains its isometry group. More precisely, does a compact
symmetric space G{K, where pG,Kq is an almost effective symmetric pair, admit the
action of a noncompact Lie group L containing G. Here we mean by an almost effective
symmetric pair pG,Kq that the action of G on G{K has a discrete kernel. Nagano
answered this question in [Na1]. His result is as follows.

Assume we have a compact almost effective symmetric pair pG,Kq and a non-
compact Lie group L containing G and acting on M � G{K. We assume furthermore
that the action of L on M is indecomposable in the sense that there is no nontrivial
splitting of M into a Riemannian product M1�M2 and a splitting of L into a product

*The equation of Sn as a quadric in Pn�1pRq is x2
1� x2

2��� �� x2
n�1 � 0 in homogeneous coordinates.

Hence Sn is invariant under the action of the orthogonal group Op1,n� 1q. The quotient of Op1,n� 1q by
the kernel of its action on Pn�1pRq is the projective orthogonal group POp1,n�1q. See 4.3 and 4.4 for more
details.
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L1 � L2 such that L1 acts on M1 and L2 acts on M2. We also assume that the center
of G is at most one-dimensional. Then the main result of [Na1] is that L is simple
and G a maximal compact subgroup of L. In particular, L{G is a symmetric space of
noncompact type into which M is G-equivariantly embedded.

If L is a noncompact simple Lie group and G a maximal compact subgroup of
L, then it is true that L acts on all G-orbits in L{G. More precisely, the G-orbits in
L{G are precisely the quotients L{P where P is a parabolic subgroup of L. Quotients
of the type L{P are called R-spaces† or generalized flag manifolds. If L{P � G{K has
the property that pG,Kq is a symmetric pair, we will refer to it as a symmetric R-space.
The symmetric R-space G{K will be said to be indecomposable if L is simple. An
indecomposable symmetric R-space is not necessarily an irreducible symmetric space;
see the tables in Section 4 for several examples.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the definition of
pσ,εq-Hermitian forms and make some remarks on determinants over the quaternions.
In Section 3, we review projective and polar geometries. In Section 4, we come to
the main goal of this paper, which is to discuss the classical symmetric R-spaces from
the point of view of Chow’s paper. In Section 5, we discuss the contributions in [Pe],
[Na2], and [Ta2] to this circle of ideas. Finally, in Section 6, I explain in a few lines
how Sergio Console and I intended in an unfinished project to generalize some of the
results explained in this paper.

2. Some linear algebra

In this section, we first explain some basic facts about bilinear and sesquilinear forms.
Then we make some remarks on the determinant over the quaternions.

2.1. pσ,εq-Hermitian forms

We will give a short review of basic facts on bilinear and sesquilinear forms, which we
expect to be known over R and C, but maybe less so over H. A reference that stresses
the three fields we are interested in, is [Br], Kapitel VI; see also [Di], Chapitre I, for a
more general discussion.

We will let V denote a right vector space over F where F is R, C, or H. We will
let ᾱ denote the conjugate of α if F is C or H. We recall that zw� w̄z̄ holds in H, i.e.,
the conjugation is an antiautomorphism of H. Let σ : F Ñ F either be the identity or
the conjugation in F (in the latter case F is C or H).

A map
f : V �V Ñ F

†The terminology ‘R-space’ was, at least as far as we have been able to verify, introduced by Tits in the
paper [Ti1] where these spaces are considered from the point of view of incidence geometry, assuming that
L is a complex simple group. It is of course in the spirit of Tits’ incidence geometry to call these spaces
‘generalized flag manifolds.’ Chow’s point of view is of course also incidence geometric.
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that is additive in both arguments is said to be a σ-sesquilinear form if

f pxα,yβq � σpαq f px,yqβ

for all x and y in V and all α and β in F. If σ is the identity, we call f a bilinear form,
and if σ is the conjugation in F, we call f a sesquilinear form.

It is easy to see that σ must be the conjugation if F�H, i.e., there are no bilinear
forms on vector spaces over H. We therefore have the following four cases: bilinear
forms if F � R, bilinear and sesquilinear forms if F � C, and sesquilinear forms if
F�H.

We will only be interested in forms that satisfy the following symmetry property.
Let f be a σ-sesquilinear form on V and ε be either 1 or�1. Then f is said to be pσ,εq-
Hermitian if

f px,yq � εσp f py,xqq
for all x and y in V .

We have the following four cases.

1. σ is the identity and ε� 1. Then f is referred to as a symmetric bilinear form.

2. σ is the identity and ε��1. Then f is referred to as a skew-symmetric bilinear
form.

3. σ is the conjugation and ε� 1. Then f is referred to as an Hermitian sesquilinear
form.

4. σ is the conjugation and ε � �1. Then f is referred to as a skew-Hermitian
sesquilinear form.

If F � C, a skew-Hermitian form becomes Hermitian after multiplying it by i
and vice versa. We will therefore assume that sesquilinear forms on vector spaces over
C are Hermitian.

We therefore have the following seven cases: symmetric and skew-symmetric
bilinear forms over R, symmetric, skew-symmetric, and Hermitian forms over C, and
Hermitian and skew-Hermitian sesquilinear forms over H.

A pσ,εq-Hermitian form f is said to be nondegenerate if f px,yq � 0 for all y in
V implies that x � 0. In the following we will always assume that f is nondegenerate.
Nondegenerate skew-symmetric bilinear forms are usually said to be symplectic.

Let f be a nondegenerate pσ,εq-Hermitian form on V . An automorphism of
pV, f q is a linear automorphism A : V ÑV such that

f pAx,Ayq � f px,yq

for all x and y in V . The automorphisms form a group that we will denote by AutpV, f q.
It is clear that AutpV, f q is a closed subgroup in the general linear group GLpV q and
hence a Lie group.
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Let f be a nondegenerate pσ,εq-Hermitian form on V . A subspace W in V is
said to be totally isotropic if f px,yq � 0 for all x and y in W . It is a consequence of
Witt’s Theorem, see [Br], p. 373, that given totally isotropic subspaces V1 and V2 of
pV, f q with the same dimension, there is an automorphism A in AutpV, f q that maps V1
to V2. It follows that all maximal totally isotropic subspaces of pV, f q have the same
dimension. The Witt index of pV, f q is now defined to be the dimension of a maximal
totally isotropic subspace of pV, f q.

We will denote by NipV, f q for i ¤ r the space of totally isotropic subspaces
of pV, f q with dimension i where r denotes the Witt index of pV, f q. By Witt’s theo-
rem AutpV, f q, acts transitively on NipV, f q. It follows that NipV, f q is a differentiable
manifold that can be represented as a coset space.

2.2. Determinants over H and the groups SLpn,Hq and SU�p2nq
In books on linear algebra, the determinant is usually only defined for matrices with
entries in a commutative field. There is an extension due to Dieudonné of the theory of
determinants to noncommutative fields that is explained in Chapter IV, §1 of the book
[Ar] by E. Artin. In the case of quadratic matrices with quaternion entries, the image of
the determinant is in R¥0, the set of nonnegative real numbers. The determinant is mul-
tiplicative, vanishes if and only if applied to a singular matrix, and is equal to one on the
identity matrix. We can now define SLpn,Hq to be the group of quaternionic matrices
with determinant equal to one. One can avoid the Dieudonné determinant by embed-
ding the n�n quaternionic matrices into the vector space of 2n�2n complex matrices
and define SU�p2nq to be the group of matrices in the image whose determinant over
C is equal to one. The groups SLpn,Hq and SU�p2nq turn out to be isomorphic.

There is an interesting survey on quaternionic determinants in [As].

3. Projective and polar geometry

3.1. Geometries

We set I � t0,1, . . . ,n�1u and define following Tits [Ti3] a geometry over I as a triple
Γ � pV,τ,�q consisting of a set V , a surjective map τ : V Ñ I, and a binary symmetric
relation � on V such that x � y holds for elements x,y P V with τpxq � τpyq if and only
if x� y. The relation � is called the incidence relation of the geometry Γ, the image of
x under τ is the type of x, and the cardinality n of I is called the rank of Γ.

We denote the set of elements of V of type i by Vi and think of V0 as the space
of points, V1 as the space of lines, V2 as the space of 2-planes, and so on.

If x PV , we define the shadow of x on Vi to be the set of elements of Vi that are
incident to x.

A flag of Γ is a set of pairwise incident elements. The set ∆pΓq of all flags of Γ
is called the flag complex of Γ. It is clear that ∆pΓq is an (abstract) simplicial complex
in the sense that every subset of a set in ∆pΓq is contained in ∆pΓq.
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A point-line geometry is a geometry of rank two with the property that any
two points (elements of type 0) are incident with at most one line (element of type 1).
Another way to say this is that the shadows of different lines on the space of points
meet in at most one point or, equivalently, that the shadows of two different points on
the space of lines meet in at most one line.

3.2. Projective geometry

Let F be a field that can be noncommutative. Let GkpFn�1q denote the space of k-
planes in Fn, the Grassmannian of k-planes in Fn�1, where we consider Fn�1 to be a
right vector space.

We set V pFn�1q�G1pFn�1qY� � �YGnpFn�1q and define a type map τ :V pFn�1qÑ
I by setting τpRq � i�1 for R P GipFn�1q. We set R�S for R,S PV pFn�1q if R� S or
S � R.

The geometry ΓpFn�1q � pV pFn�1q,τ,�q is called projective geometry. We set
PnpFq � G1pFn�1q and call it the n-dimensional projective space over F or the point
space of the projective geometry ΓpFn�1q.

The flag complex ∆pΓpFn�1qq of projective geometry over F satisfied the ax-
ioms of a building in the sense of Tits; see [Ti2], p. 38. As such it has a Coxeter group
attached to it. The Coxeter diagram of the Coxeter group of ∆pΓpFn�1qq is of type An.

We will now define a point-line geometry with GkpFnq as a point space for every
k P I.

Let X be a pk�1q-plane and Y a pk�1q-plane in Fn�1. Let LX ,Y denote the set
of k-planes in GkpFn�1q containing X and contained in Y . We will call LX ,Y a (gener-
alized) line in GkpFn�1q. Let LkpFn�1q denote the set of all lines LX ,Y in GkpFn�1q.
Then we obviously have a point-line geometry ΓkpFn�1q with GkpFnq as a point space
and LkpFn�1q as a space of lines.

If k � 1 or k � n, then LX ,Y is nothing but a projective line in the projective
space PnpFq � G1pFn�1q or in its dual projective space GnpFn�1q.

Let V and W be elements in the Grassmannian GkpFn�1q. We say that V and W
are adjacent if dim pV XW q � k�1. It is clear that V and W are adjacent if and only if
there is a generalized line containing both of them. We define the arithmetic distance
dapV,W q between V and W to be k� dim pV XW q. The arithmetic distance between
V and W can be characterized as the shortest length of a chain of generalized lines in
GkpFn�1q joining V and W in which consecutive lines intersect. Clearly, dapV,W q can
also be characterized as the shortest length of a chain of k-planes in GkpFn�1q joining
V and W in which consecutive planes are adjacent.

It is clear that PGLpn� 1,Fq acts transitively on GkpFn�1q, leaves the arith-
metic distance invariant, and maps lines to lines. The following theorem addresses the
question to which extend the converse holds; see Theorem I in [Ch].

THEOREM 3.1. An adjacency preserving bijection of GkpFnq is induced by a
semilinear automorphism of Fn if n�1¡ k ¡ 1.
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Theorem 3.1 cannot hold if k� 1 or k� n�1, since then GkpFnq is a projective
space or its dual in which any two points are adjacent. Combining the fundamental the-
orem of projective geometry and Theorem 3.1, one sees that a line preserving bijection
of GkpFnq is induced by a semilinear automorphism of Fn if n¥ 3 and n¡ k ¥ 1.

3.3. Polar geometry

We will assume that F is R, C, or H, and that f is a pσ,εq-Hermitian form on a vector
space W over F with Witt index r ¥ 2. We will phrase the results from [Ch] and [Di]
in terms of polar geometry, which was only introduced later by Veldkamp in [Ve]. We
will also refer to oriflamme geometry, which was as well introduced later by Tits; see
[Ti2], 7.12.

As in 2.1, we let NipW, f q denote the space of i-dimensional totally isotropic
subspaces of pW, f q where 1 ¤ i ¤ r. We set V pW, f q � N1pW, f q Y � � � YNrpW, f q.
We have a type map τ : V pW, f q Ñ t0, . . . ,r� 1u defined by setting τpRq � i� 1 for
R P NipW, f q. We set R � S for R,S P V pW, f q if one of the spaces is a subspace of the
other. This gives rise to a geometry ΓpW, f q � pV pW, f q,τ,�q, which we call a polar
geometry of rank r.

One can show that a polar geometry of rank r satisfies one of the following two
conditions.

(i) Every plane R in Nr�1pW, f q is contained in at least three different maximal
isotropic subspaces in NrpW, f q. We say that the polar geometry is thick if this condition
is satisfied.

(ii) Every plane R in Nr�1pW, f q is contained in precisely two different maximal
isotropic subspaces in NrpW, f q. This case gives rise to oriflamme geometry, which we
will discuss at the end of this section.

It turns out that NrpW, f q is connected when the polar geometry is thick and that
it consists of precisely two components when it is not thick.

Our next goal is to define the dual space of ΓpW, f q as a point-line geometry.
The definition will depend on whether ΓpW, f q is a thick polar space or not.

The dual space of a thick polar geometry

We consider a thick polar geometry ΓpW, f q of rank r. In this case the flag complex of
ΓpW, f q is a thick building of type Cr.

The point space of the dual geometry will be NrpW, f q. A (generalized) line
LT in NrpV, f q is the set of all R in NrpV, f q containing T where T P Nr�1pW, f q. We
denote the set of generalized lines in NrpW, f q by LrpW, f q. Then it is clear that we
have a point-line geometry with NrpW, f q as space of points and LrpW, f q as space of
lines. Let R and S be elements of NrpW, f q. Then R and S are said to be adjacent if
dim pRX Sq � r� 1. The arithmetic distance dapR,Sq between R and S is defined by
setting dapR,Sq � r�dim pRXSq.

The arithmetic distance between R and S can be characterized as the shortest
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length of a chain of lines in NrpV, f q joining R and S in which consecutive lines inter-
sect, or, equivalently, as the shortest length of a chain of r-planes in NrpV, f q joining R
and S in which consecutive planes are adjacent.

It is clear that AutpV, f q leaves the arithmetic distance invariant and maps lines
to lines. The following theorem can be found in [Di], p. 82; see also Theorem II in
[Ch].

THEOREM 3.2. A bijection of NrpW, f q for r ¥ 3 that is adjacency preserving
in both directions is induced by elements of AutpV, f q composed with an automorphism
of F.

Oriflamme geometry and its dual

Now we assume that ΓpW, f q is a polar geometry that is not thick. In this case the flag
complex of ΓpW, f q is a only a weak building in the sense of [Ti2], p. 38. We will
now explain a modification of the the geometry ΓpW, f q � pV pW, f q,τ,�q due to Tits in
[Ti2], 7.12. This geometry leads to a building of type Dn.

We now divide NrpW, f q into two parts that correspond to its connected compo-
nents. To this end, we choose an element R in NrpW, f q. Let N�

r pW, f q be the subset of
all S P NrpW, f q such that r�dim pSXRq is an even number. The set N�

r pW, f q is now
defined to be the complement of N�

r pW, f q in NrpW, f q.
We now set OpW, f q � N1pW, f q Y � � � YNr�2pW, f q YN�

r pW, f q YN�
r pW, f q.

If we compare this with the definition of V pW, f q, then we have skipped Nr�1pW, f q
and split NrpW, f q into two sets. We define a type map τ : OpW, f q Ñ t0, . . . ,r� 1u
by setting τpRq � i� 1 if R P N�

i pW, f q for i ¤ r� 2, τpRq � r� 2 if R P N�
r pW, f q,

and τpRq � r� 1 if R P N�
r pW, f q. If R is of type i ¤ r� 3 and S is of type j where

i ¤ j ¤ r� 1, then we define the incidence relation by setting R � S if R � S. If R is
of type r� 2 and S of type r� 1 we set R � S if dim pRX Sq � r� 1. We will refer to
ΓorpW, f q � pOpW, f q,τ,�q as oriflamme geometry. The flag complex of an oriflamme
geometry is called an oriflamme complex. It is a building of type Dr. A maximal
flag pR0, . . . ,Rr�1q in an oriflamme complex can be schematically represented as in the
following diagram.‡

Rr�1

�
R0 � �� � � Rr�3

�

Rr�2

‡The oriflamme (golden flame) was a sacred banner used by the kings of France in the Middle Ages.
The diagram is supposed to remind us of its elongated swallow tailed form.
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We now define the dual oriflamme space. Its point space will be N�
r pW, f q. Let

S PNr�2pW, f q be given. Then we define the (generalized) line LS as the subset of those
R P N�

r pW, f q that contain S. We let L�
r pW, f q denote the set of generalized lines in

N�
r pW, f q. Then pN�

r pW, f q,L�
r pW, f qq gives rise to a point-line geometry that we will

refer to as the dual oriflamme geometry. We say that that two elements in N�
r pW, f q are

adjacent if there is line passing through them. Again, we define the arithmetic distance
between two elements in N�

r pW, f q as the minimal length of a chain of lines joining
one to the other. These definitions agree with those in [Ch], p. 52, and [Di], p. 86.

Clearly, AutpW, f q preserves lines and arithmetic distance in the dual oriflamme
geometry. The following result is Theorem VII on p. 55 in [Ch]; see also [Di], p. 86.

THEOREM 3.3. A bijection of N�
r pW, f q for r ¥ 5 that is adjacency preserving

in both directions is induced by elements of AutpV, f q composed with an automorphism
of F.

There is also a fundamental theorem when r � 4, but it is more complicated to
state since it involves triality; see [Ch], p. 55 and [Di], p. 87. We will therefore not
explain it in detail.

4. Classical symmetric R-spaces

The triples pL,G,Kq in Nagano’s theorem that we mentioned in the introduction are
completely classified. In [Na1], p. 445, there is a list in which some of the spaces
M � G{K have been replaced by locally isometric ones. One finds a discussion of
all the symmetric R-spaces in [Ta1], but they are not listed in one table. There is a
classification of an equivalent problem in [KN], albeit in a somewhat hidden form. A
complete list of the symmetric R-spaces with L simple can be found in the table on
p. 41 in [Oh]. A symmetric R-space is indecomposable if and only if L is simple.

In this section, we will discuss those triples pL,G,Kq in which all three groups
are classical. We will assume that L is a connected simple Lie group and that the
symmetric pairs pL,Gq and pG,Kq are almost effective.

It turns out that the triples pL,G,Kq of classical groups giving rise to indecom-
posable symmetric R-spaces are either related to projective or polar geometry, and that
the type of the geometry depends on the Coxeter group of the restricted root system
of L that can be found in the tables in Appendix C of [Kn] or in the table on p. 119
in [Lo]. This Coxeter group is equivalently the Coxeter group of the symmetric space
L{G. Since we are only interested in the Coxeter group and not in the Weyl group of the
restricted root system, the cases Bn, Cn, and pBCqn in Appendix C of [Kn] all coincide
and the type of the corresponding Coxeter group will be given by the symbol Cn.

We will divide the triples into four classes that are more and less the same as the
four classes of Chow in [Ch]. The main difference is that we allow sesquilinear forms
in (II).
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(I) The first class corresponds to triples pL,G,Kq with Coxeter group of L{K of
type An. These triples are related to n-dimensional projective geometry; see 3.2. The
corresponding symmetric R-spaces G{K are the Grassmannians GkpFnq where 1¤ k¤
n�1.

(II) The second class corresponds to triples pL,G,Kq where the Coxeter group
of L{K is of type Cn. These triples are related to thick n-dimensional polar geometries;
see 3.3. The corresponding symmetric R-spaces are then the Grassmannians of hyper-
planes in a thick polar geometry, or, equivalently, Grassmannians of maximal isotropic
subspaces with respect to a pσ,εq-Hermitian form f on FN that is not symmetric. It
turns out that the Grassmannians of maximal isotropic subspaces are symmetric R-
spaces if and only if N � 2n, where n is the Witt index of f ; see the classification in
4.2. The symmetric R-spaces in this class can be seen as the point spaces of the dual of
thick polar geometries; see 3.3.

(III) The third class corresponds to triples pL,G,Kq where the Coxeter group
of L{K is of type Dn. These triples are related to n-dimensional oriflamme geometry;
see 3.3. Analogous to what we saw in class (II), the connected components of the
Grassmannians of maximal isotropic subspaces with respect to a symmetric bilinear
form f on FN with Witt index equal to n are symmetric if and only if N � 2n. Here
the symmetric R-spaces are the point spaces of the dual of an oriflamme geometry; see
3.3.

(IV) In the forth class, the symmetric R-spaces are nondegenerate quadrics con-
taining projective lines in PNpRq and PNpCq and hence the point spaces of certain
polar geometries. The point spaces of polar geometries defined by pσ,εq-Hermitian
forms that are not symmetric do not give rise to symmetric R-spaces.

We now start the discussion of these four classes of symmetric R-spaces. Low
dimensional examples are typically spheres and quadrics that we will exclude in the
tables. We make some remarks on these excluded cases. To facilitate the reading for
those who are not interested, we put these remarks in square brackets.

4.1. Class (I). Grassmannians of k-planes in Fn

The triples pL,G,Kq giving rise to Grassmannians are listed in the following table.
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L G{K Symbol Description of G{K
SLpn,Rq SOpnq{SpOpkq�Opn� kqq, GkpRnq Grassmannian of

n¥ 3, n¡ k ¥ 1 k-planes in Rn

SLpn,Cq SUpnq{SpUpkq�Upn� kqq GkpCnq Grassmannian of

n¥ 3, n¡ k ¥ 1 k-planes in Cn

SLpn,Hq Sppnq{Sppkq�Sppn� kqq GkpHnq Grassmannian of

n¥ 3, n¡ k ¥ 1 k-planes in Hn

The group SLpn,Hq in the above table is explained in 2.2.

[We have restricted n to be at least three in the above table since G{K is a one
dimensional projective space for n� 2 and hence trivial from our point of view having
only the space itself as a generalized line. As manifolds these spaces are S1, S2, and
S4. The group L acts on S1 by projective transformations and on S2 and S4 by Möbius
transformations.]

Theorem 3.1 now applies to the spaces in the table. We are assuming that F is
either R, C, or H. Hence we are in the same situation as when explaining the fundamen-
tal theorem of projective geometry for these fields in the introduction. It follows from
the remark after Theorem 3.1 that the group of line preserving bijections of GkpFnq if
n ¥ 3 and n ¡ k ¥ 1 (continuous or not) is the projective linear group PGLpn,Fq if F
is R or H. The group of such bijections of GkpCnq that are continuous is the semidi-
rect product PGLpn,Cq � tid,̄ u, where ¯ is the bijection of GkpCnq induced by the
conjugation in C.

4.2. Class (II). Grassmannians of hyperplanes in thick polar spaces.

We saw in 2.1 that there are the following seven classes of pσ,εq-Hermitian forms.
Symmetric and skew-symmetric bilinear forms over R, symmetric, skew-symmetric,
and Hermitian forms over C, and Hermitian and skew-Hermitian sesquilinear forms
over H.

The symmetric forms over R and C fall under class (III); see 4.3. The remaining
five cases belong to class (II).

Hermitian forms over C and H.

Let f be an Hermitian sesquilinear form on a right vector space V over F where F is
either C or H. We will assume that f is nondegenerate. There is a basis pe1, . . . ,eNq of
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V and numbers p and q with p�q� N such that

f px,yq �
p̧

i�1

x̄iyi�
p�q̧

i�p�1

x̄iyi.

The numbers p and q do not depend on the choice of such a basis and we will say that
f is of type pp,qq. The Witt index of pV, f q is mintp,qu.

If F � C, we denote the automorphism group of pV, f q by Upp,qq and call it
the unitary group of type pp,qq; the special unitary group of type pp,qq is its subgroup
SUpp,qq of automorphisms with determinant equal to one.

If F � H, we denote the automorphism group of pV, f q by Sppp,qq and call it
the quaternionic unitary group of type pp,qq. We made a remark on the determinant
over H in 2.2. It turns out that all elements of Sppp,qq have determinant equal to one.

If pp,qq � pN,0q, we denote the above groups by UpNq, SUpNq, and SppNq,
respectively.

By the classification of symmetric R-spaces, we only have to consider the Her-
mitian forms of type pn,nq, i.e., N � 2n. We have the following table in which ∆pGq
denotes the diagonal in G�G. In the third column, we have the usual symbol for G{K.

L G{K Symbol Description of G{K

SUpn,nq SpUpnq�Upnqq{∆pSUpnqq, n¥ 3 Upnq unitary group

Sppn,nq Sppnq�Sppnq{∆pSppnqq, n¥ 2 Sppnq quaternionic

unitary group

[We assume that n ¥ 3 in the first line of the table. If n � 1, then G{K is S1 on
which L acts by projective transformations. If n � 2, then G{K is the quadric Q1,3pRq
on which L acts as SO0p2,4q.§ This example belongs to class (IV); see 4.4.

In the second line of the table, we assume that n ¥ 2. If n � 1, G{K is S3 on
which L acts by Möbius transformations.¶ We do not exclude n � 2 in the second line
although it is an exception since we do not have a fundamental theorem for it as we
will see further down.]

We use the notation in 2.1 and let NnpF2n, f q denote the Grassmannian of max-
imal totally isotropic subspaces in pV, f q where f has Witt index n and and we have
identified V with F2n. Our goal is to identify NnpF2n, f q with Upnq if F is C and Sppnq
if F�H.

§Here we are using that SUp2,2q and SOop2,4q are locally isomorphic; see 4.3 for the definition of the
latter group and 4.4 for the quadric.

¶Here we are using that Spp2,2q and SOop4,1q are locally isomorphic.
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We first consider the case F � C and identify V with C2n � Cn�Cn in such a
way that

f ppx1,x2q,py1,y2qq � xx1,y1y�xx2,y2y
where xx,yy is the usual Hermitian scalar product on Cn.

Let W be a maximal totally isotropic subspace in NnpC2n, f q and let px,yq be
an element in W . Then }x} � }y} which implies that the projections π1 and π2 of
W onto the first and the second factor of C2n � Cn�Cn, respectively, are bijections.
Furthermore, W P NnpC2n, f q induces the map AW � π2 � π�1

1 from the first to the
second factor of C2n � Cn �Cn that we identify with an endomorphism of Cn. It is
clear that AW P Upnq.

Conversely, let A P Upnq be given and let VA � tpx,Axq|x P Cnu be the graph of
A. Clearly, VA P NnpC2n, f q and the map that sends A to VA is the inverse of the map
that sends V to AV . We have thus identified NnpC2n, f q with Upnq. Note that Upnq is
not an irreducible symmetric space.

The automorphism group of pV, f q is Upn,nq. The action of Upn,nq on Upnq �
NnpC2n, f q is not effective. On can either replace it by its quotient by the kernel of the
action, the projective unitary group PUpn,nq, or by the special unitary group SUpn,nq
as in the above table, whose action on Upnq � NnpC2n, f q is almost effective.

The continuous bijections of Upnq � NnpC2n, f q for n ¥ 3 that are adjacency
preserving in both directions are induced by elements of SUpn,nq possibly composed
with the conjugation; see Theorem 3.2.

The quaternionic case F � H is completely analogous to the complex case we
have been discussing, and we can identify NnpH2n, f q with Sppnq. Again by Theorem
3.2, the group of bijections of Sppnq �NnpH2n, f q for n¥ 3 that are adjacency preserv-
ing in both directions is Sppn,nqmodulo the kernel of its action on Sppnq �NnpH2n, f q.
Theorem 3.2 does not apply to the case n� 2 in the table.

Symplectic forms

Let f be a symplectic form on a vector space V over F where F is either R or C. It
follows that the dimension of V is an even number 2n. There is a basis pe1, . . . ,e2nq of
V such that f can be written in the form

f px,yq �
ņ

i�1

pxiyn�i� xn�iyiq.

We identify V with F2n with help of this basis. The Witt index of f is equal to n. The
maximal totally isotropic subspaces of pV, f q are said to be Lagrangian. Let GLpF2nq
denote the set of all Lagrangian subspaces in pF2n,ωq; i.e., GLpF2nq � NnpV, f q in the
notation of 2.1. The automorphism group of pV, f q is called the symplectic group over
F and denoted by Spp2n,Fq. As we remarked in 2.1, the action of Spp2n,Fq on GLpF2nq
is transitive by Witt’s Theorem.

The possibilities for the triples pL,G,Kq according to the classification of sym-
metric R-spaces when L� Spp2n,Fq is given in the following table.
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L G{K Symbol Description of G{K
Spp2n,Rq Upnq{Opnq, n¥ 3 GLpR2nq Grassmannian of

Lagrangians in R2n

Spp2n,Cq Sppnq{Upnq, n¥ 3 GLpC2nq Grassmannian of

Lagrangians in C2n

[If F� R and n� 1, then GLpR2q coincides with S1 on which L acts by projec-
tive transformations. If F � C and n � 1, then GLpC2q coincides with S2. The group
L� Spp2,Cq is isomorphic to SLp2,Cq, which acts on S2 by Möbius transformations.

If n � 2, then the spaces in the table are quadrics and therefore belong to class
(IV); see 4.4. More precisely, if F�R and n� 2, then GLpR4q coincides with the three-
dimensional quadric Q2,1pRq in P4pRq, which has S2�S1 as a double cover. The group
L � Spp2n,Rq is a double cover of the connected component SOop3,2q of SOp3,2q,
which acts on P4pRq leaving the quadric Q2,1pRq invariant; see 4.3 for definitions.
If F � C and n � 2, then GLpC4q coincides with the quadric Q3pCq in P4pCq. The
group L� Spp4,Cq is locally isomorphic to SOp5,Cq, which acts on P4pCq leaving the
quadric Q3pCq invariant.]

Our goal is now to identify GLpF2nq with G{K as in the table.
We first consider the real case pR2n, f q. We identify R2n with Cn � Rn� iRn

by setting px,yq � x� iy � z. If xz,wy is the usual Hermitian scalar product on Cn,
then f pz,wq � Imxz,wy, i.e. f is the imaginary part of the Hermitian scalar product.
Furthermore, Rexz,wy is the standard real scalar product on R2n.

Let e1, . . . ,en be the standard basis of Cn and W be its real span. It is clear that
W is Lagrangian. Let pW be an other Lagrangian subspace and pe1, . . . ,pen an orthonormal
basis of pW . Then pe1, . . . ,pen is clearly a unitary basis of Cn and there is a unitary
matrix A P Upnq that maps W to pW . The stabilizer of W under the action of Upnq
is clearly Opnq. Hence we see that GLpR2nq �Upnq{Opnq. The space Upnq{Opnq is not
an irreducible symmetric space.

The complex case is very similar to the real case. We identify C2n with Hn �
Cn� jCn by setting px,yq � x� jy� z. Now f is the j-part of the standard quaternionic
scalar product on H2n; see [Che], Chapter I, §VIII. Let e1, . . . ,en be the standard basis
of Hn and W be its complex span. Then W is in GLpC2nq. Let pW be another element in
GLpC2nq and let pe1, . . . ,pen be a unitary basis of pW . Then pe1, . . . ,pen is also a quaternionic
unitary basis of Hn since pW is Lagrangian. Hence there is an element A P Sppnq that
maps W to pW . The stabilizer of W under the action of Sppnq is clearly Upnq. Hence we
see that GLpC2nq � Sppnq{Upnq.

Theorem 3.2 now says that the bijections of GLpF2nq for n¥ 3 that are adjacency
preserving in both directions are induced by elements of Spp2n,Fq composed with an
automorphism of F. Hence the group of continuous bijections of GLpF2nq that are
adjacency preserving in both directions is Spp2n,Rq in the real case and Spp2n,Cq�
tid,̄ u in the complex case.
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Skew-Hermitian forms over H

Let now V be a right vector space over H with a skew-Hermitian form f . Then there is
a basis pe1, . . . ,eNq of V such that f can be written as

f px,yq �
Ņ

k�1

x̄k jyk

where j is the the third element in the standard basis of H over R. We will actually
work with a different normal form below, since it is more practical for our purposes,
although it might look more complicated. The automorphism group of pV, f q is called
the quaternionic anti-unitary group and denoted by UαpN,Hq. One can show that the
quaternionic determinant of an endomorphism in UαpN,Hq is equal to one. The Witt
index of pV, f q is rN

2 s.
One frequently finds the group UαpN,Hq in the guise of SO�p2Nq. The reason

for this is that one can define UαpN,Hq over C instead of H. The group is then the
intersection of SOp2N,Cq with SUpN,Nq as can be seen from the normal form for f
that we introduce below. This is similar to the two different notations SLpn,Hq and
SU�p2nq in 2.2.

Only the case N � 2n gives rise to a symmetric R-space.
We will set OGpH2nq � NnpH2n, f q and call it the quaternionic orthogonal

Grassmannian. Our goal ist to identify OGpH2nqwith the symmetric space Up2nq{Sppnq
and thus verify the following table.

L G{K Symbol Description of G{K
Uαp2n,Hq Up2nq{Sppnq, n¥ 3 OGpH2nq quaternionic

orthogonal

Grassmannian

[We first look at the values of n excluded in the table. The space Up2nq{Sppnq
is S1 if n � 1 on which L � Uαp2,Hq acts by projective transformations. If n � 2, it
is the quadric Q1,5pRq in P7pRq on which L � Uαp4,Hq acts as the locally isomorphic
group SOp2,6q. Hence the case n� 2 belongs to class (IV); see 4.4.]

We will write H2n � C2n � jC2n. We consider u� jv and w� jz in H2n �
C2n� jC2n and the form f on Hn defined by setting

f pu� jv,w� jzq � i
2ņ

k�1

pūkwk� v̄kzkq� j
2ņ

k�1

pukzk� vkwkq.

One easily checks that f is nondegenerate and skew-Hermitian over H. It is not equal to
the form f defined at the beginning of this subsection, but it can be brought in that form
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by changing the basis. The first sum in the definition of f is a nondegenerate Hermitian
form with Witt index 2n on C4n � C2n�C2n and the second sum is a nondegenerate
symmetric form on C4n � C2n�C2n.

We will now show that OGpH2nq can be identified with Up2nq{Sppnq. Let S be
a maximal isotropic subspace in OGpH2nq and let z1 � u1� jv1, . . . ,zn � un� jvn be a
basis in S such that

xzi,z jy � 2δi j

where xzi,z jy denotes the standard quaternionic inner product in H2n and δi j is the
Kronecker delta. Splitting xu� jv,w� jzy into its complex and j-part, we get

xu� jv,w� jzy �
2ņ

k�1

pūkwk� v̄kzkq� j
2ņ

k�1

pukzk� vkwkq.

The equation xzi,ziy � 2δi j is therefore equivalent to

pui,uiq�pvi,viq � 2

where pu,vq is the standard Hermitian scalar product in C2n.
On the other hand f pzi,ziq � 0 is equivalent to

pui,uiq�pvi,viq � 0 and ϕpui,viq � 0

where ϕ is the standard symmetric form ϕpu,vq�°2n
k�1 ukvk on C2n. Note that ϕpu,vq�

0 is equivalent to pu, v̄q � 0. Hence we get

pui,uiq � pvi,viq � 1 and pui, v̄iq � 0.

Furthermore, xzi,z jy � 0 für i� j is equivalent to

pui,u jq�pvi,v jq � 0 and pui, v̄ jq�pvi, ū jq � 0

and f pzi,z jq � 0 is equivalent to

pui,u jq�pvi,v jq � 0 and pui, v̄ jq�pvi, ū jq � 0.

As a consequence of these considerations, we see that u1, . . . ,un, v̄1, . . . , v̄n is
a unitary basis of basis of C2n. Conversely, every unitary basis of C2n gives rise
to a maximal isotropic subspace S in Hn. In fact, if we write the basis in the form
u1, . . . ,un, v̄1, . . . , v̄n, then S is the subspace of H2n spanned by z1 � u1� jv1, . . . ,zn �
un� jvn.

We would like to show that Up2nq acts transitively on OGpH2nq where we have
embedded Up2nq into Uαp2n,Hq by letting A PUp2nq send u� jv in H2n �C2n� jC2n

to Au� jĀv.
Let S and S� be in OGpH2nq. We choose as above bases z1 � u1� jv1, . . . ,zn �

un � jvn of S and z�1 � u�1 � jv�1 , . . . ,z�n � u�n � jv�n of S�. We would like to find
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an A in Up2nq that maps the basis of S to the basis of S�, or more precisely such
that Au1 � u�1 , . . . ,Aun � u�n , Āv1 � v�1 , . . . , Āvn � v�n . This is equivalent to finding an
A P Up2nq that maps the unitary basis u1, . . . ,un, v̄1, . . . , v̄n of C2n to the unitary basis
u�1 , . . . ,u�n , v̄�1 , . . . , v̄�n . Such an A clearly exists.

Finally, we have to determine which A in Up2nq leave a given S in OGpH2nq
invariant. Let z1 � u1� jv1, . . . ,zn � un� jvn be a quaternionic unitary basis of S. Then
A sends this basis into Az1 � Au1 � jĀv1, . . . , Āzn � Āun � jĀvn, which is an another
quaternionic unitary basis of S. It follows that A P Sppnq. Hence we have proved that
OGpH2nq � Up2nq{Sppnq as we wanted to do.

4.3. Class (III). Grassmannians of hyperplanes in oriflamme geometries.

We have two such geometries related to symmetric forms over R and C. We discuss
the two cases separately.

Symmetric forms over R

This case is very similar to the one of Hermitian forms over C and H in 4.2. Let f
be a nondegenerate symmetric form on a real vector space V . There is then a basis
pe1, . . . ,eNq of V and numbers p and q with p�q� N such that

f px,yq �
p̧

i�1

xiyi�
p�q̧

i�p�1

xiyi.

As in 4.2, the Witt index of pV, f q is mintp,qu and p and q do not depend on the basis.
We denote the automorphism group of pV, f q by Opp,qq and call it the orthog-

onal group of type pp,qq. The subgroup of Opp,qq consisting of elements with deter-
minant equal to one is denoted by SOpp,qq and called the special orthogonal group
of type pp,qq. The group SOpp,qq has two connected components when p,q ¥ 1. We
denote its identity component by SOopp,qq. If pp,qq � pN,0q or p0,Nq, we denote the
automorphism group by OpNq. The group OpNq has two components; its identity com-
ponent consists of automorphism with determinant equal to one and will be denoted by
SOpNq.

According to the classification of symmetric R-spaces, only symmetric forms
of type pn,nq give rise to such spaces. Hence N � 2n. In this case the polar geometry
of pV, f q is not thick, and we have a corresponding oriflamme geometry. Our goal is
to show that N�

n pV, f q can be identified with SOpnq as in the following table where
∆pSOpnqq denotes the diagonal in SOpnq�SOpnq.

L G{K Symbol Description of G{K
SOopn,nq SOpnq�SOpnq{∆pSOpnqq, n¥ 4 SOpnq special

orthogonal group
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[We assume n¥ 4 for the following reasons. If n� 2, then SOop2,2q is not sim-
ple, contradicting our assumption on L. If n � 3, then SOop3,3q is locally isomorphic
to SLp4,Rq and the space N3pV, f q � Op3q corresponds to the union of the SLp4,Rq
orbits G1pR4q � P3pRq and its dual projective space G3pR4q. This example belongs
more to class (I) than class (III).|| There cannot be a fundamental theorem for oriflamme
geometry when n� 3 since any two elements in N�

3 pV, f q are adjacent making the hy-
pothesis of Theorem 3.3 vacuous, but the fundamental theorem of projective geometry
applies to this case. We allow n � 4 since the action of SOop4,4q on SOp4q is inde-
composable, and SOp4q is an indecomposable R-space, although SOp4q is reducible as
a Lie group and a symmetric space. Theorem 3.3 does not apply when n� 4, but there
is a fundamental theorem for this case that involves triality.]

We first identify NnpR2n, f q with Opnq only sketching the arguments since they
are very similar to those for the Hermitian forms over C and H in 4.2.

We are dealing with a symmetric bilinear form f of type pn,nq on R2n. We con-
sider R2n as a direct sum R2n � Rn�Rn where each factor is endowed with the usual
Euclidean scalar product in such a way that f ppx1,x2q,py1,y2qq � xx1,y1y� xx2,y2y.
The automorphism group of pR2n, f q is Opn,nq.

Let W be a maximal totally isotropic subspace in NnpR2n, f q . Then the projec-
tions π1 and π2 of W onto the first and the second factor of R2n � Rn �Rn, respec-
tively, are bijections. Furthermore, W P NnpR2n, f q induces the map AW � π2 � π�1

1
from the first to the second factor of R2n � Rn �Rn that we identify with an endo-
morphism of Rn, which is clearly in Opnq. Conversely, let A P Opnq be given and let
WA � tpx,Axq|x P Rnu be the graph of A. Clearly, WA P NnpR2n, f q and the map that
sends A to WA is the inverse of the map that sends W to AW . We have thus identified
NnpR2n, f q with Opnq. In particular, we have confirmed that NnpR2n, f q consists of two
components. One of these components corresponds to SOpnq and will be our choice of
N�

n pR2n, f q. It is now clear that the connected component SOopn,nq acts transitively
on SOpnq � N�

n pR2n, f q.
We now come to the adjacency preserving automorphisms of SOpnq�N�

n pR2n, f q.
According to Theorem 3.2, a bijection of N�

n pR2n, f q for n ¥ 5 that is adjacency pre-
serving in both directions is induced by an element of SOpn,nq. The situation is more
complicated and involves triality if n� 4.

Symmetric forms over C

This case is similar to the one for the skew-Hermitian forms over H in 4.2, but some-
what easier since we are dealing with complex numbers instead of quaternions.

Let V be a complex vector space with a nondegenerate symmetric form f . Then
there is a basis pe1, . . . ,eNq of V such that f can be written as

f px,yq �
Ņ

i�1

xiyi.

||This ambiguity reflects the fact that the Coxeter diagrams D3 and A3 coincide.
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The automorphism group of pV, f q is called the complex orthogonal group and denoted
by OpN,Cq. The determinant of an endomorphism in OpN,Cq is 1 or �1. The special
complex orthogonal group SOpN,Cq consists by definition of the elements in OpN,Cq
with determinant equal to one. One can show that SOpN,Cq is one of the two connected
components of OpN,Cq. The Witt index of pV, f q is rN

2 s.
By the classification of symmetric R-spaces, only the case N � 2n gives rise to

such a space.
We will from now assume that N � 2n. Hence f has Witt index n and we are

in the situation of oriflamme geometry; see 3.3. The space NnpC2n, f q of maximal
isotropic subspaces is homogeneous under the action of Op2n,Cq and consists of two
connected components N�

n pC2n, f q and N�
n pC2n, f q, each of which is homogeneous

under the action of SOp2n,Cq. We will denote the space N�
n pC2n, f q by OG�pC2nq

and call it the orthogonal Grassmannian.
By the classification of symmetric R-spaces, we have the following table.

L G{K Symbol Description of G{K
SOp2n,Cq SOp2nq{Upnq, n¥ 4 OG�pC2nq orthogonal

Grassmannian

[We first look at the values excluded in the table. If n� 2, then SOp4,Cq is not
simple, contradicting our assumptions on L. If n� 3, then the situation is as explained
after the previous table in this section, and we are more in class (I) than in class (III).
More precisely, OG�pC6q coincides with the complex projective space P3pCq on which
SOp6,Cq acts as the locally isomorphic group SLp4,Cq by projective transformations.
Finally, if n � 4, then OG�pC2nq coincides with the quadric Q6pCq in P7pCq that we
will again encounter in class (IV); see 4.4. This last case is not excluded, although it
might contradict the principles of taxonomy to allow things to belong to two different
classes. The fundamental theorem of oriflamme geometry as stated in Theorem 3.3
does not apply to this case; see the remark after Theorem 3.3.]

We would now like to identify OG�
n pC2nq with the compact Hermitian symmet-

ric space SOp2nq{Upnq. We only sketch the arguments since they are very similar to
those for the skew-Hermitian forms over H in 4.2.

We write C2n � R2n� iR2n. Let u� iv and w� iz be elements in C2n � R2n�
iR2n. Then

f pu� iv,w� izq �
2ņ

i�1

puiwi� viziq� i
2ņ

i�1

puizi� viwiq.

Let S be a maximal isotropic subspace contained in OG�
n pC2nq. We choose

an orthogonal basis z1 � u1 � iv1, . . . ,zn � un � ivn in S with respect to the standard
Hermitian scalar product in C2n where ui and vi are elements in R2n and assume that
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}zi}2 � 2 for all i. Then the equations }zi}2 � 2 and f pzi,ziq � 0 imply

}ui}2 � }vi}2 � 1 and xui,viy � 0.

Furthermore, the equations xzi,z jy � 0 and f pzi,z jq � 0 for i� j imply

xui,u jy � xvi,v jy � 0 and xui,v jy � 0.

As a consequence, we see that u1, . . . ,un,v1, . . . ,vn is an orthonormal basis of
R2n. Conversely, we see that every such basis u�1 , . . . ,u�n ,v�1 , . . . ,v�n of R2n gives rise to
a maximal isotropic subspace in pC2n, f q spanned by z�1 � u�1 � iv�1 , . . . ,z�n � u�n � iv�n
that is contained in OG�

n pC2nq if and only if it induces the same orientation on R2n

as u1, . . . ,un,v1, . . . ,vn. It follows that the compact subgroup SOp2nq of SOp2n,Cq
acts transitively on OG�

n pC2nq. We now need to determine the subgroup of SOp2nq
that stabilizes a subspace S in OG�

n pC2nq. We choose the subspace S in C2n that is
spanned by e1� ien�1, . . . ,en� ie2n where e1, . . . ,e2n is the standard basis of R2n. Let
A in SOp2nq be such that ApSq � S. Then A is complex linear since it is belongs
to SOp2n,Cq. The above considerations show that A maps a unitary basis of S to
another such basis of S. It follows that A belongs to Upnq. This finishes the proof that
OG�

n pC2nq is the symmetric space SOp2nq{Upnq.
We now discuss the adjacency preserving continuous bijections of OG�

n pC2nq.
According to Theorem 3.3, a continuous bijection of OG�

n pC2nq with n ¥ 5 that is
adjacency preserving in both directions is induced by an element of SOp2n,Cq possibly
composed with the conjugation in C. If n � 4, there is a fundamental theorem for
oriflamme geometry involving triality.

4.4. Class (IV). Quadrics

We are left with the following two examples of symmetric R-spaces, the real quadric
Qp,qpRq and the complex quadric QnpCq. These quadrics lie in the projective space
Pn�1pFq where n� p�q in the real case.

L G{K Symbol

SOopp�1,q�1q SOpp�1q�SOpq�1q{SpOppq�Opqqq, Qp,qpRq
1¤ p¤ q and 2  p�q

SOpn�2,Cq SOpn�2q{SOpnq�SOp2q, n¥ 3 QnpCq

[In the first line, we have excluded L� SOop2,2q since it is not simple. The as-
sumption 1¤ p¤ q is to guarantee that Qp,qpRq contains projective lines. In the second
line we exclude n� 1 since Q1pCq is S2. The group SOp3,Cq is locally isomorphic to
SLp2,Cq and acts on S2 by Möbius transformations. We exclude n� 2 since SOp4,Cq
is not simple.]
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Let f be a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on Fn�2.
If F� R, we saw in 4.3 that the normal form of f is

f px,yq �
p�1̧

i�1

xiyi�
p�q�2¸
i�p�2

xiyi

where p� q � n. The Witt index of f is equal to p� 1 and hence at least two by the
assumption that p¥ 1. The corresponding quadric Qp,qpRq in Pn�1pRq is by definition

Qp,qpRq � tx� px1 : . . . : xn�2q | f px,xq � 0u.

where px1 : . . . : xn�2q denotes homogeneous coordinates. It follows that Qp,qpRq con-
tains projective lines since the Witt index is at least two. One can show that the action
of SOopp�1,q�1q on Qp,qpRq is transitive and that Qp,qpRq coincides with the sym-
metric space SOpp�1q�SOpq�1q{SpOppq�Opqqq. In fact Qp,qpRq has Sp�Sq as a
double cover. It is therefore not an irreducible symmetric space, but it is an indecom-
posable symmetric R-space under our assumptions on p and q.

If F� C, we saw in 4.3 that the normal form of f is

f px,yq �
n�2̧

i�1

xiyi.

with Witt index r n�2
2 s. We are assuming that n ¥ 2. Hence the Witt index of f is at

least two. The corresponding quadric QnpCq in Pn�1pCq is defined by

QnpCq � tx� px1 : . . . : xn�2q| f px,xq � 0u.

The quadric QnpCq contains projective lines since the Witt index of f is at least two.
The group SOpn� 2,Cq acts transitively on QnpCq. As a compact symmetric space,
QnpCq coincides with SOpn�2q{SOpnq�SOp2q, which might be more familiar as the
Grassmannian G�

2 pRnq of oriented 2-planes in Rn. The quadric QnpCq is an irreducible
symmetric space since n¥ 3 (but Q2pCq � S2�S2).

In the following theorem, we will let Q refer to either Qp,qpRq or QnpCq assum-
ing p, q, and n to satisfy the conditions in the table. The theorem is a fundamental
theorem for these quadrics. Tits proved a much more general result in Theorem 8.6 (II)
on p. 135 in [Ti2], which we only state in our special case.

THEOREM 4.1. Let Q be a quadric in Pn�1pFq defined with help of a nonde-
generate symmetric form f with Witt index at least two where F is either R or C. Let
ϕ : Q Ñ Q be a bijection that preserves the set of projective lines contained in Q. If
n¥ 3, then the map ϕ extends in a unique way to a collineation of Pn�1pFq.

The theorem does not hold if n � 2; see the counterexample on p. 520 in [Ve].
This is not surprising since the corresponding L is not simple and the quadrics decom-
posable into two factors of S1 in the real case and two factors of S2 in the complex case.
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In the theorem on p. 526 in [Ve], a weaker version of the theorem of Tits is stated under
the assumption that the Witt index of f is at least three.

Other special cases of Theorem 4.1 were known. Theorem VI in [Ch] im-
plies Theorem 4.1 for the complex quadrics QnpCq, n ¥ 3, and for the real quadrics
Qp,p�1pRq for p¥ 1 and Qp,ppRq for p¥ 2.

Chow points out that this result for Q1,2pRq was already proved by Lie and is
what is known as the fundamental theorem of the Lie geometry of circles. In the Lie
geometry of circles, there is a one to one correspondence between the points of the Lie
quadric Q1,2pRq and the oriented circles in S2 � R2Yt8u. The line in P4pRq through
two different points in Q1,2pRq lies in the Lie quadric if and only if the corresponding
oriented circles are in oriented contact. The fundamental theorem of the Lie geometry
of circles is therefore a description of the bijections of the space of oriented circles that
preserve oriented contact; see [Li], p. 437, where this is explained with references to
papers of Lie from the years 1871 and 1872.

All of this has been generalized to the space of oriented spheres in Sn � RnY
t8u by Pinkall in [Pi] where a one to one correspondence is defined between the ori-
ented spheres in Sn and the Lie quadric Q1,npRq. Again two oriented spheres in Sn are
in oriented contact if the line through the corresponding points in Q1,npRq is contained
in the Lie quadric. Pinkall then proves independently of [Ti2] and with different meth-
ods the ‘fundamental theorem of Lie sphere geometry,’ which is Theorem 4.1 for the
quadric Q1,npRq, n¥ 2; see Lemma 4 in [Pi]. A good introduction to this material and
Lie sphere geometry in general is the book [Ce] by Cecil.

5. Maximally curved spheres in symmetric spaces

We would like to make some comments on the papers [Pe], [Na2], and [Ta2], which all
refer to Chow’s work in [Ch].

Let M be an irreducible symmetric space of compact type. We denote the max-
imum of the sectional curvature on M by κ. Then it is proved in [He1] (see also [He2],
Chapter VII, §11) that M contains totally geodesics submanifolds of constant curvature
κ and that any two such submanifolds of the same dimension are conjugate under the
isometry group of M. The maximal dimension d of such submanifolds is d � 1�mpαq
where mpαq is the multiplicity of a longest (restricted) root α of M. Hence d ¥ 2. We
will refer to the d-dimensional totally geodesic submanifolds of constant curvature κ
in M as Helgason spheres. It is remarked on the first page of [He1] that these subman-
ifolds are actually diffeomorphic to spheres except when M is a real projective space,
where they obviously coincide with M itself.

If M is a projective space over C or H, or the projective plane over the octonions
O, then it turns out that the Helgason spheres Sd in M are precisely the projective
lines. It is also not difficult to see that the Helgason spheres in the Grassmannians
GkpCnq and GkpHnq coincide with their (generalized) lines as we defined them in 3.2.
In PnpRq and GkpRnq, this is not true since the (generalized) lines in these spaces are
one-dimensional.
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Peterson mentions in [Pe] the action of SLpn,Cq on GkpCnq and writes that
Chow gives in [Ch] ‘a ‘geometric’ characterization of this action in the case of classical
hermitian symmetric spaces.’ He proves in Theorem 2 that there is for any given points
p and q in a compact irreducible symmetric space M a chain of length k ¤ rankpMq
connecting the two points. Motivated by Chow’s work he defines the arithmetic dis-
tance between p and q to be the shortest chain of Helgason spheres connecting p and
q.

Peterson defines L to be the group of diffeomorphisms of M that preserve the
arithmetic distance. In the main theorem of the paper the (identity component) of L is
determined for the Grassmannians GkpRnq, GkpCnq, GkpHnq for k ¥ 2, and the space
SUpnq{SOpnq. His result is then that L is the special linear group over the correspond-
ing field in the case of the Grassmannians and SUpnq in the last case. This result agrees
with the one of Chow (see Theorem 3.1) in the case of the Grassmannians over C and
H, but is different for GkpRq since the Helgason spheres do not in that case coincide
with the (generalized) lines as we have pointed out. The space SUpnq{SOpnq is not
a symmetric R-space and Chow’s results do therefore not apply to it. It is of course
related to the symmetric R-space Upnq{Opnq that we considered in 4.2.

Nagano, who was the advisor of the doctoral thesis of Peterson on which [Pe]
is based, continuous this study in [Na2]. He also writes that Chow defined arithmetic
distance on ‘every classical hermitian symmetric space M’ and then says that ‘Peterson
generalized this by dropping ‘hermitian’.’ Nagano then determines L for the symmetric
space F4{Spp3q�SUp2q, which is not an R-space.

Note that the result of Nagano from [Na1] that we quoted in the introduction
would answer the question about the group L if we can prove that L is a Lie group.
Then L must be the isometry group of M if M is not a symmetric R-space.

The paper [Ta2] of Takeuchi was a major breakthrough. He restricts his atten-
tion to symmetric R-spaces and changes the definition of Helgason spheres in these
spaces. To avoid misunderstanding, we will refer to the objects in this new definition
as maximally curved spheres.

Let M be a symmetric R-space. A maximally curved sphere in M is a Helgason
sphere if M is simply connected and a shortest nonconstant closed geodesic otherwise.
Now it is not difficult to see that the maximally curved spheres in the Grassmannians
GkpRnq, GkpCnq and GkpHnq coincide with their (generalized) lines as we defined them
in 3.2. The same is clearly true for the quadrics QnpCq and Qp,qpRq that we considered
in 4.4. This is also very likely to be true for all classical symmetric R-spaces, but it has
not been verified in all cases as far as we know. Takeuchi does not say that the spaces
considered by Chow are the classical symmetric R-spaces, but he points out that if ‘the
ground field is the complex number field, these manifolds are the irreducible compact
Hermitian symmetric spaces M of classical type.’ For these spaces he says on p. 260
that the Helgason spheres coincide with the (generalized) lines of Chow. There is no
proof of this claim in [Ta2], but there is a hint in Example 5.11 on p. 291. Note that
the compact Hermitian symmetric spaces are simply connected symmetric R-spaces in
which the maximally curved spheres are Helgason spheres.
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Takeuchi proves in Lemma 6.1 that there is for any two points in an indecom-
posable symmetric R-space** a finite chain of of maximally curved spheres joining the
points. He then defines arithmetic distance between two points in M as the length of a
shortest such chain that is needed to connected the points.

Now let the symmetric R-space M � G{L belong to the triple pL,G,Kq. If M is
an indecomposable symmetric R-space with rank at least two, then the the main result
of Takeuchi in [Ta2] is that the (identity component of the) group of diffeomorphisms
of M preserving the arithmetic distance is L.

We believe that this theorem generalizes the results of Chow that we have been
explaining to all symmetric R-spaces (if one is satisfied with diffeomorphisms instead
of homeomorphisms or even more general line preserving bijections). To see this, one
needs to identify the maximally curved spheres with the lines in the classical symmetric
R-spaces. This is clear in many cases as we have pointed out. Takeuchi’s theorem has
for example Theorem 4.1 as a corollary if one assumes that the line preserving bijection
is a diffeomorphism.

6. An unfinished project

Some of the results in Dieudonné’s book [Di] that we have been quoting, apply to more
general R-spaces than those that are symmetric. Theorem 3.2 gives many examples of
such nonsymmetric R-spaces if the Witt index of f is not equal to half the dimension
of W .

If we introduce the usual partial order on the orbit types of the G-action on
the symmetric space L{G, then the symmetric R-spaces are all of minimal type. The
R-spaces of minimal type play a similar role as the Grassmannians among the flag man-
ifolds. Most of the R-spaces of minimal type are not symmetric. The R-spaces to which
the results in [Di] apply are all of minimal type, also those that are not symmetric.

Sergio Console and I were working on a fundamental theorem for these more
general R-spaces of minimal type in an unfinished project. Our approach was differen-
tial geometric and to some extend in the spirit of the theory of isoparametric submani-
folds.
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